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Mendelssohn

Sinfonlos for Strings
Nos.2,9,10,12.

LONDON
MUSICI
Music Director: Mark Stephenson.

MENDELSSOHN
SINFONIAS FOR STRINGS
Nos. 2, 9, 10 & 12
London Musici/Mark Stephenson

Th

CDCF 179 (CD)

London Music
conducted by

Mork Stephenson

ARNOLD

MCFC 179 (MC)

Total time: 68' 28"

These are miraculous works, written by Mendelssohn
in his teens, when his musical genius was already
clear. The prevailing mood is one of quicksilver wit
and elegance, but the slow movements have some of
the most heart-stopping melodies even Mendelssohn
conceived.
For this recording London Musici returned to Snape
Makings where they recorded their debut disc of
concertos by Malcolm Arnold, once again giving us
playing of exceptional beauty with the finest,
demonstration-quality recorded sound.

MALCOLM ARNOLD

CONCERTO FOR TWO VIOLINS AND ORCHESTRA, Op.77
CONCERTO FOR CLARINET AND STRINGS, Op. 20

Concerto for Two Violins and Orchestra
Concerto for Clarinet and Strings
Concerto for Flute and Strings

Concerto No.2 for Horn and Strings

CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND STRINGS, Op. 45
CONCERTO No. 2FOR HORN AND STRINGS, Op. 58

11111111.11111.111

Kenneth Sillito & Lyn Fletcher (violins);
Michael Collins (clarinet); Karen Jones (flute);
Richard Watkins (horn);
London Musici / Mark Stephenson
CDCF 172 (CD)

MCFC 172 (MC)

Total time: 56'27"

London Musici and Mark Stephenson made asensational début
with four concertos by Malcolm Arnold which received unanimous
critical acclaim including 'Record of the Week' in The Sunday
Times and 'Record of the Month' in HIFi News & Record Review.
Peter Herring in Which CD said: " It's an extremely attractive disc
of four typically succinct and skilful concertos.... This is 'pure
music' in the best contemporary sense, finely crafted and not
burdened with any weighty theorizing.... Completing what is one
of the most valuable recordings of English music of late is a
gloriously natural recording from Snape Makings ... depth,
spaciousness and presence that's so 'right' you don't notice it."

London Music

conducted by

Mark Stephenson

Kenneth Sillito and Lyn Fletcher violins
Michael Collins clarinet Karen Jones flute
Richard Watkins horn
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A dream indeed! Hardly affordable, at
£21,000, the Finial laser turntable
achieves the apparent miracle of nocontact optical playback for ordinary
vinyl LPs. Ken Kessler's exclusive review
(page 42) is followed by an in-depth
technical report and listening assessment
by Martin Colloms ( page 44).
Photography: Tony Petch

42 DIAMONDS AREN'T FOREVER: The
Finial Laser Turntable arrives at last and is
reviewed exclusively by Ken Kessler, with
afull technical report by Martin Colloms
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from the South-West's Hi Fi '90 exhibition
35 A STATE-OF-THE-ART PREAMPLIFIER: AMP 02. In Part 5, Ben
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Facilities Module ) and discusses a
carefully-optimized high-performance
dedicated headphone amplifier, HPA
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describes aunique consultancy service,
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87
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Guilmant sonatas; Dukas piano
music; Handel Op. 6 comparisons;
Martucci symphonies;
Hausmusik debut

105
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
rock from Nick Lowe, Dave
Edmunds, jazz live from Ronnie
Scott's; not to mention The Fall
and Lloyd Cole
111
CAPSULES
short rock reviews

59 FOR STARTERS AND UPGRADERS
six CD players, including four key budget
designs and two more advanced models:
Martin Colloms tests the Maranta CD- 50,
Maranta CD-80, Philips CD-620, Sony
CDP470, Technics SL-P377A and
Technics SL-PS70
71 SONY TUNES IN: Trevor Butler
reviews the top-of-the range Sony STS730ES stereo tuner, part of Sony's higherend ' ES' range
73 JBL XPL90: the US pro-speaker
specialist offers ahigh-quality speaker to
suit British ears and eyes. Appraisal by
Ken Kessler
75 POT POURRI: Short reviews cover
Sennheiser HD530 and HD520
headphones, the Infinity RS2001
loudspeaker, Slate Audio speaker stands,
and anew technique for measuring
dynamic range in CD players
CLASSICAL ON COMPACT DISC: free
with this issue is HFN/RR's annual special
supplement, giving reviews and ratings on
the 'best of the year' in classical music
discs. As abonus, Christopher Breunig
discusses Mahler's Ninth Symphony on
CD — nearly ascore of available recordings are compared in aspecial
'Library Choice' feature
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THE VA40 AMPLIFIER F OM AURA
I.

"...sound as good as I've heard

"The Aura VA40's special

'A very involving sound which

from any sub- £200 amp.

qualities never get in the way of

Ifound hard really to fault.

It looks like it sounds: sleek and

the music. This amp looks and

The VA40 could form the basis

elegant. Certainly it demands

sounds honest and attractive.

of avery nice 'purist' set-up...

to go on the budget amplifier

Its price is an additional

warrants apretty confident

shopping list. Very affordable.

incentive."

recommendation."

Very approachable."
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wo different worlds — and never
the twain shall meet: is this still the
true picture of 'professional' versus
'domestic' audio? A decade or so ago, it
was usual for home hi-fi manufacturers to
add credibility to their products' image by
dragging in every possible association
with the glamour of the recording studio.
Any loudspeaker of more than average
size could be called a ` monitor', any
turntable that wasn't actually the cheapest
kind of crystal-cartridged autochanger
could be a ' transcription unit', blank tapes
and pick-up cartridges could be called
'broadcast standard'.
What the marketing men relied on was
the consumer's unshakeable belief in the
superiority of professional equipment. It
stood to reason that the equipment that
was used to make a record was of an
intrinsically higher quality level than the
record-player you used to play it back at
home; it seemed self-evident that the
electronics used by broadcasters to put
out a radio signal needed to be better in
every way than the domestic radio
receiver. These assumptions actually must
have dated back to the earliest days of
audio, to acoustic gramophones.
But the relationships between record
and replay, between send and receive
technologies, have undergone profound
changes in the last ten to fifteen years, at
least as far as audiophile- level product is
concerned. From the early 1970s, we
entered a period in which, basically,
domestic replay systems were getting
better and better, while recording or
record production standards either stayed
the same or got worse. Even before the
arrival of compact disc, enthusiasts were
talking of a 'golden age' of vinyl recording,
and were shaking their heads over the
supposed improvements of ' digital I.Ps',
direct- metal mastering and so on.
Although the sound of CD was controversial, at least among ' serious' enthusiasts, it
was not long betbre everybody could
recognise the digital repluy medium's
ability to show up faults in the recording
side which had really gone unnoticed or
had been concealed by storage and
retrieval in conventional analogue media.
The point is that by the mid 1980s it was
beginning to seem that the domestic side
had caught up. On most measurable parameters, there was no longer a margin of
safety between the quality of the music
signal supplied to the user and the quality
of the user's retrieval system.
It probably wouldn't be unfair to the
recording industry to say that it can be
reticent about admitting past mistakes.
But that doesn't necessarily mean it
doesn't do anything about them. In the
last five years we have seen significant
changes of attitude: for example, the
studio community does not now appear
to believe that hi-fi enthusiasts who hear
differences between amplifiers, or differences between cables, or prefer their
'domestic' loudspeakers to the older style
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of professional monitors, are loonies.
But, after aperiod in which the professional world has seemed willing to learn
from the domestic hi-fi world, it looks as if
things will soon come full circle. Once
again, domestic equipment may become
the junior partner, and professional equipment may again provide the inspiration.
'Ibis is because the recording world, at
last, is really beginning to get to grips with
the possibilities of digital audio. We must
be on the verge of a breakthough in the
industry's search, exploring many different avenues currently, for a better analogue to digital converter ( this month's
'Notes' flags abitstreamed' CD); we must
benefit from the new breed of incredibly
sophisticated digital editing machines,
and related processing techniques; we
must benefit from increasingly sensitive
approaches to room treatment, based on a
better understanding of room reflection
problems. Perhaps the truth is that the
audio electronics industry spent such a
large slice of its collective resources on
the establishment of the domestic compact disc, that the professional sector was
temporarily neglected. Domestic audio
needs to benefit from the ' trickle down' of
high technology from the inherently
higher- budget areas of profesional audio.
So long as this starts happening again, we
should be in for aperiod of more comfortable listening at home.

Next month
HFN/RR's special supplement for June is
Future Technology — an in-depth survey
of what's coming from the giants of
electronics and what's in store for hi-fi
and consumer electronics in the next 12
months. In the magazine proper. Krell
Digital provides our cover story, a full
review of the incredible Krell ' CD turntable' plus latest D/A converter; products
reviewed will include budget CD players
as well as the Moth amplifiers and Croft's
valve pre-/power set-up. Music coverage
will lead with a profile of Julian LloydWebber, and there'll be a bumper package of reviews, plus a superb free- entry
competition. Don't miss the June edition,
on sale Friday, 18th May. +
5

Why get ripped off?
,/\‘

some great Mission systems at Unilet.
And of course at Unilet you'll benefit from
superb after sales service, really knowledgeable
staff, and abetter range of brands than you're
\
likely to find anywhere. We'll happily give
you written details of our personal
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden, \ •
finance plans (we're licensed credit
Surrey KT3 4BY
• brokers). Why not ring us now
Please send me your price list
\
on 081 942 9567 to book that
.Mission demonstration
\
you've always
wanted?

Just because you like music there's no need to pay
through the nose for good speakers, or
amplifiers or even CD players.
Mission offers the sort of sound quality /
that normally costs an arm and aleg.
But come to Unilet and you'll find it
/

UNMET

HIBFI

doesn't. You've read the reviews ,
and heard how good they /'
sound. Now we'd like to
open your eyes to
//
riAf-1,
how little you
/
ADDRFc,S
have to pay for
ce

SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE

ACCESSORIES

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories.
We've an obvious choice for this
month's accessory The Perfect Spade Lug.
Ken Kessler plays
the Terminator

ACE
OF SPADES
n our March Views', Mr Bates asked for a superior goldplated spade connector with colour coding, and we're happy
to oblige with something which fits that description perfectly.
Audioquest and Master Cable are just two of the companies using
what Ithink is the best- value spade connector on the market, and
that's the one we've decided to offer.
Just one? you're thinking, when there are far too many types
and sizes of binding posts to contemplate. Granted, I've seen a
wide array of screw-head type binding strips which will accept
only thin hare wire or spades, ranging from the cramped confines
of a Dynaco ST- 70 to the heftier types on Audio Research and
Conrad-Johnson equipment. This suggests acouple of sizes, but
we're hoping that our gold spade closely approximates a
one-size- fits- all requirement.
The Ace Of Spades is asubstantial, gold- plate- over- copper lug
measuring IIntni wide IKK goes metric - Sub Ed I, adimension
of importance only if the amp or speakers you connect the spade
lug to has ascrew strip with shield barriers between each screw.
More relevant is the width of the opening, which measures 6mm;
this is alot wider than most screw tags, but it's ideal for anumber
of five- way binding posts. What makes this spade so clever - if
you're using it on 5mm or 6mm binding posts - is that the
opening narrows near the points, so if you push them over the
posts of the amp or speakers the spade's strip with shield harriers
between each screw comes into play. More relevant is the width
of the opening. which measures 6mm; this is a lot wider than
most screw tags, but it's ideal for a number of five- way binding
posts. What makes this spade so clever - if you're using it on
%aim or 6mm binding posts - is that the opening narrows near
the points, which means that you push them over the posts with
alittle bit of pressure. The ' teeth' help to grip the post, so the tags
shouldn't slip off even if the screw- down cap on the post is
loosened.
Fixing the leads to the Ace of Spades can be accomplished with
either crimping or soldering or ( preferably) both, and the packs
we're supplying ( two pairs - of four individual lugs) come with
two black and two red sleeves for colour coding.
As far as the practicality of spade lugs goes, Ireckon that it's
the most universal termination of all after bare wire, so
permanent connection to prized leads isn't too much of a
problem. With the exception of banana-only sockets ( Iwon't
insult you with DIN)- aspade works just about everywhere. And
if you do find yourself suddenly changing to abanana-only system
- even if it's temporary - you can always use spade- terminated
leads with banana plugs such as the Michell or the Monster
X- terminator, both of which have collars to accept spades.
Itrust that Mr Bates will he one of our first customers?
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HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £ 22.00
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 C
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber D steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black- ash case £79.95 C
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 C
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V- only £79.95 E
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing. 36in high. complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 C
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 C
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.()0 D
CD/cassette unit ( 4(1/25) £30.00 C singles unit ( 200) £ 35.00.
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 D
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 17.50
HFNIRR015 Test CD 11:99 tracks. 75mins £ 11.95 D
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 D
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 C
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' hook £ 18.00 D
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 D Large £8.45 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 C
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 D
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50 C
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 C
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane. 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 0
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 CI Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 C1
Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting. complete with two I3Amp plugs. £ 25.00 C
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? D£20.00
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 EFormula 2 £ 16.50 CFormula 3
£7.50 CStarter pack £ 12.50 C
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50
Blacktak: £2.00 per pack of 2strips C
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £ 24.95 D
Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs, set of 4. £ 18.95 D
Breakfast Plugs, phonos. pair, £5.95
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 C; Glenn Miller, £ 16.95 D:
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 C; Supercharge, £ 16.95 0; Mozart
Edition Vol I. £ 16.95 C: Guitar Crusher Live. £ 16.95 E
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 D
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45 C
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard. 5in complete C £6.50;
standard 5in, outer only 0 £5.00; slimline Sin C £6.50; 3inD £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) C £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) C 75p. CD single adaptor, silvered ( each) C 60p.
Toppers: stick- on spikes; set of 6D £5.95; set of 8D £7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 per pair D
Mission Isoplat: I
7in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £ 2.25
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60 C
Rapitest: Amp socket tester £8.95 III
Rapitest: Power detector £5.95 C Rapitest: Multi check £ 17.95 C
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £3.99 per set of 4 I:

NAME

(
caps please)

_

ADDRESS _ _

El Ienclose POIChequelM0*
D / wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

All prices include post & packing

Expiry date

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _

_Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box NO, Bedford, MK-111 I
YH

Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline la 1234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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A

INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony... something only afew audiophile
pre-amps can improve on ... the more Ithink about it,
the more Irealise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik, Hi Fi exclusiv 11/89...
The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. HiFi Choice Sep 89 ... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass ... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

HiFi

Answers Aug 89...
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

Wix

COMPETITION

YAMAHAS 'NATURAL
SOUND'
AND DSP..

Venues are the key to this unique competition. You could
win one of our three thrilling
prize combinations in this freeto-enter Yamaha teaser.
FIRST PRIZE is the £900 Natural Sound Stereo System. Yamaha's
C30 incorporates the latest Active
Servo Technology in a complete
music system comprising CI)
Player, dual auto- reverse Cassette
Deck, Tuner, Timer Unit, and
Amplifier/Controller alongside a
pair of periscope-shaped' speakers
(pictured left). A threesource,
multi-function stereo system that
can go anywhere you go. The

amazing power and clarity of the
AST-C30 has been documented in
product reviews which underline
how the huge sound belies its
dimensions. Our super SECOND
PRIZE is a must for anyone who
listens in anon-ideal environment.
We're delighted to be able to offer
one of the greatest achievements
in audio technology — a fullyfledged Natural Sound Digital
Sound Field Processor in the shape
of the much acclaimed Yamaha
DSP-100. Choose your favourite
music, then select the environment of your choice be it Hall,
Church, Chamber, Rock ' live' con-

cert, Jazz Club, Disco with added
distortion?) and the extra benefit
of Dolby's Surround. The £700
prize also includes two pairs of
Yamaha's NSE2 loudspeakers and
M35 4-channel amplifier to get
you started. Our THIRD PRIZE is
Yamaha's brand new YST-7 tabletop sound system with credit-card
size remote handset, worth £230.
Three input terminals are provided for your auxiliary equipment, while the standard features
include digital timer, 101mm
speakers, P1i tuner with 18 AM/
FM random presets and AST design
technology. 4-

ON LOCATION

THE QUESTIONS

The Rules
)The competition is open to ( 1K readers only. All enties must be on the entry form

Complete the album titles by matching the following artists
to the venues
I ): Cheap Trick Live At . . .
2): Rolling Stones Got Live If You
Want It . . .
3): Simple Minds Live .. .
4): The Beatles at . . .
5): Whitesnake Live . .
6): U2 Live ...
7): Simon & Garfunkel Concert . . .
8): Supertramp .
9): Queen Live Magic .
I0): James Brown Live & Lowdown.

provided: photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per reader will be
considered. No other correspondence must he included with entries.
2)There will be no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. The
winners will be the first correct entries opened.
3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, or of Yamaha or its
agents, will not be eligible.
4 ) All entries must he received by first post on 31st May, 1990, when judging will
he carried out. lbe Editor's decision will be final and binding; no correspondence of
any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.
)The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the

••

Sept. 1990 edition of 11F7V/RR.
6) Entry to the compesition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rules

a): In Central Park
b): Royal Albert Hall
c): The Hollywood Bowl
d): At The Apollo
e): Knebworth/Wemblerliungary
f): In the Heart Of the City . . .
g): The Budokan
h): In the City Of Light
I): Paris
k): Under A Blood Red Sky
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How to enter
All you have w do is mix'n'match our
answers ( a to k) to select which you
feel completes our ten Album titles
correctly. Use each answer only once.
For example, if you think Cheap
Trick recorded live at the Apollo,
simply write the letter d in box I.
Complete all ten boxes and the name
and address coupon and send your
entry to us to arrive by first post on
31st May. Please include a daytime
telephone number if possible. Send
your form to: Locations competition,
HiFi News& Record Review, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2TA.
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Name and Address

L.

Daytime tel no
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The Pioneer F-91

well received.

have

found

and F-656 tuners have been rather

So has the A-115 amplifier.

it impossible to

contain their delight.

for a real treat listening to the F-91.

are

shown

up

by

it,

such

Indeed, some people

is

Most mid- price tuners

the

definition

and

clarity it displays on high quality broadcasts.

The latest amps and
breath- taking.

tuners from Pioneer.
SOUND.

serious

about

afford to overlook the F-91.

1988

At £ 200,

the

Apparently, some people quite
Pioneer's tradition.

like them.

effortless

As for the best

signals, on these, quality was at times

If you're

FEBRUARY

You're in

FM

stereo

you

can't

JONATHAN KETTLE. NEW HI -E1

Pioneer F-656

a great

buy,

represents

maintaining

Fed a good clean signal from a high quality

multi- element aerial the F-656 can really sing.

Its subjective

performance is well-balanced, neither bass heavy nor too bright

but neutral, transparent and musically satisfying.

The F-656

remains an exceptionally quiet sounding tuner for the price.

WHAT III Fl AWARDS, DECEMBER 1989 ( WINNER, BEST TUNER UNDER £ 300.1

The

Pioneer A- 115's performance is as guileless as its construction.

Its sound

isn't engineered

other low cost amplifiers.

down

as

is

the

case with some

In the Pioneer's case, we have an

amplifier that tries to do everything on a

grand scale sometimes sounding like a much more expensive

MEND
HI-FI

ANSWERS,

amplifier

SEPTEMBER

1989

than

It

you'd

seems,

expect.

then,

ALVIN

GOLD,

that they have

already brought a few smiles to a few faces.

Have a listen yourself and there may well be a few more.

Agfa Tapes: Don't Miss a Beat

High- hat to bass.

Versatile range

Advanced Design

Agfa tapes meet every

6 grades to match any

Unique spool designs

recording need,

demand from Walkman

enhance reproduction

to studio standard,

quality and ensure

Advanced technologydurability.
Engineered to highest

Agfa tapes

specifications —

Crisp, clear, precise

housing and tape give

Perfect pick up

superb, consistent,

Perfect play back

distortion- free
recording.

AGFA
Dynamik Force. Made in Germany.
For Stockists contact:
Retail Sales
Agfa Gevaert Limited
27 Great West Road
Brentford
Middlesex TWA 9AX
Telephone: 01-560 2131
(From 61h May 1990: 081-560 21311
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Bedroom farce?
Dear Sir, Firstly Iwould like to apologise
for my rudeness at the Bristol Show. It was
certainly indelicate of me to describe
your demonstration as 'bloody awful';
though in my opinion Imust say I
consider it to be avalid criticism!
We are all aware of the difficulties of
demonstrating hi-fi within hotel
bedrooms, and after all this time Ido think
people should have cracked it. After all,
many of your readers must listen to their
systems in either bedsits or bedrooms.
My concern is that you may be perceived
by many people as ' arbiters of ( hi-fi)
fashion' and if you present asystem, for
whatever reason, that performs in an
unsatisfactory fashion this may well
question their assessment of the validity
of your reviews within your magazine. In
other words aren't you listening!
Icame away from the Bristol Hi Fi show
depressed, feeling that the musical
reproduction of recorded sound is
actually regressing rather then going
forward. At best you might say that what
was on show was ' midi Fi' being
promoted by some people who might be
happier selling washing machines.
Iam also not happy that your magazine
gives the impression that, through its
'High End' supplements, imported
equipment of four and five figures is
mandatory to achieve nirvana. Surely
these supplements should include the
pick of the British crop. Iwish you could
organise aproper ' Hi Fi' exhibition with
the best of the imports and local produce.
Name and address supplied
Most readers will be aware that HFN/RR sponsors
the UK's only independent national hi-fi
exhibition, The HiFi Show, at the Heathrow
Penta Hotel. This year's dates are September
13th- 16th - Ed.

Ace of spades
Dear Sir, With regard to Mr Bates' letter in
the March issue of HFN/RR, Iam pleased
to be able to inform you that top quality
gold-plated spade connectors do actually
exist! These are made by AudioQuest in
the USA and distributed by Arcam in the
UK. They are available in two sizes Vainch ( for hi-fi) and 3/16inch ( for in-car
hi-fi). The gold plating is done directly
over copper, without the usual
intermediate nickel layer, in order to
obtain the very best sound quality. Prices
are £4inc VAT for aset of 4.
John Dawson, Arcam
See 'News' and 'Accessories Club' - Ed.

Zobel prize
Dear Sir, A couple of years ago I ' invented'
acheap and simple way of improving the
performance of speaker cables. Since I
have not seen this idea elsewhere, Ithink
it should be available to your readers.
The use of ' zobel' networks for
controlling the impedance of loudspeaker
drive units in conjunction with crossover
networks is well known. One of the main
shortcomings of loudspeaker cables is the
HUD NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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frequency irregularities that occur due to
the interaction of cable and speaker
impedance ( both frequency dependent!).
My trick is to connect anetwork across
the terminals at the loudspeaker end of
the cable to control the impedance of the
loudspeaker in asimilar way to the use of
`zobel' networks inside the loudspeaker
system. In its simplest form this can be a
low value resistor, or one may experiment
with more complicated forms to
counteract the frequency dependent
behaviour of both speaker and cables.
Good quality amplifiers with high
current capability are now easily
available, and the parallel connection of a
resistor of lower value than the speaker
impedance should pose few problems
with decent equipment. Just make sure
the resistor can handle the power, though
the average power presented at the
amplifier output during normal listening is
lower than most people expect.
In my system apair of 4ohm/50watt
(overkill!) resistors are connected across
my Quad ES1s, driven by the
Electrocompaniet 25watt amplifier
through SUPRA cables. This set-up has
been in daily use in my home for several
years without problems. Ihave enough
experience in the hi-fi business to be wary
of claims ( Electronic engineering degree,
formerly employed at Electrocompaniet,
now working as film sound recording
engineer, regular reader of HFN/RR for 20
years). It's not hard to measure the effects
of cables; we did it at Electrocompaniet in
the mid seventies when the ' super- cables'
started coming. Imay mention that during
my time at Electrocompaniet we never
found an audible difference in any
equipment that could not be 'explained'
or tracked down by measurement if you
cared and had good instruments!
If after testing, you find this idea useful,
it might form the basis of avery affordable
'accessories club' item.
Peik Borud,Jar, Norway

DIY problems...
Dear Sir, Irealize that as part of the
manufacturer-orientated audio press you
may not be well disposed towards DIY
hi-fi buffs ( agroup to which Ido not
entirely belong).
However, since Iam afaithful reader of
HFN/RR perhaps you could take alittle
time out to reciprocate my fidelity! I
would like to build ahigh quality valve
power amp but don't know where to find
agood design.
Can you offer any advice - please!
G SM MacLeod, Innellan, Argyll,
Scotland

subscribers and are hoping to expand the
magazine both in content and circulation.
We would like to hear from anyone who is
interested in DIY Audio, particularly,
anyone who feels they may have material
suitable for publication.
Our aim is to help people to obtain a
greater performance from their systems
and to undertake their own modifications;
some longer term projects are also
included.
The magazine is published quarterly
and is available from: Audio Conversions,
Coley Lane Farm. Wentworth, Rotherham,
South Yorks SG2 7SQ. The annual
subscription fee is £8.00 and back
numbers are £ 1.50 each ( 7in total ).
David Rusby, Editor, Audio
Conversions
While welcoming Audio Conversions, we feel
obliged to point out that all readers ordering kits,
conversions or other items by mail, or modifying
existing equipment themselves, do so entirely at their
own risk - Ed.

Pooh corner?
Dear Sir, Regarding your December ' Back
Door' article on Brian Jones, what ashame
it is that arespected music journal would
waste so much space on so manifest a
nonentity. More depressing, however, is
the juxtaposition of this intellectual and
human cipher with the culture, humour
and artistic breadth of A A Milne. This
assault on one's sensibilities is assuaged
only by knowing that the latter mercifully
expired prior to the former's pop
ascendancy. In any event, do please spare
us further journalistic requiems for
mentally backward heroes of muddled
pre pubescents. They should more
appropriately inhabit the likes of People
rather than HFN/RR.
Chris Skillern, California, USA
Mr Skillern may not appreciate this months ' Back
Door' tribute to Muddy Waters - Ed.

... solved

Going public

Dear Sir, Iam writing in response to the
plea for aUK DIY audio journal ( Mr Hugh
Maines HFNIRR Feb '90). DIY Audio is
alive and well and there is now available a
relatively new ( 21 months old ) UK
underground journal called Audio
Conversions. We have about athousand

Dear Sir, Ihad intended to write to Ken
Kessler giving my further thoughts on the
Farkas experiment, but the letter from J
Russell in the February issue of HFN/RR
has spurred me to go public.
Now that the novelty has worn off, I
think it is possible to take along-term
13
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view of the results. Iam still using the
bubbles, and this more than any
attempted dissection of the pros and cons
proves to me that they work.
Mr Russell seems to obtain faultless
sound from his equipment, finding no
room for improvement. Perhaps he could
let us into the secret of his ' perfect'
system. Ile seems to imply that if you
manage to improve your sound, it was
necessarily bad before the change.
Someone who scores 90% in an exam
does less well than someone who scores
95%. Does this mean that 90% is abad
score? Yes, my' arm height was out,
possibly due to an easing of the cartridge
suspension, but the sound Iget from my
system was, and still is, good - but not, to
my ears, perfect. Idon't think Ihave ever
heard ' perfect' sound; certainly in the
concert hall the acoustics are is often far
from ideal. Music is asubjective
experience, and since the aim of hi-fi is to
reproduce music, it must necessarily in
itself be asubjective subject. Thus, some
days, my equipment apparent! J' seems to
work even better than others, but can Ibe
sure there is areal difference, or is it
merely that Ihave adifferent perception
of its performance? Imaintain that
absolute perfection, although it must he
the end towards which we must aim, will
always remain out of reach just as the two
arms of aparabola only theoretically ever
become parallel.
Finally, Mr Russell may be surprised to
know what Ihave had aCD player for
over two years. In common with many
others, Ialso have aconsiderable
collection of irreplaceable vinyl, and wish
to get the best out it. CD is amedium in its
own right, not necessarily either superior
or inferior to vinyl, or, come to that, any
other source. Ijust wish to maximise my
enjoyment of recorded music, however it
may be stored.
Bill Hayles, Sidcup, Kent

Why don't you...
Dear Sir, Simple question: do you intend
to print an article about the greatest
recordings of the last decade - compact
disc, vinyl, or whatever?
Another question: what would this
place be like without music?
Also, IIFNIRR is the best audio magazine
you can buy.
A Smart, Matlock, Derbyshire

Once bitten
Dear Sir, On reading the February issue of
11FNIRR Iwas intrigued by an article by
Ken Kessler. It showed how an ordinary
compact disc could be treated with
'Armor-All' protectant and produce
clearer sound quality. Ibought some and
applied it to the playing side of the CD as
instructed for 30 minutes.
me the
sound improved slightly hut it was not
good enough! Convinced that the ' magic
spray' would not damage my precious
collection Iapplied it on my favourite CD
and left it for alonger time of one hour.
The result was sparkling! Ienjoyed pure
transparent sound from this CD. One hour

of treatment seemed to do the trick.
But be careful! Iwent too far because
after creating 'perfect sound' from my
efforts Idecided to apply some more
'Armor-All'. Ileft the same CD covered in
this opaque liquid for an additional few
hours expecting somehow for even better
results. Frankly, Iwish Ihadn't. My
'perfect CD' lost some of its ' bite' and the
crystal clear highs in the music seemed to
be slightly dulled. Ioffer my experience
to anyone brave enough to apply the stuff
to their valuable CD collection. For best
results, one hour of treatment will
produce amore natural sound from the
disc.
SGrachvogel, Enfield, Middx

Polish airs
Dear Sir, Ihaven't tried Armor All on my
CDs - yet - but Ihave used it to revitalise
the tired Nextel finish on my Suelen
tuner to great effect. Apply, leave for 24
hours and smooth off. Magic!
JM Hayward, Bournemouth

'Print this if you dare'
Dear Sir, Iam somewhat surprised to see
HFN/RR compromising its integrity by
offering to supply readers with compact
discs reviewed.
have any value, artistic criticism
must be seen to be totally removed from
any commercial consideration.
Your heading 'Save on Compact Discs'
is hardly appropriate when some of the
items offered at £9.95 + packing and
postage can be obtained elsewhere, from
long established mail order firms such as
ourselves, for as little as £8.40 ( post
free!). Print this if you dare!
R Parsons, Europadisc, Suffolk
Our CD ordering service will help readers save
money, but the main purpose is to help readers who
are looking for discs not easy to find in ' top 40'
outlets. We fail to see why this represents
'compromising our integrity'. We have no
knowledge or experience of Europadisc's mail order
service, but are pleased to bring it to readers'
attention. Europadisc can be contacted on (0787)
75743 - Ed.

Gerrymandering?
Dear Sin Ihave taken your magazine for
many years because Ienjoy the mixture of
musical and technical information. Ialso
enjoy the 'Views' section but was much
irritated by the letter from Mr Gerald
Reynolds of Nimbus Records. As a
collector of 78s, Iam always interested to
hear issues of historic records on CD and
1.13;Ifind that these are often
unsatisfactory either because the speeds
at which the originals have been rerecorded have been faulty, or because the
sound of the original 78 appears to have
been enhanced or diminished in an
attempt to make it acceptable to the
modern requirement.
Icannot at present comment on the
speeds of the Caruso CD issued by
Nimbus, hut feel that the sound is quite
wrong. 'Ibis is because of aresonance,
which could be the result of putting the
microphone into the papier maché horn,

or because the re- recordings have been
made in alarge and ' lively' hall, or
because, dare Isuggest, there has been
some 'enhancement' of the sound?
Iknow Joe Pengelly only through
correspondence and the occasional
telephone call and have always found him
to be charming, helpful, and extremely
knowledgeable on the subject of playing
78s and cylinders. His tape of the 1905-6
Victors of Richard Jose - Cornwall's
Greatest Singer - is amodel of its kind.
Therefore, for Mr Gerald Reynolds of
Nimbus Records to make statements like,
'if indeed Mr Pcngelly has heard any good
transfers of early 78's' etc, is either a
calculated slight or an indication of Mr
Reynolds' ignorance of the field of
collecting and collectors of early operatic
records in this country. Ithink that Mr
Reynolds should perhaps seek Mr
Pengelly's advice or that of others, whom
Imust not name, who are making very
successful CD transfers of early material at
this time before he launches any more
historic CDs on us.
E Gibby, Nuthall, Nottingham
Iam sure Mr Gibby will have read that great care
was taken over microphone placement and the only
'enhancement' was Ambisonic B-format processing
as reported in ' News' October. - News Ed.

Forthright timpani ...
Dear Sir, For years Ihave pursued the
mystery of the timpani's ' thundering
fourths' at the close of Sibelius' 2nd
Symphony - referred to by David Nice in
his review of the IMP Mackerras version
(HFN/RR March ). In this exciting
sequence, the timpani, gently at first and
later most powerfully, echo the final
phrase of the oft- repeated theme of the
coda.
This version is performed on three
recordings in my own collection - the
conductors are: Serge Koussevitzky,
Anthony Collins, and ( most convincing of
all ) Hans Schmidt-lsserstedt. The
Breitkopf & ! lane! score gives only dull
tonic and dominant rolls to the timpani.
My many enquiries still leave room for
question; even Jussi Jalas whom Iwas able
to ask through an intermediary', could
throw no light on the subject. Ialso asked
Antal Dorati on the day he was to perform
the work with the RPO. Ile merely
referred me to the B&II score and said
that he had not encountered this textual
difference before. Imagine my amazement
therefore when at the concert Iheard the
timpanist play the ' thunderous' version!
Only one musician has ever given me a
possible explanation. 'Ibis was the
conductor Leslie Jones, and since it
sounds so reasonable Iquote it here: ` Oh
yes, this was Koussevitzky. Ile asked
Sibelius to approve his emendation to the
timpani part and the composer was so
delighted that not only did he approve it
but he also said that he would have the
publishers change it in the score.
Apparently the publishers agreed, but as
so often happens, never got round to it.'
Maybe we shall never know the exact
truth but for my taste, the ' revised
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REV IEW
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thunderous version' is so convincing that
Ifind it difficult to enjoy any performance
which merely employs those
unimaginative old drum rolls offered by
the score.
Antony Hodgson, Ascot, Berks

Decidedly different
Dear Sir, In the March 1990 edition of
HFNIRR, reference was made in the
'News' section of work being carried out
by Keith Holland and myself on horn
loudspeakers. In order to achieve a
greater understanding of whether a ' horn'
sound existed or not, we instigated a
series of listening tests which continued
over aperiod of four months from
September to December 1989. In brief,
initial analysis of the results would seem
to show that whilst some horns do have a
characteristic sound, others were never
chosen as archetypal horns. Indeed, the
Tannoy dual concentrics are most
definitely compression driver/horn
combination above IkHz or so, but like
them or not, they are rarely if ever
considered to sound like typical horns.
We encountered horns which nobody
chose as having any typical ' horn- like'
attributes, so Ithink that we can conclude
that we are not up against the brick wall
which many people had anticipated.
In order to avoid the convolutions and
pitfalls of subjective testing, the above
mentioned listening tests were purely
based on audible similarity. One sound in
particular, an anechoically recorded
acoustic guitar chord was perceived by
some listeners as changing tonality or
timbre between the different drivers.
Other listeners perceived the same
tonality, but were convinced that the
guitar was playing adifferent musical
inversion of that chord, further up the
fretboard with the notes in adifferent
order. The above tests left us with no
loudspeaker being categorically deemed
to be similar with any of the others in our
test. Further compounding this was the
problem of so many people disagreeing
on what constituted similar.
My initial conclusion from our findings
is that different people attribute differing
degrees of importance to the different
differences. The listeners were tolerant to
different degrees of sensitivity to some
very different aspects of performance. All
of the above tests were closely controlled
and are entirely repeatable and provable,
which brings me to my second point, an
exchange of letters, again in the March
1990 issue, between Ross Walker and
Martin Colloms on amplifier similarity.
Keith Holland and myself are currently
pursuing an audible-similarity
investigation into aspects of both
amplifier and cable differences. The work
is being supported by studio designer
Tom Hidley, the founder of Westlake
Audio and Eastlake Audio; he had read a
series of articles which Ihad written for
Studio Sound and thought that we were
thinking along similar lines. Tom is
currently using Kinoshita monitor
loudspeakers in most of his current studio
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REV 1EVE
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projects, but the 1Cinoshitas' passive
crossover demand an amplifier which is
capable of producing 1000W into half an
ohm. The first choice amplifier is the
French JDF but at around £8000 per
mono unit, there is acertain amount of
resistance from many studios, especially
multi studio complexes, when it comes to
paying £ 16,000 for astereo pair of
amplifiers. The Hidley installations use FM
Acoustic ' Forcelines' cables which makes
the whole amplifier/loudspeaker/cable
stereo system around £ 35,000.
Ihave spoken at length to many people
on the subject of amplifiers and cabling
and Itake Ross Walker's point that little,
repeatable, incontrovertible evidence is
available, though purely subjectively, Iam
sure that differences do exist. With our
specially designed comparator unit, we
are attempting to prove, repeatably, what
differences do exist, under what
conditions they manifest themselves most
noticeably, and under what conditions or
in what combinations, certain limitations
may not arise. Why does aperceivable
difference occur when the bandwidth of
an amplifier is opened up from 40kHz to
60kHz as the - 2dB points on asignal
which is brick wall limited at 20kIlz and
on aloudspeaker system which rolls off
about 18kHz? Quite probably you have an
opinion on this, everybody seems to have
an opinion on this, but once again, we are
aiming for repeatable measurements with
predictable applications. Tom Hidley and
his clients are generally convinced that
the ' Forcelines' loudspeaker cable renders
anoticeable improvement over
conventional cable when used on the
Kinoshita systems. On my monitor
systems, studio personnel have noticed no
clearly perceivable difference between
'Forcelines' and conventional copper
60amp multi-strand cable costing twenty
times less. One significant difference
between the systems is that Iuse separate
amplifiers and an electronic, low level
crossover, whilst the Hidley/Kinoshitas
use asingle amplifier and avery complex
passive crossover. It would seem quite
conceivable that the relatively benign
load presented to the amplifier and
cabling by the relatively simple voice coil
of aloudspeaker, is much less demanding
than the enormously complicated load
presented by the passive crossover of the
Kinoshitas, which drop to 0.8ohm at a
couple of frequencies.
The commercial objective of this work
is not only the obvious advantage of
knowing exactly what is going on and
why, but also, on large installations, it is a
futile waste of resources to use
loudspeaker cables costing tens or even
hundreds of pounds per metre, in parts of
the system where cables costing pence
per metre would deliver entirely
satisfactory results. Likewise, why pay
£16,000 for astereo amplifier, when a
£1000 amplifier would be
indistinguishable? Studios must face
commercial realities in order to survive in
avery competitive area.
Personally, Iam agreat advocate of the

entire monitor chain being deemed to be
one system rather than acollection of
separate components. In this way, it is not
necessary to produce afixed impedance
at aloudspeaker terminal in order to
accommodate amplifier and cable
peculiarities. The very provision of that
fixed impedance may well introduce
crossover components into the circuitry
which are subjectively less desirable than
the effects of the impedance mismatch
which they sought to negate. The aim of
the current research is to define, prove,
quantify and make repeatable the
perceivable difference in amplifier and
cable performances, and to specify under
just what conditions those differences
could be considered to be either tolerable
or unacceptable. All of this, however, is
part of an attempt to establish standards
for professional reference rather than for
attempts to produce absolute fidelity.
Remember, no matter what may be
claimed by manufacturers, audiophiles or
anybody else, we will be nowhere near
achieving true fidelity until we can recreate the entire original sound field to a
very great degree of accuracy. Idoubt that
that will be achieved in my lifetime. Until
then, all sound reproduction equipment is
more akin to apainting than aphotograph.
It is an artistic interpretation, not an
absolute.
Philip Newell, Cowpiain, Hampshire

CD 'apoor substitute'
Dear Sir, You may sincerely feel that your
rather snide response to Tony Whieldon
(page 27, Jan 1990 ) was adequate. As one
who only occasionally reads review
magazine nowadays - in part because Ido
not like the sound characteristics of CD,
since Icompare all equipment on the
basis of being at best apoor substitute for
live performance - Iwould like you to
know that Itook it that the lack of an LP
number meant that no LP was to be
produced. Your ' lack of space' comment is
specious.
You should be aware of the danger of
becoming so close to agiven subject that
you can no longer see straight. Ilong ago
developed aconsiderable contempt for
the lack of integrity of some/most
equipment reviewers and Ibarely
recognize HFN/RR as the journal that was
at one time my first choice for integrity
and impartiality.
DJ Weston, Liverpool
Unfortunately, it is the record companies which are
no longer interested in classical LPs. However, our
headings do normally indicate availability (though
because ofpressure on the available space not
numbers) of LP or cassette - Ed.
Readers'ietters
We reerve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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In MAGNEPAN
MAGNEPLANAR

. . . following asurvey among readers of
Stereophile magazine in 1988
Customer satisfaction

Ma

91% of Magneplanar owners confirmed that if
they were asked to consider another type of
speaker, they would still buy Magneplanar.
8% said that they would probably buy
Magneplanar, but would like to listen to other
speakers first.
1% said that they would buy other speakers.
... following asurvey by Inside Track magazine
among alarge number of US dealers
Dealer satisfaction
Magnepan's position was number one in terms
of distribution, number two in terms of after
sales service and number three in terms of the
sales force rating.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 01-947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint L, Classé Audio, Davidson- Roth,
Duntech Audio Limited, Entec, Goldmund, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Digital, Magnepan, Mandrake, Martin Logan,
PS Audio, Siltech, Sonus Faber, Theta Digital, WBT, Well Tempered Lab, Wilson Audio
'I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

NEWS
NEW DIGITAL RESTORATION TECHNIQUE
A major research project by Philips Research Laboratories in
Eindhoven has resulted in a method which allows large digital
signal errors to be restored. Raymond Veldhuis who developed
the system makes use of regularity present in almost every signal
and, by analysing the error's environment, it is possible to correct
the corruption without perceptible dissonance.
Using knowledge of human hearing, Veldhuis also succeeded in
reducing the bandwidth required
for the transmission of audio signals by afactor of 6-8 without any
audible loss of quality. Thus, the
bandwidth of an FM transmission
is sufficient for digital music. The
coding method for this bandwidth
reduction has been included in the
European EUREKA project on
digital audio broadcasting.
Veldhuis bases his restoration
method on the fact that speech,
music, or picture signals all have a
certain regularity, characterized
by the signal spectrum. This reg-

devise an equation with which
every unknown sample can be
estimated on the basis of the preceding samples and that a prediction of unknown samples comes
very close to the original. In his
lal3oratory research, he found it
was possible at 44.1kHz sampling
to fill in up to 30 successive
missing samples by calculation.

AIWA UPGRADES PERSONALS
011

LO
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ularity can be measured in the
environment of the error and it is
possible to replace the missing
numbers in a series so that the
restored part of the signal shows as

Mutilated picture and picture restored
according to Veldbuis's method which can also be
applied successfully to speech and music signals

Changes to Aiwa's personal

T45 which also sports afive band

stereos have centred around

graphic equalizer, Super Bass,

improved quality and style. Top

Dolby B noise reduction, and

of the range is the £250 HSJX303

auto-reverse. The model is

rechargeable radio-recorder

available with abelt-clip while

featuring aMW/FM tuner with 5

power pipe in-ear 'phones are

pre-sets on each band; wired

provided.

remote with built-in mono mic;

Full details from Aiwa UK

and clock/timer with digital

Ltd, West Drayton. Tel 01-897

far as possible the same regularity
as the environment.
While experimenting with the
restoration of music signals, Vel-

display, memoty back-up and

7000.

dhuis also noted the fact that the
signal's construction can be considered as the output signal of afilter
— the spectrum is then fully characterized by the filter coefficients.
He thus found it was possible to

selector. A 15-minute quick charge

SZO

sleep function. Auto-reverse for
play and record is standard along
with Dolby B, and ametal tape
is said to give up to 11 hours of
playback.
A mutilated speech signal ( top)
and the repaired signal

Two playback-only models are
available: the £25 HS-GI Iand
the HS-G58 at £45. Offering both
radio (MW/VHF) and cassette
playback functions is Aiwa's HS -

KEF LAUNCHES THE C45

THIS IS APLUG
Seeing agap in the market for good
quality, robust, yet affordable 4MM
banana plugs with solder connecdons, A&R Cambridge took the step
of designing and commissioning its
own. The result is the ARCAM Delux
4mm plug of one-piece design
which will fit both the modern
amplifier and speaker terminals
and is compatible with most major
cables in common use up to 7mm
outer diameter. The price for a set
of 4 plugs is £5.00.
The key design criteria of John
Dawson and his team included the
use of a long- life stainless steel
contact spring, low contact resistance ( 10 milli-ohm max), and a
NEWS & RECORD REV1E'W

high continuous-current rating of
10 amps. A unique crimp solder
bucket helps to clamp smaller diameter wires and tin plate directly
over the 6mm solid brass stock
eases the task of soldering. A goldplated version of the plug is also
available at £13.00 per set of four.
Here, ARCAM deliberately did not
use the intermediate layer of nickel
conventionally employed in gold
plating — instead the gold is deposited directly on a copper layer
plated over the brass body of the
plug. This non-magnetic construction, says the company, offers the
best possible audio quality. Contact:
ARCAM on (0223) 861550.
MAY 1991)

KEF Electronics has launched a
new top-of- the-range speaker in its
C-Series as a natural successor to
the C15 and (25 models. The
£199 C45 is an 8in two-way
20- litre design intended to
be used against awall where,
says KEF, the — 6dB point is
38Hz, and the ± 3dB figure is
45-20kHz. Built around a
cast chassis with six-point fixing,
the C45 boasts a 90dB sensitivity
and is equipped with twin terminals to facilitate bi-wiring and biamplification.
This compact sealed-box model
measures 470x 280x 246mm
(hwd), and incorporates the same
gold-plated tweeter found in the
C25, with a 19mm dome whose
pleated surround is equivalent to a
25mm radiating area. To obtain
the significant bass extention available, the model will suit any good
commercially available stands or
can be shelf mounted. Finish
options are simulated walnut or
black ash. Further technical details
and distribution information will
be available soon from KEF,
Ecclestone Road, Tovil, Kent
ME15 6QP. Tel ( 0622) 672261.

MUSIC

BY

NUMBERS

iar-1TN
evirison
MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

MONAURAL
REFERENCE

AMPLIFIER

N2 20.5

o

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

GOING TO SOME LENGTHS
Returning to his Yorkshire home
after a successful Commonwealth
Games,

swimmer

Adrian

Moor-

house was rewarded with apair of
Wharfedale

Coleridge

speakers.

Making the presentation, chairman
Ashley Ward ( left) said Adrian had
been using a pair of ten-year-old
Wharfedales, and it was time the
sportsman had the top model to
complement his system.

TECHNICS' AWARD FOR
GABRIELI CD
Virgin Classics' recording of 'A
Venetian Coronation' with the
Gabriel] Consort and Players under
their director Paul McCreesh, has
won an award for its sponsors,
Technics. The Arts Minister,
Richard Luce, presented the award
as part of the government's
business sponsorship incentive
scheme. 'AVenetian Coronation' is
the musical econstruction of Doge
Marino Grimani's coronation, held
in St Mark's Basilica in Venice in
1595. The Gabrieli recording was
mastered on Technnics DAT
equipment, at Brinkburn Priory,
Northumberland. (We regret that
the venue was incorrectly described
as Blackburn last month.)

KENWOODS
NEW CONCEPT
Following its announcement of
top-end separates ('News' April),
Kenwood has made major
changes to its separates line-up as
the company continues a reappraisal of its stance in the hi-fi
market place. No less than 7new
CD players, 6new cassette decks,
2 receivers, and 2 tuners accompany a turntable and graphic
equalizer in the new range.
Extra features as well as finer
sound quality are the goals on
Kenwood's new CD players,
where the top-of- the-range models
allow direct optical digital coupling and offer 20-bit 8- times
oversampling filters, and Digital
Pulse Axis Control.
The DP-8020, at £500, heads
the new range and features a
diecast pick-up base with flex-on
pcb and 60mm insulator feet for
maximum isolation. A motorized
remote output volume control
heads the features list which
includes random programme edit,
fluorescent display-off switch, and
separate power supplies for the
digital and analogue sections.

ALL DIGITAL PERSONAL
A stationary head 20-bit 8- track recording system is at the

heart of

anew integrated recording and mixing console being developed
by Yamaha. The DMR8 employs custom ICs which perform all
operations in the digital domain - signals are handled as 24-bit
digital audio, with up to 32-bit processing.
The unit uses a Yamaha original

The DRM8 is the first multi- track

tape cassette with stationary heads

tape recorder to store digital audio

to ensure mechanical simplicity,

on tape as 20-bit data, providing a

reliability

dynamic

lowing

and

recent

serviceability
criticisms

fol-

range

greater

than

of the

120cIB. At a sampling frequency of

conventional rotating R-DAT for-

48kHz, 20 minutes of 8- track can

mats.

Two

be recorded on a Yamaha 8mm

audio

tracks

auxilian• ( analogue)
and

cime code

are

metal particle tape. Because of a

also provided alongside full signal

higher tape speed existing cassette

processing and effects functions to

formats are not suitable. Yamaha

aid the music maker.

Kimble: ( 0908)

3-

—

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE

Kenwood's £ 500 DP-8020 flagship CD player- part of anew

7

machine line-up

Counterpoint has cancelled plans to
introduce its new four-piece ribbon
loudspeaker. Seen at the Consumer
Electronic Show in Las Vegas, the
Cadence One was to have been
manufactured under licence and
marketed under the Counterpoint
brand name. However, HFN/RR
understands that because of 'a
disagreement over contractual
details', the speaker has been
scrapped. Èounterpoint's President
declined to comment further.

output op-amp for £85. Claimed

DONALD ALDOUS, apopular

NAKAMICH1 has announced price

face in the hi-fi industry for several

reductions on four cassette decks in

improvements are better bass,

decades, has died at his Plymouth

the UK. The CR1is reduced by

dynamics and superior mid clarity
and treble accuracy. For details of a

home aged 76 after ashort illness. A

£50 to £295, the CR3is now £545

former technical editor of Audio&

while the CR4is reduced to £695,

14-day money-back trial, contact

Record Review which later

and a £20 reduction sees the CR 2

Dave Pritchard on (0476)63857.

amalgamated to become HFNIRR

at £375. Gold-plated phono and

TDK is running atelephone

and author of 'Soundings' column,

headphone sockets have now been

promotion with Keith Prowse

he was afounder member of the

incorporated on all models while the

British Sound Recording

supplied interconnect is of improved

offering a £ 10 entertainment
voucher when three music-related

Association. Donald will be

quality. Contact Nakamichi UK in

questions are successfully answered.

remembered for his bonhomie. A

Worthing on (0903)750750.

The telephone number is printed on

full tribute by Raymond Cooke will

NIMBUS RECORDS is to increase

special packs.

appear next month.

its CD pressing capacity both in

The offer closes

BRITISH AMATEUR TAPE

England and the US by 40 per cent

20th October.

RECORDING CONTEST entries

making its UK plant capable of

ROLYDISC

must be received by 30thjune. The

over 30 million discs per year.

manufacturer of CD

évent, run since 1957, finds entries

PHILIPS AUDIO is sponsoring the

software storage systems has

to represent Britain in the

world-wide

introduced amatching interlocking

International Recording Contest.

as partof an extensive music

unit which holds 15 audio cassettes.

For details send SAE to 193

marketing operation.

Made from high-grade plastic,

Ashdown Crescent, Cheshunt,

THE POWERPLANT is Brighton's

distinctive roller-shutters have been

Herts. EN8 ORL.

newest specialist hi-fi dealer.

included in the £10.95 design

WHARFEDALE kas become aplc

JAMO, the Danish company, is to

Agencies at the Upper North Street

available in white or black.

following its reverse takeover of

establish its own UK distribution

shop include Roksan, Musical

SONY's TA-F630ESD PDM

Audio Fidelity. The reshaped group

operation from ¡ st July at which

Fidelity, Cambridge, Maranta,

DIA converter is available on a

comprises Wharfedale, Fane

time Goodmans will relinquish its

Yamaha, and Monitor Audio.

modified pcb with twin regulated

Acoustics, MacKenzie Acoustics,

rights to the brand in Britain.

Contact (0273)775978.

supplies. Elan caps, and superior

and Fanfare Electronics.
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...and join the tight
against AIDS.

In November 1987 some

REM
CRUSAII>

AIDS, because the profits

world music gathered at

from its sale go directly to

Carnegie Hall and took part

help the national AIDS charity

in 'Music for Life'.

Crusaid.

This unique experience

On Sunday 20th May

was recorded and is now

Crusaid will present aday of

available on Deutsche

musical entertainment at

Grammophon CD and MC.

London's South Bank Centre

By enjoying 'Music for Life'
Designed by Chrysalis Limited.

Space donated by Hi Fi News.

you're helping to combat

of the most notable names in

also called 'Music for Life'.

NEWS
JBL ADDS LX FLOORSTANDERS

EVENTS

price tag of £.59 has its founda-

27-29 APRIL 1990:

tions in the LX44 model. Each

Stereophile

features a larger reflex ported
cabinet, and extended frequency

982 2366.

response at the bass end: 8Hz at

8-10 MAY 1990: 4th

42Hz in the case of the IX33, and

ShowTech Berlin '90.

an extra 7Hz at 38Hz for the
1X60. The established jI3L titanium dome tweeter has been
employed for high frequencies.
Power handling of the new
models has been improved by IOW
in each instance — the LX33 is
capable of 135W and the LX60
delivers
Expanding its

revamped LX

160W.

Both speakers

International Trade Fair and

STUDER SELLS OUT

congress for enurtainnteru,

After over 40 years manufacturing

Technology and Stage

professional and hi-fi equipment

Engineering at ICC Berlin.

the

head

empire

of

has

the

sold

Studer/Revox
the

company's

Contact 010 49 30 30 38-0.

entire share capital. Willi Studer

2-5JUNE 1990: Summer

began, with just three staff, in 1948

CES. Chicago, USA. ( Trade

to produce oscillographs for high-

visitors only).

voltage test bays. Development of

6-8JUNE 1990: APRS '90,

offer 4mm binding posts, in com-

a tape

has

mon with the rest of the revised

under

announced floor-standing versions

range. Finish options are rose-

of two existing models. The LX33

range of speakers JBL

Hi -Fi Show,

New York. Contact 0101 505

recorder began
the

long-term

in

1949

Dynavox

name.

The

autonomy

and

con-

Olympia 2. ( Trade only).
Contact (0923)772907 .

wood and black. Further details

tinued independence of the brands

19-22 AUGUST 1990:

has been secured by the deal with

is based on the LX22 and will sell

are available from Harman UK,

the Swiss concern SAEG Refindus

Symposium on perception of

for f259, while the LV60 with a

Slough. Tel: (0753) 76911.

Holding Inc.

LOOK ALIVE BY
ALPHASON

Details from 010 45 8613

SHERWOOD SET FOR UK LAUNCH
As reported in March's ' Briefing', Hayden Laboratories has
secured the UK distribution rights to the Sherwood range of hi-fi
separates and midi-systems — with an in-car range to follow later
in the year. With a Chicago origin, Sherwood is now the export
brand of Inkel, whose products are sourced in Korea.
The

range

cassette

includes CD players,

decks,

amplifiers

and

as: ' the ideal addition to our range

to £. 300, clearly giving Hayden an

of hi-fi — the product is incredible

opening into the entry-level sepa-

value and will complement Denon

rates market. Sherwood has also

and Dual'. He saw no conflict of

Call 010 20 549 1212.
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990:
The HiFi Show aHeathrow's
Penta Hotel sponsored by
HFN/RR. 081-686 2599.
3-9 OCTOBER 1990: Hi-Fil
Photokina '90 in Cologne. Tel:

Tyne

in

1991

to

produce

CD

All Sherwood products sold in
the UK will come with a two-year
guarantee.

players and in-car items.
The DD- 1032C £90 twin cassette deck

the

at RAI centre, Amsterdam.

the new line.

first

to

exhibition with Music Pavilion

interest

company's

looking

Firato consumer electronics

existing dealer network to stock

the

is

24 AUGUST — 2
SEPTEMBER 1990: 26TH

in

England:

and

6211.

announced plans to build afactory

due to open in Newcastle Upon

111-11 NEWS lie RE( ( ,RI) REVIEW

Ratchford cited Sherwood

receivers. Prices range from £ 100

European manufacturing plant is

_
A bold approach to home hi-fi and
music has been taken by Alphason
under the Alive banner. In an effort
to get closer to the music', this
Greater Manchester company recognizes that realistic reproduction
of live music in the home means
stretching the dynamic range, dynamic resolution and frequency
response further than previously
considered necessary by most
designers.
This latest approach by Alphason
is the result of the dedicated efforts
and determination of asmall group
whose work spans over twenty
years. As part of its research, the
company covered basic principles
such as hearing, and the properties
of sound, as well as looking in
depth at record and replay chains.
At a Seminar given before Audio
90, Alphason's MD, Mike Knowles,
explained the entire philosophy
behind his company and the successes over the past years which
have led to the Alive System. He
explained that one of Alphason's
research developments has already
proved the feasibility of a digital
loudspeaker although he recognized that a massive investment
would be needed and this is proving prohibitise to the project.
HFN/RR understands that Alphason is currently working on a
design for a good quality domestic
decoder for Ambisonic recordings.
The company has undertaken a
number of local recordings using
Ambisonics and would be pleased
to hear from others who have
knowledge in this field. Contact
Mike Knowles on ( 0942) 897308.

At a news conference, Hayden's
Peter

reproduced sound at Hotel
Faaborg Fjord, Denmark.

Hayden

081-681 8166.

laboratories,

Tel: ( 0753) 88844 7 .

SONY AHEAD ON DAT
A revolutionary variant of a
digital audio tape recorder has
been made by Sony under the
humble guise of apocket dictating
machine. Relying on electronics
rather than mechanics to transfer
the digital information

to the

tape. It is understood that the

MAGIC CIRCLE
Precision Interface Technology interconnects, a series of low- and line-

teeing lowest crosstalk.
Meanwhile Neutrik has developed

model will go on sale soon.
The machine records up to two
hours of digital information in

level interface cables are said to be as

a connector with an exponentially- mono, the quality is likened to

'absolutely unique', and able to attain

enhanced contact area said to be an

a standard of interfacing not available to date. Distributor FM Acous-

improvement on the Profi RCA - tape is about the size of aspecial
Clinch. The company dismisses the edition postage stamp — signifi-

FM broadcast transmissions. The

cantly smaller than R-DAT tapes.

tics of Switzerland says that the

claims of what it terms `some gurus'

product is the result of ` the most

and clarifies that AC signals are not

The tracks on the magnetic

comprehensive analysis of all aspects

directional and therefore do not travel

medium are helical as on R-DAT

of precision shielding transmission'.

in one direction.

systems, but this latest digital

Forceshield has been incorporated in

tape variant divides the data into

the design — a claimed totally new

numbered blocks. The head moves

shielding technology which achieves a

at twice the record speed and

signal-to-noise ratio and interference

sweeps four tracks at once to

rejection of 130dB, and a shield

recall and store the information in

coverage of 99.9 per cent. The aim is

on board circuits

for a high rejection of magnetically

assembling it in the correct order —

induced coupling, thereby guaran-

redundant blocks are discarded.

MAY 1990
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Because it's there

Aragon 4004: When you're finished with compromising.
The 4004's midrange skill is something to behold. At its price point, though, Ican
name nothing which even comes close.
Ken Kessler HiFi News & Record Review, June 1988
That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from The very first note. More correctly,
it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Ansvvers, December 1988
For further details please contact
PATH PREMIER
PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGI- PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. HP12 3BG.
TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 4.'31209.

NEWS
SHOW

REPORT

HI-FI 90 BRISTOL
This event, held each February in

known for distribution of Air
Tight. The TF100s at £949 and
TF250s at £289 are from the Time
Frame series with a fiat finish,
while the Time Window models
(TW la £849, and TW3 £ 1300)
have an oval front and extended
bass. The Proceed Cl) player and
Mark Levinson amps, illustrated
in our ' High End News' ( March
'90), took pride of place in the

Bristol, has become a recognized
Dealer Show. This year, 115
brands were shown with over 30
new product announcements.
British manufacturers were well
represented at Bristol: Musical
Fidelity had a final version of its
£249 T1 tuner ( receiving R3 without an aerial!) designed to match
the B1 integrated amp, alongside a
top-of- the- range loudspeaker. The
high- power- handling ( 300W)
MC5 ( pictured) will sell for £799
per pair. Devon company JPW
demonstrated the Sonata speaker,
now in ' Plus' form at £ 129, with
metal- dome tweeter and biwirable, alongside the new Minim
£79 design. AJPW sub-woofer was
seen in prototype. With a projected price of £ 129, this pushpull design has two 8in units in a
single cabinet with one out-ofphase. Other transducer news included KEF's C45 ( see p17 ) and a
re- launch of the Acoustic Energy
AE2 with new tweeter at a
reduced price of £695, made possible through reductions in manufacturing costs. Although better
known for tape recorders, Revox
proudly displayed its latest floorstanding speaker — the sleek
Emporium model is lacquered
front, sides, and back and sells tbr
£1028 per pair in a piano finish.
Electronics from Britain also featured strongly, with Cambridge
showing the new P25 integrated
(£159 ) and promising matching
tuner and cassette deck to the
range later this year, albeit sourced
from the Far East. Linn was able to
demonstrate its integrated amp,
the Intek, the outcome of several
years' development. Six inputs are
provided including m- c and m- m
phono stages. The UK price is
£498. This Show was the first
chance to see QED's C300/P300
pre and power amps and the company's latest additions to multiroom Systemline which moved
into Phase II with an 8- input master control selector and programmable handset. Plymouth- based
Heybrook had early production
samples of its amplifiers previewed
last Autumn. The C3 pre-amp is
£309 while the matching P3
power amp at £ 589 is rated at
100W — both sport ABS cases with
wood option.
To many, the major announcement of the Show came from Milt
Cambridge who, incidentally,
won the organizer's award for best
display. The ARCAM Delta 110 is a
remote controlled pre-amp with
on- board push-pull Bitstream converters running in full differential
mode. Two switched digital inputs
are provided, with m- m and m-c
phono stages, and twin tape loops

Path Premier room alongside three
new and unusual Nagoka cartridges. With their all- metal solid
bodies, and PC OCC wiring, a
universal three-point mounting
has been adopted but without the
third bolt protruding through the
headshell. The range comprises
the TSIO at £ 50 with aluminium
cantilever and sporting aspherical
stylus, the TS1 I ( now standard on
'rhe little Pink Thing turntable ) at
£70 with a vital stylus, and the
£80 TS12 with vital stylus and
boron cantilever. These models
are the result of 18 months' joint
development between Nagoka,
Path, and Stilton Audio. Digital

Clockwise: Musical Fidelity's new MC.5 speakers with its top firing ports top left, and Arcam's
new line-up which included the Delta 150 Nicam tuner, 110 digital pre-amp and 120 power
amp. 11W International displayed high-end electronics including the Carver C-11 control
console while from Britain came Linn's Intek integrated.
with separate listen and record
functions. The expected retail
price is £699. The matching I10W
per channel ( into 8ohms) power
amplifier, the Delta 120, is priced
at £499 and houses two completely separate mono amps with individual power supplies. Probably
stealing the limelight was the first
sighting of ARCAM's Delta 150: a
NICAM stereo TV tuner, using
surface acoustic wave filters, available in June at £ 349 including
remote handset.
The LP is alive and kicking — that
was the message at Bristol as
several major analogue announcements were made. Audio Techflea has come to the end of its
10th anniversary year, and the
'limited edition' group of m-cs has
reverted to standard finish and
packaging. Ortofon seems to be
going from strength to strength — a
host of new cartridges added to its
portfolio with the 0M30, 0M20,
and 0M10 now upgraded
to 'Super' status. An
addition to the 500
Series, the 510
m- m, has an

elliptical stylus, and the lowoutput MC3000 and 2000 in Mark
II form sport awhite body. A slight
change of tack saw amplifiers from
Ortofon, too. Other analogue news
included the arrival of Heybrook's '112 turntable as aSeries 3
now fitted with aswitchable electronic power supply for 45. 33 rpm
plus cosmetic improvements.
The high end was not ignored:
HW International showed the
ever-increasing Carver range
including the TIM 3600 (£695)
remote control 10-CD changer
with its 18-bit 8- times oversampiing circuit. A recent addition to
the range is the CM- 1090 remote
Sonic Holography integrated amp
at £ 555. Rated at 100W ( mss
8ohms), facilities include analogue
power meters, 5 inputs, motorized
volume, and pre/main output
options. lhe moving-coil hybrid
transmission line DCM speakers
from America were demonstrated
by Audio Concepts, perhaps better

high-end was not forgotten either
as AE gave the first UK showing of
the Wadia Digimaster converter.
Among the mainstream import
brands there were a number of
interesting new products. Yamaha
is extending its titanium finish
options with amps and tuners,
while cassette decks are also promised. Pro- logic options are increasing with the arrival of the
full-facility 5-channel DSR70 with
built-in white- noise generator at
£199. Akai undertook an unusual
test to see whether visitors could
identify CD. DAT and cassette versions of the same recording —
many it seems couldn't! New products from Akai included the
GX65 3-head cassette deck with
double capstan at £299 and the
AM95 — an integrated amp with
on-board MASH converters. Product designer Ken Ishiwata was on
hand to explain the latest Marantz
range including his Class A PM8
amplifiers and PM95 and CD95DR
transport system through IS95.
The organizers heralded the
event a major success with an
increased attendance and sales reported 25 per cent up. There was
still time for fund raising, and this
year's charity Save The Children
Fund will benefit to the tune of
£2300 raised. +

Yamaha's look for the future? The new
desk-top audio system with CD Player and
handset credit-card size remote.
111-11 NEW5t RECORD RIND-AV
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PUPPIES FOR SALE

David A. and Sheryl Lee Wilson have come up with the finest little woofers in the
business. The quaintly- named Puppies give the amazing little Wilson Audio Tiny
Tots that vital missing lower octave — and we have to say that the Puppy octave
is the finest octave in the business.
The Tony Tots and the Puppies combine to give atotally coherent and seamless
system that is extraordinarily compact and hand- built to Ferrari standards. It can
take on the world's most advanced panel and tower systems, giving a sound
that is just about the nearest thing we'll ever hear to the live event.
Tiny Tots and Puppies are the answer to the highest end requirements in the UK,
for they respect and enhance your living space, rather than compete with it.
They are what we at Pinewood have been waiting for. Telephone Brian Rivas
for details.

KRELL GENIUS

The genius of Dan D'Agostino and his dedicated team is epitomised in the new
KSA-250 stereo balanced amplifier. Even more natural sounding, with greater
speed, dynamics and subtlety, this neat and advanced design is small and runs
cooler than the KSA-200 which it replaces.
Taking up no more space than the old KSA-100, the 250 has advanced
features such as auto- biasing, auto DC regulation, sophisticated protection
circuitry and virtually no internal wiring. It also has new in-house designed heat
sinks that give cooler and even more reliable running — and they don't stick out
and savage your ankles.
*The KSA-80 has become a classic and production will continue as normal.
Commitments to KSA-200 owners in the future, including mono conversion with
supply of KMA-400, will be honoured.

'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
Seven days aweek service

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd

TECHNOLOGY
J

apanese company Canon started in
1937, making cameras, and then
diversified into photocopiers, facsimile machines and laser printers for computers. Hirokazu Negishi, head of the
Canon Research Centre at Guildford in
Surrey, is now steering the company into
audio. Advertisements in the trade press
invite applicants for a job with Canon
which, says the company, ' is about to
enter the British audio world with wide
imaging stereo loudspeakers'.
'Let's start the 1990s together with a
new idear, Canon goes on.
Hirokazu Negishi has been talking to
hi-fi journalists about his 'wide imaging
stereo loudspeakers' for at least a year
now, but has not yet demonstrated them
at ahi-fi show. Patent applications filed by
Negishi and Canon suggested to me that
they, like so many other Japanese companies were unaware of similar work done
many years ago. In this case the work was
done by audio pioneer Gilbert Briggs.
Conventional stereo systems require
the listener to sit in arelatively small area
of the room if they are to hear good
stereo. Like many other inventors Negishi
wants to enlarge this so-called 'sweet
area'. To date, wide area systems have
simply diluted the stereo effect to such an
extent that no-one gets a good effect,
wherever they sit.
Although the wording of Canon's patent
application ( European 320 270) is
obscure, the crux of the idea is apair of
loudspeakers which, instead of firing
sound horizontally and direct at the
listener ( as is conventional for domestic
loudspeakers), fire vertically upwards on
to audio mirrors. The mirrors are in fact
cones which turn the sound through a
right angle.
Canon says the shape of the mirrors is
chosen to take advantage of the wellknown Haas effect. Sounds which arrive at
the ears first, dominate sounds which
arrive later; if they arrive at the same time
loud sounds dominate quiet sounds. It is
well known that careful juggling of delays
and sound levels can widen the area in
which a listener hears much the same
stereo effect.
Canon claims novelty in the idea of
dimensioning the conical sound mirrors
to juggle sound delays and levels, and
widen the area in which stereo is heard.
Now let's look back.
British audio pioneer Gilbert Briggs,
who founded the Wharfedale loudspeaker
company, published a series of books in
the early '60s which described how to
build a loudspeaker from a sewer pipe.
See, for instance the 1960 book A-Z In
Audio, G.A. Briggs pp.35-39 and the 1962
book Cabinet Handbook GA. Briggs, p.11
at your local library.
All the Briggs designs relied on a
loudspeaker firing upwards onto aconical
mirror, much like that now claimed by
Canon as new.
Ihappen to know the idea works; Ibuilt
sewer pipe speakers and used them for
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REV1EV/
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years, even writing a constructional feature article for HFN/RR. The stereo image
area was wide, but the image never as
good as from aforward firing directional
unit.
When Canon demonstrates at a hi-fi
show we will at last know whether the
company has anyting really new to offer
for the 1990s.
Meanwhile Negishi and Canon have
also filed both British and European
patent applications ( 2 215 166 and 330
319) on another idea for loudspeakers.
The aim is to prevent out-of-phase sound
from the back of the cone mixing with
sound from the front. This is of course the
aim of just about every speaker cabinet
and bailie ever designed.
The Canon plan, I understand, is to
mount the speaker in the mouth of a
vacuum flask. The theory is that soundwaves from the back of the loudspeaker
will be unable to cross the vacuum and
thus escape into the room.
The tricky part is to stop the sound
simply bridging the vacuum gape by
causing vibrations in the mechanical seal
that maintains the vacuum. Canon suggests that this seal should be made of an
0- ring which acts as asound damper. The
difficult, and probably impossible challenge, will be to find an 0-ring material
soft enough to damp sound, but hard
enough to seal a vacuum which is high
enough to kill sound. There is talk in the
patent of building an air pump into the
loudspeaker in order to keep the vacuum
intact throughout.
I recently met Hiro Negishi who
explains that both Raymond Cooke of KEF
Electronics, and John Borwick of The
Gramphone magazine, mentioned the Gilbert Briggs design to him. But both
thought there was a fundamental difference between the old and new — the use
of an off-centre, asymmetrical reflector,
tailored for stereo reproduction.
As ageneral point, we should welcome
the fact that Canon is doing research in
the UK. With the exception of Sony ( with
a research facility at its professional
broadcast division in Basingstoke) most
Japanese companies simply build a production line, warehouse and offices in the
UK, to make and sell products designed in
Japan. Interestingly, Negishi explains why
he likes the idea of having aresearch lab
in Britain. 'The climate is right for innovation', he says.

Diamonds are forever
For years I've been one of the everincreasing number of journalists who
don't get information from Trio Kenwood.
We have all at some time said, written or
done something to get blacklisted.
On oath or under torture Icouldn't tell
you what Idid or didn't do, other than
moan that Inever hear anything any more
about Trio-Kenwood's technology.
Because Inever hear anything, Iam never
able to write anything, which lets someone somewhere prove they are right in

BARRY

FOX

deciding not to communicate.
Which is odd because there are
obviously some bright engineers working
their tails off in Japan and wondering why
so few people in the UK write about them.
Would you believe, for instance that
Kenwood has joined forces with the
Namiki Precision Jewel Company in
Tokyo to develop what looks likely to he
the world's most expensive loudspeakers?
Despite tight lips in Watford it's all there
to be read from a European patent
application ( 341 589) which describes
how to make adiamond-encrusted loudspeakers. No kidding.
For purity of sound, designers try to
make their diaphragms as rigid as possible.
Diamond looks like the ideal material but
has so far proved impossible to form into
anything other than a very tiny sheet.
Kenwood claims to have cracked the
problem by using a thermal plasma chemical vapour deposition process.
A dome-shaped base member, made of
titanium or silicon carbide, is mounted in
avacuum chamber facing aplasma torch.
The torch emits a plasma made of
methane and hydrogen decomposed from
hydrocarbon. Water-cooling keeps the
surface temperature of the diaphragm
base down to around 1000 degrees Celsius and afilm of pure diamond forms on
the diaphragm dome base at a rate of
around 100 micrometres per squarecentimetre per hour. This, claim the
inventors, is up to fifty times faster than
any previously adopted method.
The result is adome diaphragm with a
diamond coating film around 2 micrometres thick. It is so rigid that the
loudspeaker can reproduce music frequencies around twice as high as those
produced by any conventional loudspeaker. As metal domes already push the
frequency handling range up to what is
referred to as hat ranges of many tens of
kilohertz, we must assume that Kenwood
is now aiming for the hundreds of
kilohertz. It sounds daft to me hut perhaps
if Trio Kenwood in the UK would scrap its
even dafter blacklist we might get to ask
the boys from Japan to reveal all and
explain everything.+
25

The summer sounds of village cricket. Auntie Beeb's
measured tones. Both indisputably British. But Sony?
In actual fact, Sony's ES separates range sounds equally
Angio-Saxon. If only because it's produced with the help of
the world's best audio specialists.
Us. That is, ateam of distinctly British consultants,
attuned to the precise demands of the British ear. ( And,
seemingly, to the preferences of the British hi-fi media.)

sampling digital filtering to Britain for the first time.
As the designer would have it. this transcends engineering.
What's left is pure musicality.
In each model, interference has been all but eradicated.
The CDPX7, for instance, sports ten times over- powered
transformers, reducing magnetic leakage, fluctuations and
hum to the unmeasurable.
(In fact, the obsession with obliterating spurious noise is

What of the pedigree of the equipment itself?

carried over to every ES component. Thus all tape heads are

The range of CD players brings 45 bit eight times over -

laser welded, avoiding magnetization during manufacture.)

LEATHER ON WILLOW. THE BBC. SONY.

SON-YES
Among the amps, you'll discover another catchily named
first: Pulse Density Modulation Digital Analogue Conversion.

the APM 141s, for example, is an education in ice- like
dynamic control.

Its enough for some critics to swear by, but the choice,

And every one of the ES tuners features Sony's unique

should you prefer 'conventional' DAC allied to aCD player,

Direct Comparator circuit, specifically designed to combat

is yours.

FM station 'drift' and ensure crystal-clear reception.

Whichever, all ES amplifiers have a 'source direct' facility.
Bypassing tone controls and filters, the net result is a 'piece
of wire with gain' for the purists.

All said, the entire ES range sets punishing standards
for hi-fi separates.
After visiting a dealer listed overleaf, perhaps you'll

The range of speakers for the ES system is as
impressive as it's broad. Alisten to the twin drivers of

ask the same question Sony engineers ask each day.
Why compromise?

THEY MAKE YOU PROUD TO BE BRITISH.
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COVENT GARDE,N ECORD
AT

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635/7427
Fax: 01-836 1345
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE
NEW RELEASES

QUALITY AUDIO

Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips,
Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sony,
Technics, Van den Hui, Yamaha and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

CDV
Compact Disc Video now on sale and on demonstration.
Phillips, Marantz and Pioneer ( universal) players now available.
Full range of 5", 8" and 12" CDV in stock. List of universal CDV &
LV now available. Please phone for details.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £5,000.

7-1 Is sion
1
CLECTROrlICI

FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 in stock and on
demonstration.
Designed for every type of room and every type of pocket.
5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.
Stockist of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.
Featuring complete range of MISSION and CYRUS
ACCESSORIES.
These outstanding products set new standards for reproducing
music as originally performed.

rHFN/5/90

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER ( OR AUDIO
COMPONENTS OVER £5001

OFF
DISCS

Bring this coupon in during

£6
OFF

APRIUMAY

ON PURCHASE OF

¡
Is?

5 CDs OVER £9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end May 1990

£1
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF
1CD OVER f9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end May 1990

and get El off your next
50 CDs over

£
6.99 this year

Sale & Special offer goods excluded. Valid to end May 1990

L
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ES SEPARATE STOCKISTS
AVON
Bristol Sony Centre,
8-10 Bond Street,
Broadmead, Bristol.
Paul Green Hi-fi,
Harpers Stores,
London Road, Bath.
Weston Sony Centre.
4Waterloo Street,
Weston-Super-Mare.

Holmans,
1-4 King Street.
Wimborne.
DURHAM
Lintone Audio,
71 North Road.
Durham City
ESSEX

BERKSHIRE

Chelmsford Sony Centre,
1-4 West Square,
High Chelmer, Chelmsford.

Audio Systems Components.
1Comet House.
Calleva Park.
Aldermaston.

Loughton Photographic,
Unit 3,
62-70 Fowler Road.
Hainault, Ilford

Merrow Sound.
Stafforton Way.
Maidenhead

GLAMORGAN

Reading Hi-fi,
4Queens Walk,
Broad St. Mall.
Reading.

Cardiff Sony Centre,
8 Duke Street, Cardiff.
Radiocraft Sonus Ltd.
231 Cowbridge Road Estate.
Canton, Cardiff.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

High Wycombe Sony Centre,
5High Street.
High Wycombe.

Cheltenham Sony Centre.
1st Floor Colonade,
Regent Arcade.
Cheltenham

Sound Gallery.
High Wycombe.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
University Audio.
Peas Hill, Cambridge.
CHESHIRE

Hi-fi Centre,
Green Lane. Wilmslow

Stockport Sony Centre,
EW Hewitt Ltd,
104 Princes Street.
Stockport.
CLACKMANNANSHIRE
Alba Sony Centre,
9 Mill Street, Alba.
CUMBRIA
Carlisle Sony Centre,
46A Scotch Street, Carlisle.
Searle Audio,
223-225 Rawlinson Street.
Barrow-in-Furness.
DERBYSHIRE
Derby Sony Centre,
Stuart Westmoreland,
2C Albert Street, Derby

Berrys of Holborn,
37-39 High Holborn,WC1.
Doug Brady Hi-fi,
18 Monmouth Street, WC2.
Covent Garden Records,
84 Charing Cross Road,WC2.
Finchley Sony Centre,
100 Ballards Lane,
Finchley, N3.
Galaxy,
230Tottenham Court Road,W1.
Goodwins,
7The Broadway.
Wood Green, N22.
Harrods Ltd,
Radio & TV Dept,
Brampton Road, SW1.
Massey Radio Ltd,
117 Chiswick High Road,
Chiswick, W4.
Nicholls Hi-fi,
430-434 Lee High Road. SE12.
PNR,
28Tottenham Court Road, W1.

Barnstaple Sony Centre.
Holland Walk.
Barnstaple

Sona Electronics,
34 Pembridge Road,
Notting Hill Gate, W11

Exeter Sony Centre,
High Street, Exeter

Sound Sense,
350 Edgware Road, W2.

Plymouth Sony Centre,
20 Armada Centre,
Armada Way. Plymouth

Welbeck,
26 Tottenham Court Road, W1.

Dawsons Radio Ltd,
23 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Bournemouth

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision,
10-12 Grosvenor Road,
Aldershot

GREATER MANCHESTER
Ashton Sony Centre,
36 Warrington Street,
Ashton-Under-Lyne,
Manchester Sony Centre,
R N Cleartone Ltd.
66-68 Bridge Street.
Manchester

Liverpool Sony Centre,
46-47 Houghton Way,
St John's Centre.
Liverpool.
P & A Audio,
98 Liverpool Road,
Crosby, Liverpool.
Peters Hi-fi,
8 High Street,
Bromborough,Wirral.
MIDDLESEX
Sight ' n' Sound,
553 lvybridge Shopping
Centre, Isleworth.

Gerald FGiles.
32-36 Rose Lane, Norwich.

Kidderminster Sony Centre,
Rowland Hill Shopping Centre.
Vicar Street.
Kidderminster.

Norwich Sony Centre,
37 St Stephen's Street,
Norwich

Kings Radio Ltd.
35 Widemarsh Street.
Hereford.
Redditch Sony Centre,
58 Evesham Walk,
Kingfisher Centre.
Redditch.

Unilet Products,
Compton House,
35 High Street.
New Malden.
SUSSEX
Bowers & Wilkins,
1Beckett Building,
Littlehampton Road.
Worthing.
Jeffries Hi-fi,
4Albert Parade,
Green Street, Eastbourne
Merrow Sound.
34 West Street,
Horsham.

NORFOLK

HEREFORDSHIRE
WORCESTERSHIRE

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Hi- Grade Hi-fi,
Wellingborough Road,
Northampton.
Northampton Sony Centre,
77A Abington Street,
Northampton,

TYNE AND WEAR
Bennets Superstore,
Shields Road,
Byker, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Lintone Audio Ltd,
7-11 Park Lane,
Gateshead.
Lintone Audio Ltd,
242 Park View. Whitley Bay

West Midlands Audio,
Ombersley Road,
Worcester.

Sound Quality.
8The Mali, Kettering

WARWICKSHIRE

NORTHERN IRELAND

HERTFORDSHIRE

Zeus Audio.
Hope Street. Belfast.

Leamington Spa Sony Centre.
3 Regent Grove,
Leamington Spa

HUMBERSIDE

DEVON

Bournemouth Sony Centre,
18 Westover Road,
Bournemouth

Southampton Sony Centre,
29 London Road,
Southampton.

Robbs of Gloucester.
15 Worcester Street,
Gloucester

H LSmith,
287-289 Edgware Road,W2.

DORSET

HAMPSHIRE

Darby's of St Albans,
6 Market Place,
St Albans

Babber Electronics,
158 Uxbridge Road,
West Ealing.W13.

Peters Hi-fi,
24 St. Michael's Square,
Chester

Newport Sony Centre.
(Viewminster Ltd)
77 Commercial Street,
Newport

R Lewis & Co Ltd,
The Green. Stonehouse

GREATER LONDON

Macclesfield Sony Centre,
8 Mill Street,
Macclesfield.

Cwmbran Sony Centre,
6The Parade,
Town Centre, Cwmbran.

The Audiofile.
27A Hockerhill Street,
Bishops Stortford

Attrincham Sony Centre.
91A George Street.
Altrincham
Doug Brady Hi-fi.
Kingsway Studios.
15A Kingsway Warrington.

GWENT

Hull Sony Centre.
ENL
42 Parragon Street, Hull.
KENT

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield Sony Centre.
14 Queen Street,
Mansfield

WEST MIDLANDS

Nottingham Sony Centre,
3 Mansfield Road.
Nottingham

Beatties,
Victoria Street,
Wolverhampton

OXFORDSHIRE

Birmingham Sony Centre,
160-162 Corporation Street,
Birmingham.

Horns,
6South Parade, Oxford

Tonbridge Hi-fi,
High Street.
Tunbridge Wells.
LANCASHIRE
Ball Bros Ltd,
15 Becup Road,
Rawtenstall.
Bolton Sony Centre,
39 The Upper Mali,
Market Place, Bolton.
Preston Sony Centre,
98-100 Fishergate Walk,
St. Georges Centre,
Preston.

STAFFORDSHIRE

Hi-fi Excellence,
183 Spon Street,
Coventry.

TA Rowney & Son Ltd,
8 Bridge Street. Stafford

YORKSHIRE

STIRLINGSHIRE

Audio Projects,
45 Headingley Lane,
Leeds.

Bridge of Allan Sony Centre,
Graham Robertson Ltd,
5Fountain Road,
Bridge of Allan.
Stirling Sony Centre,
23-27 Upper Craigs,
Stirling.
STRATHCLYDE
David Steven Hi-fi,
1-3 Main Street,
The Village, East Kilbride.

Warrington Sony Centre,
EW Hewitt Ltd,
48 The Mall,
Golden Square,
Warrington.

The Music Room,
221 St Vincent, Glasgow.

LEICESTERSHIRE

Kingston Sony Centre,
40 Fife Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames.

Mays,
27 Churchgate,
Leicester.

Alternative Audio.
Solihull, Birmingham

Coventry Sony Centre,
73 Lower Precinct,
Coventry.

Ashford Audio.
34 Tufton Walk,
Ashford.
Barretts of Canterbury,
1Rose Lane,
Canterbury

Sounds Expensive,
12 Regent Street, Rugby

Bradford Sony Centre,
Rawson Square, Bradford.
Leeds Sony Centre,
Jones of Oakwood Ltd,
103 Vicar Lane, Leeds
Sheffield Sony Centre,
955 Ecclesall Road,
Banner Cross, Sheffield.
Wakefield Sony Centre,
3-5 Cross Square,
Wakefield.
York Sony Centre,
7Goodramgate,York.

SURREY
Camberley Sony Centre,
42 High Street, Camberley

Merrow Sound.
5High Street, Epsom.

WILTSHIRE
Salisbury Hi-fi,
15 Catherine Street,
Salisbury,
Swindon Sony Centre.
39B Havelock Street.
Swindon,

Merrow Sound,
22 Tunsgate. Guildford.
LOTHIAN
In Hi-fi,
63 George Street,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
MERSEYSIDE
Beaver Hi-fi,
20-22 Whitechapel,
Liverpool

Merrow Sound.
45 Commercial Way,
Woking.
Spaldings,
352/4 Lower Addiscombe
Road. Croydon.
Tru-Fi Sound & Vision,
2Central Parade,
Warwick Quadrant,
London Hill, Redhill.

SONY-ES

studio 1

The Studio 1offers copious amounts of rich, solid bass which swings up and down
the scale with the grace that the source signal requires. The surprise for those who
expected either quantity or quality, but not both, especially at realistic prices, is that
TDL manages to endow this small system with both. The Studio 1provides the
sheer weight and mass which similarly dimensioned systems lack, yet at the same
time offers control and damping almost on apar with the sealed enclosure systems
against which this must compete.

The TDL has been designed for the music lover who knows just what the role of the
bass notes is relative to the easier-to-obtain midband and treble.
What we have with the Studio 1is aspeaker within reach of awide sector of the hi-fi
community which provides the scale and scope of four-figure systems.
June '89 Hi-Fi News

TDL

ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027

RADIO
terco transmissions on medium
wave may soon be a reality as the
IBA has announced it is currently
evaluating such systems. Encouraged by
the DTI, the Authority is anxious to
improve the AM service for the average
listener, while being conscious of the fact
that many manufacturers of MW sets do
not currently obtain the best possible
mono signals. Indeed the audio bandwidth obtained with some tuners is said to
be below the 5kIlz broadcast.
Blaupunkt and Clarion already produce
sets ( with an RF bandwidth of 6kHz )
equipped to decode AM stereo transmissions, such as Motorola's C-QUAM currently used in America. A competing
system also being looked at by IBA
engineers is that from New York based
Kahn Incorporated. Once the go-ahead is
given, it is likely that AM stereo services
will be introduced by some 1LR companies later this year.
With only a 9kIlz RF bandwidth available on MF in Britain there are potential
interference problems with such asystem.
America has 15kIlz to play with, hut there
seems little possibility of such luxury
here. Strict frequency planning rules
apply throughout Europe to ensure a
27dB protection ratio between wanted
and unwanted signal during daylight.
however, adjacent channel interference is
common at night because the skywave
signals, highly attenuated and absorbed by
the [Mayer during the day, are reflected
from the E- layer after dark when the
D- layer dissipates. This is one of the
limiting factors of MF broadcasting. Thus
the IBA must satisfy itself that introducing
stereo will result in an improved signal
rather than acompromise, although 1BA's
Bruce Randall admitted the improvement
would probably not be very substantial.
Narrow Band FM and SSB have been
considered for use on the medium waveband but, for the present, compatibility
with existing receivers has ruled in favour
of maximizing the performance of ampli-

fy•,1

.•

tude modulation — aclass of emission the
IBA hopes will make something of a
comeback now that independent local
radio is providing an even wider choice of
output through split programming.
Meanwhile, noting the IBA's activities,
the BBC seems to be heading towards FM
as the predominant, and in some cases
only, form of transmission. A spokesman
said that FM was being encouraged where
appropriate, with Radio 2 becoming FMonly in August and Radios 1 and 3 to
follow within three years. Radio 4's
national programming would also be ' predominantly FM', leaving only Radio 5 and
the more established local services on
MW, he said.

... and cut!
Morale at the BBC seems to have reached
an all-time low since the publication of
the six month Phillips' Report which
came out with phrases such as ' recruitment will be frozen', and ' BBC Stores at
Ware will he closed', together with the
announcement that the Radio Orchestra
would be disbanded in an effort to save
£2.5m. The purpose of the inquiry was to
find ways to release resources to fund a
more competitive pay structure without
affecting the quality of programmes. The
far-reaching proposals suggested that the
recently restructured centres at Newcastle and Leeds should come under the
control of Manchester, whilst local radio
in England must save £ 3m per annum.
Other recommendations in the document include the immediate halting of the
new radio centre at White City saving
£200m, with the building to be considered as the new location for the World
Service. Capital expenditure should be
reduced, says the Report team, with a
reduction of £ 21m each year. The future
of the Hippodrome looks bleak, as network radio has atarget to cut 10 per cent
of London studios.
Engineering never escapes such cuts
and is still reeling from the decimating
effects of the earlier ' Black Spot' report.
The BBC's Director General has said he
will ' establish the level of service that is
actually demanded', as well as examining
possible reduction in the scale of activity
at the Research Department whose rural
Kingswood Warren headquarters are earmarked for possible redevelopment. The
costs of producing the Report have not
been revealed.

South Bank splendour

,

‘-`•

This 1930s reproduction radio, finished in walnut
veneer, has the latest solid-state circuitry to receive
MF and FM. Priced at £35 with rotary tuning and
volume controls, it measures 190x205x125mm (tuhd)
and is imported to the UK by Steepletone Products of
Northants. Tel: (0869)810081.
111-11 NEYAS !
A RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1990

As one of the BBC's main music venues in
London, the South Bank Centre has rightly
been re- equipped with the very latest
outside broadcast facilities to replace
those installed in the mid-seventies. Two
24-channel CaWee desks are at the heart of
the new, state-of-the-art control rooms
suitable for standard Radio 3 broadcasts.
Radio 2 programmes from the venue will
benefit from a rigged OB truck as well.
Main monitoring in the Control Room
is provided by 1S5/8s alongside 'domestic'

TREVOR

BUTLER

Attratone check monitors to comply with
the recent policy of aiming the music
balance more towards the home listener.
Digital audio has been catered for. The
RH! is the first venue to have fibre optic
ticlines installed to enable the BBC's
Digital Control Vehicle to be used with its
AID conversion equipment sited in the
Control Room. A 1.5G1lz aerial has been
positioned to provide a Nicam link to
Crystal Palace where reverse vision circuits to Broadcasting House will be used.
Following successful trials with portable R-DAT machines, four Technics studio R-DATs will be used for transmission
and back-up. High quality recordings will
now be made on site rather than at
Broadcasting ! louse — thus avoiding poorquality rented circuits.

Dynamiic range
I
promised to return

to the thorny subject
of signal compression as the matter was
raised in a new series of the Radio
Programme. The item included the Radio
Three controller, engineering boss Simon
Shute, and Alan Shaw from Harbeth
Acoustics. No real conclusion was
reached: Mr Shute maintained that the
processing was applied to the quieter
parts of the signal, conditioning it after it
leaves the studio to optimize it for transmission in the ' real world'. Controller
Drummond meanwhile admitted that
many of his colleagues were ' very nervous' about adding compression to virtually re- balance professional recordings.
Alan Shaw noted that record companies
are under pressure to satisfy the commercial market by making music more 'sexy,
louder, dynamic, and pulse- racing' which
has conditioned many to an adulterated,
inferior sound. Alan felt that to introduce
another level of signal compression in the
broadcast chain results in a double- level
of distance from reality. John Drummond
was sticking to his guns though and
seemed to be swayed by commercial
pressures. He rounded off the item by
saying: ' We've got to do everything possible to make the signal ... so that people
don't spin past it on their dial'. Next step,
sponsorship?+
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Carver approach
hi-fi from
When Bob Carver set out
to design the new range of
Fi his goals were to
Carver Hicreate products with striking
musical realism, that were
different from the accepted
design norms both internally
and externally.
The Silver Seven-tperfectly
demonstrates Bob Carver's
achievements. A high power
mono magnetic field power
amplifier providing 550 watts
into 8ohms, from 20Hz to

20KHz with no more than
0.5% THD. When bi-amped in a
stereo system, the mono design
maximises channel separation
and minimises distortion, and
above all else,the Silver Seven-t
provides asupremely accurate
and musical performance.
The Carver range of
amplifiers, CD players, tuners
and speakers all share Bob
Carver's principle — when it
comes to hi-fi, they're uniquely
better.

Silver Seven tAmplifier

111111111111e
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HW Intemational, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717

Please send me details of the Carver Hi Fi Range.
Name

Address

To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Postcode
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argain-hunting has become something of a preoccupation with the
hi-fi press. It's a response to financial chaos made even more frightening by
the recent rise in interest rates. So while a
term like ' budget high-end' may seem like
an oxymoron, it is a relative term and of
importance to those who were saving for
a very serious system but now have to
reduce the budget.
A project on which I'm working is the
assembly of a killer system at real-world
prices, apackage which will deliver sound
so wonderful that you'd swear the set-up
cost three times as much. I've already
introduced the first ingredient, the £ 199
Croft all- valve Micro IIS pre- amp,
embodying the whole concept of costeffective high-end acquisition. ( Iknow —
second-hand purchases are still the least
painful way of tickling the state of the art,
but that's another, warranty- less story.)
The second product to find aplace in
my most-bang-for- the-bucks system is a
loudspeaker from the USA. Unfortunately,
you can't buy it ( yet) in the UK, and
wonderful though it is, the wise punter
will think carefully before running the
risks of importation. But we are talking
about abargain on apar with the Croft, a
real taste of high-end performance at such
alow tariff ( relative to amaximum which
one can spend, of course) that you'll think
Acoustat has made a major blunder in its
pricing policy.
Acoustat, one of the USA's most successful manufacturers of electrostatic
loudspeakers, has had sporadic distribution in this country. Until recently, most
Acoustat speakers have been adjudged as
either too expensive or too large for the
typical UK consumer. Additionally, Acoustat speakers had the curse of all imported
electrostatics: facing off with the Quad
ESL on its home turf. The Quad, whatever
its limitations, is one of the finest electrostatic speakers ever made, and it's so
sensibly priced in the UK that you needn't
wonder why it's probably the best-selling
panel- type system in the country. But
Quad's prices still mean its inaccessible to
many, and I'm trying to assemble asystem
with no single component selling for over
four figures.
Enter Acoustat's Spectra 11, a slim
hybrid which delivers such exceptional
performance for the price that you will
gladly overlook its weaknesses. Let me
state right here that its US retail price is
$999, or £600 give or take a couple of
quid. Even if you allow for the doubling of
cost which all products suffer when
they're imported into this country, you're
still looking at only £ 1200, or well below
the price of the Quad ( though over my
self-imposed price constraint of under
£1k per component). With selfimportation, allowing for shipping, VAT,
customs, phone calls, aspirin, etc., you'd
be able to do it for under £ 1000. ( Personally, I'd rather pay the extra £ 200, letting
someone else do all the dirty work and
having to offer a warranty.)
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What you get is a speaker with a
footprint of only 380x 355mm, standing
1.85m tall. It's plain enough to border on
the innocuous, but so cleanly styled that it
will upset neither aesthetes who relish
elegance nor spouses who hate hi-fi. The
bottom section is a box containing an
200mm paper-coned woofer which crosses over at 250Hz to the upper section a
shallow panel. This contains mirror imaged electrostatic elements with
Acoustat's SPECTRA technology, in which
the width of the transducer varies
inversely with frequency.
The system works in such a way that
the entire array is operating for bass
frequencies while only selected portions
are activated for the midband frequencies,
with still smaller areas operating for the
KEN KESSLER
highest frequencies. This is accomplished
by a technique which Acoustat calls
More noticeable is aslight sizzle in the
'magnetic steering', and the results prove
upper-mid/lower treble region, which I
to be an effective blend of the benefits of find curious because the overall character
single and multiple drivers. The most
of the speaker is smooth and sweet. The
obvious manifestation of the SPECTRA
sizzle could emphasize the sibilance on
technology is freedom from beaming, the
borderline recordings and add a splat to
concept of a ' hot seat' all but eliminated.
brass, but again, whatever compromises
And, allowing for the fact that the Spectra
Acoustat had to make, they are not of the
Il is ahybrid, the sound from 250Hz on
sort to diminish the speaker's worth.
up is about as consistent and coherent as
In addition to the kind of bass you just
you could hope to achieve. That alone is
don't expect from so inexpensive and
enough to make this aserious contender.
compact apanel, the Spectra 11 is able to
Which brings us to the first criticism.
produce a soundstage so large and 'wallAlthough the Spectra 11 has all the weight
filling' that you keep on thinking 'panorand extension of a hybrid — something
ama'. It's a trait Itreasure, because Ifeel
which Icertainly wouldn't want to sacrithat, in order for asystem to be convincfice — the transition from cone to panel is
ing, it must make you forget about the
audible on certain material. The recorddimensions of the listening room. The
ings which betrayed the speaker tended
Accoustat does this admirably. The images
to be lean, uncluttered recordings with
have height, the stage has width, and the
either natural, acoustic bass or the synthedepth seems to be restricted only by
tic brand, and it was detectable as a positioning. Although the Spectra 11 is
change in texture. Ifeel like a swine for
designed for small rooms, it will surprise
mentioning it because it doesn't detract
the hell out of you in rooms where
from the pleasure of listening to the
Acoustat would rather see alarger model.
Spectra 1Is, but I'm only doing my job.
Transparency, while not on apar with a
bunch of systems selling for at least twice
the Spectra 11's price, is better than that
of any similarlypriced boxes I could
name bar the Celestion 3000. And as far as
those cherished hallmarks of electrostatics are concerned, such as speed and
attack and crisp transients, well, this
speaker doesn't deny its heritage.
The Spectra 1Ihas it all: easy assembly,
undemanding positioning, a safe, 4ohm
impedance, the ability to work with
affordable amps of 75W or more and —
best of all — the kind of performance
which doesn't have the listener constantly
thinking, ' If only ...
For those distributors who are too
mean to go to CES yet are always plaguing
me about new products, here's a hint:
anyone with the nerve to bring in the
Acoustat Spectra 11, with the ability to set
aUK retail of under £ 1100 or £ 1200, can
order the Porsche for immediate delivery.
Bad financial climate or not, this magnificent achievement cannot fail to find
willing purchasers.+
Supplier: Acoustat, 613 South Rockford Drive,
Tempe, Arizona 85281, USA.
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AEI
re-defines the art of miniature
speaker design"
John Atkinson,
Stereophile, Sep. 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the
most awesomely dynamic and
articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June
1988
. . . . the best looking, most
immaculately turned out stands
I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle,
New HiFi Sound, July 1989
"The AEI leapfrogs existing
references and sets new
standards of technical and musical
excellence . .
David Prakel,
HiFi Answers, March 1988
HEARING IS BELIEVING

To audition Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady HI-A
London WC2
Tel 01-379 4010
(Also at Warrington &
Liverpool)
Grahams HI-FI
London N1
Tel 01-226 5500
kJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Tel 01-486 0552
Le Set
London SW3
Tel 01-581 3676
Peter Jones
London SWI
Tel 01-730 3434
The Condicho Shop
London W1
Tel: 01-631 0472
The HI-FI Centre
Barrow-in Furness,
Cumbria
Tel: 0229 38757
The Listening Rooms
London SW5
Tel 01-244 7759
The Audio File
Bishops Stortford, Herts
Tel: 0279 506576
Cleadone
Bolton, Lancs
Tel 0204 31423
(also at Manchester)

Steve Bushell Audio
Cambridge.
Cambridgeshire
Tel: 0223 68305
Audio Excellence
Cardiff, Wales
Tel 0222 228565
(also at Gloucester &
Swansea)
Chelston HI-FI
Chelston. Torquay,
Devon
Tel 0803 606863
Data Sound
Dorking, Surrey
Tel 0306 882897
Wentworth Audio
Dunstable. Beds
Tel 0582 663383
Jeffries Iii-F1
Eastbourne, Sussex
Tel 0323 31336
(also at Brighton)
HI-FI Comer
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel 031 220 1535
(also at Falkirk &
Glasgow)
in Iii- F1
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel 031 225 8854

Linton, Audio
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
Tel: 091 477 4167
(Also at Whitley Bay &
Durham)
Menders 141-F1
Grimsby, Sth.
Humberside
Tel: 0472 351391
PJ HI-FI
Guildford, Surrey
Tel: 0483 504801
Compact Music
Havant, Hants
Tel 0705 473952
The Sound Geller/
High Wycombe, Bucks
Tel 0494 31682
Audio Projects
Leeds, Yorks
Tel 0532 304565
The Leicester HiFI Co.
Leicester, Leic.
Tel: 0533 539753
Pure Sound
Liverpool, Merseyside
Tel: 051 645 6690
(Whet Products
New Malden, Surrey
Tel 01-942 9567
Audio Insight
Milton Keynes
Noihants
Tel 0908 561551

Basically Sound of
Nodolk
Nr Norwich, Norfolk
Tel 0508 70829
Sound Approach
Norwich. Nortolk
Tel 0603 622833
Audio Counsel
Oldham, Lancs.
Tel 061 633 2602
Stilton Audio Systems
Peterborough, Combs
Tel 0733 297152
Rayleigh HI-FI
Rayleigh. Essex
Tel 0268 779762
(also at Chelmsford)
Audio Centre
Sheffield, Yorks,
Tel: 0742 737893
Tonbridge
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Tel 0892 24677
Uxbridge Audio
Uxbridge. Middx
Tel 0895 30404
Acoustic Ails
Watford, Herts.
Tel 0923 245250
West Midlands Audio
Worcester, Worcs.
Tel 0905 58046

Acoustic Energy have distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Eire

Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Sweden

q(AEA

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Acoustic Energy Limited

3A Alexandria Road London W13 ONP
Tel: 01-840 6305
Fax: 01-579 1761 Tlx: 266834

Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
U.S.A.
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A STATE

OF THE ART
PRE -AMPLIFIER:
AMP 02

Completed AOM board: parts list appears at the end of
this article (construction was covered in Parts 3and 4, jan
and March'90)
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tion, ie, dims the volume. The amount of

Ntet›

upwards. All or any of these facilities can
be omitted if desired, leaving the ones you
truly need. Readers who have followed
the series from Part 1will already know
that OFM is in itself an option, a 'luxury
class' module; confirmed ecologists will
be content to live with UCM-A alone. For
the standard mainframe, UCM is confi-

In Part 5, the Output Facilities
Module (OFM) interconnection,

gured in its passive mode ( UCM-P), so
OFM is the active buffer for the preceeding volume and balance controls. It also
implements the on/off output muting.
OFM has the same potent 50mA/500 ohm
output drive capability as AMP-02's other
modules, thanks to Analog Devices'
superb 800 series op-amp.

DC protection and the mute/logic
interface
by Ben Duncan
he OFM module is AMP02's main
(listen) output stage. It provides
dim, muting, absolute polarity
reversal, fast acting DC protection for
directcoupled power amplifiers, and a
dedicated, universal and directcoupled

The Listening Output
Turning to the cirucit in Fig 1, the input
(normally arriving from UCM-P inside
AMP-02's frame) meets the Dim switch

headphone amplifier capable of driving
'satisfying levels' into cans with impedances ranging from 4 to 600 ohms — and

OFM:
Ifs

or

LISTENING

first of all. Relay RY1's position determines whether the signal passes directly
to ICI. As shown, RI provides attenua-
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Fig I. Listening Output Buffer
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R,

1.

attenuation that constitutes 'dim' should
ideally be tweakable to suit individual
circumstances. At the same time, the sum
of R1+2 needs to be 100k or greater, to
avoid loading UCM-P's passive output too
heavily, while R2 musn't be above 10k, so
the noise floor isn't audibly degraded.
These constraints conveniently point to
just two options: the dim depth can be
either — 20 or — 26dB, for which you'll
need to make RI = 91k or 169k respectively. ICI's neighbourhood is straightforward. Table 1 shows how ICI's output
gain can be increased from the norm
(OdB= unity) by including R4, mounted
on the familiar DIL header. The table
ranges up to + 10dB ( x3). The facility is
convenient if you later change to a less
sensitive amplifier, as there's then no need
to change any of the front-end gain
settings, ie, in LPM and ADEQ. Discounting the dim condition, OFM's lowest gain
is unity. If your power amplifier turns out
to be too sensitive, you can overcome the
mismatch by taking steps to reduce AMP02's front-end gain settings ( on LPM and
ADEQ). Better still, you may be able to
reduce the power amplifier's gain. Many
professional standard power amps have
selectable sensitivities. Others have input
attenuators. With aminority, the set gain
can be lowered by modification; you'll
need to consult the maker about this.
Relay RY2 has a dual role. It provides
muting at switch-on/off, and opens if a
substantial DC offset apears on ICI's
output. RY3 operates in tandem so the
outputs are forced to be completely silent
when muted. RY2 series connection is
no mistake. If the simple shunt arrangement (ie, RY3 position alone) were
adopted, we'd either need to increase R6's
35

value unnacceptably or else risk overdissipation in IC.1. Series muting is also
preferred after global analysis exposed the
naïveté of output-sensing DC protection
which relies on shunting or `crowbarring'.
With these schemes, there's a higher ( if
small) risk of encountering some form of
anti- bootstrap region. After RY2, signals
destined for regular power amplifiers with
unbalanced inputs make their final departure. There are two paralleled phono
outlets, handy if you're driving bi-wired
speakers with individual amplifiers.
Some builders will want to drive
balanced inputs via 2-core shielded interconnects. In recognition that existing
'electronically' balanced outputs aren't
perfect nor is any one topology universally acceptable, OEM's XLR output ( Skt3)
is set-up for driving balanced loads, but is
itself normally unbalanced. This quasibalanced arrangement ( where OFM's or
any suitably configured, unbalanced
souce drives abalanced input) is by now
well established, having been proven in
recording studio set-ups even before its
successful adoption in AMP-01's SLD card
six years ago. The business of feeding an
unbalanced source into a conventional
active balanced input ( whether it's abasic
one op- amp stage like AMP-01's SLP card,
or like the Bowers topology in ADEQ)
offers consistently effective commonmode rejection with a minimum of complexity. It's only likely to come unstuck if
the interfaced equipment operates from
different supply phases in an electrically
noisy environment. For professional users
who find they need a truly balanced

ADE Q's devolved regulation
PCB (covered in Part 2,
November 1989)

output, there's no substitute for a real
transformer, symbolized by OT1 in Fig L
which can be plugged into the circuit
after removing links LK.1,2.
To recap, AMP-02's quasi-balanced output provides us with the opportunity to
invert absolute polarity at line levels
(RY4), as well as greatly reducing residual
hums and buzzes. For the most part, a
balanced interface achieves this by overcoming the need for alow resistance OV
connection between the pre-amp and the
system's back end. The cable shield still
needs grounding, but at one end only ( Fig
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2 ). By connecting
the shield at the amplifier
or active crossover, rather
than at AMP-02's output, the power
amp won't screech if the pre- power amp
interconnect is unwittingly unplugged
from the pre- amp. Fig 1shows how pin I
on AMP- 02's output X1.12 can either be left
completely open, or equipped with a
zobel network ( R7, C2) which sets a
ceiling on the rising impedance between
the two grounds at RF ( > MHz ), while
maintaining a very high impedance
around 50Hz. The zobel parts ( typical
values are 22R + 470nF) are worth fitting
if you suspect or encounter RF pickup. Fig
3 shows ICI's dedicated regulation.

Output protection
OFM's DC protection circuit fits on a
sub- module called DCP, which plugs into
OFM from above. Its purpose is to protect
speakers, headphones and delicate power
amplifiers from sustaining DC, in the
unlikely event of an outright component
failure or some other fault in AMP- 02 and
any direct-coupled signal sources, which
might otherwise cause potentially destructive DC voltages (>± 2 to 5V) to
appear at the drive units. Fitting the DCP
sub- module is awise precaution if you're
using headphones or driving ordinary
(moving- coil) speakers with a directcoupled amplifier. The DCP module isn't
needed if you don't use headphones, nor
will you need it if your amplifier has
watertight DC blocking capacitors or
otherwise proven DC protection of its
own. Some of the world's more thoroughly engineered speakers have integral
DC protection. Still, if you're running a
direct coupled system, it's best not to rely
on this by itself DCP is equally adaptable
(by skilled DIYers) to guarding other
line- level equipment, and not just the
direct-coupled variety... ordinary 'AC
coupled' pre- amplifiers are no less capable of presenting spurious DC voltages
on their outputs when things go awry.
With the exception of its output stage,
DCP's circuit ( Fig 4) is almost identical to
the ADC sub- module prescribed for UCM.
In turn, it employs the same PCB pattern
as ADC, which explains why the name of

Fig 3. Listen Buffer PSU

the raw PCB they both share is ADCP. The
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PCB may be configured as DCP or ADC,
depending on which output stage is stuffed. The main differences? DCP's
threshold ranges higher, and its reaction if
it meets an excessive, potentially harmful
DC voltage is to positively arrest it. Like
ADC, it acts in milliseconds and has an
'intelligent' memory. It halts DC by opening both channels' muting relays, RY2,3.
Since DCP monitors the final stage's output terminals, its capabilities aren't superseded by having already fitted the ADC
sub- module, which monitors DC up-front,
and can't know if a problem has arisen
afterwards, even if it were configured to
open the muting relay.
The picture is now complete: AMP-02 is
direct-coupled, and yet servoless, giving it
the rare distinction of having awholly flat
LF phase and amplitude response, truly
'down to DC'. By sweeping away red
herrings, AMP-02's ADC and DCP facilities
provide more, faster, and more apposite
monitoring of an audio system's DC conditions than has ever been presented
before. Along the way, ADC and DCP fulfil
the twin aims of making high resolution
sound systems better- protected and better sounding. It's been achieved with the
minimum of parts together with an unparalleled isolation from the audio signal
path, and without sacrificing AMP- 02's
potential for completely isolated [ JR
powering.
'So what kind of symptoms are these?'
asked the homoeopathic doctor, looking
Badger gently in the eye. Before he could
answer, the Duchess screeched: ' He's
starting again!' and everyone had turned
to stare. The Toad ( having lain in a
complete stupor) began to convulse, and
while doing so, started to hum.
`AOMmmmm...' he went ' Sounds like a
mantra — or an ambush' opined Captain
Hurd,
recalling
Afghanistan.
`UCCMmmmm...' went the Toad, twitching. 'We yarned about der supercomputers' E- M fields, zo he vouldn't hear of it'
suggested Dr Andor, clasping his hands in
frustration. The room grew suddenly warmer. '
Wie soil ich dich empfangen? Und
wie begegn' ich dir? O meiner Seelen
Zier!' burst out The Toad with great vigor,
before going deathly silent. ' Have the
objectivists caused this?' asked Alice,

DCP

-

ADC-LED

interfacing

Fig 4. DC Protection Sub-Module
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fitted and is triggered, ISOI turns on TRI,
which disables TR3's base drive and
mutes OFM's output, regardless of any
other control condition. If AMP-02's logic
control is omitted, the dashed portion
(LK) is linked so the CMD terminal is
enabled by CX1.

shuddering at the thought of their cold
arrogance. At last the Professor arrived,
calmly armed with materia medica.
'Well! Ibelieve it's nothing more than an
acute case of nympholepsy... like speeding, afamily trait Ihear. Arrm, he'll need
to be kept away from music — indeed any
form of rhythmic excitement, for some
weeks. And no magazines.'
As for the circuitry, DCP is identical to
ADC from its DC sensing input ( see Fig 7,
March '90), up to the output across
C6+12, all apart from the value of R14.
Thereafter, links LK.1 or LK2 respectively
connect- up with ADC's or DCP's output
stage. This arrangement supports afterthoughts. If you stuff the entire PCB, it
means you can change DCP into ADC
(and vice versa) essentially by re- linking.
The main circuit in Fig 4 focuses on the
output area, where DCP's circuit diverges
from ADC's. After LK.2, and DC 'alert'

The great gig in the head
AD845 op- amp, star of AMP- 02's preceeding stages, can drive high impedance
(>500 ohm ) headphones directly. With a
suitable jack- to phono adaptor, this is fine
for plugging into AMP-02's outputs to
trace or monitor signals. Slightly lower
impedances can be driven at low levels.
But, if moderately high SPIs are required
the output will be running hot and/or
sailing close to voltage or current clipping, while headsets rated lielow 200
ohms can't be meaningfully driven at all.
For an op-amp that already excels in just

MUTE .5
DCP RELAYS

FIT

LK

IF

LOGIC

OMITTED

Fig S. Mute/Logic Interface, OFM (Output Facilities Module)
signal is inverted by TR2, then opto coupled across to AMP-02's Mute and
Logic Interface ( MU). Optocoupling
keeps the analogue and digital ground
paths OVA and OVD isolated. \\ hen ADC
and DCP are used together ( this is the
standard configuration for AMP- 02),
indication is provided by a dual- LED
indicator. Looking at the DCP-ADC LED
interfacing' section of Fig 4, there are two
LEDs, joined by a common -ve lead. The
combined indicator glows green when
AMP-02 is direct coupled. When AC
coupled, it goes out. It will flash redly if
there's aDC fault ( arare occurrence if it
happens at all).
Fig 5 shows MLI, the mute/logic interface. It's a three- input, conditional AND
gate with ' intelligent' priority. It marries
the CX1 line ( from APS-02) with AMP02's logical control PCB and the DC
protection. A few seconds after switch- on,
CX1 pulls TR2 and 3's bases low, so TR3
makes current available to OFM's muting
relays ( RY2,3). However, these won't
operate unless the CMD ( ComManD')
terminal receives the logical current
needed to turn on TR4. In this way, CX1
has priority when switching on and off.
Otherwise the IR remote control can be
used to mute AMP-02 at will. If DCP is

about every other realm, this is fair
enough.
The world's first widespread monolithic IC audio power amplifier was
released in the UK by Plessey during the
summer of 1968; it was principally marketed by Sinclair Radionics as the IC 10,
later revamped as the Super IC 12. Since
then, the main players in audio power ICs
have been National Semiconductor, SGSATES ( in Europe) and Sanken ( from
Japan). Twenty two years and several
portable/mobile audio revolutions later,
you might imagine that IC's suited to
driving a few hundred milliwatts of high
resolution audio into everyday loudspeaker impedances would be readily
available. With a closer examination, it
turns out that the majority of consistently
available (ie US and European ) lines of IC
power op-amps and power amplifiers of
moderate cost were designed ten or more
years ago. It's a real bootstrap situation:
the regular wares are consistent ( meaning
they'll remain available for years to come )
in part because the makers haven't innovated much recently, though when the
time comes, the results will be worth the
wait. By contrast, the innovation' of
oriental semiconductor manufacturing
giants in this area seemingly revolves
37

around gimmicks, fashion and the halfhearted exploitation of fresh ideas...
while the more expensive, exotic kinds of
military/industrial power ICs are optimized more for stepper motors than
audio.
Most audio power ICs are rated for 5to
20 W into 8ohms, and display only feeble
linearity across the power spectrum.
Crossover artefacts as well as excess noise
are reflected in the plot of TI1D+N, as it
rises steeply down at the tens of milliwatts
needed for even the loudest headphone
listening. The designers of IC power
op-amps have also had to contend with
(positive) thermal feedback 3,which frequently manifests as arising THD plot at
low frequencies; or else pretend it doesn't
exist. The proper thermal management'
of ICs has only developed in recent years.
Current begets heat. If we allow for a
worst case output current four times that
predicted by the cans' static impedance, a
peak current of 0.8A may be required to
drive 4 ohm units at around 120dB spi,.
Altogether, the design of auniversal, high
definition yet bombproof headphone
amplifier that's just as adept at driving into
4ohms ( the minimum impedance for
8ohm units headsets ) as 200 or 300 ohms
(where the current is lower but the
voltage needed for a given SPI. is about
ten times higher) isn't so easy as it looks;
it has all the complexities and pitfalls of
configuring a real power amplifier.
Another puzzle to mull over is that
headphones' I.+R ground returns are
necessarily commoned when connection
is made with the usual stereo jack plug.
It's adirect challenge to dual-monoblock
ideals. One answer is to chop and discard
and plug and fit a4 pin connector, so the
ground connections can be entirely separate. If your headset has a three core
cable, this would entail a complete
rewire. Getting inside most headphones
isn't easy and the tinsel wires used for
fatigue-free flexibility are often tricky to
solder.

HPA: A universal head injector
Fig 6 shows one complete channel of the
IIPA, the Head Phone Amplifier stage,
which is fed from IC I's output. Homing in
on the op- amp in the middle ( 1C2), HPA is
kept simple by employing the I.M 1875, a
well proven ' founding member' of a new
generation of power audio ICs, developed
by National Semiconductor since 1984. It
comes in apentawatt package ( like TO220, hut with five legs) and operates in
class A under all but the most arduous
driving conditions. Looking at the figures
in Table 3, the I.M 1875's behaviour is
broadly similar to respectable everyday
op-amps. However, it has around one
hundred times the output current capability and all the ' housekeeping gear' needed
to protect direct-coupled output transistors from inevitable short circuits and
drive units' wicked capacitative loading —
namely integral flyback diodes. V&1
limiting', a ' parole' circuit and thermal
shutdown. With arated output capability
in excess of 25 watts into impedances as
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Fig 6, HPA, part of OFM
low as 4 ohms, the IM 1875 has plentiful
reserves of voltage, current and power
headroom. It's certainly enough to be sure
that the V&I limiting won't be set off by
driving music, even in the worst conditions, cg high SPLs into insensitive low- z
cans.
While acorrectly configured I.M 1875
has no trouble driving linearly amplified
current into widely varying impedance
(Fig 7), the signal voltage needed for a
given SPI, is naturally markedly less for the
low impedances. With the jumper SEI.2
shorting R26, the HPA is set-up for hi- z
cans. Low- zcans can be driven with ease;
just take care to turn the volume down
(or use the dim switch) before plugging
them in. Alternatively, table 2shows how
HPA's gain can be adjusted by changing
R26 to normalize power delivery at the
highest volume settings to around 50mW
or I20dli sp,. into the lower impedances.
The gain changes are brought into play by
'parking' the jumper SEL2 ( as illustrated ),

so R26 is included in series with R27. You
can revert to the basic hi- zsetting at any
time by resetting the jumper. Headphone
sensitivities range over 10dB or so
between different makes and models, so
the values given are a starting point,
beyond which any intermediate resistor
value can be fitted, to set the volume to
taste. By curtailing the chances of
accidental overdrive, the optimum gain
setting goes a long way to protect the
cans' drive- units and your own ears. Contrary to recent EEC legislation, which
lumps recording studios, nightclubs and
concert halls into the sanie hag as industrial noise legislation, there isn't any conclusive evidence that ' loud' music causes
hearing damage in itself2. 'I'he trigger is
more likely the outcome of stress hormones brought on by gruesomely distorted music, to wit, the badly clipped
outputs of a hundred million underpowered Walk... cr, ' personal music centres'. R29,30 are for builders bullish
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
AMP
Table 1
ADJUSTING OFM's OUTPUT GAIN

enough to put a series resistor in tht
output. With quality headphonc
diaphragms having so little moving mass
the notional loss of damping should bc
unimportant. A typical value is about 6(
ohms, composed of two 12 IR llolcos in
parallel. The impedance- dependent attenuation then evens out the volume
changes across the range of impedances
and helps protect
cans ( and ears... )
from accidental overdrive.
In AMP-02, the OV riddle ( posed earlier) is overcome as soon as the listen
output is manually muted. Looking at Fig
1, 11PA's feed is independent ( being split
before RY2 ) while in Fig 6, relay RY5 joins
the Land R grounds directly between the

Gain ( dB)

R4 value

OdB ( standard )
+3dB
+6dB
+ ItIdui

- omit
12k
4k75
2k21

If not fitting 0.5% E96 resistors, use the nearest standard ( E24
series) value.
Table 2
ADJUSTING HPA's GAIN
Cans impedance

Gain ( dB)

R26

200 ohms and above ( hi- z)
50 to 100 ohms
4 to 16 ohms ( low- z

+20
+10

link §
3k32
10k

-1

Table 3

Part No

TyPe. Description. Notes

R16 - 21,2425
820,21
R22.23
R26
827
828
829, 30
C16,17
C18,19
C20,21
C22,23
R24,25
826,27
C28,29
C30
C31
D5-8
VR.3
VR.4
IC.2
RY.5
JK.1
SEL 2
IISK. I - 3

2212,5
Ik62, Il
1211(11
see table 2and text
1k, Il
10101
121K, II
220µE, 35y
10µE35v
0(lizE25v
10011µE, 35v
330/2E 25v
1001e, 25v
10nE MKT
220nE MKT
33pF MKS
IN 4148
11 .3171'
LT 337(
LM 1875
5v SPNO advanced reed relay.
3pole ' A' gauge stereo jack socket
2position header e u pluggahle receptahle
leatsinks. Itre'w

THE NEW SU PERCHIP LIBRARY- Pt.3
LM 1875
Parameter

Figure

Unit

'solutions'. The surrounding local power
regulation features an enlarged output
capacitance, C22 et seq. AMP- 02's ana-

OFM BUFFER SPECIFICATION
All audio measurements performed with Audio Precision
System One.

the frame and a consolidation.

Abbreviations
Absolute polarity reversal - is often loosely referred

Output Noise
Unweiy,hted, true rms.
- I3(kIllu (4) 1kHz. ± - 118dBu over 2011z to 20kHz.
Regulated Supply Rail Noise
Unweighted. troc- rms:
-108Bu 3i IkiIz, < - 10(k1Bu over 20th z to 20kHz.
Frequency response:
0 to 20kIlz. + 005. -( 1.1dB

to as ' phase' reversal or inversion.

Harmonic Distortion, TH11)+ N. Dynamic plot:
4).003% into 10k (ii + 30dBu. 1014z to 20kHz.

Anti-boostrap: A paradoxical logical condition which

ImermoduLition Distortion, SNIPTE 4:1
swept over 3kIlz to 40kHz,
40)03%, driven as above.

ends in oscillation.

Mttte '
the word is being used here in its broadest
context. signify ing the complete absence of sound.
Some

makers'

panels

use

the word

in

the

purely

musical sense, le. a diminuation. We have used ' dim'
to make the distinction very clear.

IPeter Baxandall. ' A technique for displaying the y & I
AIES pre-print No2421.

London, March ' 8".

2 Ken

Dibble, ' Volume

controls

HPA SPECIFICATION
Noise, unweightexl spectra:
≤ 95 dBu over 20Hz to 20kHz.
typically - 10 - elBu
Ikllz
Frequency Response:
0 to 7 0kIlz. + 0.05, - 0 IdB.
Harmonic Distortion, l'1113-FN, dynamic plot:
<0.1% into 8 ohms at ≤ - 5(113u at lk and 20kHz.
"x..0.06% into > 100 ohms at.5 + 15dBu at IkHz and 20kIlz.

Reference and further reading

output capability of

at (,011z+ 7 kIlz

Quiescent Current draw: 22mA per ch. ( excepting IX:P I

is short for impedance.

pending',

Studio

Sound, lice '
88.

Intermodulation Distortion, SMPTE 4:1
at 6011z+ 7 kI iz, swept over 3kIlz to 401cHz:
<0.03% at - 5dBo into 8 ohms
≤ 0.002% at + I5Bu into 400 ohms
Quiescent current draw:
Typically 'OmA per channel

DCP sub- module PARTS LLST
- NrC OEM list for abbreviations
l'art Vo

Value, lee, notes

RI*
823.24,
825.26
18 . 2,3
OPTO I

33k S
22k S
lk I21v S
liC 33 7
Standard, single ' quo- coupler

The following parts are unchanged: RI - 13,15-1', 20-22.
CI - 12; 1C.1.2; DI - 4. AIX:P PCB.
"lbe following parts are omitted: 818,19,22, 1'R t IRefer to
the AIX: part list in Mar '90 issue
A0111 PARTS LIST
For abbreviations, sec previous pans lists.
Part No's refer to the I.11 channel. For RH channel part Ski's.
add 50.
••• means see text and AOM Builder's guide, for output gains
other iban unity OMB ).
Part No

Value Type .‘ oles

RI.6,1 I

(RCI t5Rtt,'
(RD) Moe II.
(
onni. • ( Il if fitted )
ie - 511
0101111
221t,
k62. 11
1211(.11
S

R3.8.13
84.9.14
85,111.15
R16,1 - .18.19
820,21
822.23
R24-38

(CA IOmit. ( 1% 63v MRS if fitted I
(CF) 56pE 21 ,21, 63v MKS
220µE, 36v ( 10OµE
I
0µF. 3Sv

3 Audio, ?Julio Handbook. National Semiconductor,
1980.
4 Ben Itunean. ' Polarity Unveiled', Dome & Studio

OFM PARTS LIST - LISTEN OUTPUTS
(Include, N11.1 & Relay Drives)

on listening to the world ), Rowohlt Verlag. Hamburg,

Abbreviations: It -- Ilolco 0.5% S = 1,2 or 5% MF or CF ( non
critical). Viw unless Vzw specified. All electrolytics are radial,
Elna audio- grade tyype. MKT = Polyester, MKS = 21
2 .1,
/
polystyrene. LII Channel parts arc listed: add + 50 for 811
Channel part designations.

1985.

l'art No.

Recording. September ' 86.
5 Joachim Berendi, Das °rifle Ohr ( The Third Ear -

6 Manfred

Schroeder.

S' 'u

Fractals.

wit):

10µE, 35v
10011F, 25v
330µE, 25v
10011E, MKT
1OpE MILS
AD 845
BC 327
BC 33 IT 317AT
IT 33 7AT
IN 4148
154(X12
SPCO
SPNO
2 X SPCO ( all 5v advanced reed
relays. Pickering type)
01'.1
Transformer iption ( see text)
SEL I
Gain selection ski + header
OFM PCB. Interchannel shield. 64 pin DIN 11612 plg +
square pin header ( logic interface). PCB pins.
OFM PARTS LIST- HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER ( IIPA I
- see above for abbreviations

headphone amplifier channels' OV nodes.
'Ibis approach sidesteps floating OV rails
(alias bridging) and other half-cocked

Next month: Part 6 concludes with a description of

C5,6,11,12
(7,8
C9.10
C13,14,15
(.32
IC.1
1X.1-3
'IR.4-7
VR.1
VR.2
1)1.2.9-12
D3.4
WI'. 1.3
81.2
RY.4

§:jumper in place* withjamper parked

Voltage noise. opical
20
ny Vila
Vow, Output offset
at typical 11PA gains
±- 1
mV
Gain- Bandwidth product
5.5
MHz
PSR• (VP- (à) 30kIlz ( + / - Vs)
85/55
dB
Slew limit
8
wieS
Maximum instantaneous
output current
>3
Ampere,
Class A ( static) current ( typ )
70
mA
Maximum supply voltage -± 30
y
short circuit protection
yes
Monolith includes integral thermal protection, V- Ilimiting
& flyback diodes.

logue electronics are now complete. I'

02

Cniverstat (.Ottingen.

Chaos

Science and Art ( Freeman).

and

Power

Self.

Laws

in

1990.

PCBs, components complete kits and comprehensive
background and assembly literature for OFM and all
modules described in the Oct and Nov89 and Jan and
Mar 90 issues are available from Audio Synthesis. 99
Lapwing Lane, Manchester 5120 OUT. Tel

061-434

0126. An illustrated catalogue is now available. Please
send an Ai SAE for details, or if overseas,

3Interna-

tional Reply Coupons.
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RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
86
R7
128-1 I
J(12.13
814.15
R3I,3438
R32,33.35
R36,3 7 .40-42
R39
Cl
C2
C3.4

Tjpe Description Notes
9Ik or 169k ( see text)
10k II
lk. II
Sets gain: see table
4k75 II
47115.11
omit or see text
22R S
Ik62 11
121R II
Ile. S
2k2, S
41c 7 ,S
I69k, II
33pF, 21
/ % MRS
2
omit or see text
220 30E 35v

C14,15,19'‘.
33011F, 25y
C20,24,25 J
(:13,18.23
I
00nE MKT 63v
11:. 1,2.3
Al) /OS
TR. I - 15
BC 337
DI- 17
IN 4148
DI8,19
IN 4002
VR.1
LT-317AT
VR.2
LT-337AT
KY 1-15
5v SPNO advanced reed relay
(:onn.!
64 pin 1)15 41612 PCB socket c/u plug
Conn.2
2 x 4- way Ng pin ski ( audio from I.PM )
tonn.3
20- way square pin header ( digital control)
6.pcs
spin 1)11. headers ( for RI.
3 & ci.ete)
6 pcs.
16 pin turned 1)11. sockets
One AOM PCB; One inter- channel shield, Test point pins
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The Deltec D to A converter offers a
dramatic improvement to all CD players.
We'll demonstrate the difference!
So impressive is the new Deltec PDM1 Dto Aconverter that we are demonstrating
the improvement achieved with all CD players. Bring your CD player ( provided it
has adigital output) or if its acurrent stock model we can use our demonstrator.
At present this is probably the most significant upgrade you can make and avoids
in-built obsolescence as the Dto Aconverter employing the lastest " Bitstream"
technology can also be used with other CD players you may acquire in the future.
"High Fidelity" magazine — March 1990 contains afull review and gives the PDM1
a10 star rating (copy on request).
The PDM1 offers an excellent investment whether you wish to improve the
performance of an existing CD player or to pair with one of the many CD transports
now available.
Ring us now to arrange adem' or take advantage of the mail-order 7DAY PAID
APPROVAL scheme (Subject to certain conditions — full details on application).

J

Price includes the special connecting lead needed
to link up with your existing equipment

INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT 0% APR
On orders with aminimum value
of £500 at our normal prices.
Just 10% deposit and balance
in six monthly instalments.
For the PDM1 — a deposit of
£50 plus six instalments of £75.
TOTAL CREDIT PRICE £ 500

£500
THE BRANDS
WE STOCK

KJ WEST ONE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
TEL: ( 01)*- 486 8262/8263 Fax: ( 01)*-487 3452
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Thurs until 7pm
"Worldwide Export"
*from 6th May changes to (071)

Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee, Arcam, Audiolab.
Audioplan. Audio Research. Beard. Cambridge. Celestion,
Counterpoint. Creek. Croft. Denon. ONM. Epos. Harbeth. KEF.
Kiseki, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Lino, Magneplanar, Marantz, Martin
Logan, Meridian. Michell, Micromega, Mission, Mod Squad,
Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi. Oracle. Pink Triangle, Pro-Ac, P.S.
Audio, QED. Quad, Reveo. Rogers. Rotel, S.D. Acoustics. SME.
Sonus Faber. S.P. Audio. Spendor. Spica. Sfax, Systemdek.
Tannoy. Voyd, Yamaha. Zeta.

VISA- 1

ewith Care!
New Koss TNT Range
Digital Ready

Exploding on the scene comes the New TNT range
from the world beating Koss stable. Three headphones
which incorporate the industry's first ever Titanium
Nitride coated driver elements for dynamite sound.
This revolutionary new design offers greater
reliability, combined with increased definition
throughout the midrange and high frequencies, making
them ideal for both analogue and digital recordings.
lbtal weight of the headphone assembly is also
reduced, and the comfortable ear cushions and
adjustable headband ensure asuperb performance
every time — and remember. Koss are the only
headphones covered by aLifetime Warranty.

'
3
„
3
.qt,

TNT/8 8

KosS

The word on everyone's ears
111V International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEQ. ' Id: 071-607 2717

Please send me full details of the Koss headphone range, plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name

40
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RoOM THERAPY

S

It doesn't take many upgrades to

hen you start chasing civilized
sound, the listening room often
proves to be the most unreliable, annoying and most difficult part of
the system to change — unless you can
1,

afford either to buy a property with a
room of ideal size and shape or have one
built to your own design. Most of us have
to make do with what we've got! I'm now
on my seventh room and have had serious
cause to despair with all of them. When I
arrived in my present house, only one
room was really suitable for a main
system, but it was obvious that this was
going to be less than perfect.
You can do something to improve any
room. Trial, error and experience is one
approach, hut then experience only
,:omes with experience — you have to
start somewhere and this can be timeconsuming and frustrating, though careful
system placement and some simple room
treatment some of the major troubles.
I
Roy Allison covered further ways of
setting about this last month — Ed1. The
best short-cut must be to base any
changes on a measured analysis.
Back to my offending room. On installing the system I discovered a distinct
boom around 40Hz and aperceived uplift
in bass generally. Moving exactly the same
system to its new home from my previous
abode caused an amazing change, unfortunately for the worse in most areas. The
solution which immediately occurred was
to take out one of the room walls. The
house is a small, structurally- unaltered
1930s two-story, three- bedroom type, and
the options were simple: either take out
the wall between the two main downstairs rooms ( but Ididn't want along thin
room as I'd suffered with that before); or
take out the wall between the front room
and the entrance hall ( to widen the
room). These were both expensive
options which would have largely
unknown effects.
Iwas just musing about this and investigating the expense of building and
demolition work, when Ihad a chance
encounter with an engineer called Bob
Burns at The Hi Fi Show. Bob is aqualified
Chartered Engineer with specific expertise in sound and vibration engineering,
who has developed a computerized
mathematical model of the way stereo
sound systems interact with rooms. At the
time ( 1988) he was not attempting to
offer the service on a commercial basis,
but has since elected to do so. He agreed
to analyze my room in its present condition and, further, to analyze the planned
room with the wall removed. Meanwhile.
Ispent some time measuring the response
of the current room and system with a
third octave spectrum analyzer. These
results could then be compared with the
computer-generated response to ascertain
11E11 NEWS& RE(()R1) REVIEW
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learn that the character of the
room can dominate the sound of
the system. One company may
help you upgrade the room...
by Chris Bryant

the accuracy of some of the methods used
for my particular room.
All rooms have problems of one sort or
another, but the principle problem in my
room was easily measured: there was a
6dB excess in the 4011z region at certain
points and some general bass unevenness.
The furniture and system were tried in all
feasible orientations, until a ' best' compromise position was found: measurements were then taken.
The computer room analysis is an
interactive process between Room Acoustics Services and the user. The service is
specifically for moving-coil loudspeakers
with forward-facing cones intended for
free space siting, or panel speakers (eg,
electrostatics and ribbons). Other types
aren't covered but it may be worth a
tentative letter to seek advice anyway. It is
not cost-effective for RAS to visit clients to
gather the necessary information for an
acoustic assessment; instead all the major
parameters which affect the room must be
assembled by the client. The first step is to
fill in a comprehensive survey questionnaire on the room to be analyzed. This
covers everything from house structure
and furnishing to wall coverings and
window size and there is space provided
to sketch room and wall plans. Also,
you're asked to indicate specifically the
normal siting of your speakers and your
listening position. Attention to detail is of
paramount importance and the quality of
information provided will be reflected in
the quality of analysis. You also get a
chance to 'review your own system and
describe its current ills. All this is very
easy and doesn't take up too much time.
The information is then sent off for
analysis: afew days later acomprehensive

report appears, from which solutions can
be extracted on two levels. Firstly, there
are specific recommendations which are
used to optimize your room for the
particular speakers you're using; and
secondly, there is more in-depth information available to help you understand
what you're doing. This explains in detail
the reasoning behind each of the computer-generated graphs, how you use them
and what they mean. At first sight some of
these may seem rather complicated and
difficult to digest, but a few minutes
studying the graphs in conjunction with
the text is all that is required.
The analysis covers such things as room
modes, reverberation time over the main
frequency range, bass frequency
responses, and much more. The calculated third-octave bass response was in
surprisingly good agreement with the
measured response. I implemented the
changes in speakers siting, listening position, semi- structural changes ( like
removal of book cases and changing wall
coverings) and other recommendations
one by one to assess their affect. The only
thing to say at this point in time is that
they all worked and do what RAS says they
should do. It's obviously impossible to
make a poor room perfect, but Room
Acoustic Services will help you extract
the best from what you have got.
To return to the subject of removing
walls, one surveyor and several builders'
estimates later, the wall is still standing.
(It seems that it would be difficult to do
exactly what Irequire.) The room still has
a slight bass richness, but by careful
control of speaker/listener positions
together with the other changes suggested, everything is now acceptable and
music is enjoyable again. The analysis of
the proposed expanded room does indicate that it would be better than the
present set up, so Imay well pursue that
course when funds are available.

Conclusion
Considering the quantity and quality of
information presented in addition to the
amount of work, experience, and expertise which goes into each report, an RAS
analysis could be considered as something
of a bargain. If my experience is typical,
this unique service is thoroughly professional and well worth investing in. In hi-fi
terms, the cost, at around £ 115, is rather
less than that of apair of decent stands or
top- end interconnects. The improvements which may be wrought are, in
many cases, the most cost effective available. And for those, like me, who are
hypothesizing alterations, an RAS analysis
is a very sensible thing to have:14Supplier:
Room Acoustic Services, 3 Queen Elizabeth
Way, Barton upon Humber, DN18 6AJ.
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FEATURE REVIEW
was dead. The excuses were legion, primarily the escalating costs which would
have priced the Finial in the stratospheric
regions occupied by high-end products
like the Wilson WAMM, the Infinity IRS V
or the Goldmund Reference turntable. I
felt cheated, disappointed and disgusted.
Then, to everyone's surprise, the Finial
was at the Tokyo Audio Fair in October
1989. The involvement of Japanese backers and their eagerness to get it working
meant revised computer software within
the player, the promise of an actual
production schedule and a sense that, at
last, it might actually happen. And to
Finial's surprise, over 300 firm orders
were placed at the show....
Looking very much like aCD-V player,
the Finial has styling
which already appears
dated, ` mid-'80s' so to
speak. Measuring 475x
479x159mm ( wdh ), it's
biggish, but it only seems to dwarf conc
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D IAMONDS

FOREVER
Play vinyl records with no stylus,

no wear, and the convenience of
CD: the Finial Laser Turntable.
Part One of a two-stage review . . .
by Ken Kessler
ot vinyl 'whoosh', not rumble.
That low-level noise in the background is my sigh of relief. Aside
from waiting for my insurance policies to
mature and my mortgage payments to
cease, the pursuit of the Finial Laser
Turntable has been one of the longest
projects in which I've been involved. Half
a decade chasing areview sample ... but
it's been worth it.
One of the vinyl record collector's
dreams has come true. The Finial addresses almost every past and current concern, even allowing the venerable LP to
emulate all but one of the practical,
non-sonic virtues of the very format
which looks set to kill it.
Finial's was not the first attempt at
creating ano-contact method for reading
information designed for mechanical
replay. A player which used light beams or
jets of air instead of astylus was mooted
over acentury ago by Alexander Graham
Bell. The Japanese made more than one
attempt and Finial's own AES paper ( Stoddard & Stark 4November 1988 ) cited one
Japanese and seven US patents dating from
as far back as 1929.
That none of these worked well enough
to survive commercially explains the
scepticism which greeted the Finial.
In January 1989, at the Las Vegas CES, it
was announced to the press that the Finial
42

for shelf height, although you mustn't
stack anything on it because it
generates a lot of heat. Aesthetically, then, the Finial is understated and its appearance doesn't
really imply that within lurks the
most complex LP-spinner ever devised.
Neither does it look like £21,000 plus
VAT, if there is a way of looking like a
price tag.
Whoever designed the control panel
could have done with acourse in lateral
thinking. Smart though the sloped acrylic
facia may be, it also happens to surround
the undersized — too undersized — controls and it collects fingerprints with the
rapidity of the FBI.
Left to right, the tiny press-buttons offer
power-on ( from stand-by), drawer open/
close, pause and play. A second cluster,
with logos familiar to CD users, provide
track skip in either direction, audible
cueing in either direction, and a control
which differs from the silent pause ( next
to the play button) because it locks the
laser to asingle 'groove', or more accurately, a single turn. Further buttons allow
the user to select time- read-out for either
the whole side of the LP or the track being
played ( at any point, you can call up total
time, elapsed time or remaining time) and
to choose between 33 1
/ and 45rpm ( the
4
machine defaults to 33 1
/ ), or to vary the
4
speed from 30 to 5Orpm. The last trio of
buttons accepts a variety of commands,
including track programming, A- B block
repeat, noise reduction cancellation and
other custom features.
Above the buttons are two LCD display
windows. On the left is the graphic
display to show the position of the laser
on the disc. A bar, representing the length
of the record side, lights up full-length at
the beginning of play, extinguishing itself
in small blocks as the record is played. A
series of ' bumps' indicates track spaces,
while a cursor above the line shows the
laser position within a block. The display
also gives visual confirmation of track

selection if the user has programmed the
Finial to skip certain tracks.
At the back are the phonosockets for
connection to aline-level amplifier input:
the Finial has onboard RIAA equalization
and gives a 1V output. The main on/off
switch at the rear cuts all power to the
player, whereas the front panel button
only powers- up from standby mode. The
Finial comes with acalibration LP which
takes about 20 minutes to play: this only
has to be used when the Finial is switched
on from cold.
Installation procedure is as for a CD
player, including the removal of the transit screw which locks the delicate innards
in place. The Finial must be placed on a
solid, level surface, but it's far less critical
of the ' tuning' of its supporting furniture
than a conventional record player. The
18.4kg player rests on springy feet, but
even these aren't really necessary, if
you're worried about heavy-footed
friends. The kind of physical shock
needed to make this player skip would
involve a fist, not a finger tap.
Press the 'open' button and out slides a
tray like that on aCD-V player with 12in
disc capability. Here's where the only
assembly occurs. You place the lightweight aluminium platter into the 12in
opening, acircular groove on the underside locating it over four rubber pegs. The
platter is fitted with a mat said to be
conductive, protective and vibrationabsorptive. This is the first indication that
you're dealing with aplayer which breaks
the rules, because it shows that the
turntable portion of the Finial only has to
do one thing: rotate at the correct speed.
Mechanical earthing, silent bearings and
the like do not enter the equation.
The Finial's complexity lies in the laser
section, or what is equivalent to the arm
and cartridge. The technical aspects are
covered by MC in the report which
follows this, but afull description fills the
aforementioned 14-page AES paper reprint called The Optical Turntable,
Finally a Reality'. The UK distributor will
supply copies to anyone sending an A4size, self-addressed envelope bearing a
30p stamp, to the address given at the end
of this review. ( This also means that Barry
Fox and Iwill no longer have to scratch
our heads every time Finial is mentioned! )
An important feature of the Finial is a
bypassable 'Noise Blanker', which minimizes the sound of pops and ticks. This
dynamic system is said to differentiate
between music and noise by recognizing
that musical signals have reverberations,
while pops and clicks do not. In use, its
effect seemed quite subtle but many will
prefer to leave it off except for discs with
very high surface noise.
If the calibration disc has been used, the
player will issue sounds within about one
minute of the drawer closing. It rejected a
number of discs on first try but invariably
played every one by the second try. The
Finial will only play 12in black vinyl discs.
It cannot read clear or coloured or
picture discs, which I don't find too
surprising, but the failure to play 7in or
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10in discs was a disappointment. Finial
argues that most singles were pressed
from recycled vinyl which is too noisy.
On the other hand, Ihave over 100 10in
LPs and some 7in 'audiophile' singles
which I'd love to have tried.
The saddest irony of all is that the Finial
cannot yet cater for 78s, the records with
the greatest need for no-contact playback.
The difficulty, though, in programming
the player to accept discs for which
neither the speed nor the groove width/
spacing were standardized means that at
this stage it's just not possible. Ihave been
told that they're working on it.
But back to the calibration for a
moment. If you don't use the calibration
LP — likely if you're in ahurry one day and
you find out that someone switched of the
Finial at the back or at the mains — the
player will still work. It will simply
require a couple of 'tries' before going
into playback mode. But whether or not
the Finial is in agood mood, it will never
initiate play as quickly as aCD player or a
manually-cued, mechanically played LP. ( I
don't find this adrawback, because Idon't
think you should try to listen to music in
some kind of a hurry!)

The sound of light
Before you can play anything, you have to
take at face value the warning that your
discs must be clean. We are not talking
Deccabrush clean, nor even the sweep of
Finial's own rotary cleaner as supplied
with each machine. No, we're talking VPI
or Keith Monks or Nitty Gritty clean,
which Idon't suppose is a problem for
anyone who can afford a record playing
device which sells for sixty times that of a
VPI cleaner.
The reason for the hygiene is straightfoward, and it's something Finial can do
nothing about, unless they change the
laws of physics. In essence, the lasers read
microclust which a mechanical stylus
would either push out of the way or
which lurk above or below the stylus
contact point. The benefits of reading a
full groove wall, especially making wellworn ( not scratched) records much more
listenable, are slightly diminished by this.
And it is the Finial's Achilles' Heel.
Let me be blunt: only one out of five LPs
sounded as quiet as it did on a conventional player as regards surface noise. I
tried unplayed records, records which
had been played once with a stylus ( to
'de- burr' them), unplayed-plus-VPIcleaned and other combinations, but
rarely could Ifind a disc without some
slight crackle, especially at the beginning
of each side. It was driving me nuts and
affecting my judgment until it had been
put into perspective by Xavier of Roksan,
who happened to drop by while the Finial
was in my custody. ' Does it really matter?'
he said, pointing out that noise was only
intrusive during silences ( between
tracks), and that it was asmall sacrifice if it
meant hearing unplayable records.
Because that's where the Finial really
shines: it will track discs which no mechanical stylus can manage.
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Ibuy a lot of second-hand LPs which
have suffered what looks like afun session
with alitter of kittens. Ibuy them because
they're LPs of which Imight never find
another copy. Occasionally, they have
scratches too deep to traverse. With the
Finial, all you hear is aclick, but the music
carries on playing. Only very rarely ( once
in the 90 or so LPs Itried) did a disc
challenge another spec of the Finial,
which says that askip ( or, as the company
prefers, 'astuck') will not cause the player
to go into frantic repeat of a locked
groove. The Finial will sense and correct
automatically any 'stuck' within 20msec.
And the disc which did trigger this wasn't
scratched; it had alump of paper pressed
into the vinyl.
Other worries which may have kept
you from enjoying your LPs, mint or
otherwise, are rendered insignificant by
the Finial. It is virtually immune to warps
(though if the warp is over 1Omm, it
probably won't even fit in the player
anyway) and disc eccentricity and is free
of rumble, wow, static, acoustic feedback,
stylus tracing 'whoosh' and other ills. This
means that, clicks aside, you have to
approach the sound of the Finial not as if
you were hearing another record player
but as if it were a new format.
That's because it will be the first time in
your life you've heard an analogue LP
without ' insignificant' traces of rumble,
wow, et al [
Goldmund ? Ed]. The first
track Iplayed sounded light, as if the bass
had rolled off, until Irealised that what I
was hearing was an absence of low end
grunge with mechanical origins. Iplayed a
disc notorious for visible excitement of
the woofer ribbons in the Apogees
because of warps, rumble and other subsonic nasties; played through the Finial
and the Stages were as visibly immobile as
if it had been a CD.
Full acceptance of this absence of vinyl
nasties took me quite awhile. Finial had
another distinct advantage over normal
turntables: it didn't have to drive what is
usually the weakest part of any pre-amp —
the phono section. Admittedly, it had its
own RIAA circuitry on board, so it's not as
if Finial has produced a shorter path
between groove and loudspeaker; if anything, its complex circuitry makes the
signal's route far more circuitous. But
how did the Finial really compare with
the best mechanical player?
Inescapable clicks aside, with many LPs
it sounded leaner, cleaner and quieter
than any conventional LP system I can
recall. But the mechanical brigade fought
back with the more effective, sweep-itaway handling of those microdustinduced clicks, and greater warmth —
which Ihear someone at the back branding a 'euphonic coloration'. ( Idon't listen
to music to be irritated, so alittle humanizing warmth is most welcome.) Then
the Finial parried with superb transparency — approaching the Audioquest
7000, Ortofon MC3000 MIcII and Koetsu
Urushi cartridges — and detail up in
Deccaland. The Berliner brigade replied
with hotter transients than the Finial's, a

more extended top end and far better
stage depth. The Finial came back again
with stage width reminiscent of the classic Denon moving-coils and, subjectively,
tracking ability to shame even a Shure.
And the Finial earned abonus point at the
end of the side with no end-of-side tracing
error. But then l wasn't using a radial
tracking tonearm....
If Iwere scoring the Finial vs the world,
I'd have to call it adraw because the two
are simply not comparable. The Finial is
too much like hard work even compared
with amechanical system because of the
operational lags, the fanatical cleaning, the
slow play initiation and the disc restrictions. But it does what no other players
can do, by eliminating wear if it's a
concern ( and we all have irreplaceable
LPs which we're almost afraid to take out
of their sleeves). Most LPs which can't be
played because of damage or pressing
faults are rendered listenable at the very
least, as Ilearned from my latest batch of
Oxfam Non-Audiophile Scratch-Insistent
acquisitions.
Whether you own a Dual 505 or a
Goldmund Reference, the Finial does not
make obsolete the conventional turntable.
Cost? A Goldmund sells for the same
money if it's true high end kharma which
you require. Sound? Considering the
price-to-performance ratio, I'd have to say
it's only on apar with agood £ 1000 front
end. Universality? Only if all of your
records are black vinyl 12-inchers. But if
you are acollector — and you'll still have
to hang on to your normal player for
certain discs — the Finial is the only truly
safe player on the market. That it works at
all is near-miraculous. That it works so
well is simply remarkable. If only that
surface noise problem could be solved,
because it really is a distraction when
listening to anything other than loud rock •
music.
How many Finials will actually find
homes outside of the pro sector I just
don't know. What I do accept, if it's
justification you want, is that it's very easy
to assemble acollection of LPs worth far
more than the cost of the Finial. ( Ican
name three Beatles LPs with atotal worth
of over five grand.) But just dealing with
the hands-off aspects of laser playback
isn't enough to balance out the good-butnot-phenomenal sound quality. It's far
more appropriate to look at the Finial as
an intellectual exercise which worked. If
the company ever decides to make an
affordable version which addresses the
limitations of this first model, then I'll be
writing areview of aviable Finial product
rather than what can only amount to a
thought piece. That's because simply talking or writing about the Finial is still
largely academic at this point, however
truly fascinating it may be and whatever
freedom it does offer from wear and tear.
Unless you have a spare £21,000 plus
VAT. In which case, can Imarry you?itSupplier:
Denis Wratten, Finial Technology, IOrston
Lodge, Old Farm Road, Hampton, Middlesex
TWI2 3RQ. Te101-941 6737.
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system, where the ' position-sensitive
detector' ( PSD) is 12mm long and is
positioned 3.5mm ( h) from the groove,
with X' representing amagnitude signifying the reflected beam's arrival point. As
noted, the linear range is finite, and Fig 2
shows the non-linear response for arange
of groove radii, plus the output after
linearity correction in an electrical net-

by Martin Calkins

work. A recorded velocity of 20cm/sec
gives alevel of 3V rms, but an attenuator
is used to the final output. The same
beams are used for audio sensing and for
tracking across the disc, with the two
informations separated by multiplexing at
100kHz. Thus the bandwidth is theoreti-

Technology
Removal of the light aluminium cover
reveals a laterally mounted ball- bearing
slide of very high quality, where the
traverse sled carrying the optical head is
moved via a low- noise rack-and-pinion
drive by ahigh- resolution stepping motor.
The electronics are at the rear — both
servo and audio circuitry mounted on one
huge full-width board with 99% of the
circuitry achieved using ICs, including the
ubiquitous Ne5532.
An interesting aspect is the platter
drive. Once loaded, the disc is aligned on
a sub-platter drum, machined in a heavy
bronze alloy. This is belt-driven from
another high-resolution stepping motor,
with the compliant belt tuned to provide
a filter effective for motor vibrations
above 1Hz. The motor is the same as that
used for the optical sled and has 400 poles
to give 0.9 ° stepping resolution. Positional
accuracy is augmented by micro-stopping
each pole into subdivisions of a 256th,
giving a final resolution of 0.0035 °.The
result is avirtually noiseless, high- torque
drive for both platter and head.
Low noise is essential for both, since
the optical system is an ultra- high sensitivity velocity/angle sensor capable
of responding to any spurious movement
or vibration between the head and the
record. However, one useful byproduct of
the optical sensing is that its primary
response is to changes of modulation
angle, which makes it relatively immune
to the amplitude deflections representing
vertical rumble: thus a ball- race platter
bearing has been chosen.
Finial ended up with a spot of light
approximately 6x201.tm, which, making
some allowance for Gaussian distribution
at the edges, has ageometry quite similar
to that of the groove-wall contact- area
generated by aline- contact type of stylus.
A frequency of 20kHz has a recorded
wavelength of about Il i
um at the inner LP
disc radius, and the corresponding tracing
loss at normal modulation levels is theoretically about ldB — less than the 2dB or so
inner loss usually encountered with
pickup cartridges.
Left and right optical sensors are
entirely independent, but are claimed to
be time- aligned to within less than 20 ° of
phase error at 20kIlz. In addition to the
anti- rumble feature, angle- sensing confers
some immunity to vibrations normally
affecting vinyl disc replay in other
respects, including acoustic feedback and
the wow and flutter components induced
by warps. Also, complex noise modulations resulting from the subsonic resonance effects in conventional arm/
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cartridge systems are avoided entirely.
There is no mechanical subsonic resonance in the Finial: the problems associated with manifold mechanical and
geometrical variations on the stylus/
groove contact are sidestepped by the
contactless optical tracking system.
The main compromise concerns the
sensitivity, and thus the fundamental signal-to-noise ratio of the angle measuring
system, whose linear range is finite. If the
angle sensitivity is set low, awide range of
modulations may be read without peak
limiting, including those which are well
outside industry speciications. But the S/N
performance suffers, since the additional
gain required raises the noise-floor. Conversely, ahigh sensitivity gives asatisfactory signal-to-noise ratio but runs the risk
that the sensing beams may be deflected
off scale — je '
clipped' by some high-level
HF modulation with very steep waveforms. Loud rock programme with excessive treble content, or wide- range orchestral climaxes at the ends of sides may be
limited by the Finial, but with an effect
rather less severe subjectively than the
mechanical mistracking and/or poor tracing which can occur with a pickup cartridge when used on tracks cut beyond
normal modulation levels.
The technical detail is so extensive that
only a small part of the fascinating material can be covered here. Fig 1shows the
basic geometry of the optical sensing

Fig I. Finial laser turntable: basic geometry of data
extraction system

cally limited to half the sampling rate, je
50kHz; but Finial halves this with afilter at
25kHz ( together with a sample- and-hold
circuit) to remove the sampling harmonics from the output.
In an effort to reduce audible clicks,
Finial has incorporated a noise- blanking
circuit which is permanently engaged
unless otherwise deliberately cancelled.
Here, the sampled audio is fed into a
traditional ' bucket brigade' delay- line,
while another part of the circuit assesses
transients and determines whether they
have reverberation or overhang. If they
do, they are genuine, but if not, they are
true clicks and the circuit blanks them out
of the delayed audio emerging from the
line. Clusters of clicks confuse the circuitry, so only isolated noises are dealt
with in this manner.
The optical servos are claimed to track
the groove wall at up to 2kIlz with a
2.5µm precision to ensure accurate
lateral positioning, and are fed advance
predictive information to improve tracking reliability. Any positional error, random or periodic, would appear as significant audio distortion. A byproduct of the
high-speed servos is adegree of ' chatter' —
optical ' needle talk' if you like, coming
from the laser head. If the volume level is
low and the player sited close to the
listener, rock vocalists can be heard
directly from the optics! It is also crucial
to maintain the sensors at a constant
height above the record, irrespective of
warps, and again a 2.5µm accuracy was
chosen. A smaller bandwidth of up to 5Hz
is required here ( asingle warp-frequency
is 0.55Hz), and the vertical servo is
actuated by apair of powerful ' voice-coils'
driving aball-bearing carriage on polished
rods. This carries the height cylinder lens,
height beam-directing monitor, height
imaging lenses, and associated position
detector, over a maximum warp amplitude of 9mm. In addition, it carries the
modulation sensors, two data focusing
lenses, and two data beam mirrors. It is no
wonder that this turntable is so expensive
to make and set up.
A simplified(!) diagram of the tracking
system ( Fig 3) gives an idea of the overall
complexity, and shows how the system
microprocessor fits in, while Fig 4 portrays the system of lenses and mirrors.
Any engineer can only marvel at the
quality of this research and the practical
solutions embodied in the working player,
5
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FEATURE REVIEW
and Iwould only add that ahelpful feature
would be addition of a remote control,
which could easily interface with the
microprocessor.

Raw Angles, V li n

ing to record condition. Even new discs
were virtually unplayable straight out of
the wrapper and needed at least the wet
vacuum clean. This is recommended
every ten plays, while between cleans the
Finial hand rotary cleaner will keep noises
more or less at bay. In Finial's defence, the
noise- blanker helps a bit on ' ticky'
records, while the sound of surface flaws
(including odd scratches) was much less
annoying due to the softened I1F transient
response and the averaging ability of the
system in respect of microdust and
groove imperfections. One also has to
forgive the Finial for occasionally starting
a groove or two late, very occasionally
skipping agroove, and sometimes needing
two 'play' commands to operate.

R=150mm

8
7

R=105inm

Sound quality
This is not and never was intended to be
an audiophile turntable, yet the replay
fidelity is undoubtedly good — and has that
quality of growing on you. Sure, it is a
bother to have to clean every record
properly almost every time you use it, but
would you take a photo with a fine lens
that had amassive fingerprint on the front
element? The Finial has a good claim to
sound nearer the original mastertape in
respect of its almost total lack of added
harshness. That inevitable trace of a
'scrapey', 'grainy', roughened sound apparent with vinyl ( admittedly only of mild
degree with top-class mechanical players)
is absent here.
One is not aware of wow except with
severely eccentric discs, while the system's intrinsic noise is held at just below
inherent tape and disc levels. There was
no question about the low coloration with
this player; it did not sound like a
turntable/arm combination. One can
clearly sense the absence of vinyl ' roar',
the resonances and reflections resulting
from stylus tip reaction energy. Also
absent were the bass coloration resulting
from arm/cartridge subsonic resonance,
the mechanical/structural resonances of a
cartridge, and its relationship with the
tone- arm, the arm itself, and that of the
arm to the chassis. The disc lies there
inertly, on its firm hut absorbtive mat,
providing an audibly near-distortionless
drive to the mass- less optical reading'
beams. The sound was seamless, consistently even and articulate throughout the
frequency range, and feeling highly secure
and as sweet and unfussed as the original
recording quality will allow. Generally,
distortion was low, and when the system
did meet excessive recorded velocities,
the sound in optical overload was gentle
and not particularly disturbing.
Good levels of detail were reproduced,
.
while stereo focus was sharp and particu-
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Fig 2. Finial laser turntable: output level y wall velocity

Lab report

larly stable. Stage width was the best yet
for vinyl, while depth was pretty good and
transparency was comparable with that of
a second- rank good quality moving-coil
cartridge. In tonal balance the sound was
slightly dulled in the treble, especially on
transients and louder passages ( more
noticeable with noise- blanking), while the
bass was slightly soft and tended to
dryness. But neither aspect was very
significant in terms of the overall result at
normal modulation levels, and the ' tape'
sound was a major plus feature.
It did however suffer from a variable
degree of surface clicks and pops. accord-

Many lab measurements proved to be
difficult with the Finial, since it is susceptible to noise on older test records and will
only play 30cm discs, which rules out the
use of my master lacquer pressings for
assessing precise levels of rumble and
wow and flutter.
The smooth sound from this player is
partly the consequence of its frequency
response, which at the outer disc radius is
3dB down at 20kHz at the standard
recorded test velocity of 5cm/sec lateral
( =3.45cm/sec at 45 °). Sensibly flat to
10kIlz, amild dulling might nevertheless
be noticed on some passages, while the
subjective bass ' dryness' was also confirmed by a fall to — 1.7dB at 2011z,
preceded by a mild lift in the low midrange ( Fig 5). However, by the time the
inner groove radius has been reached
(dashed line), adeficiency occurs which I
feel would be serious for professional
users. At ' full level', the output falls rapidly
above 2kliz to — 6dB at 101(11z and a
charted — 12dB by 20kHz, which is
inferior even to the tracing performance
of an oversize spherical stylus. Moreover,
statistical analysis has revealed modula
tion maxima in the 30-40cm/sec region a
least up to 10kHz on available records
and here the system will impose progres
sive dulling of the sound. Finial's compu
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Whether you are an analogue or digital supporter, you
have probably accumulated asubstantial record
collection. Chances are that some of these recordings
will become irreplaceable. So its essential that you
protect them from unnecessary wear.
Shure Cartridges and stylii have an unrivalled
reputation for superb engineering and sound quality
So, if you want to get the best from your records and
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keep them in pristine condition, here's atip for future
reference. Change to aShure cartridge right away
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Contact your nearest Shure stockist or HW International
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An elegant concept in

stonage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3.1ont system
finished in Cherry
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Martin Leighfield
Patent pending
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troubleSTOCKISTS
free operation.
PLAYBACK
15 PERCY STREET LONDON W1P 9FD
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
TEL: 01-6378392/631 0939
so please write, or telephone for all the
'The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 5EX
GRANGE HI-FI LTD
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BURTON ON TRENT STAFFS DE14 MO information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
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ter simulation ( also Fig 5) is less severe,
but this must surely have been calculated
for lower average' recorded velocities.
Channel balance held within 0.5dB, and
the phase difference between channels at
10kFIz was less than 15 °,close to specification. But while Finial indicates a
theoretical ( low-level) channel separation
of 80dB, I could not better 25dB at
3.45cm/sec ( 45 °)with test records which
have previously given close to 40dB from
mechanical cartridges of the highest precision and alignment. Channel separation
was nevertheless found to be consistent
over the full frequency range except at
high modulation levels, this discrepancy
due to the response fall-off in the driven
channel. The crosstalk signal was measured for distortion and gave around 3%,
of low and hence fairly innocuous harmonic order.
Using the supplied test record, arange
of recorded velocities was tried as a
combined test for linearity and trackability. At 50Hz, velocities of 1.4, 2, 2.8 and
4cm/sec were tracked, with distortion
levels of 1, 1.3, 1.6 and 2.2% respectively.
At 300Hz, the classic test frequency, the
recorded velocities were considerable:

noise background was undertaken, averaged to suppress clicks and pops. On the
bench, some mild hum was present ( gone
by 200Hz) but the absence of motor
vibration harmonics or irregular mechanical rumble was evident. Possibly due to
servo-action and RIAA equalization, the
noise spectrum reached a maximum of
approximately — 40dB at 17Hz, shown in
Fig 7, where the 50/100/150Hz hum
components are also visible. An analysis
extended to 100kHz showed the aliasing
filter working at 25kHz, with some
interference lines at — 74dB, while above
30kIlz the noise-floor was respectably
low.
A narrow- band analysis of lIcHz tone
(Fig 8) shows aspreading of ± 15Hz from
the central line, with side-bands approximately 40dB down at ± 30Hz. Platter or
disc eccentricity would place wow components at around 0.55Hz, so these flutter
artefacts are probably a function of the

__.

8.5, 12, 17 and a maximum of 24cm/sec.
All were negotiated, with distortion levels
of 1.4, 1.7, 2.5 and 3% respectively, which
were good results for the range concerned. The final sequence was at 31(Hz,
with the same velocity run as at 300Hz,
again resulting in secure tracking, with
satisfactory distortion readings of 1.5, 1.8,
2.4 and 4.5%.
At normal modulation levels ( well
below those 8.5cm/sec 30011z/3kHz
minima) low distortion might be anticipated from this optical system, but this
was not the case. At 3.45cm/sec, 1kHz/
45 °,the spectrum analysis showed 2ndharmonic at — 34dB, 3rd at — 53dB, and
both 4th and 5th at — 44dB. Predominantly 2nd- harmonic, this totals to 2.4%,
rather higher than for a good analogue
cartridge. The old Audio Technica AT33E
moving-coil achieved 0.2% even at 10cm/
sec lateral, 300Hz, with 3% recorded for
mid-band intermodulation at ahigh 24cm/
sec using lIcHz and 1.5Idiz tones. For the
Finial, the IM test was made at half that
velocity ( 12cm/sec) with a tone mix of
300Hz and 31cHz at a 10:1 amplitude ratio
(20dB), and the resulting distortion spectrum is shown in Fig 6. Here, the harmonic spectrum of the 300Hz tone is seen
towards the left ( 2nd- harmonic
—28dB=4%), while the IM products
comprise 300Hz sidebands centred on the
31cHz tone. The sidebands are some 30dB
below the 300Hz fundamental, giving an
IM distortion of typically 3%.
Clearly some sort of compromise has
been reached with regard to dynamic
range. Given that a clean vinyl pressing
was used, the average signal-to-noise ratio
was 53dB ( CC1Ft/ARM, using a lkHz referenced frequency). A-weighted, the noise
might scrape a just satisfactory — 60dB
relative to an output level of 144mV, the
sensitivity rating for 3.45cm/sec modulationa t lkHz. A spectral analysis of the
hIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig S. Finial laser turntable: measured frequency response
(L+R) at inner and outer disc radii (5.0cm/sec lateral
modulation), with Finial computer plots for same radii
given beneath
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Fig 8. Finial laser turntable: narrow-band display of
1
kHz recorded tone, with 20Hz lateral scale divisions

optical tracking servos; but they are coincidentally rather close in frequency to the
region of LF rise in the measured noise
spectrum. Overall pitch stability was very
good, with no loading effects to disturb
the disc, and absolute speed accuracy was
tine at typically ± 0.04%.
Looking back at the results, I should
point out that the frequency response test
record ( lab standard version of JVC 'FRS
1007) is cut according to convention
with only the LF section of the RIAA
response in place. The normal treble
boost to + 19dB at 20kHz is omitted to
reduce record wear, so the reproduced
frequency responses were taken with the
appropriate RIAA treble boost added to
the Finial output afterwards, to restore the
overall replay characteristic. Consequently, the player was actually subjected
to avery modest recorded characteristic,
effectively one with falling treble modulation in comparison with music recordings. Treble sounds of low and moderate
level will be unaffected by this, but as the
recorded modulation rises into the top
10-15dB of available dynamic range the
Finial system will progressively roll- off the
treble according to a complex envelope
determined by groove radius, frequency,
and recorded velocity. In this respect it is
analogous to HF squashing on cassettes,
and Isuspect that aside from other matters this is why the Finial sounds rather
smooth and sweet, and why dynamic
transient sounds are softened and lack
their full subjective impact.

Conclusions
The Finial laser turntable is a remarkable
achievement as a working product. It is
clear that many engineers have fought
long and hard to make its optical system
play microgroove records with considerable reliability; moreover, some LPs
which are unplayable by mechanical
means may be tracked by this noninvasive device. By definition it cannot
injure a disc, although achieving a
respectably quiet background does
require scrupulous care in handling discs,
plus fairly frequent wet/vacuum cleaning.
Given the high level of investment in
development, and not least the very high
price of the player itself, one is surely
entitled to expect acommensurately high
standard of performance. This was confirmed in some areas — for example, its
response to vibration, shock and acoustic
feedback was so good that no ill-effects
could be obtained. Rumble, wow and
speed accuracy were all fine. High-level
tracking was also very good, and was free
from wave-form breakup.
The dynamic range in the treble and the
susceptibility to micro contamination are
serious problems, and only a very dedicated enthusiast would find it worthwhile.
In the case of archive applications, the
current machine is limited by its present
inability to handle 10in. and 7in. microgroove, and 78rpm coarse-groove discs. It
was a wonderful dream, but the present
long-evolved realization is as yet far from
perfect.1449
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CD3 CD PLAYE R
The CD player is particularly ac com plished and on .1
par with the very finest available, regardless of cost.
Imagery is outstanding, and there is apervading gentle
sweetness to the CD sound that is not indicative of alack
of detail resolution or dynamic capability.
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Incl. 10 free tapes
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CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD PLAYER
... The CD3 is simply the best in its
range, for its sound reproduction quality,
its finesse, its richness, and its
transparency!
Original in both its presentation and
its technical aspects, the CD3 gives very
positive musical results. Frankly
speaking it definitely comes top of all
the players in this category that we
have listened to.
... it should become areference
product.
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Cambridge Audio, Burrel Road, St Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PE 17 4LE. Tel: 0480 496496
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ne look inside the CD3 gives clear testamen: to
how it has attained its enviable reputation.

Using orly the highest grade audiophile
components throughout, the CD3 features many technical
advancements over its immediate competitors.
The CD3 Ssuperior sound quality owes much to the unique
16 bit x16 times
oversampling, which
together with eight D/A
converters ensures that
there is no sound quality
degradation in the analogue stages.
This level of oversarripling also removes the need for ary
analogue filtering stages, leaving only the purest analogue
signal to be delivered via the SIDEREAL output coupling
capacitors.
Cambridge Audio's tradition of combining the latest
in digital technology with the finest of audiophile
engineering is embodied in the CD3. Audition it at your
local dealer soon

16 bit x16 times oversampling
Full Infra-red Remote Control
Phono/Digital/Optical Outputs
Latest CDM1/mk2 die-cast aluminium
Chassis & Transport Mechanism
3" & 5" Disc Drawer
Discrete Power Supplies for both digital and
analogue stages
Toroidal Power Supply Transformer
Exceptionally high grade SIDEREALTm
Output Coripling Capacitors

The CD3's full
featured remote control
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AMPLIFIERS

.1

n the integrated amplifier market the
range of individual requirements is so
-wide that there always seems to be
room for something new. Even if the
novelty in an amplifier consists in only its
appearance, it is likely to find aniche. No
doubt B&W hopes that its recently
acquired Aura brand ( through purchase of
ITL) will find ahome with purchasers of
lower- range loudspeakers, listeners who
want a simple, unfussy. no-nonsense
amplifier of good overall quality. Harman/
Kardon, on the other hand has an established position in the market, and the
HK6500 is pretty much an evolution from
the previous range.

This comparative
test looks at the ' minimalist'
Aura VA-40 and 'FullyFeatured' Harmanflçardon
1-110500 amplifier
by Richard Black
the unit is fine. Ifind the aesthetics abit
too laid back, but that really is an area
where you can't please all the people all
the time. Inputs are provided for record
deck, CD, tuner, aux and one tape deck.

AURA VA-40

Technical performance

The Aura VA-40 is a minimalist straightline design, unusual in using a MOSFET
output stage in such alow-priced product.
MOSFETs make possible some very simple
circuits and have good speed and reliability characteristics, but are in themselves
expensive. In this case, their cost is offset
by some carefully cost-engineered metalwork and the lack of controls ( there are
no tone, balance or tape monitor functions). However, the build quality is
generally good — neat circuit board,
decent components, etc. — and finish on

The VA- 40 is rated at 40watts and
achieved this into 8ohms more comfortably at high than low frequencies due to
limited smoothing from the smallish
power supply capacitors. Due partly to
the relatively high ohmic resistance of the
output MOSFET, output into 4ohms is
barely higher than into 8, and the
unavoidable asymmetry between P- and
N-channel MOSFETs results in clipping to
the negative power rail first. Small signal
bandwidth is wide, but power bandwidth
is less good, and although Imanaged to

get a signal only 3dB down on rated
output at 60kHz, it was almost triangular.
Rise and fall times differ by afactor of two.
A particular weakness of this design is
power supply rejection, which shows up
in asmall level of residual hum ( not likely
to be audible) and rather poor crosstalk
figures, especially at low frequencies.
Being power-supply related, the crosstalk
signal is quite badly distorted ( up to 4% )
and I feel this area could probably be
improved to some advantage.
The phono input stage ( m- m only
available) is based on a low- noise dual
op-amp per channel, and the stage is
configured to invert absolute phase. This
is unfortunate, but the circuit used for
RIAA equalization does avoid the usual
problem in feedback circuits of limited
high frequency attenuation. Basically, the
stage is impressively wideband, but there
is a general rising trend with frequency,
with a — 0.5dB shelf ( ref IkHz) below
400Hz, and a + 0.5dB shelf above 6kHz on
both channels. Again, improvements are
likely to be worthwhile. Otherwise, not
worrying.
Distortion is on the high side at output
levels in excess of 5W or so, but at low
levels it is very good. Only at high
frequencies do non-linearities ( mostly
fairly harmless 2nd — and 3rd — harmonics) show up.

ESSENTIAL
FEATURES?

Sound quality

If some of the above looks less than
flattering to this amplifier, it only illus-
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It's apleasure to talk to
agood listener.
* New Model—
Hot off the Press!

* New Model—
Hot off the Press!

ATC

WADIA

The exciting news from
ATC is the long awaited
new SCM 20, asmaller,
more affordable true
Monitor loud-speaker.
Using technology developed in their larger
studio speakers the
new model has the
most
unbelievable
dynamic range and
sound stage with pin
point imaging. You simply must hear it!

For all those people who have been lusting after a Wadia converter but cannot
afford the mortgage, a new model at
under £2000. The DM 32 really does provide unbeatable performance at the
price and may be the perfect answer to
someone who wants to rejuvenate their
CD replay at an almost affordable price.
Please come and judge for yourself.

MERIDIAN

RADFORD

Is the new 208 CD player as good as the
reviews say? — how does the 206 compare? — should Igo ' bitstream'? The
answers to all these questions and many
more are all available at Acoustic Arts.
Why not come along and hear for yourself.

What is now generally considered to be
the best mid-priced turntable on the market is now even better. The new power
supply significantly improves all aspects
of performance and you must hear one if
you are interested in rejuvenating your
analogue collection. We now have the
new TABRIZ arm on dem.

DENON

_Of

We are North London's biggest dealer for
this superb range of equipment and
usually have most models in stock for
immediate delivery.
,

We are the main London agents for this
company who make a superb and well
known range of valve amps and preamps. What you may not know is they
make one of the best CD players we have
ever heard and an absolute bargain at
just under £ 1000.

CELESTION
The new SL3000, 5000
and 7000 ribbon loudspeakers from Celestion are creating quite a
stir. Atrue ' state of the
art' performance at an
affordable price. We
very strongly recommend an early audition
of these standard setting loudspeakers.

The Nebula is possibly the best integrated amp at the price — the Theta tuner
is definitely the best sounding tuner at
the price and we now have the new Vega
pre and power amp combination which
continues the excellent run of new products. Please arrange for an early
audition — we guarantee you won't be disappointed.

TOWNSHEND AUDIO

We are very pleased with the new
Townshend Rock ' Reference'. Stage
width and depth and astability of stereo
image which borders on the uncanny all
contribute to give all us analogue freaks
a reassurance that there is still more to
extract from a piece of 12 - vinyl. The
latest Glastonbury speakers are afurther
revelation. For openess, transparency
and superb bass they are unequalled at
their size and price. Do come and hear
them.

NEW PRODUCTS

CLASSE

We have on dem. the new DRS pre amp
and DR8 power amp and for the price
they set anew standard. For £4400 the
pair you will discover a number of
refinements in sound quality that
normally cost nearly double. Do come
and hear them along with all the other
good products from Absolute Sounds like
Apogee,
Audio
Research,
Krell,
Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Sonus
Faber etc — they are all here on dem.

We are the first UK dealer for the amazing
Solen Tigre integrated amp from France.
A most fascinating hybrid design using
valves and mosfets which has unbelievable sound quality for its size and price. It
costs £870 plus extra for an outboard
phono stage and sounds divine. Real high
end sound in asmall package!
We are also the first UK dealer for the
American Graham unipivot arm. A true
'state of the art' tone arm which is the
best we have heard outside the exotic
parallel tracking arms like Air Tangent. A
really outstanding product beautifully
made and finished and agem to set up.

Among the equipment we stock and love:
A&R. ATC, Acoustic Energy. Air Tangent. Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Audio Research. Celestion, Classe,
Counterpoint, Denon. Dual. Ensemble, Goldmund, Hem Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lim, Magneplanar, Manticore,
Marantz, Martin-Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity. Oxford, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Quad, Radford,
Reyox, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel SD Acoustics, SME, Solen, Sonus Fabus, Spendor. Stax, Sumo, Systemdek. TDL Tannoy,
Thorens.Townshend Audio, VD1-1, WTA, Wadia. Wharfedale. Yamaha.

Acoustic Arts Limited, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250 Fax. No. 0923 30798
Open Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30 p.m.
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AURA

VA- 40
Frequency response:
Line in, rated power

Fig I. Aura VA-40: Square wave performance at 600Hz,
phono input, showing effect of rising frequency response.
Test results
20Hz
Output max hetore cflpping
W into Bohm, both channels
driven
W into +ohm. hoth channels
driven
Peak current via lohm. 5µ1'

l
44

Ikliz

20kHz

.
15
52

*5

ldB limits
3dB limits
I511z-20kIlz< IIlz-60kIlz
(distorted)
I5Hz-1301d1z<IHz-1801d1z
I011z—l-i0k1 lz 611z-1801diz

line in, 1W out
Phono m- m in. I
W out
Phono response — comments
Rising response — see text
Noise, residual. vol. at min.
— 142dBAC. A w6.1
S/N, line in ( Ikohm term. ), reL
IX >dB. wtd
lidie 500mY
S/N. m- m in ( cartridge '6dB, A wtd
term. )se{ Ildlz 5mV
Noise figure, m- m input ( A wtd)
2dB
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Line in. rated power out into 8ohm 0.2%
0.1%
1.2%
Line in, 50m \X' out into Bohm < 0.01% < 0.0-1%
0.2%
Phono ai m in, tape out. 1k.111 < 0.01% < 0.01% < 0.01%
Phono in- m in. tape out, + I5d8 < 0.01% < 0.01% < 0.01%
dV/dt distortion, line in. SOW out 0.3%
0.5%
3%
dV/dt distortion, line in, 511mW out
—
—
0.3%
Phono overload levels
I1m5'
105m%' 9"()m'.'
Input sensitivity. for rated power out, vol. max.
Phone min ( lid lz. )
2.5mV
line ( any )
1811mV
Stereo sep.
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Phono m- nn
47011
49d11
43dB
line
50dB
56dB
45c1B
511mV ( I. channel 12mV ( R channel )
IX: offset at output
Output impedance, TUF method 20Hz ( kHz
20kHz
(IA in)
‘). 05ohm 0.05ahm 0.35ohm
Distortion via same ( bypassing
5%
8%
13%
lobe) network
Typical price inc VAT
£ 189
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Supplier: B&W UK, Marlborough Road, Lancing, West Sussex BNIS 8TR. Tel: (0903)750750.

trates points that might be improved.
Even with those points, however, the
VA- 40 made a good impression. Overall,
the sound is solid, quite clean and neutral
with highly commendable detail and good
long-term listenability. Bass is strong, and
treble only a touch coarse. It is perhaps
worth bearing in mind that the phono and
power amp. sections of the unit are both
very similar to circuits used widely in
professional audk) equipment, so you will
be listening to just one more stage like the
many that were used in making the
recording. Not that that is ideal, but it puts
things slightly in perspective!
In loud passages, the sound can get a
little hard and aggressive. probably not
unrelated to the higher distortion near full
power. However, in classical and other
music with a large average- to-peak ratio
this is not very noticeable, and in much
pop music it simply sounds more like
synthesizers and drum machines than
ever. l'he phono stage's rising response is
111-11 NEWS & REX A / RD REVIEW
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audible in the slightly bright sound from
LPs, which may be no had thing with
some moving- magnet cartridges. CDs are
quite well flattered, the VA- 40's precise
and detailed *
sound complementing the
solidity of which CDs are capable.

Conclusion
Idare say the

Aura VA- 40 will never set
the world on fire, but Isuspect it isn't
intended to. It is ideal for the ' fit- andforget' user, for whom it is likely to
perform satisfyingly and reliably. Ididn't
have the opportunity to try it with B&W's
loudspeakers, but it seems to adhere to
the same principles; a good balance of
virtues to give all-round satisfaction for a
price. Certainly one to try.

HARIVUN/KARDON HK6500
It is hard to resist the feeling that Harman/
Kardon has lost something in individuality
since the days of the old ' Citation' ampli-

fiers. The HK6500, part of the new range,
looks fairly ordinary, inside and out: a
typical higher-end Japanese- built integrated amplifier. There are the usual
features of headphone jack, speaker selector switch, tone and balance controls,
two-way tape monitor and also ' phasecorrect loudness', switchable subsonic
filter, mono switch and switchable processor loop for connecting a sound processor, or even a third tape deck maybe.
The ' chunky' volume control is calibrated
in decibels attenuation, uselessly inaccurate in absolute terms but adequate for
quick reference. Separate sockets are provided for moving- magnet and moving-coil
cartridges, selection being by a frontpanel switch, and the other inputs are for
CD, tuner, and video.
Inside the amplifier is aproliferation of
tburteen circuit boards and components
such as only the economics of the Far East
seem to allow at such a price-point.
Accustomed as one is these days to the
military precision found inside evercheaper Western exotica, this seems
unpromising — but let's not jump to
conclusions. Preconceptions aside,
however, no one will convince me that
running output wires and signal wires
around with such gay abandon is the best
way to do things. All in the name of
manufacturability Isuppose...
Circuitry in the HK6500 is based on
discrete bipolar transistors. The line
inputs are all 'passive', feeding the power
amplifier section and the tape and processor outputs in parallel. The output transistors are bolted to alarge internal heatsink.
On the back of the amplifier, two pairs of
loudspeaker connections ( for bare wires
only ) are provided, either, both or neither
being selectable; while a front- mounted
jack feeds headphones. The tone controls
are an intrinsic part of the power amplifier's feedback loop, and accordingly they
are not defeatable.
An interesting, and unusual feature, of
the IIK6500 is a back panel switch to
select nominal loudspeaker impedance: 8
or 4ohms. Instead of ( as one might
suppose) in some way reconfiguring the
circuit, it alters the connections to the
mains transformer and adjusts the amplifier's power rails to limit output power to
the rated 70W into the appropriate load.
It is therefore unlikely to be beneficial to
try such tricks as selecting 4ohm mode for
Bohm speakers ( I tried it, but couldn't
hear any difference). If 11K is so keen to
protect its circuit from overheating, it
might at least trouble to set the mains
voltage selector to the correct 240V,
instead of 220V as supplied — not that the
difference is huge in practice.

Technical performance
Power output comfortably exceeds the
rate 70W across the band, and the speaker
impedance selector clearly does its job.
Bandwidth is exceptionally wide, from
1liz to 200IcHz ( — 1dB) at any power
level ( although I detected the output
protection circuit operating rapidly at
around 50kliz ).
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Denon, Rotel, Dual, JPW, Creek, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Rogers,
Quad, KEF, Audiolab, Mordaunt Short, Yamaha, Cambridge Audio, Celestion,
Systemdek, Ruark, Nakamichi, Marantz, Revox, Acoustic Energy, Roksan,
Krell, Audio Research, Magneplanar, JBL
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41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE: (0223) 68305
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AMPLIFIERS
problem with tone controls was illustrated by a 1dB bass- lift at lOilz due to the
bass control not being perfectly centred. I
was about to write this off as inaudible,
but on blind listening specifically for this I
found it is detectable. Slew rate is high
and peak output current into 1ohm
limited only by power supply voltages.
Noise on all inputs is good, overload
margins fine ( except possibly m-cat high
frequencies) and sensitivity on the CD
input is too high — as usual. The phono
response is quite flat but rises at ultrasonic frequencies ( to + 3dB at 90kIlz),
probably just enough to add aslight glare
to the sound. The moving coil pre- stage
inverts phase.
An anomalous result cropped up in
crosstalk, which is very high. This is due
to loudspeaker return current being
picked up on an ' earth' line — figures with
no load connected are much better.
Distortion from the HK6500 is very
low, maximum 0.02% up to just below
rated output. The most impressive area of
performance is the absence of asymmetrical and crossover artefacts. Idid manage
to chase some switching distortion out of
the amplifier, but it is buried in noise
around — 100dB. Rate- of- change- ofvoltage ( dVidt) distortion is around the
0.1% mark, indicating that lower harmonics are predominant in the distortion
spectrum. This is further borne out by
spectrum plots of the various distortion
signals ( including that derived by the
Paravicini'reverse input' test), which
show second, third fifth, seventh, and
ninth harmonics to be dominant. Not
perfect — but not had either. The phono
stages add similarly low levels of distortion. Crosstalk is adequate and output
impedance very reasonable.
One rather elegant feature of the
111(6500 is its protection cut-out. This
ingenious circuit senses danger conditions at the output, or power-on condition
and, instead of operating a relay, acts
inside the amplfier's feedback loop to
decrease the gain symmetrically to zero
without introducing any thump. Since it is
part of the amplifier circuit proper, it
evidently adds minimal degradation and is
foolproof to boot. Neat!

the matter of preconceptions, but there is no real reason why
an integrated amplifier with tone controls,
etc could not be made to do a highly
respectable job of work. This one proves
the point. If Ihad to use asingle word to
describe the sound of the HK6500. it
would be ' clean'. With any programme
material, there is asingular lack of graininess, edginess, blurring or other distortion that is acredit to the designers. The
only input that I felt less than totally
happy with was the moving-coil stage, and
as already noted that inverts phase. A
good m-c stage is, in any case, a pretty
hard thing to make, but the m- m stage is
better — tonally atouch bright ( due to the
ultrasonic lift?) but again very clean and
detailed, with clear bass.
MAY 1990

what is fed into it and very revealing of
failings elsewhere in the chain.

Conclusion
For this reason it can be recommended as
a fine upgrade to any system below the
'esoteric separates' level, unlikely to be
embarrassed by the finest ancillaries.
Tone controls and alike do the usual, and
'phase correct loudness' still sounds dire —
but then you don't switch it in when
you're listening properly, do you?
A mighty fine product for the price.
Ilarman/Kardon has achieved the highly
unusual in combining a full- range of features with a genuinely exciting sound
quality. Congratulations! +

HARMAN/KARDON

20d13/
dio

500Hz

5kHz

50kHz

Fig 2. HK6500: distortion spectrum at ¡ kHz, I
dB below
rated output.
Test results

Sound quality
Imentioned above
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To be more specific, this amplifier has
very little ' character'. It does not add
'sweetness' or ' bass drive' to recordings
that do not possess it. However, it does
reproduce those qualities when they are
present. Most importantly for long-term
listening, it does everything without any
feeling of strain. Large orchesstral crescendos are carried without hesitation and
without any feeling of a change in the
basic sound. Piano is reproduced fully.
bass weight, fast transients and all. Rock'n'
roll is just as hard driven as the performers intended.
Because the 1110500 is so characterless. Iwould not say it particularly favours
any sound source. Rather, it is as good as

Harman/Kardon HK6500

20Hz
lkHz
20kliz
Output. max before clipping:
W into Bohm, both channels
driven
85
91
90
W into 4ohm, both channels
120
135
131
driven ( Bohm mode)
W into 2ohm, both channels
driven ( 4ohm mode)
86
92
89
38 A+,
40 A—
Peak current via lohm. 7 .51iF
Id& limits 3dB lhmits
Frequency response;
IHz-45kHz < 1I
lz-45k1 lz
line in, rated power
(protection
operates)
IHz-200kHz < 1Hz-3201(Hz
Line in, IW out
5Hz-401cliz
3Hz-90kHz
Phono m-m in, IW out
I6Hz-40kliz 8Hz-90kHz
Phono m- c in. IW out
Phono response — comments:
Rise to + 3dB at 90kHz gives 100% overshoot on square
waves, 5/is wide
—85dBW. A god
Noise, residual, vol. at min.;
S/N line in ( lkohm term),
100dB. A wtd
1kHz 500m'
S/N m- m in ( cartridge term.),
7 7dB. A wid
ref. IkHz 5mV:
I
dB
Noise figure. m- m input ( A wtd )
S/N, m- c in ( 12ohm term.), ref.
76dB, A wtd
'kHz, 0.5mV:
IIdB
Noise figure, m-c input ( A pad);

HK 6500

20Hz
Ikliz
201(Hz
Total harmonic distortion
0.01%
0.02%
Line in. rated power out into 14.0 0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
Line in, 50mW out into 80
Phono m- m in, tape out. OdB 0.01%
0.02%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
Phono m- m in, tape out. + 15dB 0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
Phono ni c in. tape out. OdB
clip
0.02%
Pnono m c in, tape out. + I5dB 0.02%
dVidt distortion, line in,
0.2%
0.1%
0.06%
50 W out
dV/tIt distortion, line in,
50mW out
—
< 0.5% <0.01%
Phono overload levels, m- m
16mV
15omV
1.2V
Phono overload levels, m- c
0.75mV "mV
20mV
Input sensitivity, for rated power out, vol. max:
Phono m- m ( IkHz)
2mV
Phono m c ( 11rilz)
125V
Line ( any )
125mV
Stereo séparation:
20Hz
MHz
20kHz
Phono m- m
5IdB
49dB
39dB
Phono m-c
50dB
49tIB
31kIB
Line
5IdB
49dB
45dB
better via tape out
DC offset at ouquit,
26mV
16mV
(L channel) ( R channel)
Output impedance, TDP method; 20Hz
MHz
20kliz
(IA in)
0.12 ohm0.12 ohm 0.5 ohm
Distortion via same (bypassing 2.4%
2.4%
0.6%
Zobel network )
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£349
•See text Phono Separation figures 20-40‘18 better itu tape
output

Supplier: Hannan UK, Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911
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This month we focus upon state
of the art of Hi Fi. As you may
know, The Music Room and
Absolute Sounds, from their
first days, have been educating
and relievirg people of useless
depreciating currency for blue
chip investments of impeccable
musical credentials. The
APOGEE Stage 1 loudspeakers
are now available from stock,
and we have hands on experience of just why they are in
short supply. Of course we now
expect miracles from this designer, but for £2,395 and from
dimensions so elegant how do
they achieve tight but thundering bass? They are easy to
drive: there is no need for
mega-amplifiers.
The obvious partner is the
KRELL KSA-80b, but the standard response is to question the
price tag for the so-called entry
level. But take it from us, the
new '80b is one of the finest
designs from this prestigious
company. At a lower price
point, however, consider
CLASSÉ AUDIO whose DR- 5
Pre-amp sells for £ 1,995 and the
DR- 8 Power- Amp sells for
£2,591. As Iwrite Iam listening
to these fine amplifiers drivin9 a
pair of Stage Ones, and Im
afraid my concentration is on
the music rather than the news
or the bargains of this month.
I'm listening to the CAL Tempest IISE ( incidentally, we have
an unopened boxed II, non-SE
for only £3,000) either of which
makes some fun of the CD specifications racket and new
theories; perhaps with one notable exception. The DELTEC
PDM proves that bitstream can
deliver performance with musicality. This is a British made
DAC of extremely elegant lines;
it sounds amazing and offers a
close approach to the CAL level
from a more humble and standard '
player.

the REVOLVER and SYSTEMDEK
models offer unprecedented quality even well
below £200. If only the buyers
of rack systems knew what they
were missing! The Revolver
Rebel costs only £ 169 yet
comes with a high quality cartridge from Audio-Technica.
Then the Revolver itself costs
£235, with an option of the
'super for an additional £ 100.
This month we witness the birth
of The One from system deck.
Being Scottish it may be that we
THE KOETSU URUSHI
are biased, but admit it, dear
Analogue has also improved, reader, our turntables are good
and
this one is astonishing at
and has greater theoretical horizons by approaching closer and £178.25 including vat.
closer to its infinite sampling For a few dollars more the
potential. As stated last month MICHELL Syncrodek and
by Ken Kessler in ' News: Gyrodek, now revised, offer
Koetsu enters the 1990's with stunning sonic and visual _perthe hano-made URUSHI car- formance. ROKSAN ENGINEERtridge. For £ 1,612 people will ING continue to justify their
tell you that you could buy a claim to be traditional revolugood CD player. True, but wait tionaries, and offer those who
until you near this cartridge. For are truly serious about the ana£1,612 you could buy apleasant logue arts products which are
fortnight in the sun but you fortunately not priced according
would sacrifice years of musi- to their performance. The turncality from your Hi Fi system. table, tonearms and cartridges
The Music Room congratulates are world class products, but
Mr Sugano. Yet again, his work the revised DARIUS loudspeakspeaks more elegantly than all ers should not be overlooked. In
the words of propaganda the past we declined to stock
against the digitalisation of them, but now we would not be
without them.
recorded music.
We are privileged to work with Electrostatic loudspeakers offer
Britain's leading analogue the ultimate transparency and
desogners, and at budget level presence, and an alternative to

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366
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the Apogee ribbon technology
is provided by THE world leaders: MARTIN LOGAN. The
Sequel II, as featured this
month, represents something
of amilestone and its elegance
and compact footprint make it
domestically acceptable. You
will have to look very fa ,:to
achieve a better sound for
£2,950. Read the reviews, or
better still arrange to hear them.
For the purists, the full range
models CLS II, is the finest
electrostatic ever made. We can
suggest one option in asecondhand pair of AUDIOSTATIC
Monolith II's from Holland at
only £ 1,000 — truly abargain for
those in the know!
We don't need to re- iterate our
praise for AUDIO RESEARCH:
the excellence of their ampifiers
is well-known, and now the LS1
(line stage pre- amp) is also
opening afew eyes — and ears.
We must remind readers of the
range of audio interconnects
and loudspeaker cables from
this company. They offer the
same sonic improvements at
lower cost. You really don't
know what you are missing —
whether you use valve amplifiers or not — without these
amazing cables from Audio
Research. We urge you to
enquire immediately about our
money- back guarantee in the
event of less than complete
satisfaction

This month we have something
for everyone, at prices to
match! In Manchester we have
unique opportunities in distinguished amplifiers: and AUDIO
RESEARCH D-70 for £995 and
SP-7 pre- at £650. We nave an
ex-dem COUNTERPOINT SA12
(FOUR YEARS OLD) FOR £850, a
NAIM 32/140 pre and power for
£650, a CONCORDANT Excelsior preamp for £600. Finally, if
you have arrived at the point of
no compromise, make us an
offer for our demo KRELL
KSA80b! This is a unique
opportunity to buy one of the
finest designs from this company, regardless of price! Have
you seen and heard it driving
the Apogee Stage 1? If you have
more taste than money, you
may be very interested in two
ex-dem amplifiers from SUMO
who have enjoyed superb
reviews for high-end performance at remarkable prices. What
would you say to a £ 995
Andromeda for three hundred
and ninety five pounds; or a
NINE PLUS for £499? The word
is Yes, but don't hang around.
Just in is a Meridian 201/205
pre and monoblock amplifiers,
as new for only £895.
We have two special purchase
opportunities in CD Players: a
Meridian MCD Pro at £245 and a
rMrit edit.on of the DENON
DCD-3300 at half list price. For
£600 you can thus buy one of
the best analogue sounding
players at flagship standard of
finish and construction: it has
digital and optical outputs thus
ersuring future- proof upgrading capability. We have two
loudspeaker bargains, acancelled pair of MAGNEPLANAR
1.4's in black finish: save £240
on the list price of £ 1,190 for
this astonishing high-end bargain. And we have a pair of
Caliper Signatures for £2,350,
saving one thousand pounds on
the new price; somewhat
eclipsed by the astonishing performance of the new Stage
Ones — how do they do it?
We have an ex-dem CAMBRIDGE CA- 50 combination
pre- and- power amplifier on
offer in Glasgow for only £225.
Of course, while we are Britain's
pre-eminent specialists in the
unaffordable face of Hi Fi, we
are also the best people to
come to for the affordable side.
Why? Because we aim to
extend the same expertise,
width of choice, courtesy and
value. We have our reputation
and our customers to look after,
and this results in listening pleasure instead of frustration; at
all price points; whether you
choose to progress or settle
with equipment at any level.
What ever your level, happy
listening.

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow G2 5QY. 041-248 7221
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Philips Sony and Marantz have
hatched out some promising new
multi-bit CD players, while
Technics offers low-bit highoversampling decoding
by Martin Gallants

ur plans to provide a report on
three inexpensive and three
upmarket players failed due to
supply difficulties. The Marantz CD40, a
key model at £200, was fully sold out to
shops, and is likely to remain so for
months, while the Sony and Technics
representatives both seemed uncertain
about marketing intentions and product
availability! Nonetheless, we finally managed to assemble a worthy Spring batch,
spanning a price range of £ 370 — from
£180 for the Technics SLP377, which is
about as low as one can really go at
present and still expect a performance
that reaches the hi-fi baseline, up to the
heavy-duty Marantz CD80 at £ 550.
All six are full-width drawer- loading
models with comprehensive facilities.

FOR STARTER
AND
UPGRADERS...

These are a mixture of traditional multibit — the Philips CD620 and the Marantz
CD50/CD80 — and low- bit highoversampled technology: the Technics
SL-P377A and SL-PS70.

MARANTZ CD50
With all the publicity for the excellent
'SE', version there is a danger that the
plain CD50 will be overlooked at its
value- for- money £ 275. This full-size
machine has much to recommend it,
including awide range of facilities, goodbuild quality, and ( as this -review will
confirm) asubstantially good sound. Prc
sented in the latest rather bluff Marantz
styling, the CD50 offers the Philips
medium-grade remote volume control, a
thick-film unit providing seven steps of
3dB, from OdB to — 21dB. This is arather
low resolution, but may be usable.
A headphone output is provided, and a
nice feature is its link to the variable
output control, allowing remote actuation
of headphone volume. Like its Philips
counterpart, it includes the FTS long-term
programmable memory facility, plus 20track programming. Ten-key arrays are
present on both the remote control and
main player panels, while the former is a
full-function 31-key design. The display
shows track numbers, index and timings

simultaneously, plus mode annunciators
and a linear track calendar. Direct track
access is available, while other facilities
include A- to- B phrase repeat.

Technology
This is astandard 16-bit 4- times oversampled model, with the ' 7220B-15I4A chipset. A highly refined cross- braced chassis
forms the foundation, minimizing structural resonances and providing good support for the spring- suspended discclamping transport. Control is by the
latest 7310 chip, while some capacitors
are specially selected for their audio
quality and are used for both signal
coupling and supply decoupling. Digital
data output is via a wired phono socket.

Sound quality
There is no doubt that the new-generation
Marantz players is smoother and sweeter
sounding than its predecessors, albeit
with this positive attribute counterbalanced by asmall loss in excitement and
pace. Scoring 46% on my 1990 postWadia scale, the result was more than
respectable at the price, if neither showing the full inspiration of the SE version
(at 58% ) nor offering the sheer economy
of the CD-t0 model.
Stereo images were portrayed with fine
width and depth, the player sounding
spacious and offering a good sense of
perspective. The usual budget player fault
of excessive closeness or ' presence' was
avoided. The treble was tolerably good,
well focused, and shows only mild grain
and mush, with the balance barely
exaggerated in this range. In tonal quality
the mid was comparatively neutral, while
the bass was firm, well extended and
decently articulate. As is so often the case
with Philips-based designs, the portrayal
of dynamics, pace and rhythm was well
above the average for its group, asignificant factor in the listening tests. With

boredom often cited as a feature of
ordinary CD players ( acriticism levelled
by many analogue enthusiasts), it is worth
pointing out those players which have a
go at holding the listener's attention for
more than 10 minutes!

Lab report
Marantz has engineered players using
established Philips technology and working well at all price levels. There was little
to distinguish this unit from similar
machines such as the Philips 630, though
it did manage to sound alittle better than
that particular model.
Frequency response was as fiat as one
could wish, the channels were satisfactorily balanced, and very good separation
was also noted. Absolute- phase correct
and of linear- phase, the output was close
to the nominal 2V at 1.9 IV ( — 0.5dB )
sourced from alow 200- ohm impedance.
De-emphasis was accurate and the peaknoise track suffered neither clipping nor
compression. Shock and vibration were
very well resisted, mechanical noise was
comfortably low, and asatisfactory I.5mm
error gap was cleared without audible
flaw. Signal-to-noise ratios were very
good, spurious signals nicely rejected, and
RF leakage minimal. Track- access was
speedy at 2.5 seconds — afar cry from the
lengthy 10-12 seconds of the original
Philips model!
Distortions were consistently low at all
levels, cg a — 70dB dithered signal gave
harmonics at — 42dB or better. At — 90db
(Fig la) the distortion is 20dB down, or
some 110dB below full-scale, and a 108dB
dynamic range is achieved with the

MAR ANTZ

equivalent of 15.8- bit resolution,
approaching the theoretical maximum.
Also, aside from the usual noise, a good
—90dB sinewave is charted. Linearity was
well matched between channels, with
only a mild deviation from the ideal
characteristic ( Fig lb). The ' ripple' at low
levels is an LF resolution effect, while the
graph shows a good performance to
— 115dB, with an error of approximately
3dB at a — 90dB modulation level.
With an analysis span to 100kHz, the
201cHz audio passband is very clean with
an applied — 70dB dithered fundamental
(Fig lc), while the upper range spuriae
are then filtered to — 107dB or better.
Fine results were also obtained for HE
intermodulation, the IkHz differencetone being close to non-existent ( Fig Id).

Conclusion
The CD50 could be regarded as adressedup Philips CD630, but it turned out to be
a little more than that in terms of sound
quality and performance. It was run a
close second by its brother the CD40, and
the Philips 620, but that did not detract
from its essential quality or value. While
the SE version does rather eclipse it, albeit
at a higher cost, the CD50 easily merits
recommendation.

M.ARANTZ CD80
The £ 550 CD80 is a substantial player,
certainly one of the very heaviest at the
price, and this gives an impression of
solidity and great competence. In lineage
it clearly derives from the CD85, aplayer
which established itself as something of an
industry reference in its price range over
the past year or so. Together with EIS, the
latest feature on the '80 is a scrolling
alpha- numeric display which allows entry
and presentation of up to 25 characters of
text for user- titling of discs. These may be
stored in the long-term programme mem

CD50
Test results
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
THD OdB
THD — 10dB
THD — 70dB
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz, Odll
Intermod 19kHz120kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left
Frequency response, right

r
,
0"-**'
v
i"k
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Fig la. Marantz CD50: dithered ¡ kHz sinetvave
—90dB, with distortion spectrum above

Fig lc. Marantz CD50: spuriae up to 100kHz
associated with dithered ¡ kHz tone at — 70dB

S/N 20Hz-201tHz unwtd
S/N CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
Track access time ( Tr 15)
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB. left/right
Dimensions ( wdh)
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Manna CD50
20Hz
0.11dB
118dB

Wiz
0.12dB
II7dB

20kHz
0.14dB
100dB

—94dB — 86dB — 93dB
—
— 82dB —
—
— 42dB —
— 102dB
—100dB
OdB — 0 + 0.02dB
—0.5dB — 0 — 0.01dB
with emphasis widioutcmpluis
108,111
107dB
106dB
1.91V
200 ohms
lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
—0.01 — 0.07 — 0.07
2.5 secs
gap > I.5mm
low
—107dB
93.1d11/92.9dB
420x 280x 100mm
£275

,40.444
,e4i
'

Fig lb. Marante CD50: linearity below — 60dB

60

'

Fig Id. Marantz CD50: intermod spuriae from
19120kHz at — 10dB, log scale 500Hz — I00.5kHz

Supplier: Marantz UK UK Ltd, 15116 Saxon
Way Ind Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondstvorth,
West Drayton UB7 OLW.
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CD PLAYERS
ory. In addition, there is simultaneous
display of track number, index data and
timings, supplemented by atrack memory
calendar running up to 20.
Other facilities, include remote and
headphone socket with its own level
control. Output is via two sets of phono
sockets, one fixed and the other under
(remote) control of a motorized volume
control.

Technology
The analogue output stage, like that on
the CD85, is distinguished by a directcoupled connection, servo-controlled. A
symmetrical layout has been adopted,
built with selected quality audio components. Special attention has been paid to
the headphone feed, which uses double
op-amps to improve the power capacity.
The transport is the higher quality CDM1
Mk Il using a cast- alloy chassis, and
features a long- life Hall-effect motor on
the drive spindle. Conversion is 16- bit,
4- times oversampled with the usual Philips filter and the best ' SI' selection of
1541A DIA converter. Other aspects
include a massive diecast metal chassis
and generous provision of highperformance multiple power- supply regulators.

Sound quality
Only months ago Marantz achieved amost
respectable review result with its CD941I,
which closely approached the Meridian
206. Now, at asaving of several hundred
pounds, we find a player of very similar
sonic merit but with asignificantly different character. The score on our listening
tests was high at 67%, and while the
Marantz 60SE runs it close at 63%, the '80
had its own special qualities.
Here is a high quality player which
might well interest analogue disc enthusiasts with apredilection for rock music.
It managed to preserve a good level of

pace and timing — something secondnature to the Linn or Roksan turntables —
to a higher degree than previously
encountered.
In this respect the difference between
the CD80 and the comparable Sony,
Technics, Pioneer, etc, models, was striking, and Iventure to say that on timing
alone the CD80 is the best commercial
design I have heard to date, both as a
player and as atransport. In the latter role
it is easily worth the price, though areally
good decoder/converter would then be
needed to exploit it properly.
Like the CD85 before it, the CD80 had
very good bass, deep, weighty, well
focused and endowed with the appropriate slam where required. The treble was
clean and well balanced, though not as
crisply ` holographic' as that from the
CD94 II. A significant flaw as the tonal
quality of the upper mid- range, which,
according to one's taste and preference,
had some old fashioned glare, and added
'wire' on strings and amildly exaggerated
projection on vocal edges. Stereo images
were well focused, stage width was very
good, and both depth and low-level
resolution were fine. Musical dynamics
were well preserved and the reproduction had astrong feeling of steady flow —
of solidity and foundation. Is this acoincidence, or the result of the extra-solid
construction of this particular model?

Lab report
Going through the basics first, the output
was absolute-phase correct, of linearphase, and at the correct output level of
2V, the latter sourced from a low 250-

MAR ANTZ
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Test results

-60.00,
•
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Channel balance
Stereo separation

-60 00
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Fig 2a. Marotta CD80: intetmod spuriae from
19/20kHz at — 10dB, log scale 500Hz — I00.5kHz

130.0
0.0

ohm impedance. Channel balance held to
around 0.1dB, a negligible difference,
while not significant phase-error was
found between channels. The latter were
excellently separated by almost 100dB at
20kHz and averaging 122dB at mid and
low frequencies. The frequency response
was very flat, well extended below 2011z,
and the de-emphasis characteristic was
highly accurate.
The CD80 broke new records for HF
linearity, achieving amean of — 107 dB for
the IkHz difference product of atwo-tone
input at full modulation. At — 10dB Modulation this undithered 19/20kHz encode
offers a less perfect resolution, but the
player still achieved a very creditable
—99dB — with the passband noticeably
clear of spuriae ( Fig 2a). Signal-to-noise
ratio was excellent at 107dB, and taking
into account the distortion at low levels
an overall usable dynamic range of 110dB
was denoted, with essentially full-bit code
(normally dithered) resolution. Up to
100kHz, spuriae were rejected by typically 110dB ( Fig 2b), afine result, while at
radio frequencies a modest 2mV was
identified at 16MHz.
Fine linearity was shown to — 115dB,
despite the presence of mild curvature
below — 80dB ( Fig 2e) — typical of the
DIA converter type employed.
With a — 90dB dithered encode the
amplitude error was amodest 3dB or so,
and at this level the spectrogram and
accompanying 1kHz sinewave ( Fig 2d)
are very satisfactory. The 3rd- harmonic at
—20dB here is in good agreement with
the spectrum analysis for a 1kHz — 70dB
dithered tone, which placed this same
harmonic at a very creditable — 40dB.
Track-access was commendably rapid
at 2 seconds, arecord for Marantz, while
the error-correction was first-rate, even
taking on the 4mm surface gap if one
small click be accepted. There was no
clipping observed on white noise signals.
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Fig 2c. Maratz CD80: linearity below — 60dB
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Fig 2b. Marantz CD80: spuriae up to 100kHz
associated with dithered ¡ kHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 2d. Marantz CD80: dithered ¡kHz sinewave
at — 90dB, with distortion spectrum above

Supplier: Marantz UK, 15/16 Saxon Way
Ind Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondrworth, West
Drayton UB7 OLW.
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SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
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ARJAY system is ¡ ust for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the " Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 01-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.
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CD PLAYERS
Conclusion
As regard engineering and build, the
CD80 is atop- class design. It comes fully
equipped and measures very well in the
laboratory. The sound quality is distinctive - highly recommendable hut with a
small caveat concerning the mid- range
tonal quality. On pace and timing it is in a
class of its own, and also as a digital
transport, for which it carries a separate
strong recommendation. Isee the CD80
as continuing the CD85 quality tradition,
and though well out of the ' budget' class it
still represents good value.

PHILIPS CD 620
The latest incarnation of Philips' bestselling budget CD player is the CD620 no more expensive than its predecessor
and promising at least as good aperformance while adding even more facilities.
Nicely presented in afull-size format, the
player includes a digital output with a
front panel on-off switch, and other new
featues such as A- to- B programmed phrase
repeat, random-play, and power- up autoplay, plus the FI'S disc memory and programming system. A 10- key numeric entry
pad is provided on both the machine facia
and the full- function remote.
A head-phone outlet is featured, hut this
is at afixed level and should be checked
for satisfactory operation with your
favourite cans. Rear-panel facilities are
minimal, but include the phonosocket for
digital output.

Technology
Though the drawer proclaims '
2- hit
accumulating digital filter' the filter is the
usual - 22013, which produces a 16- hit 4
times oversampled output: the '
27 bit'
refers to the calculating part within,
which in context is rather misleading.
Philips omitted the other bit of the
description, which is ' two- channel 16- hit

linear ( Multi- bit) DIA conversion' using
the favourite ' 1541A stereo chip. The CD
transport is the current CDM4 with
improved disc- clamping, supported by
the new surface- mount 7310 servo IC
offering improved small-pattern errorcorrection. The player case is now well
screened and uses a high- strength multisection integrated chassis moulding.

Sound quality
Unmistakably Philips, this inexpensive
player delivered arespectable 46% on the
current rating scheme, avery good result
for its class. It could be criticized by
Bitstream fans for alack of subtlety, heard
as adegree of ' brashness' in its presentation. String- tone tended to brittleness, and
some additional brightness and ' grit' were
present in the upper treble. In my view
these tolerable flaws were handsomely
countered by an honest, open delivery.
This player stands above its companions
in terms of its authoritative approach to
musical pace and rhythm; the bass ` times'
well and is crisp and fast. Moreover,
programme dynamics were well preserved, helping to maintain the excitement of a good performance.
Slightly ' phasey' in the treble, stereo
focus was otherwise good, and fine depth
and ambience were maintained even
under complex high-level programme
bursts. Lead vocal lines were notably well
articulated, with a pleasing presence and
projection. Comparisons with competing
players gave the feeling that they were
making the music sound quieter, compressed and more somnambulant. Personally I would forego that last bit of
sweetness if its preservation meant losing
the life and interest in a recording.

Lab report
With fine channel balance and separation,
the 620 delivered an excellently flat
frequency response, with highly accurate

PHILIPS
• I.

de- emphasis. The output characteristics
were all on target, cg: alevel very close to
the nominal 2V from a usefully low
260-ohm source impedance, of linearphase and absolute- phase correct. RF
filtering was excellent and the peak whitenoise signals were passed without clipping. These aspects were asecure foundation for the rest of the performance,
which included good linearity ( Fig 3a),
with the channels well matched. Despite
some ripple in the transfer slope due to
noise, the player was clearly operating
well down to - 115dB. A dynamic range
of 107dB was reached, with an accuracy
close to 15.7 bits
larmonic and intermodulation distortions wére low, with the two-tone IIF
results particularly good ( Fig 3b ) and well
matched between channels. At - 70(113
with dithered encode the harmonics were
held to afine - 40d13 or less ( Fig 3e). and
spuriae up to 100 kHz were also well
suppressed under these conditions. Even
at - 90dB the distortion was 107dI3 below
full level ( surely these are insignificant
values?), and a tolerably good sinewave
was delivered ( Fig 3d). A high 106dI3
signal-to-noise ratio was measured.
Mechanical noise was low ( except on
poorly centred pressings), while shock
and vibration were resisted well. Trackaccess was reasonable at 3seconds for our
No 15 test track, and error-correction was
OK at 1.25mm though some Philips players have managed 2.5mm without clicks
and up to 4mm with one click as the
widest error- test begins. But the base line
standard was 0.6mm, so the 620 has afair
safety margin.

Conclusion
While the sound quality was in truth no
better than that of its predecessors - for
example the CD582 - that standard has at
least been maintained, and continues to
mark out this model from the budge

CD620

v

Test results

r
;•:;;:a

t. .

'Fig 3a. Philips CD620: linearity below - 60dB

Fig 3c. Philips CD620: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with dithered ! kHz tone at - 70dB
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Fig 3b: Philips CD620: imermod spuriae from
19i2OkHz at - 10dB, log scale 500Hz - I00.5Hz
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Fig 3d. Philips CD620: dithered ! kHz sinewave
at - 90dB, with distortion spectrum above

Supplier: Philips Consumer Electronics, City
House, London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR.
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We have STAX headphones with full demo facility. Consult
our expert - Mike Mears or write for further information.
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

SR- LAMBDA ( including SRD7SBI
SR- LAMBDA PRO including SRD7SBi

£ 489.90
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.
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amp output, tape recorder output, C.D. player, Tape deck, or tuner.
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CD PLAYERS
crowd. The case was stronger and more
buttons were present on the facia, though
it remains abasic remote controlled deck.
Even the headphone output is at a fixed
level. What it does offer is the best sonics
for the money, and though it has asound
of brasher temperament than some, it also
has the virtues of pace, drive, life, and
good dynamics. The CD620 can entertain, and is strongly recommended on
grounds of fine value for money.

SONY CDP470

ment — but the final decode and D/A
sections are sourced elsewhere. From the
Mitsubishi type numbers and the test
results ( the IIF noise spectrum suggests
noise-shaping) I was led to disbelieve
Sony's ' 4- times oversampled Dual D/A'
front-panel and considered it to be a
'bitstream design' until checking with
Sony who confirmed that the DAC is a
16- bit linear device. Construction quality
is good and the board- mounted transformer has been given mounting to avoid any
danger it coming adrift in transit.

A full-size design, the 470 has little to

Sound quality

distinguish it from other more expensive
machines, and only the smaller fluorescent display and lightweight construction
gives the game away. No provision is
made for any digital data output, but
accessory decoders and the like are
unlikly to be used with such budget units.
Full remote control is present, the handset buttons including a 16-key array for
quick entry of track number. Play modes
include programme, shuffle, full repeat,
and even user- selected A- to- B phrase
repeat. An auto-fader facility is offered to
aid dubbing. The display has the usual
modes and includes a track calendar,
while the front- panel headphone socket
has its own matching level control. Audio
output is at afixed level of nominally 2V
from a pair of phonos.

The contrast with the Technics 377 ( see
next review) could hardly be greater,
with this Sony player sounding like an
earlier generation design. In the treble it
showed some noticeable exaggeration of
vocal sibilants and was ashade too bright,
while moderate grain and gritty distortions were also present. Through the
mid- range the tonal quality was thinner
and sharper than it should be, with an
exaggerated brittleness added to transient
edges; it sounded louder and more forward than the references.

Technology
Built on a platform consisting of a
moulded plastic chassis-case, the construction is quite rigid. Improved integration is seen in the economical construction, which uses just one PCB — except for
the headphone control. Mainlyconstructed using Sony chips ( including
its own digital filter), this provides digital
control of de- emphasis — a nice refine-

Detail was rated average, worsening on
more complex musical material. The bass
sounded impressive at first, solid and
purposeful, but this player failed to properly co-ordinate the bass/mid timing of
popular rock material giving a disconnected presentation that lacked pace and
real drive. Stereo images were rated a
little below average, while soundstage
depth was curtailed and both focus and

SONY

width were unexceptional. A score of
only 35% was reached.

Lab report
Some oddities were noted during the lab
testing which, on checking, were found to
be consistent with the breed. The processing section apeared to suffer from digital
overload or processor overflow at peak
signal level, easily seen on the oscilloscope using white- noise test signals, and
also in the degraded distortion results at
both full level and 10dB. These were
—68dB and — 64dB respectively at IkIlz,
but, surprisingly the Sony spec claims
only 0.1% ( — 60dB). Likewise, it proved
none too happy with the HF intermodulation tones. Here, both the peak and
— 10dB test levels revealed a mass of
distortion products, with a general
increase in the noise-floor ( Fig 4a). The
value of this particular graphic representation is clearly seen in comparison, for
instance, with the result for the Technics
SI.PS-70 ( Fig 6d).
In most other respects this budget
player tested well, showing very good
linearity down to — 90dB right down to
— 118dB ( Fig 4b). At — 90dB the reproduced sinewave is quite tidy ( Fig 4e),
with a moderate 2nd-ftarmonic content,
and a 16-bit resolution was achieved with
adecent dynamic range of 103dB. Unlike
Sony's usual practice, the frequency repsonse had droped by 0.5dB at 20kIlz, but
was otherwise pretty flat ( — 0.2dB at
10kIlz), and de- emphasis errors were
negligible. At 2.07V, very close to the
rated specification, the output was
sourced from a rather high 23-kohm
impedance. It produced an output which
was absolute- phase correct, and also
essentially linear-phase. Track- access was
quite fast at 2.5 seconds, with a satisfactory error-correction of lmm, while noise

CDP470
Test results

II

.. •

I

Fig 4a. Sony CDP470: intermod spuriae from
19120kHz at — 10dB, log scale 500Hz — 100.5kHz
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Fig 4c. Sony CDP470: dithered lkHz sinewave
at — 90dB, with distortion spectrum above
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Fig 4d. Sony CDP470: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with dithered ¡kHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 4b. Sony CDP470: linearity below — 60dB
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Supplier: Sony UK, South Street, Staines,
Middx TW18 4PF.
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Fig 5d. Technics SL-P377A: interned spuriae
from ¡ 9/20kHz
OdB, log scale 500Hz — I00.5kHz

Supplier: Technics UK, Willoughby Road,
Bracknell, Berks RG12 4FP.
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CD PLAYERS
Excellent linearity was demonstrated
by this player, which achieved afull 16- bit
resolution; allowing for mild noise, it
operated right down to a — 120dB
dithered modulation level. No perceptibility deviation from the ideal dashed
curve can be seen over the greater part of
the dynamic range ( Fig 5b). Considering
the linearity and noise- floor, an effective
dynamic range of 11 ()dB was provided, an
excellent result typical of current generation MASH designs. Distortion was low at
all modulation levels, from the — 92dB
recorded at peak ( Ikliz) to the — 47dB at
—70dB dithered, where distortion components could hardly' be distinguished in
the noise-floor. At — 90dB ( Fig Sc) just a
trace of 2nd-harmonic is visible at 23dB
down ( 113dB below peak level) accompanied by a most creditable sinewave.
Very fine spurious filtering was
achieved, with a 100kHz spectogram
devoid of sampling or related harmonics
right down to the noise-floor. However,
the IIF intermodulation results showed a
minor lapse, being only' — 92/82dB ( UR )
at full level, with — 96 /
9 0dB at — 10dB.
The high-level spectrogram ( Fig. 5d) indicates that some complex mixing was
occurring here, with several sidebands
present close to the two-tone fundamentals. But by' non- CD standards these
results would still be rated highly. No
clipping was observed on white- noise
signals, while the Tr15 test access was a
rapid 2 seconds, and both vibration and
shock were rejected well. Errorcorrection reached a satisfactory 1.5mm
gap and mechanism noise was low.

cassette deck for auto-start. The digital
output is in optical format only.

well and performed very respectably in
the lab tests, and on linearity it
approached the state-of-the-art. Technics
has avoided significant compromises in
the design and build of this model, and the
value rating is high enough to award a
strong recommendation.

Technology
The gold label on the front proclaims
MASH technology, and the player has a
total of eight DACs of the latest generation
employed in paralleled-differential mode
to achieve high linearity, high resolution,
and a high signal-to-noise ratio. Most
functions are accomplished on a single
circuit board, where hardly any ICs are
visible as they have all migrated to the
underside as thin sealed wafers surfacemounted directly to the printed-circuit
tracks. This player seems to draw very
little power and the mains transformer is
surprisingly small. Fitted on agood spring
suspension, the transport uses one of
Technics' fine linear-motor mechanisms,
with superior optics and a direct-drive
spindle- motor; disc-clamping is magnetically' aided. No evidence of audio-selected
parts is apparent, although it does have a
moulded anti- vibration base.

TECHNICS SL-PS70
This is one of the more luxurious
machines from the Technics stable, and
looks imposing with its centrally mounted
disc-drawer, massive display, and aboveaverage height. However, this is nearly all
window-dressing, since an internal
inspection reveals largely empty space! It
can boast a remote volume control, a
digital type with a limited range of 0 to
—12dB in 2dB steps. The front-panel
headphone socket has its own separate
level control.
Tape dubbing facilities are extensive
and include auto-fade ( both ' in' and ' out' ),
afast peak- level search to find the loudest
parts of arecording, plus tape side timing
and side ' link' facilities. A section of the
display shows the volume control setting
when this facility is used, and all the usual
repeat modes are present, with shuffle or
random-play also available. 20-key pads
are present on both the remote and main
panels, and the ' 70 also has adisplay ' off'
feature which is more restful in subdued
light — and also subtley improves fidelity.
Audio output is via a single pair of
phono sockets, while a synchro-edit
socket provides a link to a Technics

Sound quality
On audition this impressive looking
player suggested conflicting aspects of
performance. Some areas hinted at a
thoroughbred: exceptional smoothness
with no audible distortions of the classic
CD variety, such as grain, grit and mush.
Its stereo presentation was most elegant,
haut couture in character with nary ahair
out of place. Focus was highly stable and
precise over the whole frequency range,
while depth and width were presented
very well. In addition, both recorded
ambience and stage depth were recovered very nicely. The bass, viewed in
isolation, was very tidy and attracted little
criticism.
But now for the downside. Against this
backdrop of near-perfection the tonal

Conclusion
At well under £ 200 this player delivered a
decent level of sound quality. Indeed, in
classic hi-fi terms the tonal purity was
remarkable for the money. It operated
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Fig 6d. Technics SL-PS70: intermod spuriae from
19120kHz at — 10dB, log scale 500Hz — 100.5kHz

Supplier: Technics UK, Willoughby Road,
Bracknell, Berks RGI2 4FP.
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CD PLAYERS
purity was marred by atrace of sourness,
almost 'glare' on orchestral strings, while
mid- range transients were too rounded
and dynamics seemed softened. Most
important of all, the player sounded
'slow', with a serious loss of rhythm and
pace, audible to the listening panel on
both classical and rock. One to try for
yourself, then, but the 'Colloms' rating for
this player was a disappointing 39%.

Lab report
Stereo separation hit aremarkable 134dB
at 20kHz, ahigh 120dB at IkHz and fell to
80dB ( still good!) by 20kHz. Channel
balance was fine, with no perceptible
phase difference evident, and the output
was linear-phase and absolute-phase correct. Sourced from an average 700ohms
impedance, the output was above the
norm (+ 1dB) at 2.26V for full modulation. Flat over most of the frequency
range, the player showed a mild lift of
0-25dB at 16kliz, returning to zero at
20kHz. Signal-to-noise ratios were very
good, while the eight-DAC MASH implementation gave excellent linearity at all
signal levels from ()dB to — I12dB, below
which the noise-floor levelled off ( Fig 6a).
Only 1dB error was spot- measured at
—90dB, while a — 90dB 1kllz dithered
tone produced distortion harmonics at
least 25dB down: 115dB below peak
modulation, with a pure if slightly noisy
sincwave ( Fig 6b).
The complementary graph ( Fig 6e) for

—70dB modulation is completely devoid
of code errors and shows distortions held
to at least — 48dB. A wide dynamic range
of 115dB is appropriate, with afull 16- bit
resolution. As with the previous Technics
model, expanding the — 70dB analysis to
1001(11z showed avery clean result, while
full- level linearity was also very good,
expressed in the fine harmonic distortion
figures and excellent 11F intermodulation
results. The latter revealed an exceptionally clean spectrum from 20kHz to
100kHz and an almost complete absence
of spuriae ( Fig 6d).
Access was lightening- fast at one
second, which is getting too short to
stopwatch reliably! Error-protection was
more than satisfactory at 1.5mm, while
the shock immunity was rated as good.
About 2mV of RF spuriae were present,
mainly at 10M11z, and not considered to
be very significant. The mechanism was
respectably quiet.

Conclusion
Build and finish were both excellent, as
was the lab performance. The linearity
and wide- band distortion results were
commensurate with the high sonic purity
noted when auditioning. In so many
respects this was a fine performer, yet
ultimately it was let down by its excessivley laid-back approach to the performance
of recorded music. But it's well worth
hearing, and Imust leave the reader to
judge the player's performance.

GROUP CONCLUSIONS
For asmooth and easy performance, with
high specification at a very competitive
price, look no further than the Technics
SLP377A at £ 180. Though Philips has not
improved on the highly competitive
sound quality of its old 582, the CD620
matches it at the same price of £ 200, and
throws in aJapanese-style feature package
in a superior full-size case. It also has a
digital data output and is one of the best
sounding machines for the money, beating many costing much more, particularly
with regard to dynamics and drive.
The Marantz CD50 is a more subtle
equivalent of the Philips, fundamentally
similar in sound — certainly agood buy at
£275. At twice the price there is the
CD80, with a commensurate uplift in
build and quality, and the sound comparing very closely with recent top- rated
machines in the £900 class. Yes, it did
suffer from atouch of 'glare', but both the
digital data output and the decoded audio
offer a strikingly lively, dynamic and
rhythmic performance which may appeal
to analogue diehards. It also features a
good quality motorized volume control.
Elegant sounding and measuring beautifully, the Technics SLPS-7() is easy on the
ears, but in my view it fails to excite.
Finally the budget Sony CDP 470 is not
sufficiently competitive on performance,
either technically or sonically, to gain a
recommendation. +

SIDELINES
Some readers may have noticed my mention of
headphones in the footnote to last month's
Quad Cl) player review, with reference to
banishing the local acoustic and presenting a
usefully analytical sound-picture. Headphone
listening is certainly not my preferred approach
to music, but it can provide aconvenient tool
with which to cross-check subtleties of
recorded sound which sometimes become
masked or modified by loudspeakers working
in rooms. One such subtlety is the ambience
surrounding acentrally placed solo performer,
where the direct image is virtually monphonic
— as also in mono recordings reissued with an
added wash of stereo ambience. If the accompanying acoustic is prominent enough, switching to mono on the pre-amp will audibly
collapse it into a sort of tunnel extending
behind the performer. But one sometimes
comes across recordings where the ambient
frame is so flimsy that one cannot be sure
whether any stereo is actually present.
This is where headphones come to the
rescue, as even the slightest whiff of ambient
width then becomes evident, while its contraction on switching to mono can be very
dramatic. Indeed, so obvious is this collapse
(into the middle of one's head ) that Isometimes feel we must miss out on ambient
information hidden in lots of quite respectable
but seemingly unspacious recordings.
Digressing for amoment on that ' in the head'
effect, it's an interesting though that apart from
headaches, sensations of dizziness, or internal
beat- tones produced by very loud speakers,
headphone listening provides the only known
example of external sensory stimuli producing
experiences seemingly located in the brain.
111-1 ,1NEWS & RECORD REV 1EV4
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Although they somehow reflect cerebral processes, sensations are normally 'externalized',
to be experienced subjectively a.s if they were
situated either at the sense organs or in the
outside world. We can imagine music in our
heads, but only by using headphones can we
have real aural sensations there — and hearing is
the only major sense where one can perform
such a trick.
Returning to ambience, etc, the masking of
low-level recorded detail by domestic noise
(the latter rarely as low as that in a concert
hall) or by local reverberation, actually argues
quite agood case for taking headphone listening seriously. Iknow that people vary considerably in their reactions to 'phones, with some
finding the experience intolerable, and there's
no denying the artificiality of an image which
passes through or just above/behind the head,
spanning 180 ° instead of the intended 60°. In
other words, it's a matter of taste. But in my
experience, partly compelled by neighbourly
considerations as midnight approaches, it can
be a taste well worth acquiring — if only for
the sake of those recordings where either the
surrounding ambience is very weak or the main
image is frustratingly narrow.
Ifind that quite a few of the latter emanate
from the BBC, some of whose Radio- 3 outside
chamber- music relays seem very timid regarding angular width. Thus while we are frequently offered perfectly reasonable acoustic
settings, the wretched performers are sometimes cramped into 10° or so at soundstage
centre. I was listening recently to a rather
dim-sounding lunchtime string quartet recital,
which for most practical purposes might well
have been in mono. Such separation as there

was could hardly be sensed via loudspeakers,
but on headphones the players opened up
sufficiently to provide some real musical
enhancement. Also, the brighter headphone
balance helped offset the broadcast's tonal
dimness, which otherwise needed some treble
lift on the pre-amp. Idid wonder if someone
had been obliged in emergency to set up the
balance using headphones, and then forgot to
allow for the narrower/dimmer image that
would result via loudspeakers; but I suspect
that it was sheer old-style BBC conservatism.
The ' headphone brightness' effect arises
from the fact that earpieces fire straight into
the ears, whereas sounds from out-front are
diffracted into the ears and thereby undergo HF
losses. Thus speakers and headphones with
identical measured responses will inevitably
sound differently balanced, with the latter
giving an HP boost in comparison with the
more natural soundfield heard from speakers.
The 'phones Iused for that dim broadcast were
my long- serving AKG K240s, where the HF rise
was welcome, but recently I've been trying a
pair of Sennheiser HD530s, whose response is
tailored to a 'diffuse-field' equalization. ' There
is a review of the Sennheiser HD530s in ' Pot
Pourri' this month — see page 75 — News Ed.
Their perceived tonal balance is close to that of
my KEF speakers, and this does make it
psychologically very much easier to slip
between the two listening modes.
More about headphones, and in particular
their use in relation to the ongoing debate
about amplifier sound differences, next month.
Also covered will be the question of impedance
matching headphones to amplifier and other
outputs. +
John Crabbe
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REAL HI-FI IN SOUTH
KENSINGTON. . .
The Listening Rooms is one of London's best specialist
HiFi shops, with the principal staff, John Oliver and
Paul Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them.
Whether you are thinking of spending £300 or £30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listeninty, Rooms is London's leading multi- room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 12 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are "The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of HiFi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
We stock fine equipment from. —
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TUNERS

SONY
TUNES
IN...

With an impressive back.

catalogue of shortwave receivers
and wireless microphones, Sony
has recently introduced new hi-fi
tuners to its ES range
by Trevor Butler
spart of the natural progression of
its ' ES' philosophy, Sony has optimized the performance of tuners
to suit British listening preferences. A key
to the company's RF design brief on this
three- band tuner was interference rejection, although it has often been seen that
this can easily lead to poor stereo separation, and even distorted audio signals. So
has Sony got it right?
Facilities abound on this £ 300 model
with its 30 presets ( 25 more than Ihave
ever needed), and an ability to store four
stations to record, one-by-one, as the
power is turned on and off by an optional
timer. Thc most striking feature of the
rather cluttered front panel is a large
rotary tuning knob: although one turn
reveals that it simply operates an electronic switch rather than being a proper
VFO. It is not possible to spin through
stations because muting occurs during
manual tuning operation while the auto
tune position selects ' receivable' signals.
This was adelight to use and an improvement over simple up/down keys.
Intended as afurther refinement of the
700ES model, the 730 is awell-built tuner,
full-sized in every way — width, depth, and
height. Littered with controls, the facia
has options for auto/stereo, hi-blend, and
mono selection, an MPX filter, LW/MW/
FM band select, narrow or wide IF, and
manual or auto tuning. Several accessories
are included: aMW antenna loop ( ineffective), indoor VHF ribbon antenna ( adequate in emergencies), and a natty 300 to
75ohm balun to handle high impedance
feeders. The rear panel provides connection for these aerials, and aground point,
together with audio output ( phonos), and
control sockets to interface with other
Sony ES items. The AC mains cord is
captive.
The large front panel display provides a
clear readout of the selected band and
operating frequency together with a bargraph type signal strength meter, and
indication of facilitiess selected.
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This is no ordinary tuner, as Sony has
attempted the inclusion of radical new RF
technology in the STS 730ES, in an effort
to solve the inherent problems of station
overcrowding. A system called Wave
Optimiser has been employed which eliminates standard band-pass filters.
Instead, a low distortion three-gang system combines a filter slope with an
unusually wide bandwidth. Sony has also
included its ' Direct Comparator' circuit in
order to stabilize the received signal. This
incorporates aphase lock loop IC said to
be capable of high-speed comparison
above 300MHz with a commensurately
improved signal-to-noise ratio. Meanwhile, a special detector is employed to
reproduces the ideal characteristic of the
voltage-controlled oscillator to further
decrease distortion levels. The stereo
decoder IC is a CXA 1064 which largely
avoids the need for orthodox beat-cut
filters.
The processing stage has been carefully
designed with an eye to image and
interference rejection, with aspecial filter
to improve the frequency response of the
transformer windings, alongside exceptionally large electrolytics in the signal
system power supplies.
The main ICs are effectively ' shut down'
when not in use to avoid any ' digital
noise'. The price to pay for this is aseries
of relays constantly clunking in and out as
the controls are operated.

Sound quality
The Medium Wave performance ( selectable 9/10kHz tuning) using the aerial
supplied can be dismissed in one word —
dismal. This may seem alittle unfair, as a
proper outdoor aerial with ground stake
was not used, but avastly superior reception of AM signals is possible with Son} 's
ICF7600DS receiver, which possesses
excellent unwanted-signal rejection as the
set is rotated — and all this from an
internal ferrite rod.
First hearing on FM suggested asuperior tuner and, with fully-quieting signals.,
very smooth audio resulted in an out.
standing performance. Sonic quality is an
area where this tuner clearly scores very
highly. There is almost complete listener
involvement — Icompletely forgot Iwas
listening to a tuner until the central
heating cut- in causing electrical interfer
ence! A very spacious mid- range is combined with asmooth and ambient signal of
immense detail. On orchestral work,
dynamics were handled very well, while

the treble extreme showed little grain or
sibilance so prevalent on many inferior
designs. A slight lack of ultimate bass slam
perhaps, but the LF response is tuneful.
Human voice, in the shape of BBC
announcers, lacked the unpleasant
'chesty' quality one so often finds.
Stereo separation is good with plenty of
width and depth noted, although this is
marred when the incoming signal
strength is reduced. As the hi- blend facility is manually inserted to reduce high
frequency noise, the soundstage closes.
Narrowing the IF reduced some natural
air and life. The answer here is to ensure
an adequate external beam aerial pointing
towards the desired transmitter, increasing the element or installing a mast- head
pre-amp if stronger signals are needed.

Conclusion
One of the finest tuners Ihave heard and
an excellent example for anyone sceptical
of modern-day `digital' designs to listen to.
However, the high degree of facilities
makes operation complex and, apart from
the single- tone line-up oscillator and the
not altogether successful MPX filter, the
gismos were rarely of practical use. The
high level of 38kHz pilot tone on the
output was not totally removed with the
in-built MPX filter and made measurement difficult. Indeed, it took aglance at
the circuit to reveal that there WaS alow
pass filter included. This aside, the
STS730ES clearly deserves a 'well recommended status for its exceptional FM
sound quality, even if the MF reception
left something to be desired. +

SONY

STS730ES

Test results (FM)
Sensitivity for 51k1B S/N
mono/stereo
Frequency range
Distortion lkHz mono
Distortion fikllz mono
Distortion 101(Ilz mono
Distortion lidlz stereo
Distortion Ikllz right
Distortion ' kHz left
Separation ( with filter )
1.—R at IkHz
at IkHz
Noise ( ref 75kliz dev, mono)
ImV
100µV
56µV
32µV

2.1/23µV
87.5-10&OMI lz
less than 0.04 per cent
0.075 per cent
0.1 per cent
0.04'
0.17'
0.16'
52.5
56.0

—74dB
—72dB
—70c1B
—65dB
—60.5dB
IOztV
—56(JB
6µV
—51(114
3µV
—40dB
Dimensions( whd ) mm
430x HU x 373
typical Price ( mncl VAT)
£300
•possibir better than this. result subject to pilot tone.

Supplier:
Sony ( UK) Ltd, Sony House, South Street,
Staines, Middlesex TW 18 4PF
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What is HiFi for, if it's not for pleasure? And
what real pleasure does one get, when even the
most esoteric and well set up system is drowned
by the constant nagging of one's partner. Simply
because the material on the front of the speaker
grille doesn't go with the colour of the frontroom curtains.
When you serve as many people as we do,
these are the kinds of problems we deal with
every day. No HiFi publication could possibly
handle them 'en masse'. Each requires individual
time, care and careful consideration.
At Cleartone, we've built up areputation
for precisely this.
A customer will tell us what he wants. Let's
say aLinn LP12, Ekos arm, Troika cartridge,
Naim 72, Hicap, 250 and apair of Kans. He
al explains

WHY CLEARTONE HAS
MORE NEWS ON HI-FI THAN
HI- F11 NEWS

thsaot he can't

site them near awall if they're

mounted on stands (let
alone spike them into the floor) and the only
available wall to which they can be mounted is
in bad need of repair and won't stand up to the
weight and continual vibration.
Initially we'll comment on his choice of
equipment (just to ensure he understands the
implications of how the match will effect the
final sound).
We'll then invite him to make an
appointment to listen to whatever is the agreed
ideal, and aCleartone devised alternative which
takes into consideration the additional
structural problems.
On his return, ahighly skilled and
experienced member of staff will escort him to
one of our single speaker dem. rooms where
the two systems will be ready and set up for an
A- Bcomparison.
Invariably the customer goes away satisfied,
and most likely we'll want to set it up ourselves.
So when on your travels you next see anew
pair of Kans on the floor, away from awall with
avery nice pot plant on one, you'll know two
things for certain.
The system is not sounding anything like it
should.
And it wasn't bought from us.

CLEARTONE

CONTROVERSIAL BUT TRUE
BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204-31123 MANCHESTER 54 Bridge Street. Tel: 061-835 1156 ALTRINCH AM 15 Ashley Road. Tel: 061-928 1610
ROCHDALE 52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706-524652 WIGAN 6Crompton Street. Tel: 0942-323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902.772901

LOUDSPEAKERS

J
I3L XPL 90

JBL continues to shed its West
coast image with another speaker
tailored for British ears.
by Ken Kessler
y experiences so far with metal
driver systems suggest that the
technology is no guarantee of
superior performance, which points us
back to the synergy of a speaker's constituent parts as one of the keys to a
successful design. So, although JBL's pure
titanium, ribbed, ferro fluid cooled 25mm
tweeter is the most distinctive ingredient,
it shouldn't overshadow the other details
which combine to make this a product
worth auditioning.
Yes, the tweeter in this small, high.
quality monitor does offer exceptional
power handling, much better than average dispersion, lots of information, few
sizzles, near-electrostatic speed and ahigh
degree of transparency. But these virtues
can be found in a number of other
systems, with or without metal drivers.
What makes the XPL 90 so special is its
activity in the bass department, bordering
on the extraordinary for asystem with an
enclosure measuring a mere 394x24 lx
248mm ( hwd ). Every product I've ever
auditioned has something about it which
grabs you within the first few seconds of
exposure to it; with the JBI., it's a sensation of weight and solidity which makes
other systems in similarly sized enclosures seem unsatisfactory by comparison.
I'm not suggesting for a moment that
the 165mm composite material woofer in
its ported enclosure delivers anything like
the extension available from only hefty
transmission lines or trick woofers with
enormous magnets or enclosures at least
the size of a small fridge. The JBL's bass
surpasses the merely adequate without
giving the impression that the speaker is
III- 11 NFU'. & REC(Iftle REVIEW
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about to burst. There's no strain, no odd
bumps to fool you into thinking that the
system is flat to 2011z. It's tailored to the
sound of the tweeter, so what you lose in
extension — a touch of richness, for
example, on discs like Wasserman's Duets
— you gain in control. Best of all, it never
sounds overdamped.
The rigid, braced cabinet is clever,
maybe too clever because its shape is
trapezoidal: the sides slope slightly inward
toward the rear, while the edges are
contoured. JBL's form follows function, so
the cabinet and the rubbery baffle, like the
bodies on modem cameras, are byproducts of the design — not merely
stylish touches.
The baffle is made from layers of rigid
fibreboard for strength and a shell of
'Reaction Molded Foam' for acoustical
damping. The rubbery outer layer is a
6mrn sheet of Neoprene, chosen because
it controls diffraction by preventing the
mid and treble signals from re- radiating
off the baffle's surface. Additionally, the
baffle is ' stepped' in a manner popular a
few years back, to control arrival times by
placing the tweeter slightly behind the
woofer. The almost rounded back and
non parallel sides break up standing
waves. All of these details combine to
create a close- to dead, resonance- free
enclosure, and your ears reap the reward
of smearfree, precise sound.
'Precise' is aword I'm wary of using in
connection with JBI., because in the past
it meant that signature, West Coast sound
of hyper-detail and showroom razzmatazz.
Idon't want the folks in Slough to get too
egotistical about this, but Ithink that JBI.

must be paying attention to voices in
Great Britain. Regardless of the high-tech
features the JBI. sounds more ' British' than
any speaker they've made recently.
The tweakiness carries on throughout
the design, from the gold-plated binding
posts to the internal wiring courtesy of
Monster Cable to a crossover bearing
such treasures as low- loss, high current
capacitors and the use of bypass capacitors throughout. The only feature not
seen on this model, but present in the
dearer XP1s, is hi- wiring.
What is an issue with the XPI. is that the
speaker is polarity- inverting. In other
words, red is ' negative' and black is
'positive' in keeping with many of the
company's professional models. The
points which many will miss or ignore are
(1) anyone installing a new loudspeaker
should always invert the polarity, back
and forth afew times, to learn which way
sounds better, and ( 2 ) how many people
know if their CD players, pre- amps, amps,
tuners and phono cartridges are noninverting? ( Best advice: buy a pre- amp
with a polarity inversion switch). In my
system, which may or may not he noninverting by the time the signal reaches
the speaker terminals, the JBLs sounded
audibly superior using black as the positive terminal. But I also know that if I
were to switch one component for its
polar( ity ) opposite, then I'd have to
switch the speakers, too. So, if anyone
ever tells you that a non- inverting component is ' better' than an inverting one
without referring to the system that person should be regarded as an incompetent
and removed from your Christmas card
list. ( Drastic stuff — News Ed]
Iknew JBI. was on to something with
the XPI. 90 just by the responses of my
visitors — audiophiles as well as civilians —
and they were unanimously favourable.
Even low-key remarks like ' I
ley, those are
pretty nice!' mean a lot more than some
detailed discourse on upper mid-band
glare or restricted stage depth ( which. I
hasten to add, do not apply with the XPI.
90). Indeed the JBI. came through the
audition as if it were the Infinity RS 2001's
big brother.
If there has to be a listing of the
negatives, allow me to restrict it to alack
of delicacy which may make this more of a
hit with rock fans than those who cherish
string quartets. The speaker is hungrier
than its 87d13/1W/1 m rating suggests, too:
and it sounds positively irritating with
'budget' amps. Then again, the XPI. 90
sells for a serious £699, so Iwouldn't
expect anyone to drive it with a30 watter
of the pocket- money y'ariety. And that
would he an insult to what is the most
satisfying JBI. I've heard in decades. +
Supplier: Harman UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel (0753) 76911.
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1 BB 100 VALVE AMPLIFIER
BRITISH BUILT AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS have launched an
exciting new design by Bill Beard. An integrated 50 watts/
channel Line Stage valve amplifier that sounds seductive when
matched with most types of speaker. Ahigh performance
product that offers exceptional value for money. (See Ken
Kessler's review in HiFi News— February 1990.) Demand is
already outstripping supply so don't delay — ring today for a
dem' appointment and get in on awinner!
Vinyl lovers, panic not, Bill Beard has a
Phono stage to follow.

£995

* Exclusive London Dealer

M208 PRO COMPACT DISC PLAYER

ERIDIAN

It's great to see aBritish product lead the world in its field.
Using Bit stream technology and designed by Bob Stuart the
Meridian 208 is quite simply the most natural sounding CD
Player we have heard. It also doubles as afully operational
line stage pre- amp ( phono stage optional) and comes with
remote control.

Wes‘y, e_cl

Atrue audiophile product that will appeal to all music lovers.

/3

£1490
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1 "LITTLE PINK THING "TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle formed some years ago by Arthur & Neil have
been responsible for several world renowned audiophile
products such as the " originar' turntable and the " PIP" preamp. Their latest baby' is the award winning " Little Pink
Thing" turntable. Anyone considering buying adeck at a
moderate price must consider the LPT. Certainly one of the
finest sounding mid- price turntables and this ' baby' is also
blessed with stunning good looks. You can also get the
famous Pink lid for just £15 extra.
Finished in Nextel

£345 •

Finished in Piano Black

£389

STOP PRESS
DELTEC PUM 1 Dto Aconverter,
stunning reviews, from stock now!

INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT 0% APR
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in six monthly
instalments without any charge for

WHERE TO
FIND US

NEW CAVENDISH
STREET WI
CITY Of WISTMIØSTLI

e t4Re.SIME,

18-36 months to pay.
(Full written details on request. KJ Leisuresound
are licensed credit brokers)

Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee,
Arcam, Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, Research, Beard, Cambridge, Celestion,
LONDON W1M 7LH
Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon,
DNM, Epos, Harbeth, KEF, Kiseki,
TEL: 01*-486 8262/8263
Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Linx, Magneplanar,
Fax: 01487 3452
from 6th May changes to (071). Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell, Micromega, Mission,
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity,
Thurs until 7pm
Nakamichi, Oracle, Pink Triangle,
Pro-Ac, P.S. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox,
"Worldwide Export"
Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor,
HAILH
Spica, Stax, Systemdek, Tannoy, Voyd,
lic=z1
KJ WEST ONE

interest.

HALF PRICE CREDIT PLAN
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in 12 monthly
instalments.
FLAT RATE 8% -APR . 15.4%
FULL TERM CREDIT
Also available at competitive rates with

THE BRANDS
WE STOCK

CAVENDISH ST
H

VA MORE STREET

OXFORD STREET
e•OMO SIRE,

H
PA'

L'7v1

Yamaha, Zeta.

POT POURRI
universal plug. Both the standard cable
and ear cushions may easily be replaced
should they become worn.
The magnet system is neodymium iron,
allowing ahigh sensitivity with low mass,
while the voice coil is of aluminium
construction providing a lighter, more
detailed sound than a copper coil would
tend to ( claimed frequency response is
20Hz-25kHz). This showed up as being a
little too light for some orchestra pieces
such as Elgar's Overture Cockaigne
(English Symphony Orchestra/Boughton)
where more weight would have been
welcome. On vocals however, such as

Sennheiser's HD
520 ( top) and
530 models hold
ahidden secret
as Trevor Butler
discovered . . .

SENNHEISER HD530
The effect of wearing transducers either
side of the ear can be re-created by
pointing two loudspeakers towards each
other, and sitting in between. There is a
noticeable treble lift, and the same effect
is observed with headphones, although
the brain cancels out much of the undesirable sound. On first hearing the Sennheiser HD520 Iwas shocked: the usual
characteristics of over- insistent treble and
too divided a stereo stage were not
present. This is due to special engineering
techniques which have compensated for
the fact that the transducers are just
millimetres away from the ear and perpendicular to it. An almost incredible
naturalness of tone is the result.
The HD530 is abulky headset, although
lightweight at just 192g plus cable, which
is long at 3metres and of the flat two-wire
type and connected to each ear separately. What a shame Sennheiser doesn't
adopt acurly lead and allow for side-entry
on a single ear piece. Ifound that when
the 'phones fell backwards off the top of
my head Iwas almost strangled by the
loop in the flex. The shaped earpieces are
large and oval with deep padded cushons
which virtually enclose the ear although
the design is an 'open' one allowing
external sounds to be heard. The headband is of plastic with an inner leather- like
hoop which adjusts to fit even the largest
of heads.
Finding the left and right markings took
some getting used to, a problem not
encountered when asingle cable entry is
used: one knows that the cable always
goes to the left, or right, ear. Termination
is standard with a 6.3mm stereo jack,
although astereo control box HZR26PX is
an optional extra with 6m of cable and a
lit FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fauré Requiem (Choir of Kings' College,
Cambridge) each voice was reproduced
in acrystal clear fashion with stableness of
location, even if the stereo arc was
enhanced. The technical magic of the
'idealized' frequency response seemed to
demonstrate a genuine acoustic setting
with the performers a natural distance
away, aided by the open-back design of
the headphones. A general smooth and
natural tonal balance was observed with
Barbra Streisand's A Collection, although
here the extreme bass was reduced in
level and in timbre.
At £70 the HD530 obviously shows
remarkable value-for-money and having
'acquired the taste' of the idealized frequency response, they are ideal for concentrated listening, making many other
headphones, even Sennheiser models,
sound old hat by comparison. Full marks
also for comfort, even after hours of
wearing them, Ihad none of the claustrophobic sensations one sometimes
associates with headphones. 114Supplier: Hayden Laboratories, Chiltern IlilL Chalfont St Peter. Bucks 519 90G. Tel. (0753) 888447.

SENNHEISER HD520
Poor brothers to the HD530 these may be,
but from the beginning they showed some
notable strengths. Similar in construction
with an all plastic, light-weight finish, a
traditional copper voice coil is employed
with, again, neodymium magnets resulting
in aspecified frequency response of 18Hz
to 22kHz. A spacious and details presentation was immediately evident from the
first few bars of The Sensual World by
Kate Bush, and substantial weight was
given to orchhestral works such as Vivaldi's Concerto in C (Philharmonia Orchestra/Warren-Green). Unlike the HD530s,
here greater low frequencies were portrayed with deeper bass lines, although
the pace and overall dynamic slam was
slower: afactor of the copper voice coil
with its lower resonant frequency, a fact
true of the whole assembly. A spacious
and detailed sonic picture was shown by
tracks on Judi Tzuke's album Portfolio,
although the sound was a mite hard yet
retaining a fair sense of neutrality.
Top marks again for comfort. The tailored frequency response found in the

more costly HD520 is used here also,
meaning there is none of the highfrequency emphasis associated with headphone listening.
Perhaps a little less relaxed and clear
than the HD530's sound, the ' 520s were
able to show an open, well-balanced
result proving that it is a musically capable 'phone and a mere snip at pennies
under £60. -IL
Trevor Butler
Supplier: Hayden Laboratories, Chiltern He Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 90G. TeL (0753) 888447.

INFINITY RS 2001
LOUDSPEAKER
The clutter of the hi-fi marketplace — too
many brands with too many models —
means that it's all too easy for some
genuine treasures to be overlooked.
Nowhere is this more apparent than with
small loudspeakers, because the UK is,
after all, the country which produces the
world's finest inexpensive speakers. And
when aparticular treasure happens to be
an import, well, let's just say that the odds
of it reaching all those who would adore it
are pretty slim.
Infinity has had limited success in this
country, amixture of import price penalties and politics mitigating against a
duplication of its success back in the USA.
Forgetting for the moment all about the
top-end models, cast an ear toward their
one-from- the-bottom budget speaker, a
£180 miracle called the RS 2001.
The recipe is simple, typically British,
but with some American touches to make
it reek of California. Externally, it's too
slick to be mistaken for a straight-backand-sides UK monitor, because it sports a
black or oak vinyl-finished, contoured
cabinet and afloating grille ( to minimize
the possibility of edge refraction); the
dimensions are 324x 190x 162mm
(HWD), ideal for astand like the 600mmtall Partington SAM- 1. At the back are
proper, banana-plug- ready binding posts.
Removal of the grille reveals a 19mm
Polyspherite' dome tweeter and a
114mm ' IMG' woofer. Polyspherite is an
ultra- thin polypropylene foam skin ' reinforced by abonded matrix of thousands of
hollow graphite spheres'. The ' IMG' in the
woofer refers to injection- moulded
graphite, an exceptionally stiff yet light
confection of polypropylene which con-

Far Out

But Not that Far Out
(Stores in Cardiff; Swansea & Gloucester)
We stock awide range of the world's best
including Mission Cyrus.
Please telephone, write or
call in for acopy of our brochure Fidelity.
I34/136 CRWYS RD., CARDIFF
.
?1 "
-) --//8565

9 HIGH STREET, SWANSEA
0792-474608
i8 BRISTOL RD., GLOUCESTER
0452-300046

Open 9.00-5.30 TUES-SAT. Closed MONDAYS
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resin. Three mild-steel spikes are fitted to
the base underside ( screw- in spikes are
another option), while the top-plate
carries three small domes for the speaker
support, made from aluminium alloy. The
stands should not be roughly treated, for
although slate is very stiff it is also quite
brittle. Some infrequent handling
problems have been experienced by the
odd dealer, when stands have been moved
for demos and set down too abruptly on a
concrete floor.
At around £300 a pair ( the price of a
pair of 3/5A or SL6S), these stands will
obviously have to perform very well to
justify their existence. In practice, this is
more or less what they did. Inasmuch as a
stand can have a sound quality, this one
was considered to be first-rate. Expressed
in terms of consistent and considerable
improvement in speaker performance
champion.
when used with Slate Audio stands, the
The bass isn't all that convincing, but
general effect was of asmoothing of rough
there's enough weight and extension to
edges, and an overall tightening of
let you know that there's life below
definition. The bass was improved in
100Hz. The midband is the speaker's
several areas, and appeared to go deeper,
smoothest and most convincing field of
while the upper bass was crisper and
operation, while the treble has a 'sparkle'
more articulate; coloration appeared to be
which will test your prejudices. You'll
find it either loppy' or ' exhilarating'. I reduced. Mid- range dynamics were
superior, with better definition and
prefer the latter term because at no time
superior detail in complex passages, while
did I find the sound edgy or fatiguing,
even the treble appeared to sound
despite more than adequate detail, sharp
sweeter, with less grain. Stereo focus was
transient attack and recovery, and an
substantially tightened, with an audible
appealing clarity which made ragtime
improvement in stage width and depth.
piano, punchy brass and guitar
Experiments suggested that the Slate
pyrotechnics something to behold.
could help the treble in overbright
At £ 180, provided that it's fed a clean
speakers, but might make duller models
and — above all — controlled signal, the RS
sound too dull. With astand at this price
2001 is the kind of product which you'll
level, adealer should be prepared to offer
love despite its little faults. In this respect,
a decent demonstration.
it's like apoor man's Sonus Faber, musical
Iwent to the trouble of fitting crossenough to let you forget that it only cost
head twinfast woodscrews to my floor to
as much as 18 CDs.
Ken Kessler
accept the baseplate spikes of the Slate, a
technique Ihave used before with notable
Supplier: Gamepatb Ltd 25 Heatbfield Stacey
Busbes, Milton Keynes MK12 6HR
improvements; but Iwas not prepared for
the additional benefits obtained with this
stand.
Ican only speculate that the Slate's
SLATE STANDS FROM SLATE
exceptionally high rigidity and inert
AUDIO
structure succeeds in coupling the chosen
A new range of mineral stands is available,
speaker to the sub-floor that much more
designed by Peter Soper, while in addition
effectively.
Peter Soper has a good eye for
to the regular models, 'specials' can be
made to individual order. Slate is Soper's
proportion and engineering balance, and a
mainstay and personal preference, but
custom pair for the SL700 looked and
other types of stone are available at a sounded very well. This product made an
modest additional cost — eg: white marble
obvious positive contribution to the
or granite. Itried the 24in stand suitable
sound quality of agood pair of speakers.
for the IS35A, and by suitable juggling
Given their finish and performance, these
with cones and pads was able to use
SL600, 3/5A, and SL6S speakers with the
slate version. For comparison I had an
SL700 stand, an old model from Cliff Stone
made for the SL600, a Heybrook HBS1,
and asecond Cliff Stone model — this time
the Pi. Although not included here, I
recently also had occasion to assess the
substantial Acoustic Energy stands.
The Slates were superbly finished, made
from a high-density fine-grained material
with no obvious evidence of lamination
(pre-Cambrian, 500 million years old!).
Accurately machined, the top-plate, pillar
and generously sized base-plate are simply
bonded together using catalytic epoxy

tains radially-aligned graphite fibres. The
crossover point is at 4.8kHz, impedance is
an easy 6ohms, and the sensitivity is a
comfortable 89dB/1W/1 in. Infinity recommends amplifiers between 15-75W, but
I'd suggest you lean towards the higher
end of the scale.
Whether lashed to the outputtransformerless 60W valve amp from
Croft, fed by a front-end and pre-amp
totalling an outrageous £ 13,000, or something sensible like the Musical Fidelity B1
and an £300 CD player, the wee Infinity
sang like a canary. But a bloody gigantic
canary, because this speaker has lateral
and vertical soundstaging capabilities
which suggested a floor- to-ceiling paneltype system. If the primary goal of asmall
loudspeaker is to sound like abig speaker,
then the RS 2001 is probably the class

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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excellent stands deserve wider
distribution and use, notwithstanding
their high cost.
Martin Colloms
Supplier: Slate Audio, 47 Gemini Close, Leigbton
Buzzard Beds LU7 8UD. Tek 0525 384174.

MEASURING DYNAMIC
RANGE IN DIGITAL AUDIO
CD Manufacturers seem to be using different methods to express dynamic range
these days. Some published specs claim in
excess of 110 dB! Well, maybe this is the
reading one gets when aplayer's converters are completely shut down and output
is muted but it sure isn't the dynamic
range of most players when playing back
music. Whenever digital- to-analogue conversion takes place, je when ' the bits are
being exercised,' there is always some
quantization noise.
One method that takes some of this
noise into accounts is the EIAJ method. It
is based on the dB reading obtained by
measuring the total harmonic distortion
of asignal at — 60dB, then adding 60dB to
it. However, this does not show noise
produced by a D/A conversion system
going flat out. It is one of the reasons why
CBC is using a more revealing test.
The CBC method is to measure the total
harmonic distrotion plus noise of a 30Hz
sine wave played back at OdB. The distortion analyzer is tuned to notch out the
30Hz fundamental tone. Additional band
pass filtering in the form of a400Hz high
pass filer removes the remaining harmonics of the 30Hz fundamental. A 30kHz
low pass filter is used to remove any
out-of-band components. The net effect is
to eliminate the 30Hz signal entirely as
well as distortion components leaving
only noise to be measured which in this
case is mainly from quantization. Note
that the signal is not subjected to brickwall filtering above 20kHz as Philips calls
for in its latest test disc.
According to the CBC engineer associated with developing the test, it is
designed to show the true dynamic range
in dB between the level that overloads an
A/D converter and the residual noise of
the playback unit. The engineer, Mike •
Robbin, recognizes that with a 400Hz
high pass filter, power line noise is eliminated from the measurement but he says
this is justified. 'We don't care about
power line noise,' says Robbin. ' If it's
there, we shouldn't be wasting our time
doing this test. What we're measuring
here are defects introduced by the digital
processing.' CBC technicians throughout
Canada are beginning to use Robbin's
method to determine the dynamic range
of their digital equipment. It may become
a standard.
Ihave tried this test myself using an
Amber 5500 programmable measuring
system and the 30Hz, OdB band from the
latest Philips test disc. It showed me that
there are significant differences between
players. In agroup of six that Imeasured
recently their dB readings range from
—69dB to — 92dB.
Tim Palmer-Benson
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As she flys over Cambridge, Supergirrs
amazing hearing tunes into some
superb sounds...
My X ray vision confirms it...
those great sounds could
only be coming from a
Mission hi-fi system.

"touching . . . matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautiful precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone

"fits the inwardness and elemental
simplicity of Dickinson's
poetry extremely well"
HighFi . 1kvs and Record Review
London

"a work of haunting beauty"
Newhouse . Vezes Service

"ranks With the best"
Dallas Morning . Vezes

"THE WHITE ELECTION"
"incisive ... deceptively simple...
acycle that progresses,
rather than acollection of
thematically connected songs"
Opera , Vews

Poems by EMILY DICKINSON
Music by GORDON GETTY •
KAAREN ERICKSON. sop rail°

"Getty's concise style melds
so seamlessly into the verse
that the words and music
seem inseparable"
Stereo Review

ARMEN GUZELIMIAN, piano
"power to wound —
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"
Il'ashinglon Post

"a highly polished collection"
Los Angeles Times

"spare introspective melodies
seem drawn out of the poems
as if the music
"a disc of superb and beautiful songs . . .
were there all the time"
the performances could hardly be bettered''
,Vational Public Radio
tIusic C.e. Musicians, London

"an extraordinary release .. .
very highly recommended"
Fanfarê
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DELOS

Available now ai fine record shops everywheic
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Guilmant sonatas from
St Marylebone inaugurate EMI's
new series of organ recordings
by William McVicker

his month Catherine Ennis's CD of
sonatas by Guilmant is reviewed: it
marks the commencement of a new
EMI organ series, for which Catherine Ennis
also acts in an advisory capacity. Why have
EMI decided to do a new organ series?
'The last organ recordings made for EMI
UK were the Great Cathedral Organs series,
made in the '60s. Their success will, we
hope, be matched by the success of the new
project, which will reflect the interests of
the organ world in the '90s, much as those
records reflected contemporary taste. We
intend to record fine artists, fine instruments
and the best of the organ literature, rather
than rely on "lollipop" programmes or
organs of variable quality.'
Why has the organ of St Marylebone
Church in London been selected as the first
instrument? ' Because this new organ, built in
1987 by Rieger of Austria, is one of the most
significant organs to be built in Europe in
recent years. Its design permits convincing
performance of most of the organ repertoire;
but to use the sometimes doubtful description "eclectic" does not do justice to the
organ's expressive range. It stands as an
unified musical entity, combining classical
design and mechanical action with warmth
of tone and up-to-date digital console equipment.'
How is it that St Marylebone possesses this
marvellous - and no doubt expensive - new
organ?
'Well, that's a long and rather interesting
story! When I went to St Marylebone in
1978 the old organ was falling down ( literally) and the Parish Council decided to look
at what sort of new instrument we required.
To my astonishment - the non- musicians
that they were - they singled out the
Frobenius at Queen's College, Oxford, as the
loveliest organ of all those we visited, and
regretted only the absence of sounds essential for Anglican liturgy and civic occasions.
These they found in plenty at Christ Church,
Oxford, and they were convinced: "This is
the one for us, we'll have one of these".
`On the appointment of David ( now Sir
David) Lumsden as Principal at the Royal
Academy of Music, just across the busy
Marylebone Road from the church, the two
institutions decided to embark on an ambitious and unique timeshare: despite the
many pitfalls and acres of red tape, the Royal
Academy of Music now base their organ
department at the church, from 9 'till 6
Monday to Friday in term-time. The organ is
also the focus of anew Church Music course
at the Royal Academy of Music, the only
course of its kind anywhere except at Yale
University. For this the Academy paid half
the cost of the organ. We would never have
got there but for the determination of the
then Rector, Christopher Hamel Cooke, the
consultant, Geraint Jones, and Sir David. The
result is an organ of outstanding beauty,
HI-FI NEWS & RF. ORO REVIEW
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both visually and tonally - as Ihope you
agree the disc shows!'
So, you have a fine Austrian neo-classical
organ, yet you chose to play works by the
French Romantic organist-composer, Alexandre Guilmant, Why?
'That's a good question - Iadmit at first
hearing it sounds like abarmy idea. Ididn't
want to do a " taster" recording - Ididn't feel
the need to prove that the organ could play
this-or- that sort of music. Iwanted to record
a substantial part of the repertoire which
could be accessible to fans of both organ
music and the sounds of the instrument. And
suddenly, one day, playing the famous First
Sonata, Ifound the answer. The beauty of the
organ, its warmth and clarity, its ability to
sing and to be thrilling, and to provide the
specific sounds required by the composer,
brought the music to life. Above all one can
actually hear the counterpoint - the tenor
part sings out, yet the treble is clear too;
nothing needs to be " cooked".
'Another reason why it works on the
Rieger is that Guilmant wrote for different
types of organs. He was one of the first
organists to tour extensively, in demand not
only with Cavaillé-Coll to inaugurate organs
but also with the American company Skinner. He was, by all accounts, a fine improviser - and this is apparent in his compositions too: for example, at climactic moments
in the music, the scoring places manual
chords high in the register, so that the
octaves graves coupler can add richness
With double pedal chords beneath, this
makes the organ sound at its most brilliant
and impressive at the same time. His music is
invariably well-orchestrated for the organ;
he had agreat "nose" for colour and sonority
on his instrument. Another example is the
marvellous cello- like timbres he created in
the second movement of the Fifth Sonata,
but there are countless others.'
Many consider his music banal. How do
you answer that criticism?
'Occasionally Ifear Guilmant does lapse
into the saccharine flavouring of his day
This said, much of his music is fine; and as
fashions in music change, he is becoming
more popular again. Idon't agree with those

who in the past have called his music " tripe"
- it is well constructed, tuneful music, very
much of its period. He was ahighly- revered
musician in his day: not perhaps a first-rate
composer but agood one, an honest craftsman with inspirational moments. His sonata
forms are beautifully constructed if sometimes predictable.'
But they are always fun when they are that
predictable, aren't they? 'Yes, there is that to
it, and there is a time for fun music on the
organ - the organ world can be very
introverted as far as its repertoire is concerned. Guilmant has, I feel, been overlooked for too long. His melodies and fugue
subjects can be unexceptional. but then he
uses them so well: his scoring can be
exquisite, and his sense of spacing voices is
comparable to Mendelssohn's in achieving
beauty of sonority.'
So after this disc, what other plans does
EMI have? 'As Ihave said, the idea is ts focus
on fine instruments, fine players and on the
real repertoire - as opposed to arrangements. Though there may be a place for
these, as a separate entity. At the moment
negotiations are in progress with Simon
Preston and Gillian Weir, amongst others,
but the projects are still in their infancy.'
And your own plans? ' In the immediate
future Ihave alot of work in London: some
intensive Bach playing, from the Weimar
repertoire, for the Steinitz Bach Festival. And
Ithink my position as anew mother running
music at two London churches is fairly
unique. It's very good to have time to work
on new ideas at home - including the
programme for the next EMI recording at St
Marylebone. However, life is extremely full
one way and another - it's hack to business
more or less as usual.' 14Catherine Ennis was formerly Assistant
organist at Christ Church, Oxford She is a
professor at the Royal Academy of Music,
and bas apost at St Lawrence Jewry in the
City as well as at SL Marylebone. She also
plays in recitals and at concerts here, in
Europe and the USA; a master- class
documentary um televised by Central Telel'ision during 1989.
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The most extensive range of quality products in the south-east. Backed by our
service department and wide ranging delivery service. Please phone or call in
for ademonstration or a copy of our new in house magazine.

Orgr

liM2251

352-354 Lower Addiscombe Rd. Croydon. Surrey CRO 7AF. TeL 01-654 1231/204

/77/ K3/7/
announce the launch of their

At our stores you'll be able to
compare Mission and Cyrus with

brand - new range of
loudspeakers. Known simply as

the best of the rest including;
Roksan, Celestion, Ariston, Rotel,

the 760 range they have already

Denon, NAD, Yamaha, Kenwood,

received excellent reviews in the

Pioneer, Musical Fidelity, Quad,

Mission Electronics are proud to

hifi press. From the diminutive

Meridian, A&R Cambridge, Ruark,

761 through to the aTnighty 765
this is a range that will satisfy

Tannoy, Castle, Incatech,
Nakamichi, Audio Innovations,

the most demanding listener.

JBL, Marantz, Manticore, Pink
Triangle, Elite Rock, Onkyo, Dual,

In addition to the new Mission

Sennheiser and Ortofon.

range there are now two

We can offer you

loudspeakers available from

*2 year guarantee on hifi

Cyrus Electronics, the 781 and
782. Finished to the highest

separates

standards in real wood veneer,

*Access, Visa, HP, Interest free
credit ( subject to status)

these speakers incorporate newly
developed drive units resulting in

For the best in Mission in Dorset

truly excellent performance.

and Wiltshire visit...

Hifi M.owrnent Audio Weymouth HiFi
15 Ca thenne Street, Salisbury SP 12DF
Tel: (0722) 22169

588 Ashley Road
Parkstone, Poole
Tel (0202) 7301365

926 Wunbome Road
Moordown, Bournemouth
Tel: (0202) 529988

Formerly Dorset Electronic Centre
28/29 Walpole Street, Weymouth
785729

Telephone 0305

Err4
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NOTES
The Hilliard Ensemble perform Arvo Part's new work Miserere ( 1989), in Glasgow June 29.
A London premiere will follow
on Aug 2. The piece requires 5
soloists, 11 instrumentalists —
with electric guitars and percussion — and choir. Their ECM
recording of Passio was shortlisted for a 'Grammy' ( 20thcentury category); it won Edison
and Critics Prize Japan awards.
EMI release a new Josquin CD
this month; Hilliard recordings
for EMI, Hyperion and ECM will
appear this autumn.

MarissJansons ( right) has a new three-year EMI first option'
contract; he will record in Oslo, London, Amsterdam Bartok's
Concerto for Orchestra (Oslo PO) will appear this autumn.

Mrs profile of Yuri Bashmet
led to a sell-out at the Barbican
in March, when he performed
Schnittke's Viola Concerto with
the LS() conducted by Rostropovich, in the presence of the
composer. A recording for RCA
was undertaken with James Mallinson producing, the next day.
Good news for those who
queued unsuccessfully for
returns. RCA will release their
first Bashmet CDs in the autumn.
one as soloist, one directing the
Moscow Soloists.
RCA have started to record
Leonard Slatkin's Philharmonia
cycle of Vaughan Williams's
symphonies. The Fifth and Sixth
were completed in April.
Three important boxed sets at
mid-price from RCA mark anew
series of CD transfers of the
work of Toscanini. These NBC
recordings comprise the Beethoven Symphonies ( with Leonora
3, 5CDs); Brahms's Symphonies,
Haydn Variations, the Tragic
and Academic Festival Overtures, the Double Concerto and
other works ( 4CDs); Verdi's Falstaff Aida, and Requiem, with
the Té Deum and fillers ( 7CDs).
Other reissues will be phased
over a two year period.

Philips reveal that the Labèques
will record 2-piano concertos by
Bruchelendelssohn; Ozawa will
record Mahler 10 live in Boston;
Isabelle van Keulen undertakes
the Mozart violin concertos [ the
excellent Grumiaux/Davis set is
now on 2CDs]. Haken Hardenberger's next CD will
include Birtwistle's Endless
Parade (BBC PO/Howarth).
New Mozart recordings include
Symphonies 40/41 ( Eng Bar/
Gardiner), and Requiem (ASM/
Marriner — they've accompanied
Viktoria Mullova in the two Mendelssohn Concertos), and, completed by Erik Smith, L'Oca del
Cairo (CPE Bach CO/Schreier).
Gergiev conducts the Rotterdam
PO in Borodin's Symphonies 1,
2. Julian Lloyd Webber has completed aFrench programme with
ECO/YP Tortelier.
BPI Classical award went to the
Rattle/Glyndebourne Porgy and
Bess (EMI).
For Philips, I Music have
recorded yet another Vivaldi
Seasons (their first, from 1955,
still sells well); Federico Agostino is the soloist. Filmed in
Venice, there are CDV and VHS
counterparts to the sound-only
carriers.

DG took four Grammy Awards in
LA this year: The Emerson's Bartok (Best Classical Recording
and Best Chamber Music); Bernstein's NYP Mahler 3; Levine's
Walküre; Horowitz (Lifetime
Achievement).

A railway locomotive has been
named The Liverpool Phil. A
special train brought the RLPO
and Chorus, with guests, to Euston for their Barbican 150th
Anniversary Gala Concert.
EMI have now acquired the old
PRT catalogue, comprising some
350 Pye/Nixa masters from the
'50s-'60s. Artists include Barbirolli, Boult, and Tippett. CD/MC
reissues will be mid-priced, and
noise-reduction processing, eg
CEDAR, may be used to enhance
the existing tapes.
The European Community
Baroque Orchestra's 1990
European Tour during June has
been sponsored by Panasonic
Europe Ltd — last year's sponsorship made possible a visit to
the Soviet Union. The orchestra
comprises 21 young musicians
picked from intensive training
courses with world authorities
on Baroque instruments. The
ECBO expects to have made four
CD recordings by the autumn.

This month Olympia help
launch the 'Electrecord Romania' label, following agreement
with the post-Caesescu state
company. CDs for international
distribution will be manufactured at Disctronics; about 12-15
titles pa will be licensed to the
UK Olympia label.
With narration by Christopher
Plummer, the complete Walton
score for Henry V will be performed by the ASM & Ch,
augmented by Westminster
choristers, under Sir Neville Marriner on 11 May ( RFH). Christopher Palmer has reconstructed
the soundtrack score.
Collins Classics' PR company is
claiming Jacek Kaspszyk's
Philharmonia CD/MC of Rachmaninov's Symphony 2 is 'the
only recording of the full version' (???). [ See also reviews.]
DG
have
signed Leonard
Bernstein for long-term projects with five orchestras: in NY,
Mahler 8, Elijah, Shostakovich 5,
plus his own Arias and Barcarolles; in Vienna Bruckner 9,
Mahler songs ( Hampson), more
Haydn and Mozart symphonies;
Mozart sacred music with the
Bavarian RSO. This season we
shall have Tchaik.5/Romeo &
Juliet, Ives Symphony 2 and
other orchestral ( NYP); autumn
brings Candide (LSO etc),
Tchaik.4/Francesca (NYP), Hindemith ( Israel PO), Debussy
(Santa Cecila Orch), and Beethoven's last 3 piano concertos
(VPO/Zimerman).

The Orpheus CD appears in the
Barbican on 29 April ( afternoon); Radu Lupu plays Mozart's
K453.

Philips Bitstream CDs
In the early days of stereo LPs, manufacturers invented banners like
'Living Presence' (Mercury), 'Living Stereo' (RCA), 360°Sound'
(American Columbia), to gain an edge over competitors Now it looks
as if similar claims for technical superiority are to be implied in

cp

packaging. The new Sony Classical CDs carry a 'high definition sound'
tag, which producer David Mottle). explains indicates the adoption of
Sony 20- bit recording machines and digital mixing consoles
'combining the best features of analogue sound with all the advantages
of the digital process . . This new High Definition Sound has greater
realism, warmth, spaciousness and fidelity to the original sound
source in a word . . more musical and natural:

Similar claims are made by Philips, but they are releasing this month
theirfirst classical CD to involve Bitstream Conversion technology —
Mitsukollchida's Mailings recording of Debussy 'sEtudes. A Philips

available DCS900 unit has shown, Philips believe 'an enormous
improvement' over current converters, with 'astonishing results too,
on older analogue material PolyGram engineers are now developing
their own high resolution converter, which will give advantages over
the DCS900, and which can be expanded to multitrack recordings
'Bitstream Conversion' may well become apromotional tool besides
with identifying logo. The claims are that afar greater ( I28x or 256x)
sampling rate generates a more accurate representation of the original
music waveforms; these are reduced to the standard CD sampling rate
by digital decimation filters 'Overall result is improved phase
linearity, low distortion, better realization of the stereo width, depth,
and height, with a response analagous to the original music, resulting
in hours offatigueless listening pleasure'Buta HFN/RIt comparison

confidential listing shows 10 forthcoming releases (solo instrument,
voice, orchestral and choral), remastered analogue tapes, and the
proposed Mercury 'Living Presence' re-releases which all involve high

between Zoltan Kocsis's recent Debussy recital and Uchida's (same
producer/balance engineer) merely showed that different venues and
instruments were offar greater significance Here, the Hamburg piano
sound was distinctly preferable, and lam sure that audiophiles would

resolution DCS conversion. The A/D conversion, via the commercially

have no convictions at all as to which used Bitstream!
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A Eh R • Audiolab • Ariston • Audio Technica •

Bring along your own
CD's or Records
and hear what
you've been missing!
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761 Our best selling " small"
speaker
762 Ideal upgrade for the budget
system
763 Value for money floor
standing speaker
764 Extended bass plus " Super
Elipse" tweeter
765 Top of Range — twin LF
units for extra power
handling

,

.1ç
Ii
/j. I 781 Superb built quality and
accuracy of sound
1
.I 782 Twin driver version with real
j
wood veneers

1
.
).
¡, 1
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Plus the superb Cyrus range of electronics
Plus the " Signature" Cyrus 2and PSX combination.

THREE GREAT SYSTEMS
Linn Axis+
Linn LP12 Blk
TURNTABLE Dual 505
Mk 3.

AMP

Akito

Cyrus 1

SPEAKERS

K9

Cyrus 2

Mission 761

Cyrus 781

£489

£1059

Akito + K9

Cyrus 2 + PSX
Cyrus 782

£1719

• Revox •

Where to find us
pIN STOCK I
MARANTZ
' CD50 SE e
CD60 SE
1

•'sox • pooAxuex • uipper • nooiciAeH • &mimeo • qua • ecul3 • pea euouea • Sn/A3 • neeip

Are you getting the best from your CD's and records? We
invite you to come along and listen in comfortable friendly
surroundings to your own personal favourites on any of our
impressive array of equipment. Not only do we stock ' state
of the art' equipment but also cater for those with more
modest budgets. Our staff are knowledgeable, helpful and
are always ready to help you in your selection of
equipment. Why not call Richard, Graham, James or Chris
for an appointment and you will be assured of awarm
welcome.

AT

Il WLIEDfl
RD
DATASOUND
NOW

FULL RANGE OF MISSION
ELECTRONICS ( INC. TUNER!) AND
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FOR
AUDITION IN OUR LISTENING ROOM

I

'„
WE ARE AGENTS FOR:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY• AIWA•
ARU ARCAM • ARISTON U B+W
• CAMBRIDGE U CELEF
CELESTION • DENON • DUAL•
HECO • JPW• KENWOOD
MARANTZU MISSION•
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
ONKYOU PANASONIC U PROAC
• QED
ROTELU SANSUI
SENNHEISER u SONYU TANNOY
TARGET U TECHNICS

•

LARGE RANGE OF POPULAR COMPACT
DISCS AT ONLY f9.99
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF POPULAR AND CLASSICAL CDS
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • UP TO £ 1000 INSTANT CREDIT
ACCEPTED
( SUBJECT TO STATUS)

* 23 SOUTH ST, DORKING
(0306) 882897

27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-863 0938

NOW OPEN MON — SAT

* 31 SADLERS WALK
CHICHESTER,
SUSSEX
(0243) 533963

British
Dealers
Association

Mission •
8

Musical Fidelity • Nagaoka

(Hi Fi Accessories &
Compact Discs Only)
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RECORD
CLASSICA
90

CPE BACH
Cello Concerto in A ( Ilaimos it. Davis)

JS BACH
tr. Suite,. BEN 1066-69 ( Koopman )
8- Oboe Concertos MIN> 1053 55 59
(COE Boyd
21 -• Lute Suites ( Ishin I
8- Goldberg Variations ( Jurett
93
88
88
93
90

88
88
88
88
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
90
90
90
824
90
90
90
91

BARTOK
Piano Concerto 2( Basto Eschenbach)
BEETHOVEN
Violin Sonatas Op.30 I3 ( Menuhin )
BENJAMIN
Amara ( Benjamin )
BIZET
Jeux d'enfants ( Wordswotth )
BOCCHERLNI
Cello Concert() in B- flat ( Haimovitz
Davis
BOULEZ
Derive Memoriale ( Benjamin)
BRITTEN
Les Illuminations. etc (Johnson (;(,, ver)
CHOPIN
Preludes Op.28 ( Pogorelich I
DAVIES
Cdlo Concerto. etc ( Conway Davies)
DEBUSSY
Petite Suite. etc ( Tortelier )
String Quartet ( Borodin Qt )
String Quartet ( Emerson Qt )
DOWLAND
The English Orpheus ( Kirkby Roo(es)
DURAS
Piano music ( Fingerhut
DVORAIC
Wind Serenade. etc ( Davies I
GULL:W.1.NT
Sonatas t & S. etc (Ennis)
HANDEL
Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( Nlalcolm)
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JOIN THE CROWD
Join the crowd now going to Doug Brady
HiFi. An increasing number of people are
discovering that at Doug Brady HiFi you
can listen in comfort to a very wide range
of products from the inexpensive to the
esoteric.
The staff are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select
what is right for your system and your

budget.
Most of this month's most highly recommended products are to be found in our
London and Warrington stores, together
with all of the other leading brands and Vie
friendliest service around. Liverpool
Branch holds a good range too and can
obtain non- stock items from nearby Warrington with a day's notice.

Doug Bula,dy HFFti
Studios,
Kingssvay North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
11925) 828009.
Open six days.
Fax: 0925 82577.3

401 Smilhdown Road,
Liverpool L15 .311,
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesdays.

Kingsway

DELTEC PDM
Connect the excellent Deltec ROM Bit

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 91-18.
(01) 379 4010.

•

Stream to the digital output of your CD
Player and stand back in amazement
It could save you thousands . . .

Open seven days.

Fax: 01-497 9205

Contact us for ademonstration

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
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There is little point in spending thousands on your dream system if the
acoustics of your listening room aren't up to the same high standards.

TURN YOUR ROOM INTO A TRUE

PAUL GREEN HI-FI LIMITED
SPECIAL BARGAINS• FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
Denon DCD 1520
f549 NOW £389
Sony CDP 338 ES
f599 NOW £419
Marantz CD94/2 £895 NOW £629
Linn LK1 power amp
f NOW £ 199
Musical Fidelity Pre 38-140X
NOW £499
Revox B160 tuner
f667 NOW £529
Musical Fidelity Ti Tuner
£299 NOW £ 199
Musical Fidelity Digilog
£399 NOW f249
Yamaha TX500 tuner £ 149 NOW £99
Yamaha TX900 tuner £249 NOW £ 179

Many other bargains, please phone

C

0225-316197 Tues-Sat

Superb Charlotte Drawer-Chest for
480 compact discs!
£415 • £ 40 Delivery in UK. In Teak, Pine
or Mahogany Veneer ( extra for Oak,
Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross- dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available (£495)

AUDIOPHILE LISTENING ROOM
WITH OUR UNIQUE
COMPUTERISED ROOM ANALYSIS SERVICE

_ •

Special Offer

HEAR YOUR SYSTEM'S FULL POTENTIAL FOR THE FIRST TIME

but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard

Our Computerised Postal Consultancy, ( no home visits needed), can provide a
detailed report on the acoustic qualities of your room, with recommendations

ALSO AVAILABLE IN GEORGIAN STYLE PLEASE ENQUIRE

on how to obtain optimum performance without sacrificing decor. For full
details send A4 ( 326mm x230mm) SAE ( 45p stamp) to:—

For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442

3, Queen Elizabeth Way. BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside. DN18 6AJ.
Proprietor:- R.E.Burns. B.Sc.(Eng), M.Sc, C.Eng.. M R Ae S.

Yamaha CDX810 CD £299 NOW £199
Yamaha KX400 cas/deck
£199 NOW £ 139
Yamaha KX800 cas/deck
£329 NOW £ 199
Technics SLP555 CD f299 NOW £219
Technics SLP777 CD £349 NOW £269
Technics SLP999 CD £449 NOW £349
Technics SLP333 CD f249 NOW £ 179
Technics SLP202 CD £ 159 NOW £129
Technics RST80 cass deck
£399 NOW £249
Teac V670 c/deck
£249 NOW £ 169

Sires 20.‘" wide.

32" high, is - Deep

please send 3

111 ,FI NE% & RFC(

14p stamps ,
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JS BACH: Suites, BWV 1066-69
Amsterdam Baroque Orch/Koopman
BMG/DHM RD 77864 ( 2CDs, 78mm 59s)
Koopman's internationally sourced Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra gives us awonderfully pointed and delicate First Suite ( follows
Suite 3, Disc 1), in which the frequently
exposed oboe lines of Ku Ebbinge and
Michel Henry are particularly effective.
Ebbinge in particular seems to have mastered the musical resource of the two-keyed
oboe better than any of his rivals; it all
sounds so well under control and so positively timed.
In the famous Second Suite, a string
quartet with double bass, and Koopman's
own calculated harpsichord continuo
accompany the sweet traverso of Wilbert
Hazelzet — who has given us a wonderful
Musical Offering and Suite 2 with Musica
Antique
In. Hazelzet's tuning and sense of
line stand him in good stead in the faster
movements and sections, whilst in the
slower ones it is his sense of highlight
through timing that gives his reading special
character; the Polonaise is particularly
delightful.
In the larger-scaled Suites 3 and 4 my
feeling is that the various excellent parts of
the ensembles somehow just fail to add up
to a convincing and coherent whole; such
things as tuning, timing and engineering
balance — as well as distribution — are
variable. Nevertheless one of the best sets of
these works to have, others being AAM/
Hogwood ( good in the large Suites) and, in
its own odd way, the diversely- treated M.AK.
[13:1*/21
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Oboe Concertos
BWV1055, BWV1059
COEIDouglas Boyd (ob/dir)
DG 429 225-2 ( 45m 56s)

BWV1053o

The above heading must seem very surprising, but it does open up the oboe repertoire.
Douglas Boyd's justification for using the
keyboard concerto in E BWV1053 as an
oboe concerto in F ( it is doubtful if any of

the harpsichord concertos were originally
for harpsichord) is based on the fact that
Bach used two of these movements, in
transposed keys, in church cantatas. The
keyboard concerto 13WV1055 is played on
the oboe d'amore. The suggestion of this
instrument as the original goes back to
Tovey. BWV1059 is the number given to an
incomplete fragment of akeyboard concerto
identical to the commencement of the
Sinfonia to Cantate No.35: this is thought to
be the first movement of the oboe work. The
finale comes from the opening of part ( ii) of
the same cantata. Add to this Joshua Rifkin's
premise that the sinfonia to Cantata 156 is
really the middle movement and we have
yet another oboe concerto.
The result of all this study is aset of three
pleasing baroque- style concertos of
eminently listenable quality. Oddly enough
the hybrid BWV1059 makes perhaps the
most convincing oboe concerto. There is a
bitter-sweet element to the music ( key is
D-minor) which is much enhanced by the
oboe timbre. Rifkin's slow movement turns
out to be a varied version of that of the
keyboard concerto BWV1056.
Douglas Boyd and the strings of the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe respond to
one another with feeling — perhaps the little
melodic swells ( BWV1053 starts with just
such a whim) are indulgent, but the basso
continuo is admirably firm, especially in the
A major BWV1055 where the oboe d'amore
charms the ear so much that the languidness
of the Larghetto can be forgiven. IA:1]
Antony Hodgson

sermon rather than what Wilfrid Mellers
somewhat quaintly termed ' the Dance of
God' fits these delightful Suites but ill.
The sombre style of the performances
overflows into arather dark- hewn recording
which seems to minimize the natural brightness of the guitar, together with its enthralling dying resonances — perhaps in some
strange attempt to `enluten' it ( my word).
I'm quite convinced it's all very sincere, but
the results are not to my personal taste.
[B/C:21
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Goldberg Variations
Keith Jarrett (bpd)
ECM 1395 ( 41m 01s) ( Pinnacle) also LP
Following his extremely interesting pianoforte account of Book 1of 'the 48', which,
whilst aiming to give some kind of uninterpreted `Urtexe impression, nevertheless is
full of subtle touches of voice- leading and
lyrical flexibility, Keith Jarrett has turned to
a new reproduction two- manual harpsichord upon which to record the Goldberg
Variations.
In the 17th and 18th-centuries they reckoned that it required about four or five years'
careful study to master harpsichord playing,
and a further two or three to develop
adequacy on the clavichord. For all his
obvious talent, Keith Jarrett still sounds like
apianist throughout this recording; there is
too little subtlety of attack, and this is the
more regrettable when we consider the very
positive aspects of his earlier piano reading
of the Preludes and Fugues which derived
directly from his pianistic sensitivity. The
uncluttered style of his interpretation of the
Variations is hardly enriched by a very
uncolourful style of harpsichord tone which
seems to be the most important thing about
his 1988 ' Italian/German style' Japanese
instrument.
The result, despite what seems to be good
and very honest recording, is therefore a
little dull; one traces the performer's sincere
affection for the music, one admires his
technical dexterity, but the music calls for
something rather more personal — for the

JS BACH: Complete Lute Suites,
BWV1006a & 995-997
Sharon Isbin (gtr)
Virgin VC 790 7172 ( 78m 45s)
Despite considerable enthusiasm expressed
by Rosalyn Tureck for the edition and the
performance heard here, Ifound this guitar
account of Bach's Lute Suites rather disappointing. First, the playing is somehow too
inhibited and careful; it's all rather slow; and
the feeling that we are hearing a worthy

REGER: A Romantic Suite, Op.125
Four Symphonic Poems after }Rocklin,
Op.128
Berlin RSO/Albrecht
Schwann 311 011 ( 56m 28s)
Yet another outstanding Reger release, well
on a par with Járvi's recent Chandos issue
(which is certainly saying something!); and
if anything the coupling here makes more
sense too.
Both works date from 1912-13 when
Reger was director of the court orchestra at
Meiningen and at the peak of his conducting
career. So busy was his schedule that many
of his best ideas came to him as he travelled
overnight by train from one engagement to
the next — according to the composer the
Romantic Suite was conceived in just this
way. During this period Reger was also
beginning to write music of an unashamedly
programmatic nature and the pieces
recorded here are prime examples. Thus, in
the Romantic Suite, Reger found his inspiration in three poems by Eichendorff, and its
sensuous outer movements ( which reveal at
times the influence of Debussy) enclose the
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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delightfully capricious Scherzo, full of whimsical fantasy and scored with the utmost
luminosity. It is gorgeously played by the
Berlin RSO under the ever-sympathetic Gerd
Albrecht.
Similarly, the four Böcklin tone-poems are
based on paintings by the Swiss artist Arnold
Bticklin, and again Reger's knowledge of
recent events in French music is evident,
especially in ( ii) which is entitled ' Ile Play
of the Waves' — echoes there of 'Jeux de
vagues' from La Mer. The finest is
undoubtedly ( i) with its ecstatic writing for
solo violin ( the admirable leader of the
Berlin orchestra surely ought to have been
named on the sleeve), whilst ( iii) provides
an intriguing alternative to Rachmaninov's
'Isle of the Dead' ( the same picture inspired
both pieces). The performance here is every
bit as good as the Concertgebouwjârvi, and
the recording is the best Ihave yet heard
from Schwann; only in the Romantic Suite
do Ifeel that the balance is a touch closer
than ideal, though this is a tiny reservation.
Anyone who enjoys Korngold, Schreker and
the like, will love this. IAM*:11
Andrew Achenbach

Max Reger ( painting by Franz Ntilken, 1913)
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sort of treatment which Keith Jarrett has
already shown that he can give to Bach.
[A:2]
Stephen DatV
BEETHOVEN: Violin sonata in A, Op.30:1
D in G, Op. 30:3
Yehudi Menuhin ( vIn)/Jeremy Menuhin
(pno)
EMI CDC 749 8172 ( 41m 40s)
As with Szigeti's late recordings, for some
the technical frailties of Menuhin the violinist will rule out these 1988 Abbey Road
readings. ( And only 42m?) Executive and
intonation problems — the tricky Allegretto
variations finale of Op.30:1 is fallible here —
must be weighed against less concrete qualities: knowledge, wisdom. And Menuhin
does sound very comfortable here with
Jeremy Menuhin ( alert, articulate); with
Kempff, in the DG ' Beethoven Edition' the
partnership seemed more reserved — contrast Menuhin's more assertive attack at the
beginning of the G major finale. On similar
lines of argument, Iwould prefer to hear this
new disc to the dubious partnership of
Grumiaux and Arrau, who completed two
Beethoven IN for Philips. Even where
Menuhin's tone and rhythms are edgy, there
is an unmistakeable underlying serenity and
long experience.
The recorded sound is unremarkable,
even agreeable in its tendency to pastel
opacity — preferable to the KempfUMenuhin
both in dynamics and placement ( the D(;
has the violinist set very much to the right).
[AM] I'll leave the performance rating.
Christopher Breunig
BENJAMIN: Antara/BOULEZ: Derive E
Memoriale/HARVEY: Song Offerings
Penelope Walmsley-Clark (sop)/Sebastian
Bell ('170/London Sinfonietta/Benjamin
Nimbus NI 5167 (49m 50s)
George Benjamin's Antara was first performed in April 1987, but the recording is of
amore recent version, first heard in London
last year. It explores flute colours and
sonorities against avery wide range of tonal
and percussive backgrounds ( also much
silence) in a way that seems to hover
between contemplation and rapid interreaction. The music alternates primitive
flute tones and anvils particularly effectively,
and the brass and two electronic keyboards
are most imaginatively used. Perhaps it
really is just alittle too fragmentary in effect
at the start.
'Me two short Boulez pieces come from
1984 and 1972 respectively; the latter is a
kind of ' In Memoriam Igor Stravinsky'. After
his pupil Benjamin's work, Boulez's essentially melodic and textural style seems, if no
'easier' for anon- specialist listener, at least a
little more conventional. Jonathan Harvey's
Song Offerings inhabit and set forth a
mystical sound- world of strong personality
and rare distinction, and may actually be the
'best' music here. It is all very well played
indeed, and most sensitively recorded.
There ought to be special prizes and
money for firms who issue such persuasive
recordings of such fascinating music, and
we, as a public, should respond by rewarding the composers and the company with
plentiful sales. There's nothing really noisy
or frightening here for any collector with a
mind that's open enough to enjoy a little
pop, jazz, or plainsong with his or her
Beethoven and Tchaikovs4, and there is
some lovely playing and singing. [A*:1*1
Stephen Daw
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BRITTEN: Les Illuminations E Nocturne
E Sinfonietta, Op.!
Anthony Rolfe Johnson ( ten)/London
Mozart Players/Glover
ASV CD DCA 682 (66m 51s) also LP/MC
Sandwiched between its two more illustrious companions on this issue, Britten's
youthful Sinfonietta once again offers us the
opportunity to marvel anew at such precocious musicality. Completed in 1932, when
Britten was still an RCM student, the score
bears a dedication to his teacher Frank
Bridge, whose English pastoral idiom can be
discerned in the central Andante lento. This
leads, by way of avery Sibelian link-passage,
straight into the bustling Tarantella finale, all
the material in both movements having
evolved from ( i)'s opening paragraph. A
miraculously concise and inventive achievement for an 18-year-old, and alertly performed here.
In the song-cycles Anthony Rolfe Johnson's honeyed tone makes for the most
sheerly beautiful performances of either
work Ihave heard. At the same time there's
no lack of drama or power — try the
Wordsworth setting, with its menacing timpani obbligato in the Nocturne, or 'Villes'
and ' Parade' from Les Illuminations, both
properly extravert. Jane Glover provides
straightforward, polished accompaniments,
though the climax of the Nocturne's final
Sonnet has not the intensity of the recent
Hill/Hickox ( Virgin), let alone the classic
Pears/Britten version on Decca. In fact, my
only real concern is the slightly backward
balance given to the admirable I.MP soloists
in the later cycle ( the horn's wonderful
animal imitations in ' Midnight's bell' sound
too timid here), and the marginally forward
balance given to the singer throughout. That
apart, this spacious Culverhouse production
makes aline impact. Full texts are provided.
1A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
CHOPIN: Preludes, Op.28
¡vo Pogorelich (pno)
DG 429 227-2 (45m 12s) also LP/MC
After a three-year absence from recording,
Iv° Pogorelich returns to Chopin for this
Hamburg production of the 24 Preludes.
(Unlike Argerich, he excludes those in
C-sharp- minor Op.45, and A-flat Op. posth.
The immediate impression is of a wilfully
individual account, calculated in nuance,
and with the dramatic contrasts heightened

by tempi either much slower, or faster than
the norm. In, for example, the A- minor the
prolonged rests and very extended sustaining pedal at the transition into the G major
make the actual timing long, although the
pulse never becomes static. Pogorelich is
very much the ' interventionist' interpreter,
and his extraordinarily complete technique
is much to the fore — yet the Largo
(C-minor) is poetic and melancholic, whilst
the Moderato (F major) has a quizzical
counterbalancing playfulness. Hugh Canning
(not this pianist's greatest admirer!) finds
the final low- register chords of 24 ` Bartokian' in their stark percussive manner.
Indeed, Pogorelich's whole aesthetic is one
of severity. The DG sound is close: some of
the strenuous Preludes result in an overlay
of noisy breathing, disturbing on headphones; there are also some studio creaks in
(2 ). 1A:1(*)]
With certain Preludes taken at seemingly
near impossible speeds (cg the I) major)
Pogorelich's articulation is never compromised, and he produces a fabulously controlled sound. His Chopin might be likened to
Pletnev's, yet where his motivations for
eccentric musical decisions remains concealed by complex personality layers,
Pogorelich's strategies seem perfectly easy
to follow.
Other pianists' tempi have varied considerably in this set, and the following timing
examples compare Martha Argerich, Claudio
Arrau, Iv° Pogorelich, and Alfred Cortot
(1929).
No.
2
4
5
6
13
14
21
23

Arg.
2m 09s
1m Is
30s
1m 46s
2m 45s
29s
1m 34s
44s

A
Im 47s
2m 08s
2m Ois
2m 31s
-ils
27s
2m 19s
2m 46s
3m I-is
4m 56s
49s
25s
2m 10s
3m 00s
60s
45s
Christopher

2m 06s
Im 54s
33s
I
m 50s
2m 4Is
29s
1m 35s
-Ils
Rreunig

MAXWELL DAVIES: Cello Concerto
(1988) El Oboe Concerto ( 1987)
William Conway ( vIc)/Robin Miller ( ob)/
Scottish CO/Davies
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP CD 9085 ( 61m
19s) also MC
The two works recorded here are the first in
aseries of ten 'Strathclyde Concertos', commissioned by Strathclyde Regional Council
together with the SCO ( Davies is the orches-

CLASSICAL
tra's Associate Conductor/Composer); a
third concerto, for horn and trumpet, has
recently been premiered in Glasgow by
these same forces.
In the last few years Davies has become
increasingly preoccupied with a fruitful
examination of the classical virtues as exemplified by Mozart and Haydn, both in his
choice of repertoire as a conductor and in
his own compositions, and any such virtues
that can be discerned are rather more in
evidence in the Oboe Concerto; by comparison, its partner on this release sounds the
flabbier of the two ( I recall his Violin
Concerto had asimilar tendency to sprawl).
That said, the writing for both soloists is
consistently grateful and rewarding — the
increasingly florid cadenza in ( i) of the Oboe
Concerto is a veritable tour de force and
serves to show how relatively uncompelling
the rest of the movement actually is — and
the same work's central Adagio does
undoubtedly distill a powerful atmosphere,
especially in its coda. The Cello Concerto
too has its moments: again Iwould cite the
concise coda to ( i) as a highlight ( Davies
seems to be better at rounding things off
satisfactorily than sustaining interest during
the course of each movement), and, for all
the obvious Scottish influence in the Finale,
the darkly lyrical world the music inhabits
suggests more Northerly climes than
Orkney.
Both concertos receive beautiful performances under the composer's baton, and Bob
Auger's excellent balance ( City Hall, Glasgow) shows everything off in the best
possible light. [A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
DEBUSSY: Petite Suite D Children's Corner/RAVEL: Le Tombeau de Couperin
Valses nobles et sentimentales
Ulster Orch/Tortelier
Chandos CHAN 8756 ( 64m 09s) also MC
Having made its reputation recording
unusual British repertoire ( with outstanding
success), first under Bryden Thomson and
latterly Vernon Handley, the Ulster Orchestra has now embarked on aseries of French
music with its recently appointed new
principal conductor Yan Pascal Tortelier, of
which the present release is one of the first
examples. As Colin Fleming's ravishing flute
playing in ' En Bateau' from the Petite Suite
readily shows, they are capable of producing
the most seductive sounds in this kind of
fare; indeed the performances of both
Debussy works yield nothing in terms of
beauty and idiomatic feeling to the distinguished Martinon EMI versions from the
mid-' 70s. What's more, they have the advantage of a wonderfully sumptuous and
expertly balanced Chandos recording, so
typical of this company's work in the Ulster
Hall. Ican't help feeling, though, that Chandos have missed a trick in their choice of
couplings. Instead of giving us more
Debussy rarities, they have opted for the
more conventional Ravel items — though
they too receive fluent and stylish readings.
One trusts that the spirit of commitment and
enterprise which has been the hallmark of
this orchestra on record will not disappear
entirely in this latest venture: the delights of
Lekeu, Magnard and the like await discovery!
IA* : 11
Andrew Achenbach
DEBUSSY: String Quartet/RAVEL: String
Quartet
Bomdin Qt
Virgin Classics VC 791 0772 ( 55m 31s)
also MC
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Emerson Qt
DG 427 320-2 ( 53m 02s)
Staggering playing from the Borodins — in
terms of tonal beauty and refinement I
cannot imagine anything finer; would that
the performances themselves had given me
as much pleasure. Throughout the whole of
their disc I found myself constantly frustrated by the self-conscious artistry they
display — all too often their mannered way
with both pieces betrays a lack of true
involvement and spontaneity. The Ravel,
especially, falls victim to this oddly narcissistic approach, its opening movement full of
irritating, attention-seeking touches — and,
ravishing though ( iii) sounds, it really is too
slow. Debussy's Quartet comes off the better
of the two, but even here the Borodins don't
hesitate to disrupt the flow for their own
devices. In the end, despite a pleasingly
refined recording, it's all too much: the
actual music doesn't stand a chance.
Technically the Emerson Quartet are
hardly less dazzling than their Soviet rivais,
and they are accorded a much closer,
though admirably clear balance. Whilst
there's much to enjoy in their unexaggerated readings ( with absolutely none of the
interpretative quirks which mar the Borodins' dise), Ialso can't help feeling there's
something a little too streamlined and efficient about this playing — comparing the
Emerson's all-purpose view with that of the
more characterful, equally polished Quartetto Italiano on a mid-priced Philips CD,
one finds an altogether higher level of
passion and involvement in the latter. What's
more, their 1965 recording in no way
reveals its age, and it would be to them, or
the cooler, slightly more detached Melos
Quartet ( DG), that Iwould turn in preference to both these newcomers. Emersons
[A:1/2], Borodins [A:21. Andrew Achenbach
DOWLAND: The English Orpheus
Kirkby/Rooley
Virgin Classics VC 790 7682 ( 57m 39s)
In the excellent notes accompanying this
release in Virgin's authentic performances
series, 'Verjus', Rooley describes Dowland's
entire output of lute songs as 'constant, pure
refined craftsmanship'. Bold superlatives
indeed, but true, and no less applicable to
the sensitive musicality and perfect technique of the performers themselves.
The choice of programme is both
academically informed in its careful balance
of pieces from Dowland's three ' Bookes of
Songs or Ayres' displaying the different
moods of his life, and directed by an obvious
fondness for his work. Their profound
understanding of his style reaches from the
melancholy anguish found in ' Isaw my lady
weep' to ` Now cease, my wandering eyes',
full of light and bubbling enthusiasm.
The title 'The English Orpheus' was one
given to Dowland during his own lifetime
and alluded to myths about how Orpheus
could tame even wild animals with the
power of his music — perhaps the opposite of
rock concerts today? While such imagery
was more rife in the 16th-century then
today, listening to arecording like this could
persuade you that it might have been true.
Emma Kirkby is superb, her tone at once
pure and golden, fine and warm, shaping
each fascinating phrase to its perfect end. As
for the lutenist's part, Anthony Rooley
shapes Dowland's music with all the
decorum of an Elizabethan courtier, with at
least as much skill. Acoustically, too, Icould

not ask for more: the sound is neither hollow
nor muffling. Delightful, mellow and professional. [A*:1]
Helena Stoward
DUKAS: Variations, Interlude and Finale
on a theme by Rameau D Prélude
élégiaque E: La plainte, au loin, du
faune... I: Piano Sonata in eI»
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8765 ( 75m 45s) also MC
An absorbing release which allows us to hear
all of Paul Dukas's piano music on one
generously-filled CD in powerful, authoritative performances. Of course the main item
here is the huge Sonata, first heard in 1901,
which occupies acommanding place in the
piano repertory. Some three-quarters of an
hour long, it has atruly symphonie breadth
and contains music of real vision, especially
in the sublime slow movement. This follows
the restless chromaticism of ( i) with its
echoes of the big- boned piano writing one
finds in César Franck, and is succeeded by an
explosive Scherzo, whose Trio makes an
effective foil with its spare, lean textures.
Only the Finale tends to sprawl rather more
than is ideal, though the very Lisztian
apotheosis certainly makes for a rousing
conclusion. Margaret Fingerhut plays it all
with an imperious technique and displays
tremendous involvement throughout — a
magnificent achievement, in fact. The
remaining pieces are equally well served
here; both the inventive set of Variations and
its more withdrawn, exploratory companions are genuinely imaginative, and provide
further evidence of Dukas's considerable,
subtle talents. Warm, natural sound — better
focused than some piano recordings 1have
heard from this label. A strong recommendation. (A:11
Andrew Achenbach
DVORAK (arr. Davies): Bagatelles Op.47/
DVORAK: Serenade in d D Bagatelles
Bonn Beethovenhalle Orch/Davies
KochSchwann 311 116 ( 63m 52s)
Dennis Russell Davies, formerly conductor
of the St Paul CO, made his arrangement of
the Bagatelles for that orchestra. It is a
faithful translation and could well have the
effect, as he hopes, of bringing the music to a
wider audience than the original string trio
and harmonium version is likely to do. For
good measure he has appended a performance of the original for comparison purposes, played by himself and three string
players from the orchestra. It is a lovely
work, pure lyric Dvorak, and can bear the
repetition — the two versions are separated
by an attractive performance of the Wind
Serenade. The Orchestra of the Beethovenhalle Bonn, originally the Koblenz
Orchestra, has attracted many distinguished
conductors in the past, including Richard
Strauss, Reger, Hindemith, Pfitzner, and Kleiber, but does not appear to have recorded
much. Under Davies, who is now their
conductor, it shows itself as a welldisciplined body, and it would be interesting
to hear it in something weightier. The sound
is fresh and nicely focused, though those
with perfect pitch may be disturbed that that
of the chamber version of the Bagatelles is
lower than the pitch of the orchestral
version. This is because of the natural pitch
of the harmonium. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
GUILMANT: Sonatas 1 & 5 D Scherzo
Symphonique CI Marche sur un thème
de Haendel D Grand Choeur
89

challenge of recreating this magnificent
group of works: one of Handel's most
astonishing achievements is to have written
twelve such richly varied, spirited and affectThe new four- manual Rieger organ built at St
ing masterpieces between the end of
Marylebone Parish Church lives up to its
September and the end of October of 1739.
reputation on this new recording, which
That degree of inspiration and technical
heralds a new series of organ recordings
prowess has over the years brought out the
from EMI. This instrument has been used by
best in performers on records, from Boyd
Catherine Ennis for a programme of music
Ned onwards.
by the French composer Alexandre GuilASV brought out their version on three
mant ( 1837-1911). The main attractions on
very well engineered digital LPs in celebrathe disc are the first and fifth Sonatas, and
tion of George Malcolm's 70th birthday; on
these are coupled with the Scherzo symphoCD the sound is even more impressive, with
nique from L'Organiste practique Vol.9,
well-focused string tone throughout arealisOp.56 ( and not as stated on the CD), the
tically broad dynamic range, and with the
Marche sur un thème de Haendel Op.15 and
concertino group enjoying just the right
the Grand Choeur Op.18.
degree of prominence against the quite large
This recording will come as a welcome
ripieno string ensemble. The harpsichord
treat to the older generation of organists
continuo is unobtrusively imaginative, the
who have seen Guilmant go out of style in
performances neat and perceptive, with due
their lifetime. The younger addicts of French
weight and dignity in the solemn moveorgan music may not be acquainted with
ments, and sensible tempos almost throughmuch of this composer's output, but the
out ( Ido feel that Dr Malcolm miscalculates
music is of good quality, as are the organ and
with the Musette of 6; his Larghetto is very
the playing. The Introduction from the first
slow indeed). The string playing is good and
Sonata Op.42 features the solo reeds which
trustworthy, though hardly of the virtuoso
cap full organ without shouting or standing
class of the best of the alternative versions.
away from the ensemble. The second moveWith discreet ornamentation and eloquent
ment (Pastorale) is really very pretty
phrasing, these are thoroughly recommendindeed. The Voix humaine is a wonderful
able performances. [
A:1(2)]
stop and the whole movement is made
The virtues of 1Musici have been so often
rather special by Ennis's rubato, carefully
sung that one tends to take them for granted.
applied at the end of each phrase of the
But there is nothing routine about their
lingering flute solos.
response to Handel's invention. If the first,
Ennis's ability to drive the music forward
and predominant impression is of their rich
is, perhaps, the most exciting feature of this
textures and warm, velvety tone, there is no
recording; much of the music is in astrong,
lack of dramtic accentuation when it is
dynamic vein and her response to it is
called for — indeed there is an almost
full-blooded and tremendously exciting, parstrident touch to the launching of 5 in D.
ticularly in the last movement of the First
Their ornamentation is quite adventurous,
Sonata and the first of the Fifth Sonata. This
recording is strongly recommended and I with occasional saucy touches, such as the
setting of equal quavers against dotted notes
eagerly await Ennis's second venture on this
in some of the repeats in the Menuet of the
superb instrument, although the location
same work ( which is also subject to more
must have been adifficult one: the rumble of
generous repeats than Handel asked for).
the traffic outside is discernible if listening
Harpsichord, imaginatively realized, is occalevels are high in the slow movements.
sionally replaced by organ continuo, which
(A/A*:11
William McVicker
helps make this amore polychrome set than
most ( though in none of these three verHANDEL: Concerti Grossi Op.6
sions are the later- added oboe parts
Northern Sinfonia/Malcolm
included). I have enjoyed these readings
ASV CD DCS 303 (3CDs, 169m 24s) ®
greatly, but Ido not think IMusici would be
1987
my first, let alone my only, choice. The
recording is suave and well balanced, quite
I Musici
closely detailed. [
A:1]
Philips 422 370-2 ( 3CDs, 171m 17s)
The least familiar ensemble of the three is
Guildhall String Ens/Salter
the Guildhall String Ensemble, directed by
RCA Victor RD 87895 (44m 24s), 87907
its leader Robert Salter, and with Paul
(60m 23s) & 87921 ( 56m 08s)
Nicholson providing tactful if somewhat
remote harpsichord support. These are
Until now, Handel's Twelve Grand Concerlively, alert accounts, with at times almost
tos in 7Parts, Op.6 ( as the first edition was
spiky solo violin work — crisp, pointed and
entitled ) have been very well, if rather thinly
distinctive. There are occasional touches of
represented in the CD catalogue: by lona
untidiness in the tuttis, the occasional sign of
Brown's excellent 1985 set with ASM, Harenthusiasm not completely held in check —
noncourt's idiosyncratic and fussy interbut the exuberant music- making, the
pretations on Teldec, and Pinnock's much
response to Handel's quicksilver changes of
more admirable period instrument performmood and texture, are very attractive. The
ances on Archiv. Like George Malcolm's set,
recording is fresh and lively, if somewhat
this appeared first on I.P — Pinnock's recordthin-toned. [
A/B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
ing of Op.6 is now on three separate CDs
HAYDN: Symphonies 78 & 102
and in a 6CD compendium of Handel
Orpheus CO
orchestral music. The recordings under
DG 429 216-2 (45m 47s)
review use modern rather than period
instruments, the RCA issue offering what for
Professional, direct performances by an
many purchasers may be the advantage of
separate packaging, in consecutive groups of
orchestra of obvious skill. Where Haydn
makes witty contrasts — as in the finale of 78
four works, on three CDs.
with its fragments thrown from instrument
Let me say at once that all three of these
to instrument, or in the contrasting ideas of
recordings can be confidently recomthe same work's minuet — there is a
mended. They comfortably pass the main
tendency to use the chamber musicians'
test, in that they rise splendidly to the
Catherine Ennis (mg)
EMI CDC 749 6742 (72m 24s)
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habit of 'leaning into' each new theme.
There is no doubt that the two works are
treated differently. The lighthearted
moments of 78 are underlined but 102 is
given agrander scale. The later work sounds
suitably like Beethoven in its first movement
and, although rather inexpressive, the slow
movement moves forward with purpose.
The rock-steady minuet begins in just the
right solid style, but the late entries at each
section of the trio irritate alittle. Given that
the balance is consistent and well-managed,
and that the dramatic moments such as the
drum crescendo and the surprise ending in
(i) are well done, it may seem ungrateful to
describe this as a plain, honest reading
rather than agreat one; but for all its general
'rightness' only occasionally does the music
sweep the listener along with it — although
the bold first tutti of ( iv) is such amoment.
The woodwind seem alittle backward in 78
but in 102 they make sufficient impact.
Two decent performances decently
recorded but with no impression of revealing interpretation — perhaps a conductor
would have helped. [
A:2] Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: Symphonies 85, 86 8c 87
OAE/Kuijken
Virgin Classics VC 790 8442 ( 78m 31s)
This, the second instalment of the 'Paris'
Symphonies by these artists, is much superior to the first. Iwas only able to recommend
84 from the previous disc with any enthusiasm and Ifound 82 underpowered — the
distant timpani balance being partly the
problem. In 86 these instruments are much
more audible, although the engineers still
seem hesitant to focus on them really
positively. Kuijken applies lilting rhythms to
this work — one of the most difficult to bring
off — and his flowing view of the Largo is full
of delightful phrasing. The minuet is surprisingly light and swift, and the finale is
dashing.
Even more positive is Kuijken's view of
No.85 and particularly noteworthy is the
sense of stature given to the first movement.
Kiujken takes the Vivace as broadly as Ihave
heard, and observes both repeats. The resultant 12-minute movement gives a powerful
effect, and is all the more exciting because
the violins have space to articulate their
rushing scales clearly. A firm Romance is
followed by a light minuet where Kuijken
phrases the trio with humour, and the finale
has transparent clarity and sparkling playing.
The conductor does not follow the usual
breathless view of the opening of No.87, but
this is poised music-making and the harpsichord adds its colour at the most effective
of moments. The fine minuet with its crossaccents is enhanced by a firm bass, but I
cannot understand why the two upbeat
notes before the trio should have been
omitted. I liked the way in which the
repeated second half gave asubconsciously
'penultimate' feeling.
Apart from a few moments when harpsichord could have been more present, this
bright recording charms the ear. No.85 is
the star performance, but all three are
admirable. IA:1*/1]
Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: Cello Concerto in C/CPE BACH:
Cello Concerto in A/BOCCHERINI: Cello
Concerto in B
Matt Haimovitz (v1c)/ECO/Davis
DG 429 219-2 (66m 12s)
A good showpiece for an obviously talented
cellist whose name is new to me. The most
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striking feature is the soloist's great weight
of tone. The slighter of Haydn's cello concerti is made to seem larger in scale and the
breadth of the opening movement benefits
from the conductor's firm control. There are
many points where it can be too easy for
orchestras to push forward on entry, but
Andrew Davis never permits it. Maurice
Gendron's excellent cadenzas are used in
the first two movements. For confident
virtuosity the finale captures the ear the
most firmly.
The CPE Bach was recorded recently by
Bylsma and Leonhardt for Virgin Classics in a
version virtually identical in tempo but with
alittle more sparkle and lilt to the orchestral
rhythms ( also at alower pitch because of the
period instruments). Once again those few
bars which ought to be restored at the last
ritornello in the finale are omitted, but I
suppose one should not really complain
about musicians playing the score verbatim.
Ihad thought that the dear old Boccherini/Grützmacher had gone out of fashion in
these days of authenticity. This hefty 19thcentury arrangement of three assorted
movements makes an odd companion. The
sound is unbelievably thick, the horn writing
so low at the start that those instruments
sound like euphoniums. Haimovitz plays the
work romantically, and though Icannot find
much sympathy for the music his approach
is actually suitable for this friendly hybrid.
The glowing recording places the cello in
a startlingly forward perspective. This is
acceptable in the Boccherini, but really very
overpowering in the other two works;
nevertheless, the soloist's magnificent tone
is done justice. [B:1/21
Antony Hodgson

recorded Decca coupling instead. Refined,
almost plushy sound here. IA:2]
Andrew Acbenbacb
MARTUCCI: Symphony 1 D Novelletta D
Notturno 0 Tarantella
Pbilharrnoniald'Avalos
ASV CD DCA 675 ( 60m 24s) also LP/MC
MARTUCCI: Symphony 2 17 Andante in
RI, D Colore Orientale
Pbilbarmoniald'Avalos
ASV CD DCA 689 ( 65m 42s) also LP/MC

HINDEMITH: Symphonic Metamorphoses on Themes by Weber D Neues vom
Tage Overture El Mathis der Maler Symphony
Bamberg SO/Rickenbacber
Virgin Classics VC 791 0862 ( 56m 45s)
also MC

Alert, neat and efficient though the playing
of the Bamberg orchestra undoubtedly is, it
simply doesn't do full justice to Hindemith's
marvellous, cumbersomely titled romp.
Time and again Ifound myself wishing these
HAYDN: String Quartets Op.74: 1-3
performers would show just a little more
Endellion Qt
sense of enjoyment and sheer fun — it all
Virgin Classics VC 791 0972 ( 71m 27s)
sounds rather too straitlaced for my liking.
also MC
For example, in the opening Allegro there
isn't enough swagger to their playing ( a
Lucid internal balance is anotable feature of
curiously reticent brass section both here
this recording of the last three of the six
and elsewhere is aconstant drawback), and
quartets which Haydn brought with him to
much the same goes for the jazzy fugal
England on his second journey. Led by the
writing in ( ii) which sounds far too polite —
strong, expressive violin of Andrew WatIcinlisten to Blomstedt's San Francisco SO on
son, there is a sense of eagerness in the
Decca, or, better still, the old CBS Cleveland/
playing throughout. Occasionally, rushing,
Szell to find out how it should be done. The
busy passages urge forward amere hair but
rarely to the detriment of the architecture. If orchestra's greatest asset is their attractively
Isay the finale of 1 is a trace breathless, I dark-hued woodwind which sound most
beguiling in ( iii), and naturally they revel in
intend only to imply that it throws an
Hindemith's bubbling textures in the outer
element of excitement into the music. Much
movements. But, come the final March,
the same is true of the hunting finale to 3 —
stiffness creeps in once more and any feeling
'Der Reiter' — although here, first-violin
of real exhilaration remains absent.
predominates slightly.
I'm afraid that this Mathis, too, strikes me
Urgency ( not necessarily at great speed)
is the essence of much of the playing as being far from ideal. Again, the Bambergers play very stylishly for Karl Anton
throughout, and one begins to understand
Rickenbacher, with admirably disciplined
how unified are these musicians in their
strings — excellent in their fiendishly difforthright approach. Slow movements are
ficult, high-lying ostinati in ( i) — responsive
approached calmly but with an inner
strength, and in minuet movements there is woodwind and tidy ( if still underpowered)
brass. But this is acool, objective reading of
an easy-going lilt.
Hindemith's masterpiece — there's none of
On the other hand, this ensemble somethe passion which Blomstedt, for one, genertimes makes unnecessary response to the
ates so compellingly ( the visionary climax of
arrival of double bars. For example the trio
of 2 begins in avery indeterminate manner, (i) goes for very little on the new disc) and
and most repeats in many movements are never a hint of the spirituality one finds in
given some sort of slight stress. After atime abundance on the radiant Boston SO/
this becomes ahabit that the listener begins Steinberg account, recently reissued by DG.
to expect. I could not help recalling the And surely those ecstatic brass 'Alleluias' at
contrasting unfussy straightforwardness of the symphony's close ( one of the great
the Alban Berg Quartet, whose performance moments in 20th-century music) should
of 3is for me one of the shining examples of carry more emotional thrust than they do
Haydn quartet playing. The Endellion brings here? So, despite the incentive of asprightly
character, but occasionally one is over- performance of the rather droll overture as a
fill-up, this is not an issue Ican confidently
aware of its application. [A:2]
Antony Hodgson recommend — try Blomstedt's superbly
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It was Hyperion who alerted us to the
existence of Guiseppi Martucci ( 18561909) with their recording of his song-cycle
La Canzone dei Ricordi coupled with the
haunting Notturno. Now ASV have really
gone to town and recorded no less than four
discs of his orchestral music ( of which these
are the first two instalments); so, in the face
of such enterprise, Ionly wish Icould be
more enthusiastic about the two big symphonies we are presented with here.
Although Martucci's ability to sustain longer
forms is not in doubt ( Brahms, whose spirit
looms large in both works, would surely
have admired the composer's handling of his
basic material), it is the actual quality of this
material which still remains stubbornly
unmemorable, even after anumber of hearings. Thankfully there are moments when
Martucci does allow himself to relax sufficiently to reveal a more smiling countenance: the Scherzo of 1 — so obviously
modelled on its counterpart in Brahms 2but
none the worse for that — is delectable, and I
also warmed to the Mendelssohnian bustle
in the Finale of 2. Otherwise, I'm afraid the
rather unrelenting dourness of so much in
both works tells in the end. Even so, there
will be many who will react more positively
than Ihave, and Ifancy that anyone who
enjoys the symphonies of composers such as
Bruch and Goldmark, or, closer to home,
Stanford, will find much to reward them.
However, as the fillers readily demonstrate, Martucci was aminiaturist of no mean
skill, and some of the examples here are real
charmers. For instance, the indelible little
march in Colore Orientale is scored with a
piquancy worthy of Massenet, and the capricious Novelletta is equally captivating. But it
is the Notturno which makes the strongest
impression of all: it has a quiet, almost
Elgarian nobility which I find deeply
touching, and the Philharmonia under Francesco d'Avalos perform it with the utmost
tenderness. In fact, all the music on these
two discs is decently played, and Brian
Culverhouse's bold, slightly close recording
is reasonably satisfying, if not one of his best
efforts ( tuttis are apt to coarsen somewhat).
Both [A/B:11.
Andreu ,Achenbach
MENDELSSOHN: Octet El String Quintet,
Op.18
Hausmusik
EMI CDC 749 9582 (63m 27s)
An engaging first recording by the periodinstrument group, led by Monica Huggett,
Hausmusik. A severe-sounding name, and an
impression of severity prevailed as Ilistened
to the beginning of the Octet. ( A Klempererlike approach!) Perhaps the York University
concert-hall acoustic darkens the string textures — although the sequential entries in
Mendelssohn's finale are marvellously clear
and without the glisten of modern strings.
And the fairy scherzo has an entrancing
lightness. In ( i) the tough vigour of the
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CLASSICAL
Hausmusik exposition turns to a haunting
and revelatory section as the high flames of
the development die down and, briefly, one
senses vulnerability and pathos.
Where the second ASM Ens. recording of
the Octet [ Philips] has the later String
Quintet in B-flat as coupling, Hausmusik play
the A major composed at the time of the
Octet. It was reworked in 1823 with a new
Intermezzo ( conceived as an adagio ) both as
a memorial tribute to his teacher Rietz, and
in recognition of the friendship of the
violinist Baillot; it replaced the original
minuet. The scherzo, transferred to ( iii),
builds rather as the Octet finale, whilst
breathing a more sobering air than that of
the Octet. The Andante sostenuto (ii) is an
expansive, almost rhapsodic movement
indebted to Beethoven's slow movements;
the extra viola ( an instrument the composer
played capably) intensifies the hues to
effect. (A:! */1J.
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: Serenade, K320 ' Posthorn' CI 2
Marches, IC335
Salzburg Mozarteum Camerata
Academica/Vegh
Philips 422 413-2 ( 53m 56s)

MOZART: Mass in c, K139 El Benedictus
sit Deus, K117
SoloistsICologne Kammerchor/Collegium
Cartusianum/Neumann
EMI CDC 749 8832 ( 47m 12s)
This is the Mass now generally thought to
have been written for the dedication of the
Benedictine Orphanage Church on the
Rennweg in Vienna on 7th December 1768.
For this imperial occasion the young Mozart
also wrote an Offertory and a Trumpet
Concerto, both since lost. The association of
the Offertory used here has had scholarly
backing in the past but was more probably
intended for the ' Domenicus' Mass of the
following year ( anew recording of which is
sorely needed, incidentally). Here the Offertory is interpolated into the Mass between
the Credo and Sanctus, as it would be in
church. Nominally in C-minor, the Mass is in
fact predominantly in the major, as might he
expected in acelebratory work. Skilfully laid
out, rich in interest, it is the fruit of the
influence of Hasse and other masters of late
Baroque church music. This performance
uses comparatively small forces — the
Orphanage could probably have mustered a
choir of 33 though they would have been
boys. Whether it would have had an orchestra of nearly 40 players is questionable. In
general the Collegium Cartusianum's contemporary instruments make an attractive
contribution, and Peter Neumann's direction has pace and spring, but the brass in the
Crucifixus sound like achoir of kazoos and
the organ has a bronchial wheeze in its
lower pipes. The lively chorus blends in
nicely with the scale of the perforance, but
there are no 'big' solo voices; the soprano,
Barbara Schlick, has achance to show off her
talents to advantage in the second movement of the Offertorium but succeeds
through sweetness rather than power. The
balance throughout is extremely good and
the sound bright and clear. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett

This, with the ' Haffner', is the most ambitious of Mozart's orchestral serenades, incorporating a two- movement concertante for
wind instruments, and featuring apiccolo in
the first trio of the second minuet, and the
posthorn solo in the second which gives the
work its nickname.
Leading the woodwind soloists in this
recording are the redoubtable trio of
Nicolet, Holliger and Thunemann, with the
gifted Jonathan Williams on first horn and
Gottfried Menth the elegant posthorn
soloist. As aperformance it is conventional,
meaning that it does not aspire to authenticity, and on its terms is an extremely satisfying one in the Boskovsky tradition. Sandor
Vegh, violinist turned conductor, has a firm
grip on the work, and the crisp opening
March with its col legno string passages is a
OFFENBACH: Les Contes d'Hoffmann
good indication of what to expect of the
Dom ingo/Gruberova/Schmidt/Bacqu ier'
rest. The sound, brave, bright and clear,
Morris/Diaz/Gambill/Eder/Ludwig/Radio
matches the quality of the playing admirably.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett France Ch/Orch National de France/Ozawa
DG 427 682-2 ( 2CDs, 137m 39s) ( also
MOZART: Sonata for Piano and Violin in
2MCs, 2LPs)
D, IC306 0 in El,,IC302 I: in C, K296 El in
F, K377
Questions of attribution in Hoffmann's tangFrank Peter Zimmermann ( vin)/Alexander
led history dwindle into insignificance when
Lonquich (pno)
you come to consider the theatrical merits
EMI CDC 749 7122 ( 70m 40s)
of the divergent recordings. Only one of
them comes to life as a performance; that's
'Volume 2' is apleasing touch on the label,
Bonynge's on Decca from 1972, and he
for we could do with a complete series of discarded many of the recitatives in favour
the violin sonatas in modern digital sound,
of spoken dialogue. Since then, Fritz Oeser
and this first issue is highly promising. If among others has established the authenticFrank Peter Zimmermann lacks the ripeness
ity of those recitatives, provided by Offenof Szeryng and Grumiaux in their more or bach for the Gaîté- Lyrique Theatre, with
less complete CD sets, with Haebler and
dialogue as an alternative for the Opéra
Klien respectively, he is finely attuned to his Comique. Yet do we really want to hear
partner Alexander Lonquich, and they give
them like this? Ozawa has done good work
poised and eloquent accounts of these four with the French National Orchestra — bright,
works from Mozart's early to mid- 20s. With
keen violins and fine phrasing from the
careful, natural-sounding balance between oboist — but much of it is squandered in
the two instruments, and alert response to fragmented fits and starts, and since the
each other as well as to the varying demands
'international' syndrome has spread to the
of the music, these readings bode well for smallest roles, you notice undiomatic singthe continuing series. Though there is no ing ( an unnaturally nasal Malmberg as Herhint of romantic over-statement here, Zimmann, Harald Stamm's bland Crespel, to
mermann and Longquich properly make choose at random) in parts where keen
much of the Andante sostenuto of the diction and intonatation ought to be enough.
C-major work, to take a striking instance.
This is, at every point, studio opera with
The recording is unemphatically forward in none of the ocasional insights of Ozawa's
a pleasingly intimate acoustic. [A:1]
much- maligned Carmen. That, at least, had
Peter Branscombe clean sound and some presence to lend a
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whiff of greasepaint; DG engineers, faced
with the same acoustics, add reverberation
and balance the voices most synthetically, so
that the two trios in the Antonia act,
potential high-spots here, assault the ear
unpleasantly. Domingo is caught as unsympathetically as he was on the recent Tannhauser; perhaps the strain implies an
altogether more world-weary Hoffmann
chez Luther than the fresh- voiced ardour on
the Decca set, but Idon't really hear his
pertinent remarks on the rake's progress
brought out in the characterization. That
would make good sense of having the
Guilietta act last, but Bonynge is right again:
the Crespel characters rise to the greatest
musical heights. Every decision taken thereafter on Decca seems to be preferable to the
Oeser score, or what Ozawa makes of it.
Lady-loves and villains fare badly. Antonia's aria finds Gruberova at her most arch,
all intrusive portamenti, bottled notes and
slightly suspect intonation; her doll song is
careful, straining at Ozawa's slowish tempo.
Bacquier as Coppelius pours character into
his ocular number, though the voice is
certainly heading for veteran league. Even
so, I'd rather have heard him once again as
all four malign influences. Schmidt's cipher
Lindorf wouldn't say boo to a goose, and
Morris sounds less than his firm, Wotanish
self as the devil incarnate. Diaz, a velvety
Dapertutto, promises the most engaging
singing on the set until he reaches those
diamond-cut top notes; obviously the tessitura doesn't suit. There is aNicklaussc who
wouldn't serve in any production over here,
Ludwig's cameo seems like an indulgence,
and Senechal, of all character-tenors, doesn't
play up to any of the jokes in Franz's aria ( no
sound-effects to help him, either). I'm certainly hooked on the Sutherland/Domingo
Decca Hoffmann, and have been since
teenage acquaintanceship — which is probably why Oeser's MS orchestrations sound
so odd to me here — but I can't see any
valuable points, not even perverse ones,
being made on this DG set. [B/C:2/3]
David Nice
PONCHIELLI: La gioconda
Marton/BudallGjevang/Lamberti/M i
Ines/
Ramey/Hungarian State Theatre Ch & Orch/
Patanè
CBS CD 44556 (3CDs, 164m)
If one heard a performance of Ponchielli's
lurid melodrama as full-throated and lusty as
this in aprovincial Italian theatre, or even at
the Budapest opera house — whence the
recording derives — one could be well
pleased. The voices are uniformly big and
brash, entirely appropriate in scale, and
Patanè was always a dab hand at this
repertoire: the ' Dance of the Hours' is
deliciously light-fingered and witty.
With one exception, though — Samuel
Ramey's firm- voiced, saturnine Alvise — this
cast is not the one Iwould return to for
repeated listening. La gioconda has fared
very well on disc in the LP era: Callas
recorded it twice, early in her career for
Cetra, in 1959 for EMI with acast including
the young Fiorenza Cossotto as Laura and
Piero Cappucilli as the murderous spy Barnaba, and there have been versions showcasing the Giocondas of Cerquetti,
Tebaldi and, most recently, Caballé.
Marton, for all her trumpet- tone, is not in
her league: her Italian is thickly accented
and she tends to jack her voice up to
climaxes rather than soaring liquidly aloft.
She is also, understandably, less responsive
93

to the street-singer's volatile changes of
mood — listen to Callas changing from warm
devotion to her mother to revulsion for the
advances of the spy Barnaba — than most of
her rivals.
If her supporting cast were more than
competent there might be something to be
said for this issue: Milnes's Barnaba is reliable, but now nasal in his delivery; Buttes
thick, very Osthlok tone suggests none of
the passionate Laura's secret yearnings: she's
certainly no match for Cossotto ( EMI),
Horne, or Baltsa ( both Decca). Anne
Gjevang's youthful Nordic blondness of tone
is entirely out of place as Gioconda's blind
old mother — who makes these weird casting
decisions? — and Giorgio Lamberti's Enzo is
crude and provincial, no replacement for
Domingo who was scheduled for this
recording. 'Me chorus is poor, and recorded
as if in an entirely different location from the
soloists, but the late Giuseppe Patanè
inspires the orchestra. Callas ( EMI ) is inimitable, but Gardelli's would be my preferred
recording if Decca were to reissue it on CD.
Hugh Canning
POULENC: Piano Concerto D Concert
champêtre El Organ Concerto
Jean-Bernard Pommier (pno)/Maggie Cole
(hpd)IG illian Weir ( org)/City of London
SinflHickox
Virgin Classics VC 790 7992 (69m 3Is)
also MC
Ihad forgotten just how delightful Poulenc's
frothy Piano Concerto actually is. On one
level it can be appreciated as a musical
divertissement of the utmost sophistication,
brimming over with his inimitable brand of
frivolity — the uproarious Rondo Finale is a
case in point; and yet there are also
moments when humour is promptly
banished — as in the strange middle section
of ( i) with its static chordal writing and
solemn brass. This latest performance is
certainly enjoyable, though Ican imagine a
more uninhibited accompaniment than the
one Hickox supplies here; and, admirably as
Pommier plays, he hasn't quite the sparkle
and flair of Ortiz ( EMI ) or Duchable ( Erato).
If anything, the Concert champêtre is even
more contrasted in mood, by turns stately
and racy, an apparently accurate reflection
of Wanda Landowska's skittish personality,
whose commission it was. Maggie Cole is the
stylish soloist, and her fellow performers
enthusiastically join in the fun. The harpsichord/orchestra balance in this work is as
well judged here as it probably ever can be,
though Poulenc's pungent scoring would
benefit from a slightly less resonant soundpicture than the one obtained by the
Keener/Clements team working in Henry
Wood Hall.
With the Organ Concerto comes achange

in venue, namely the Royal Festival Hall, and
anoticeably crisper aural image, well suited
to what is abold, vigorous account — listen
to the way Hickox's strings launch into their
strongly rhythmic passages, and how splendidly hieratic the mystical opening and
closing bars sound. Gillian Weir's predictably distinguished contribution has been
excellently captured by the engineers, as has
the superb playing of the timpanist Janos
Keszei. Despite minor reservations, then, an
attractive issue. 1A:11
Andrew Achenhach
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2 in e
Philharmonia/Sanderling
Teldec 246 008-2 (67m 23s) also I.P/MC
Anyone with a copy of Sanderling's much
prized DG recording with the Leningrad
Philharmonic will wonder if this Teldec
production surpasses it other than by presenting the symphony in modern sound. It
certainly does that: the orchestra is beautifully balanced, and one can readily imagine
oneself standing some twenty feet from the
front desks in the St Barnabas, Mitcham
setting. In essentials the interpretation is
unchanged: speeds are slow, and steadfastly
maintained; the clarinet is not spotlit in the
Adagio; the finale is subdued compared with
other more highly-charged accounts.
The Philharmonia remains, as in its early
vintage years, adaptable. But it doesn't
match the volatile energies of Sanderling's
old orchestra ( he worked with Mravinsky in
the ' 50s), and the unique Leningrad palette
was perfect for Rachmaninov. Yet I have
listened to Sanderling's seamless and evolving reading several times already; Ilike its
unsensational, dignified progress. Perhaps
one should not recommend it above the
Previn/EMI or Ashkenazy/Decca, for some
will find it too emotionally understated — too
lacking in excitement. The real snag is that
Sanderling still opts for acut text.[A/A*:1]
Christopher Breunig
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3 in d,
Op.30/BARTOK: Piano Concerto 2
Tzimon Barto (pno)/LPOIEschenbach
EMI CDC 749 8612 (77m 37s)

This most curious performance of Rachmininov's Third Concerto, with its elaborate
show of difference and idiosyncrasy, leaves
an ill-focused and de-vitalized impression.
The predominantly elegaic rather than hectoring manner, while initially refreshing,
becomes perversely understated with terms
such as veloce or più vivo an excuse to sink
gratefully into the shadows rather than relish
an opportunity for pianistic glory or opulence. The scherzando of ( ii) could hardly
be described as poco più mosso and the lead
into ( iii) is balletic and light-fingered, the
very reverse of Rachmaninov's intention. In
(iii), the concluding Vivacissimo is distended, with the heaviest of ritenutos drastically reducing the impact of one of Rachmaninov's most glowing and magisterial
ideas. So, despite a more energetic view of
the first- movement cadenza ( the more pulverizing of the two), an unusual choice of
the più vivo ossia in ( ii), and the rapid
quaver octave alternative in the photo-finish
of ( iii) ( Vasar)- is the only other pianist on
record to opt for this), there is too little to
recommend.
Bartok's Second Concerto, a substantial
filler indeed, is altogether more convincing.
z. And although Harto hardly plays with the
deftness and idiomatic authority of Geza
A;
S Anda on his legendary DG recording, both

9-i

he and Eschenbach are often fearless in their
joint exploration of the widest dynamic
extremes, notably in ( ii). They set acracking
pace for ( iii), and in the accompanied
cadenza Harto gives us much of the athletic
stamina and charisma so lacking in his limp,
if intermittently attractive, Rachmaninov.
The recording is dramatically successful in
the Bartok, though Bart° is backwardly
balanced in the Rachmaninov. Eschenbach's
claim, repeated once more on EMI's liner
notes, that Barto's virtuosity is 'among the
most profound Ihave ever heard in my life'
remains acritical curio. Rachmaninov [ C:3],
Bartok [
B:21.
Bryce Morrison
ROSSINI: Stabat Mater
Field ( sop)/Jones ( m-sop)/Davies ( ten)/
Earle ( bass)ILS Ch/City of London Sinfonia/
LS Ch/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 8780 ( 59m 10s) also
1.P/MC
'I'he background to Rossini's Stabat Mater is
quite complex; having resisted composing
such awork at the request of one Don Varela
in 1831, he relented but completed only six
of the planned twelve movements, due to an
attack of lumbago. His former pupil, Tadolini, completed the work. Upon the death of
Don Varela, the publisher Aulagnier made a
successful bid for the manuscript. After a
lengthy legal battle, Rossini managed to
prevent publication in its original form —
presumably for fear of 'I'adolini's involvement becoming known. After considerable
further pressure from the publishers, Rossini
completed the remaining four sections in
1841 and allowed publication. The work
caused a sensation, partly because of the
tunefulness of the music, but also because it
is so overtly operatic — the music was
considered incongruous with the words,
particularly the jovial ' I
Mary's] weeping
heart, full of anguish, a sword has pierced'
( ' Cujus animan') which is sung with great
panache by Arthur Davies, who produces a
fine, sustained top D- flat in the cadenza.
Helen Field is outstanding, and there are
some scintillating moments in ' Inflammatus
et accensus' and in the duet ' Quis est homo',
where she is joined by Della Jones, whose
rich mezzo voice works well with Field's.
This is awork in which the singers can really
let go of their voices; Roderick Earle, who
possesses an enormous bass voice, certainly
does, although Iwish he was placed another
foot back from the microphones, as the
result is not always desirable. All the soloists
are pushed well into the foreground and this
tends to cut out some of the orchestral
sound, particularly the repeated string figure
in ' Cujus animam'. The chorus sing well
here, although they have a tendency to
sharpness in the unaccompanied chorus and
bass recitative ' Eia mater'. Once again,
Hickox has produced a vibrant recording,
full of exciting moments. [
A:1]
William McVicker
SAINT-SAENS: Carnival of the Animals/
BIZET: Jeux d'enfants/RAVEL: Ma Mère
rOye (complete ballet)
LSO/Wordsworth
IMP PCD 932 (62m 54s)
After a distinctly unpromising, lumbering
start, this Carnival (recorded in the original
chamber version) proceeds enjoyably on its
course. High-spots include Julian Jacobson
and Nigel Hutchinson's coruscating 'Wild
Assess' and wickedly funny ' Pianists', and
Andrew Marriner's cuckoo in ( ix). However,
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Ihave heard more tender accounts of The
Swan' than this one — the cellist on the
Philips Pittsburgh SO/Previn version ( Anne
Martindale Williams) comes close to the
ideal with her pure tone and unaffected
restraint. Like that issue this IMP release also
has the complete Mother Goose ballet as a
coupling; but in all honesty it cannot be said
that Barry Wordsworth manages to conjure
up the sense of enchantment which pervades Ravel's marvellous score, well though
the LS() play for him (John Boyden's otherwise admirable Abbey Road production does
rather lack atmosphere). No, in both these
works Previn is preferable ( surely his finest
achievement in Pittsburgh). feux d'enfants
is offered as abonus on this new budget CD:
again, well performed but not really memorable — ( iv) drags somewhat, and in the Finale
the ISO's -response has less sparkle than, say,
Haitink's Concertgebouw, or even the
ancient OSR/Ansermet ( reissued on an irresistible Decca ' Weekend' CD together with
the inimitable Richardson/ISO/Sargent Peter
and the Wolf). [
A:1/2] Andrew Ac•henbach
SCHUBERT: Octet
Gaudier This
ASV CD DCA 694 (64m 09s) also LP/MC
This is the first of planned recordings by the
Gaudier Ensemble: principals from the COE
and ECO. Theirs is avery unhurried reading,
consistently slower than in the Kremer- led
version — even in the last movement which,
for some, bars recommendation for the
Lockenhaus/DG. But where Kremer and
friends — in their more string-dominated,
gruff- edged recording — are nervy, probing
the meaning, the Gaudier Ens. take a more
'Viennese' and relaxed view. In the Andante
with variations ( iv) the players bask in the
sweetness of the writing with a carefree
expansiveness in their phrasing. In ( vii) the
Andante molto is just a scudding of black
clouds, analagous to Beethoven's Sixth, and
the way these summer revellers shake themselves off and trudge off home ( Allegro) is
wonderfully characterized; other groups,
like the Nash on Virigin, see the preface as
darker, more fateful in implications — none
more so than the I.ockenhaus, with the
violins' tremolandi glassy as icicles. ( 1must
say I liked the,. 'formality' and aristocratic
mien of the earlier, 1981 DG recording of
Schubert's Octet by the Vienna Chamber
Ensemble — well worth transferring to CD.)
In this ASV recording the wind, horn and
string-bass voices are given equal prominence with the string quartet; the Kentish
Town church production ( Roy Emerson/
Martin Haskell) presents a rather strange
acoustic effect: instruments have their correct timbres but the stereo image is foreshortened, and thereby subdued, with a
blanketed rather than sparkling open quality.
To be acquired for the artistry in ensemble playing, the musicianly blending of
voices each with a positive individuality.
[A/B:11
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9
Hanover Band/Goodman
Nimbus NI 5222 (61m 16s)
The ' Great C major' here benefits much from
the use of original instruments in combination with the spacious acoustic of All Saints.
Tooting. The most memorable moments are
in the finale: rarely have I heard such
beautiful blending of the woodwind, nor
such expressive phrasing in the second
subject — there is areal sense of magic here.
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEVl
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A thin cello sound, after the extended pause
following the climax to the slow movement,
is the only exception to the entire suitability
of the instrumentation, and authenticity
extends to the correction of some common
misreadings in the score, although
Schubert's known revisions ( including the
removal of the four bars from the Scherzo)
are accepted, so the pattern is close to that
of the familiar score. Every repeat is
observed. Occasionally, however, the
influences of late 19th- century style
obtrude: the horn introduction swells and
fades romantically, the full-orchestra statement at the end of the movement slows
unconvincingly for the last few bars, the
Andante con moto shifts tempo often
enough to spoil the proud springing surge
which should enliven it. and, after a bouncing Scherzo, it is very deflating to hear the
conductor indulge in the thread- bare old
habit of slowing the trio section.
The recording presents warmly beautiful
woodwind and exciting horns, but the trumpets and trombones frequently over- impose
whilst the timpani are generally unclear. Ido
not feel that the fullest advantage has been
taken of one of the best acoustics currently
in use, but my main disappointment is with
the illogical contrast between the careful
musicology regarding text and instrumentation and the indulgent approach to tempo.
Those anachronistic shifts of speed in the
inner movements are particularly disturbing.
IS/C:3]
Antony Hodgson
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 11 'The
Year 1905'
Helsinki Philharmonic/ne Priest
Delos CD 3080 (68m 17s) ( Pinnacle)
For listeners in this country, James De
Priest's Shostakovich will be something of a
bolt from the blue. Everything you need to
bring the problematic, public-statement
Eleventh to life is here. We smell every slight
change in the chill, stagnant air of Palace
Square, hauntingly inflected — the harp
arpeggios, creeping woodwind and numbed
strings' coming up for breath. There is
purpose, for once, as the composer sucks
dry the third of his popular songs. '0 thou,
our Tsar', in the second movement — none of
Semyon Bychkov's indulgences along the
road, and none of his clipped way with the
last burst of revolutionary activity: De
Priest's finale is certainly jackbooted, but it
has weight and carries terror with it, too.
The recording is amodel of natural perspective — atmospheric to match the playing
whenever the camera pans across the static
scene, but sensitive to each new stroke of
instrumental colour that Shostakovich introduces against the chilly backcloth; no spectacular boosting of the bloodbath climaxes,
either.
Above all, De Priest bears out in performance his commitment to the symphony as a
testament to suffering and hope. It's difficult
to rebuff that, just as it's unfair to doubt the
integrity of the composer's intentions —
according to Testimony he was dealing with
contemporary themes, not just that first
uprising of 1905. But isn't it all done better
in the other symphonies? And doesn't Shostakovich's reliance on so many themes
which are not his own — I'm glad to see they
are quoted in the booklet, for some commentators don't even draw our attention to
their origin — diminish the universal value of
the piece? You may disagree, but I'm still not
convinced. If anything could change my
mind, it would certainly be this perform-

ance. One thing is for certain: when De
Priest turns his attention to the Eighth or
Tenth, the foundations are sure to be shaken.
[A*:11
David Nice
SHOSTAKOVICH: (arr. Barshai): Chamber Symphony Op.110a D Symphony for
Strings, Op.118a
COE/Barshai
DG 429 229-2 (48m 33s)
Like the COE/Boyd companion release this
month, this CD offers — in compensation for
short playing time — committed performances of arranged music in excellent sound
(the Berlin Philharmonie chamber music
hall ). But where the JS Bach programme is of
speculative music, these orchestral string
transcriptions from String Quartets 8 and 10
were approved by Shostakovich, as Barshai
explains in the booklet note. He writes of
the Mahler precedent (' Death and the
Maiden' ), and Beethoven recordings by Toscanini [ Klemperer, Weingartnerl and Bernstein. So far as the gramophone listener is
concerned, since he has access to the
originals, the raison d'entendre has to he
that the transcription may expand awareness
of the composer's message. In performances
as concentrated as these, that surely will be
the result. Equally it must be argued that the
richness of sound, the inflation of scale,
work against the essential intimacy of the
medium.
Those comparatively unfamiliar with the
Quartets should find these arrangements
helpful starting points. Shostakovich's use of
motifs, gestures and rhythmic patterns heard
also in the big symphonies 5, 8, 10, can be
related; thereby one might absorb the music
more readily. But only as a step towards
understanding. If you know the originals, all
this CD can do is offer the occasional
pleasure of hearing the COE strings in full
cry. [A:11
Christopher Breu nig
SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto 1 in a,
Op.99 D 2 in c
Op.129
Lydia Mordkovitch ( vin)/SNO/Jarvi
Chandos CHAN 8820 (69m 22s) also
LP/MC
The competition became tougher recently
with the arrival of Perlman's ( live ) EMI disc
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of the First Concerto. Suspect contributions
from the engineers and orchestra let him
down a little however. This is where this
new Chandos recording scores heavily. Jarvi
and the SNO are on top form and are treated
to spacious, ripe sound in the company's
best tradition. You can positively feel the
vastness of the Russian wilderness...
A pupil of David Oistrakh ( who premiered
both works), Lydia Mordkovitch is at home
in the idiom too. While she may not have the
sheer charisma and stage presence of Perlman, her comparative reticence and more a
backward placing do allow us to concentrate
rather more on the overall shape of the
works. Her many half-tones are just as
important to the music as the more traditional ' macho' heroics, particularly in the
fascinating Second Concerto. Its final movement finds the SNO woodwind and brass as
bitingly sarcastic as anything they have yet
mustered for Prokofiev, and Mordkovitch
leaps and swoops between them with a
tangible sense of excitement. Only in the
cadenzas does one miss Perlman's awesome
technical security. Still, alittle human frailty
in Shostakovich is no bad thing. [
A*:1]
Simon Cargill

vich certainly repays being treated as more
than an excuse for melodramatic hysteria;
but one is left wondering whether in particular the Largo should not hurt a little
more. Perhaps it would pay to make the
music sound a little more desperate.
The Prokofiev, however, is completely
convincing. What anice change it is to hear
someone taking the trouble to bring out the
composer's architecture rather than simply
go for transient effects.
At just over 21
/ m the Shostakovich Mod2
erato, here receiving its first recording, is
little more than acuriosity. [
A/B:11
Simon Cargill
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 O Valse Triste
and Scene with Cranes (Kuolema) O
Night Ride and Sunrise
Finnish Radio SO/Saraste
RCA RD 87919 ( 66m 42s)

SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Sonata El Moderato/PROKOFIEV: Cello Sonata
Lynn Harrell ( vIc)/Vladimir Ashkenazi ,
(pno)
Decca 421 772-2 (50m 50s)

It's high time that the other 'Peldca stepped
into the limelight for a while, and all the
more credit to him for surviving so harsh a
follow- spot from the RCA recording.
Although most of Jukka-Pekka Saraste's work
in this country now revolves around the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, it was with a
clear-headed Sibelius Fifth that he first came
to my attention ( RPO, Barbican), and his
Second commands respect in its strenuous
clarity and refreshing leanness — no looking
back over the shoulder to Tchaikovsky here.
Running the gauntlet of a Culverhouse
'special' — heart in the right place as ever,
but taking Sibelian acerbity to extremes —
Saraste actually manages to negotiate atmosphere for his Finnish players at several
crucial points: the return of the melancholy,
stalking theme in the slow movement chills
the blood, with feathery spiccato from cellos; and what agulf there is between the big,
confident tune of the finale and the abyss
beneath, its silent stream winding its way
very steadily indeed towards torrents. Climaxes, however harsh the recording tries to
make them, are tempered by clean textures
and, although it's dificult to gauge whether
this is the true sound of the Finnish Radio
Symphony Orchestra as you would hear it in
sympathetic surroundings, the distinctive
tones of first trumpet, bassoon and oboe
would be hard to mistake.
Since Saraste tends to turn sharp corners, I
wondered if this would bode well for the
later symphonies. Shadows around the Scene
with Cranes, and a magically fluent Night
Ride and Sunrise, noisy start apart, suggest
that this team can conjure half- lights when it
suits. Valse Triste is weighty indeed, more
than a mere hectic flush at its hysterical
heart, though this time the dry, close sound
is beginning to interfere. Ionly hope successors from this source are treated with care.
[Symphonies I & 5 have already appeared:
RD 87765 & 87822 — Mus Ed] [ B/(C): l/1*]
David Nice
STANLEY: 6 Concertos Op.2
Parley of Instruments/Goodman
Hyperion CDA 6683 (58m 13s)

Surprisingly restrained, even classical readings from two artists one might have
expected to let rip in repertoire like this.
The recording, with its rather anonymous
acoustic and nondescript piano treble,
reflects, indeed slightly exaggerates, this
approach. Yet it has its merits. Beside the
Technicolor drama of Edlina and Turovsky
on Chandos, Harrell and Ashkenazy have a
far greater sense of line and agenuine feeling
for the underlying structure. The Shostako-

This Opus is published in various editions
which give alternative scoring. Roy Goodman elects to play I, 2, 4 and 5 using two
concertante violins and cello against ripieno
strings, with continuo of harpsichord or
organ for each group. Nos. 3and 6 use organ
to play the concertante music, with strings
and harpsichord as ripieno. This seems a
sensible procedure and in the case of 6 the
logic of using organ is underlined since this
work appears also in Stanley's Op.10 as an

SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet 7 in 0,
Op.108 0 8 in c, Op.110 0 9 in E
Op.117
Brodsky Qt
Teldec 244 919-2 (59m 51s)
Shostakovich the purveyor of profound preglasnost melancholy is slowly being
replaced by Shostakovich the perplexing
enigma. Certainly there is something of a
reaction against the heart-on-sleeve interpretations which once seemed obligatory in
this repertoire. But let us not forget the
mental anguish the composer must have
endured.
The Brodsky Quartet typify the modern
trend as well as any. In their hands the
strange, ambivalent Seventh Quartet seems
to look ahead to the composer's deathobsessed final works, while the potentially
more involving and emotional Ninth
emerges curiously distanced. There is
neither deep pathos in the slower music
here nor indeed anguished aggression in the
final Allegro. Everything is much too controlled for that. Playing and recording have a
pristine immaculateness. Only in the searing
lamentations of the famous Eighth Quartet
does one feel that the Brodsky's path of
eschewing emotional involvement leads
them unacceptably astray.
These are not perhaps first choice interpretations; but they do nevertheless have an
integrity of their own. If you are simply
wanting to get to know the works, look no
further. IA:1/21
Simon Cargill
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organ concerto. Goodman, however, retains
the Largo of this B- flat work, which is
omitted from Op.10.
The concertino group is forward and
immediate in this recording. This, and the
rather 'white' tone of the violins does give
the impression that the playing tends to be
loud. The balancing is consistent though,
and the concertante cello in the first Allegro
of 2 emerges with elegant tone set off by
splendid weight from the rest of the band —
the definition of the ripieno double- bass is
admirable.
Stanley's invention is everywhere fascinating, the curiously varied tempo of the third
movement of Op.2:2 — amultiple alternation
of Adagio and Allegro — has few parallels in
the 18th-century. The two works played as
organ concertos make the texture pleasantly
varied. Clearly Goodman is very sensitive to
colour and texture.
The very spacious acoustic has a consistently loud ambient background — perhaps
the organ blower is in part responsible. It
might concern those whose systems boast a
really deep bass response. Occasional extra
rumbles appear and disappear from time to
time. To the recording team's credit
however, these acoustic vagaries are minimised by retaining the atmosphere between
movements. 1A/11:1]
Anton j' Hodgson
TAVERNER: Missa Mater Christi
Christ Church Cathedral Ch/Darlington
Nimbus NI 5218 (70m 27s)
One of the greatest external factors in
moulding early English choral history was
the suppression of the Salisbury plainchant
cycle which had underpinned so much
sacred polyphony until then. But if this made
composers particularly aware of the techniques and forms they could exploit, their
concern for powerful large-scale structures
had been no less vigorous and fruitful in the
early 16th-century.
Taverner ( c.1495-1545) stands at the
peak of this pre- Reformation school, and his
Missa Mater Christi displays both the old, in
its parody ( or reworking) of an older motet,
and the new in his use of frequent imitations
(the same musical motto can be heard at the
beginning of each movement), canons, and
antiphonal dialogue between sections of the
choir. However, he never relaxed his concern for clarity and homogeneity within
these textures, and the challenge to any
choir is to balance this consistency with a
sensitivity for Taverner's various and fascinating musical demands.
With secure intonation and precise diction throughout ( not always so with their
trebles), Christ Church certainly rise to this:
their warm, solid tone well suited to writing
where assurance is vital, whether in full
homophonic writing, multi-part polyphony,
single lines or plainchant. Acoustically. Ifind
the somewhat distanced resonance of Christ
Church Cathedral lacks sparkle, but it does
support this serious but appealing music
well. Similarly, the mass is presented in
suitable plainchant surroundings hut without pretending that this represents an
authentic performance reconstruction.
IA:2]
Helena Stoward
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings/
SUK: Serenade for Strings
Musici de Montreal/Turovsky
Chandos CHAN 8659 (64m IIs) also
I.P/MC
Two of the most glorious pieces in the string
9-
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CLASSICAL
orchestra repertoire, both indifferently performed here. The first thing to be said is that
this Canadian group are not large in number
(string strength is amere 5.4.3.2.1) and the
thin sound they create is not pleasant.
Tuning and ensemble are by no means
perfect; in fact the element of strain in some
of the more stratospheric violin writing, in
the Suk especially, is only too obvious. But it
is not merely the actual playing which is so
unenticing: Turovsky's readings are
curiously lacking in warmth and conviction,
and on the occasions when he does try and
impose some character on the proceedings
— as in Suk ( i) or the Waltz in the
Tchaikovsky — the effect seems fussy and
trivial; indeed the Waltz comes dangerously
close to parody when sentimentalized so.
The Elégie of the Tchaikovsky does not
move one and the Finale is oddly stiff — not
much exhilaration conveyed here. Try Marriner's earlier ASM account or the Philips
ECO/Leppard ( now both on mid-price CD)
for the full breadth and charm of TchaikovsIcy's inspiration. Turovsky's Suk, too, sounds
dreary by the side of Macicerras's recent
Conifer performance or Pesek's handsomely
played ( if rather glassily recorded) Czech
PO version on Supraphon. Beefy, resonant
Chandos sound. A non-starter. [B:31
Andrew Achenbach
TOMKINS: Cathedral Music
St George's Chapel Ch, Windsor Castle/Judd
(mg)/Robinson
Hyperion CDA 66345 (62m 41s)
Thomas Tomkins ( 1572-1656) was
appointed aGentleman of the Chapel Royal
and became one of the organists in 1621,
becoming senior organist in 1623 upon the
death of William Byrd, his teacher. TomIcins
had been appointed Master of the Choir at
Worcester Cathedral in 1596; although
travelling between London and Worcester
must have been atiresome business, and he
relinquished his London activities in or
about 1628 in favour of his duties at
Worcester, where he stayed until the Civil
War interrupted services in 1646.
TomIcins's powers of expression manifest
in his composition technique are quite
remarkable, and many of his madrigals
remain as atestament to skill in this particular area. In the same vein on this recording
are 'Then David mourned' and one of the
most stunning pieces in the composer's
output 'When David heard that Absolom was
slain'. These are given tremendous, controlled performances with great attention to the
'line' in the music. The recording opens with
a bright performance of '0 sing unto the
Lord a new song' with its syncopated antiphonal effects. The six-part Magnificat and
Nunc dimittis from the Third Service contained in Musica Deo Sacra explore the
contrasts of solo and choral ensembles. This
is taken further in 'Glory be to God on high'
which is virtually a verse anthem. The
soloists in the Chapel choir are really very
good and so there are no weak moments.
Amongst the other works on this superb
recording are ' My shepherd is the living
Lord', 'Almighty God, the fountain of all
wisdom' and 'Sing unto God'. The quality of
singing and the clarity of the textures are
exemplary in every respect. [
A*:11
William McVicker
VIVALDI: 11 cimento dell'annonia e
dell'inventione, Op.8 1:1 Concerto for
violin, cello and strings, RV546 CI Concerto for two violins, RV516
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Monica Huggett (uln)/Raglan Baroque
Players/Kraemer (hpdldir)
Virgin Classics VCD 790 8032 (2CDs,
125m 12s) also 2MC
We are certainly not short of recordings of
the Four Seasons, but Monica Huggett does
play all twelve concertos of Op.8 and Virgin
Classics generously add two other concerti
for good measure.
The Raglan Baroque Players use period
(or reproduction) instruments and Nicholas
Kraemer directs from the harpsichord.
Other continuo instruments comprise an
18th-century chamber organ played by
Peter Collins and an archlute played by
Paula Chateauneuf. Some features of these
performances, notably the superbly controlled playing at often amazingly rapid tempi,
are immensely impressive. Ihave no doubt
at all that the very familiarity of the first four
concertos which form the Four Seasons has
led to advanturousness in tempo — the
Presto which ends 'Summer' is amazingly
fast, for example, yet there is no hint of
breathlessness. On the other hand the stillness of the 'sleep' movement in 'Autumn' is
beautifully sustained. Kraemer is excellent at
powerfully stressed rhythm ( the finale of
'Autumn' has surely never been more bucolic). Rhythmic precision in many fast movements is often astonishing, ornamentation is
apt — sometimes bold but always falling
short of over-elaboration.
However, the soloist's huge breadth at
many cadenza- like episodes may not appeal
to everyone. The first shock comes at the
very first solo entry ( just half a minute into
'Spring') and such sudden firm wresting of
tempo from the musical director's control is
not uncommon. The first entry in ' La tempesta di mare' could have been so treated,
but in fact the music drives forward with
unabated fury. The isolated concertante
elements of the finale of Concerto 7 are
strictly rhythmic too ( many soloists are
tempted to relax here). As one might
expect, Kraemer's forthrightness makes ' La
caccia' something of a tour-de-force: again
no trace of slackening for the exposed solos
in the finale. Some of the most sensitive
playing comes in the C major Concerto ( 12)
with its Handelian overtones, where the
continuo instruments sometimes dare to
play cross-rhythms. The two concertante
works are played with relish — Timothy
Mason is cello soloist in RV546 and Elizabeth Wallfisch takes 2nd violin in RV516. I
can't help feeling that the simple scales in
RV546 are rather Lenten fare set against the
glories of the Four Seasons.
The Abbey Road recording is clear, forward, natural and well-rounded. The soloist
is present but never over-forward. Accept
her occasionally wilful tempi and this set
offers rich rewards. Those who were excited
by the eccentrically passionate Four Seasons
of Alice Harnoncourt [ Teldec] will appreciate Monica Huggett who provides fierce
commitment
but
rather
less
eccentricity. [A*:1]
Antony Hodgson
VIVALDI: Cello Concerto in D, RV403*
in b, RV424 El in a, RV422 D in c, RV402*
in G, RV414 D in d, RV406
Ofra Harnoy (vlc)/Toronto CO/Robinson
RCA RD 60155 (73m 25s) also LP/MC
Alternation of harpsichord and organ continuo instruments, and ( modern) string playing that is very ' alive' cannot in themselves
guarantee the success of a Baroque disc.
(First recordings are claimed for concertos

asterisked in the heading.) Musicianship
aside, it is the crass editing at the ends of
Tracks which mars pleasure in this `Vol.2';
the studio I would guess to be dry, and
'wetted' in subsequent processing. The very
first Track shows some edginess in tuttis,
detectable elsewhere too — this is like tape
overloading. The cello is placed very close,
perhaps because Harnoy's principal weakness is in projection, in producing a large
tone.
But is this apt repertoire for her? She
romanticises the slow movements
unashamedly, and in the rapidly taken allegros, whilst her responses are nimble, a
certain naivety or open-mouthed innocence
is suggested which comes about through a
disjointedness where Harnoy cannot sew
the demanding figuration into any long line.
In slow music, such as the Largo cantabile of
RV422, her long soulful legato — if stylistically remiss — shows her greatest musical
strength. For a long-term project of any
authoritativeness Ithink the cellist is miscast; here, systematic cutting leaves a sorry
basket of flower-heads. [B/D:3]
Christopher Breunig
VIVALDI: Cello Concertos in b, FtV424
in g, RV416 0 in e, RV418 0 in F, RV412
CI in c, RV401 D in G*, RV413
Christophe Coin ( vlcI'vlc picc)/AAM/
Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre 421 732-2 (57m 32s)
Coin proves to be an extremely expressive
soloist. The faster movements are vigorous,
yet delicately shaped, and the slow movements warmly lyrical, almost sentimental;
however, there is very little evidence that
Vivaldi had anything other than an indulgent
attitude to either the soloists of his concertos or to slow movements in concertos for
the lower instruments ( bassoon and cello).
The accompanying ensemble, here led by
David Woodcock, plays with sweet discretion during the solos and with just the
appropriate degree of relish in the tuttis.
Christopher Hogwood is at his attentive best
at the continuo keyboards; and the ensemble
of AAM, which has been notably improving
over the last ten years or so, is now neat and
positive.
The recording is proportioned and spaced
so as to give a lyrically warm, chambermusic impression. Perhaps there is a very
slight danger that Coin may sound too casual
in the longer slow solos ( for example on
Track 5, the Adagio of RV416); however,
even this ' laid back' impression is, in its own
way, extremely beguiling. [A:1*/1]
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Recorder Concertos — RV108,
RV441, RV442, RV443, RV444, RV445
Michala Petri (rec)/1 Solisti Veneti/Scimone
RCA RD 87885 (56m 39s)
Polished in execution and light in touch,
these elegant performances are a delight.
The clear, immediate sound is enhanced by
the superbly even acoustic of the Duomo,
Vecchio, Monsolica in Italy. Variation of
colour is achieved by using various continuo
instruments; the booklet mentions lute,
harpsichord and organ — not necesarily all
used simultaneously — though when they
are, as in the Largo of RV444, the effect is
beautiful. RV443 and RV444 are for 'fiautino'
which is taken to mean sopranino recorder.
This rare instrument is played with great
control and its timbre against the organ in
the largo of RV443 has astrangely ethereal
99
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LAUSANNE CO
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 1, 'Classical'
Sinfonietta, Op.48/DEBUSSY ( arr.
RAVEL): Sarabande D Danse/MILHAUD:
La Creation du monde
Orchestre de Chambre de Lausanne/Zedda
Virgin Classics VC 791 0982
The Lucerne Chamber Orchestra tare not
perhaps the most virtuoso band in the world
(string tone is at times a shade thin and
intonation a little suspect), but they have a
persuasive way with these works. Prokofiev's
Classical Symphony acquires a delightful,
almost Gallic charm, without the least hint
of heaviness or mannerism. The Sinfonietta,
too, exudes a similar, unpretentious geniality, helped by some nimble wind playing and
ripe brass tone, far removed from the
increasingly prevalent American, ' Count
Basic' style.
This will not be brash and butch enough
for all tastes: recent recordings of Prokofiev
have tended to see him through the eyes of
the symphonic Shostakovich. But the performance which really sets the seal on
success is the well-nigh perfect and idiomatic account of Milhaud's La Creation du
monde. It captures wonderfully the piece's
unique mixture of French bourgeois melancholy and Franco-American high-jinx. Wind
and brass again show what alittle judiciously
placed vibrato can do, and conductor
Alberto Zedda proves himself born to the
idiom. Good, if not spectacular, recording.
[A:1/11
Simon Catgill
EARLY ROMANTIC OVERTURES
BERLIOZ:
Les
Francs Juges/
MENDELSSOHN: The Hebrides/
SCHUBERT: Die Zauberharfe/
SCHUMANN: Genoveva/WAGNER: The
Flying Dutchman/WEBER: Oberon
London Classical Players1Norrington
EMI CDC 749 8892 ( 58m 36s)
Very much in the established Norrington/
LCP 'authentic' mould, this collection brings
the team's open-textured spotlight to bear
on six overtures spanning the period 182047. Recorded in Abbey Rd No.1, it is
balanced to give a brightish, small-hall,
'classical' sound rather than the lush texture
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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often associated with later romantic works.
But my reaction was ambivalent. Part of me
admired these performances as one might
admire a perfectly restored veteran car:
lovely to see it exactly as it was when new.
Yet Imissed the smoothness and comfort
which we take for granted in latterday
'models', particularly the larger body of
strings now regarded as normal.
Roger Norrington can be very exciting in
the concert hall, and a good deal of his
sprightly enthusiasm comes over here. But
things are sometimes pushed along rather
too relentlessly: Schubert and Schumann
made unusually exciting, but also exhausting. It's fine to hear such crisp wind and
brass detail, and such sharply emphatic
sforzandi; but greater rhythmic flexibility
would not have come amiss — some broad
rubato, for instance, to provide a sea-swell
base for the Hebrides. This work would also
have benefited from a more ' romantic'
reverberance, to accommodate the interplay
of bird-calls across the wide open spaces of
Mendelssohn's tone-painting.
Les Francs Juges delivers an effective
drama of colour, rhythm and dynamics, but
somehow conveys little of the intended
undercurrent of terror. String intonation is
occasionally suspect, as in one andante viola
passage in Oberon (due to a policy of
minimal vibrato?), while Wagnerites should
be warned that the Flying Dutchman follows the original 1841 score, as befits a
'veteran' performance. So, stimulating,
refreshing, certainly worth hearing, but
possibly too eccentric to live with. IA/B:1/31
John Crabbe
A VENETIAN CORONATION 1595
Gabrieli Cons & PlayersIMcCreesh
Virgin Classics VC 791 1102 ( 71m 17s)
This extremely interesting recording [ Technics sponsored — see ' Notes' Oct '89 p971
recreates the Coronation Mass of Doge
Marino Grimani, celebrated on the morning
of 27 April 1595. The Coronation Mass is
basically that of a Mass of the Holy Trinity
with the Collect of the feast of St Mark,
although the liturgy is somewhat hybrid.
The detail of the actual music used at the
mass in 1595 is speculative, but in
McCreesh's own words: ' more interesting is
the possibility of recreating something greater than the sum of the individual pieces'.
The music featured here is mainly a
variety of pieces by the Gabrielis: including
settings of the Kyrie, Gloria and Sanctus
(1585) and the communion motet 0 sacrum convivium ( à 5, 1565) by Andrea, and
three Canzonas ( including the virtuosic
Canzona 9), aSonata[61à 8pian eforte, and
the motet Omnes gentes ( à 16, 1597) by
Giovanni. The organ music is stylishly
played by James O'Donnell and Timothy
Roberts, including the latter's arrangement
of Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth for
two organs. One of the instruments,
however, does seem clearer than the other.
The mass is reconstructed even down to the
detail of having the priest's part sung at a
distance, as if it were from the altar; even the
chinking of the thurible is audible at both
the Gospel and Sanctus ( the latter also
features the Sanctus bell).
The instrumental parts are played
extremely well, and the staggering brass
fanfares, with drums, by Bendinelli and
Thomsen should not be missed. My reservations are with the solo voices; all the vocal
parts are sung with very open vowels, and,
although this is not a problem, there are

some unpleasant sounds. But perhaps these
are part of the reconstruction too. The
music is beautiful and, despite my reservation, this intriguing reconstruction is worth
hearing. [A:1*/1/2]
William McVicker

Mehta & VP() (photo: Sony Classical)

effect. The other works are for treble recorder, and Iwas particularly taken with RV108,
which was new to me. The crisp, rhythmically poised continuo playing is exceptionally well done here and is enhanced by
the skilful use of bassoon. Although the full
complement of the orchestra is listed in the
booklet, this instrument is not mentioned.
Michala Petri seems entirely untroubled
by any technical problems posed by the
rapidly- moving music. Her decorations are
stylish and very modest. In the unusual
chromatic moments in the first movement of
RV441, she greatly stresses them without
any hint of exaggeration and this is typical of
her sensitivity towards Vivaldi's subtleties.
Whilst commending the balance with
enthusiasm and finding the amount of resonance ideal for the music, Ifind there seems
a slight lack of freedom in the upper
frequencies, giving a slightly 'white' sound
to the violins; but this and the curious cover
picture where the eminent conductor is
made to look subservient to the pretty Miss
Petri, represent the sum of my few doubts
at)out this attractive recording. [A/13:11
Antony Hodgson

NEW YEAR'S CONCERT 1990
J STRAUSS: Indianer-Galopp•
Radetzky-Marsch/J STRAUSS (jnr): Der
Zigeunerbaron — Entrance march
Donauweibchen — Waltz on themes
from Simplicus' D Wiener Blut D Im
Sturmschritt, Polka schnell O Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald D TritschTratsch, Polka schnell El ExplosionsPolka D An der schünen blauen Donau/
JOSEPH STRAUSS: Die Emancipirte,
Polka Mazur* D Sport-Polka' D Sympathie, Polka Mazur D Eingesender,
Polka schnell
VPO/Mehta
Sony Classical CD 45808 ( 72m I4s) also
MC/LP
Post-Boskovslcy, these festive concerts have
reverted to powerful international figures,
variously concerned to put their own stamp
on traditional fare, and to introduce new
pieces. Mehta certainly does both: to his
credit there are four such pieces here
[asterisked above; the booklet does not
identify the fourth" But, as the note obliquely puts it, ' the incomparable triple- time
... on this particular day appears to be far
from strict'. This essay is deplorable in tone.
(At least the French/Italian translators did
better with ` ein Millionenpublikum' than
assure us of 'a television event for an
audience of one million'. )
It is the best-loved pieces that Mehta turns
to sheer Hollywood gloss, pulling the
rhythms around, stretching episodes
whenever he can. The ' central European
imperialism' — very well suggested in Kleibees autocratically styled concert — is in
decay here. And the loss of flair in the
encores ( by contrast with Kleiber's)
reminds us that the greatest conductors
pace their concert performances over the
whole time span.
Wherever there's a direct comparison
possible, it is Kleiber who ' lifts' the music by
his scrupulous attention to inner detail.
Mehta, therefore, is better when the pieces
depend on speed: Im Sturmschritt, SportPolka, or Eingesendet — incomparably done
by the Vienna Philharmonic. For the playing
11*/1]; for Mehta, much of time [ 3]. Sound
[A] is less close-up, warmer, but more bland
than on the 1989/CBS CDs.
Christopher Breunig
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VOLT HOME STUDIO MONITOR

SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS

Designed specifically for studio use, this design also
gives excellent results when used for conventional HiFi
reproduction. The HSM kit is remarkable value - you
would have to spend many times its cost to achieve
comparable results from a ready-made speaker. The
HSM will produce high undistorted sound pressure
levels & has massive power handling capability ( full
unclipped output of 200 watts). Split circuitry crossover
is used to enable biwiring to be employed without any
modifications. ".... all in all, highly
recommended" Paul White,
Home & Studio Recording
magazine. The kit includes
bass and treble units,
flatpack cabinets
(accurately machined from
smooth MDF for easy
assembly), long fibre wool,
assembled crossovers,
reflex ports, binding posts,
grille fabric etc.

The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ( Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost ( C790 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 1
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above-mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME'

PRICE: £349 pair inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £15

telephone credit card orders

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50605

Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening Imam,: 9.30 to

5.30 ( Thurs.

(Closed all day Mondays)

9.30 to I Fri. 9.30 to 71.

DIY Speaker Catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)

You heard it right.

MînM

The newest audio magazine
is all about vacuum tubes!
Glass Audio is designed for you dedicated music lovers who've always
known that tube equipment sounds better than solid state. We think you'll be
pleased to have amagazine to keep you current with all the on-going developments in vacuum tube technology, applications and equipment.
Here's asampling from our premiere issue: An elegant driver for electrostatic and electrodynamic headphones. Aself-bias servo for push-pull output
tube amplifiers. Upgrades for the classic Revox tape recorders. Astereo
balanced transformer input microphone preamp. Aquality dynamic headphone tube amplifier. Plus amajor update on the entire field by Ken Kessler.
These articles aren't just for reading or browsing. They're for doing. Glass
Audio includes schematics and instructions, just like our other publications.
Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder.
We don't expect everyone to subscribe—just those with the special taste for
warm, satisfying tube sound.
Please enter my airmailed subscription for:

Dims: 508 x267x 343mm
Response: 30hz - 20Khz
Sensitivity: 90dB/1w/1 m
Amp. suitability:
20 - 200 watts.

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is hard to describe without using
hackneyed expressions like ' natural' and ' being there'.
Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the
acoustic of the original environment comes through to the
listening room. The Minim decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo material.

VISA

two years (4 issues) at $25 [ lone year (2 issues) at $ 15
I'm enclosing $

For high quality ambisonic reproduction
— talk to Minim!

in check/money order

card
Exp._/

Charge to my LIAccess

L] Visa

_

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road,
Burnham, Slough SL1 7NY.
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tics in the character of the scheming sibling
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 1-3 Concert(Cappuccilli again), and some memorable
gebouw/Haitink Philips 420 751-2 ( 2CDs,
phrases for the determined heroine ( beauti123m 59s) C) 1978, '80
fully shaded, as ever, by Caballé) — but goes
Consistently fresh and thoughtful, these are
on to take the Gothic blood-and-thunder of
delightful performances, given acharacteristhe recently-completed Macbeth to even
tically refined Philips recording ( late-' 70s
greater heights. Cappuccilli and Raimond
vintage) which has lost none of its original t
make the most of their spine-tingling narrawarmth in the digital remastering process.
tives, but you sometimes wonder what a
The great Amsterdam orchestra plays with
Sinopoli might make of those astonishing
all the freshness of new discovery through- 2
sombre hues in the later acts. Despite
out - Isuspect they had not played these
excellent work from the New Philharmonia
'works for some time — and under Haitink's
players, Gardelli's workmanlike vigour isn't
relaxed, sensitive direction the music is able
quite enough in those third and fourth acts.
to blossom fully. In 'Winter Dreams' 1have
Caballé is certainly the most wide-ranging
never been more aware of Tchaikovsky's
soprano of them all; her exquisite mezzaindebtedness to Mendelssohn in ( i) and ( iii);
voce is less self-conscious than Ricciarelli's,
the opening of ( ii) is wonderfully atmosand she is certainly the more incisive in
pheric, whilst the finale certainly lacks
cabalettas. Ricciarelli and Deutekom have
nothing in excitement. However, it is the
their finest moments in ensembles, and
`Little Russian' which benefits most from
VERDI: EIGHT EARLY OPERAS
Norman, if never quite the Verdian soprano
Haitink's measured approach — Iwas amazed
in the round, makes the best of her lanConsecutive listening has never been less
by the amount of felicitous detail uncovered,
guishing amidst the gilt and swagger of the
than a pleasure here. Now that Gardelli's
and he imparts, to ( i) especially, a rare
potboiler Il Corsaro (426 118-2, 2CDs, 94m
investigations have delved as deep into early
symphonic strength, making this the finest
18s).
Verdi as Oberto and Alzira (both on Orfeo
version I know. His ` Polish' too is most
As for orchestras and choruses, Gardelli's
CD), with familiar flushes of early success
enjoyable, the Concertgebouw woodwind
London forces are never less than commit(Nabucco, Ernani, Macbeth and Luisa Milsuperb in ( ii) and ( iv); its central Andante
ted. Some problems arise in Vienna, with the
ler) left to others, we can draw the threads
elegiaco sounds atrifle reserved next to the
ORF Symphony Orchestra & Chorus — far
together and draw individual conclusions
passionate Muti ( my own first choice), but
over vocal and orchestral merits. Everyone, I from ideal candidates for the demands of La
what eloquent playing! Philips should now
Battaglia di Legnano(422 435-2, 2CDs,
fancy, will find adip somewhere in the early
waste no time in reissuing this conductor's
107m 57s). Verdi wrote it in the wake of the
curve, and some may even find preferences
excellent Manfred. IA:1/11, No.2 [ 11
glorious uprisings of 1848, and as apiece of
over the high noon of Rigoletto and TraAndrew Achenbach
stagecraft it fuses the private with the public
viata, but the wonder of Gardelli's Philips
rather uncertainly, but the workmanship is
project, now on CD [ singers are Deutekom/
TCHAIKOVSICY: Symphonies 4, 5 & 6' 0
far from crude. The choruses are the most
Caballé/Norman/Sass/RicciarellUCarreras/
Swan Lake — excerpts D The Sleeping
exposed since Lombardi — would that the
Bergonzi/Manuguerra/M ilnes/Cappuct illi/
Beauty — excerpts D The Nutcracker —
Ambrosian Singers had once more been on
Raimondi/Domingo/various orch & ch, C)
Suite Op.71a Philharmonia/Karajan EMI
hand — and right from the overture, where
1971-79] is that the singing flame never
CMS 763 4602 ( 3CDs, 205m Ois)
ORF flute has ahell of atime embroidering
burns less than brightly even when Verdi
except' C) 1953-4, ' 1959
fellow woodwind, you can hear a new
seems to be running on automatic pilot.
Each symphony is followed here by aballet
sophistication in the scoring. Still, Carreras
So the following can only be the briefest
suite. Only recently EMI re-released a 3CD
rises firmly to the heroic challenge ( just
catalogue of personal delights. After the
set [ CDM 769 8762, former limited edition
listen to the ardour of ' La pia materna
fascination of Verdi's only opera buffa to
import] from their Berlin Philharmonic
mano'), and Manuguerra joins him in patriofollow closely the Rossini/Donizetti tradition
recordings of the last three symphonies;
tic duet with altogether more charisma than
Un Giorno di Regno (422 429-2, 2CDs,
curiously, there the 1960/Legge Fourth was
we find in his rather nasal contribution to
118m 44s), with its high-relief ensembles
substituted for the later Glotz production —
Stiffelio (422 532-2, 2CDs, 108m 53s).
contrasting the cut and thrust of Cossotto
4, 5, 6, were made in the short-lived
If Arrigo (La Battaglia) marks Carreras's
with the gentle refinements of the young
quadraphonic era, in ' 71. Now we have the
hey-day, then any falling-off for the AhasueJessye Norman, and the naive, land-hopping
original Walter Legge/Philharmonia trilogy,
rian priest Stiffelio can only be a mark of
romance of ILombardi (422 420-1, 2CDs,
made at Kingsway Hall, the Pathétique an
Verdi's most original challenge yet for his
135m 59s) — new, scene-setting refinements
early stereo tape. This means that all seven
heroic tenor. Just as the whiff of a potatohere for Giselda's prayer and hermit's cave. I
Karajan Sixths can be had on CD!
eating north infuses this very original condue Foscari (422-42602, 2CDs, 103m 21s)
The stereo transfer was impressive on its
coction of religion, adultery and revenge, so
does have its distinctive character- tags, and
first IP release ( 1981); on compact disc it is
the divided soul of the preacher presents
Attila (426 115-2, 2CDs, 105m 57s) the
quite marvellous, crystalline in presence,
problems of characterisation for the firekind of thumping vitality which it seems to
with scarcely any discoloration. ( Incidenbrand Carreras. He sounds terrible in wrath,
be Gardelli's delight to turn into wide-eyed
tally, the SXLP pressing credited Christopher
exhilaration, but the cloth of the cavatinas
a prototype for Otello indeed, but one
Parker as balance engineer: but his name
doesn't have much sense of Protestant repand cabalettas ( all repeats observed) begins
does not appear in this CD booklet.) Karato feel much the same, whatever the situaression. Once again, the ORF Symphony
jan's phrasing here is best described as feline
Orchestra tend to blur the distinctions of
tion. So we are more reliant on the singers.
in control: an epithet Isuspect he would not
Verdi's grey-skies scoring; the opera still
have disowned. The Nutcracker has more a In ILombardi, one doesn't so much mind
makes its claustrophobic mark, however,
the tonal limitations of Deutekom's very
suggestion of the conjuror's sleight of hand,
and there's an all-too- brief beam of Verdian
distinctive soprano, and Ibegan to enjoy her
the overture amagical flourishing of succesweirdly yodelling version of coloratura, but
distinction from the marvellous Sylvia Sass
sive colours. Long out of the catalogue —
(lovely half- lights in I.ina's Prayer, and she
in Attila we need something more from the
none of the three later versions as scintillatcertainly helps to put the Act 2 Quartet up
ing, urgent, and penetratingly imaginative a vigorous Odabella. Otherwise, the casts proamong the greatest of Verdi ensembles).
recreation — this Suite alone makes this set a vide the interest — ardent lines, with firm
Recordings, made over aspan of ten years,
rhythmic backbone, from Cappuccilli,
must for the Karajan enthusiast. But his
Milnes and Raimondi, not to mention the
vary according to location; the earliest are
Philharmonia Fourth, too, if sonically faded,
two tenors who, at that time, had the
the best, covering a wide spectrum and
shows adevelopmental stage that is deeply
placing halos around the voices where
confident edge over the fledgling heroics of
fascinating: Karajan's questing mind working
Domingo. He appears, and very competently
several of the later ventures ( notably in
here with a kind of suppressed impatience,
Vienna) can sound alittle boxy; but none of
too, in Lombardi; Carreras, though, certainly
and setting down the foundations of an
carries the palm — even if it might have been
them gets in the way of the singing or
interpretation that five recordings set down
more apt to cast the more easy-going Berplaying. As I've suggested, your preferences
periodically were to illuminate further.
gonzi in Un giorno di regno. Bergonzi's
for certain singers may be as marked as your
Without wishing to wax autobiographiown personal favourites among the operas —
elegance suddenly takes wing in the Act 3
cally: Iwell remember first hearing, during
and Julian Budden, excellent guide as he is,
Romanza of Attila, reaching a level of
an Easter school-holiday, of this strangelycan be as quirky over high-spots as anyone —
stylishness which never once flags in his
named conductor, in abroadcast Philharmobut, taken as awhole, the casts amount to he
next role.
nia concert; Tchaikovsky 5 was the piece.
That's Carl, the brother led astray in
best that could have been assembled in the
Karajan's debut recording, from 1952-3, is
fascinating IMasnadieri (422 423-2, 2CDs,
'70s, and there are scenes on each set that I
masterful — the grandeur of the E- minor
128m) which begins clear-cut and fairly
am sure to revisit many times. So ageneral
finds in him a special personal response.
conventionally — save for lagolike chroma[A/(B): 1*/11
David Nice
(B/C:11
Christopher Breunig
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HIFI Valves

Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves;

* Low-microphony
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specially selected valves

GEN. ELECTRIC/RCA

E8OCC
E81CC
E82CC
E83CC
El113CC
E182CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34
EL84
CV4024
CV4003
CV4004

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super

2.50
1.85
3.50
3.35

5U4GB
6CA7
6L6GC
5751

4.50
10.00
9.50
2.95

4.50
1.95
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

5814A
5881
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66
211

3.25
9.95
8.50
13.95
12.50
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95
25.00

25.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
2.50
1.95
1.95
12.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

EL34 Super
ELM
EL86
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

2A3
6B4G
61305
6CA7
61118/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
211
845
EF86
KT66

6189
6201
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC801s
ECC802s
ECC803s
EL34

12.50
10.50
0.95
3.95
1.35
3.15
1.50
0.85
0.95
14.95
23.00
2.50
5.00
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3.50
6.45
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
6.95
6.95
6.95
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We stock: Marantz, A&R,
Musical Fidelity, SD
Acoustics, Dual, Rotel,
Audio Technica, Goldring,
QED, Target, Heybrook,
Ruark, Wharfedale,
Ariston, Roksan, Chord
Company, Moth Infinity,
Nakamichi. . .

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering servicel and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
some day
UK orders p&p E1.00 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost

ON DEM IN KENT
SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega ( arms
only) Helius, SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu, Kiseki, Milltek,
Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion,
Audio Technica, Quicksilver, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden,
Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell, Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander,
Ruark, Marantz, Alphason, Meridian CD Players, Supra,
Kimber, Vecteur, QED, Target, Pirates Cardas Cable

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player, Raymond
Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps, Sonographic, Pre and
Power Amps, Cardas Cable, BB Audio B100 Amp and
Vander Steen Speakers.
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Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers
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home demonstrations
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
PILING ON THE ROCK
DAVE EDMUNDS:
CLOSER TO THE FLAME
Capitol 90372
NICK LOWE:
PARTY OF ONE
Reprise 26132
Two not exactly prolific exmembers of Rockpile both
releasing major label efforts at
roughly the same time. Both
albums are stuffed with aparticular kind of star name: Ry
Cooder, Jim Keltner and
Edmunds himself appear on
Lowe's effort; Steve Cropper,
Keltner again and acouple of
Stray Cats adorn Edmunds'
offering. Edmunds produced
both sets. You know therefore
that you're getting work of a
certain standard, not to mention of acertain type. The only
glaring dissimilarity is the fact
that Edmunds wrote only one
track on his album Crest Of
Love' ), while Lowe contritubted the full quota to his
(including one co-credit).
Although he is very highly
regarded abroad, Dave
Edmunds is very much a
prophet without honour in his
own land. Flame is an avowed
attempt to put this right and
where beautifully played and
produced rock ' n' roll is concerned, Edmunds has few
peers. The only problem he
may need to overcome to
reach awider audience is the

L13

BRIAN ABRAHAMS'
DISTRICT SIX:
IMGOMA YABANTWANA
(SONG FOR THE CHILDREN)
District Six Records CD 002
(58m 36s ) Dist by New Note
This is the least obviously South
African of District Six's releases
so far, and the band gains and
loses at the same time by the
move. Before, the township style
of much of the band's repertoire
gave it character and identity.
What the band gains by resorting
to more free jazz devices is a
tremendous looseness. The players sound like they're enjoying
the freedom too. Reeds player
Harrison Smith's contribution in
11111 NEWS & RECORD K'S ii

nature of his material. Certainly, tracks like 'King Of
Love', ' FaIlin' Through A Hole',
'I Got Your Number' and the
title song have great authority,
but could they be just a little
on the dull and worthy side?
The paucity of Edmunds' own
songwriting doesn't really
help to achieve an overall
personality. On the other
hand, it's a beautiful sound.
[A:21
Personality permeates
everything Nick Lowe's ever
done. This new record is no
exception. It comes complete
with a selection of Lowe slogans ( sample: 'The doughnut
man is our friend — he plays
fuzz- box rock ' n' roll') and an
even finer selection of Lowe
tunes. His lyrics alone are
worth the price of admission.
He ranges from building
jumbo arks, through tall men
in Japanese airports, to Rick
Astley ('Well do you remember Rick Astley?, He had abig
fat hit it was ghastly'). The
music is similarly varied, slipping from straightish rock to
ballads via inbetweenies
which are virtually indefinable. Nick's reputation and
public persona seem to have
combined to make him out to
be a dilettante, if not an outright joker. That's very far
from the truth ( except maybe
a touch of the latter) and
here's the proof. [A:1*]
Pete Clark

music goes, it might as well as
have been yesterday. The deftly
neutered vocals are still right in
place, the thick swirls of guitar
still cover everything like dry
ice, the lyrics still reach those
places others wouldn't contemplate — just check out 'John
Lennon's Guitar'. Still, the Harvest have updated their act a
little for the ' nineties, notably in
the AOR guitar rifting which
riddles tracks like ' Cheap The
Bullet' and ' Psychedelic' — if the
words to the latter don't leave
you in a puddle on the ground,
then stop taking the medicine
now! They're almost certain to
be a nice bunch of coves, but
even the most lenient judge
would have to hand them...
IA:51
Pete Clark
ROBIN BECK:
TROUBLE OR NOTHING
Mercury 838 768-1
Mercury 838 768-2
(39m 30s ) CD
Ifigure that Robin Beck has been
kinda lucky. She came bestowed
with the sort of looks that'd get
her onto the cover of any mag.
She was also bequeathed with a
real voice too. Not just a nasal
doo-dab of apipe- up as demonstrated on countless SAW recordings. Furthermore, Beck had the
good fortune to be chosen to
represent Coke power on TV
ads, thus garnering what was
virtually a much screened
promo video for her recording
of ' First Time', which, predictably, reappears on this Desmond
Child-produced album. But this
is where her luck runs out. For
my ears won't react favourably
to awhole album of power-pop
that fails dismally in the sectors
marked ' light', 'shade' and ' subtlety'. So Ithink I'll dole out a
mere 1A:2/31 and head for the
Ovaltine.
Fred Del lar

this opened- up environment is
particularly fiery and passionate
Jim Dvorak again proves what a
warm, human voice he projects
on trumpet. There's avulnerability about his playing which is
emotionally compelling. Counterbalancing the looseness in the
total sound is the leader's
extraordinarily crisp and precise
drumming. (A:1/21
Ken Hyder
BJH:
WELCOME TO THE SHOW
Polydor 841 751-1
Its been 20 years since Barclay ,‘
James Harvest first cast their
spell over an unsuspecting pub- I;
lic and, certainly as far as the
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CLINT BLACK: KILLIN' TIME
RCA PD90443 ( 30m 39s ) CD
Black's is the name to drop in
country music circles right now.
He's had two No 1 country
singles in 'A Better Man' and the
album's title track. Additionally,
the album itself has been in the
US charts for well over 40 weeks
at the time of writing, reaching
No 1at the end of January. For
those who believe in the legend
'Keep It Country' he must be
seen as the latest in the line of
saviours that includes Randy 'I'ravis and George Strait. He's
reasonably young (27), has a
well- chiselled face, sings and
writes in a manner that Merle
Haggard fans understand. He also
has the nous to use his own
musically well-heeled band on
recording dates, instead of using
the usual array of sessionmen
and seemingly has a considerable future with the Opry trade. I
think it unlikely that he'll ever
become known to parts of the
world devoid of honky-tonks and
the sound of western- swing.
After all, Haggard's had only ever
had one US Top 20 pop hit,
while George Jones has had
none. So it's a narrow field that
Black's to plough. And he's making a good job of it. [A:11
Fred De/lar
CARIA BLEY & PAUL HAINES:
ESCALATOR OVER THE HILL
JCOA Records 839 310-2
(121m 07s) 2CDs
Dist by New Note
We're talking opera here, and
we're talking jazz, and we're
talking names like — Jack Bruce,
Don Cherry, Charlie Haden,
Leroy Jenkins, Paul Jones, Jimmy
Lyons, John McLaughlin, Paul
Motian, Dewey Redman, I.inda
Ronstadt and Viva. And I suppose, if you were around at the

time, we're talking memories.
For instance, re-check Gato Barbieri. Forget his steady slide into
commercialism, and re-dig that
enormous tenor sound. It still
sounds fantastic today, and
nobody has succeeded in outdoing it. Something similar could
also be said about the trombone
playing of Roswell Rudd. This
massive project was a labour of
love. You can imagine the
recording hassles with such a
case, but there was also the
logistical problem of getting the
right people together in the
same place at the same time.
Multi- tracking overcame that
problem when diaries proved
too incompatible. The overall
effect is lush and outrageous, full
of contrasts and intensities. Of
course it was well before its
time, and maybe its time is now.
So if you haven't heard it before,
hop on the Escalator now for a
two hour-long trip [A/B:11
Ken flyder
MICHAEL BOLTON:
SOUL PROVIDER
CBS 465343-1
Bolton is akind of cuff- linked Joe
Cocker, apurveyor of blue-eyed
soul-pop for the sophisticated
set. His last album made it
through the night purely on the
merits of a grittily handled, if,
ultimately, over- the top cover of
Otis Redding's ' Dock Of The
Bay'. This time around he's
played every ace in the pack,
collaborating on songs with
Diane Warren ( touted as a
Carole King for the ' 90s)
Desmond Child and Mann-Weill,
employing Richard Marx and
Kenny G in his support squad
and doing everything that should
endear him to those wearing the
best in Wall Street braces. And, I
should imagine, when he gets to
parade his grandstanding version
of ' Georgia On My Mind' ( all
very Ray Charles, replete with
excellent keyboard accompaniment from Richard Tee ) onstage,
he'll have 'cm cheering in the
aisles till the curtain comes
down. That being the case, why
does he leave me so cold? [
A:2I
Fred Dellar
GEORGE BOROWSKI:
THE BAIT
White Rhino Records
CENT 001
This might not be an easy record
to find and at times it is not an
easy record to listen to but it is
worth persevering. George
Borowski is a man with a long
history of playing the Manchester area and Ijust hope he isn't
left behind when all the young
turks have been signed up and
shipped to tinsel town. Borowski
is asongwriter of immense talent
as this budget production shows.
He has astonishing live presence
for someone who resembles
106

prove his calibre. This is a
tedious and self-indulgent example of non-stop, non- thinking
plank spanking from a Frenchman with a lot of friends in high
places. People who enjoy this
sort of codswallop don't really
deserve to be taken seriously.
[13:31
Neville Farmer

OUT OF THE
SWAMPS...
MITCH LANDRY & THE
CAJUN RAMBLERS:
PAYS DES CAJUNS
Bedrock BED LP 12
Dist by Charly
CHARLES MANN:
WALK OF LIFE
Cooking Vinyl GUMBO 002
VARIOUS:
ZYDECO BLUESNBOOGIE
Cooking Vinyl GUMBO 001
Rediscovered well before
'world music' became a buzzword, Cajun and Zydeco have
been enjoying yet another
revival. Swamp culture is
finding aready audience for its
recipe of spiciness and zest.
Mitch Landry & The Cajun
Ramblers' omnipresent accordian, traditional whiny, nasal
singing is great stuff if you're
eating gumbo down in the
bayou, but approach with caution if it's your first time.
[A:1/2]
Charles Mann, on the other
hand, sings in English and likes
to rock, so his 'cajunality' is as
accessible as the Dire Straits
tune which provides the I.P's
title and opening track. Mann
crosses over so many genres
that his appeal will be limited
what McCartney might have
become if he hadn't made it. He
sings great pop/rock songs with
incredible conviction and emotion and I for one am bowled
over by his music. The Bait
contains some of the finest numbers in his live set and for the
most part he and his band
recorded this live. This is no
audiophile product but it is what
records used to be like and Ilove
it. 111:11
Neville Farmer

CHARLIE CHRISTIAN:
LIVE AT MINTON'S
Musidisc 550012
Dist by Pinnacle
I

only by airplay. [
Alit*:11
Zydeco is avariety of Cajun
played by black musicians,
who add one more ingredient:
rural blues. Cooking Vinyl's 13
track survey bypasses the
genre's giants ( Rockin' Dopsie, the late Clifton Chenier)
to provide exposure for the
local heroes like Roy Carriere,
Bill Matte and Dalton Reed. In
theory, if you like Cajun you
should like Zydeco, and vice
versa, but side-by-side playing
suggests that Zydeco has
Cajun beaten hands down for
rhythmic brilliance especially
if you're partial to the blues.
This set is as good ar. intro as
you're likely to find.
1A/B:1/11
Ken Kessler
manner that will have you hoping for liason continuance. [A:11
Fred Dellar
CARTER (THE UNSTOPPABLE
SEX MACHINE):
101 DAMNATIONS
Big Cat ABB 101
Dist by Rough Trade

Welcome to the roustabout
world of Carter, a place of big
puns and even bigger guitar
noise. Carter consists of Jimbob
and Fruitbat, a pair of obvious
JACK BRUCE:
loonies dedicated to aural
A QUESTION OF TIME
mayhem, fun and the occasional
Epic 465692-1
blast of anger. Their sound is a
kind of refined punk rush,
Cream to reform? Pretty unlikely
slightly reminiscent of the Ruts
though you might imagine that
in places, but shot through with
the event has already taken place
all kinds of sound effects, spoken
when Bruce once more links
passages and aslew of references
with Ginger Baker ( with Alan
to popular culture. Best of the
Holdsworth depping for Clappuns are ' 24 Minutes To Tulse
ton ) on ' Obsession', which
Hill', and 'The Road To Domes sounds for all the world like a
tos', best of the tunes are 'An All
'Sunshine Of Your Love' re-write.
American National Sport' and
Baker also turns up on another
'Sheriff Fatman'. [
13:1*
cut, while another long-term
Pete Clark
Bruce cohort, Pete Brown, has
fashioned the lyrics on eight of
the ten tracks. I'he album moves
easily through excellent love
songs, some township easyglide
and shades of heavy, though
perhaps the most remarkable
item aboard is a jagged, toughsounding version of Willie Dixon's ' Blues You Can't Lose' on
which Bruce links with Albert
Collins and Nicky Hopkins in a

YVES CHOIR:
BY PRESCRIPTION ONLY
Musicdisc UK 103252
(44m 54s) CD
Sounding not alittle unlike Gary
Moore, Yves Choir is perfect
air-guitar fodder and the fact that
he has attracted some of California's finest session men is highlighted on the cover as if to

This is the latest of innumerable
repackagings of Jerry Newmans
historic recordings now in the
French Jazz Anthology series.
Even the fascinating tracks on
the accidentally- recorded warmup, issued as Waiting for Benny
(CBS 52538) are not as exciting
as these roughly- recorded tracks
from May 1941. The CD has
some tracks without guitar, but
they offer Dizzy Gillespie in the
days when he was still moving
away from his Roy Eldridge
influences. Dizzy says incidentally, in his autobiography, that
none of the musicians ever got
paid for the recordings made by
an amateur. Now they are priceless as they caught Christian in
the last few months of his career
before going into hospital, terminally ill, and caught the beginnings of the movement that,
before Charlie Parker, became
bop. Chorus after chorus of elegant and ingenious guitar, much
of it using blues phrasing, prove
that Christian was agreat innovator, and even with all the background noise and bad balance
this is a record that no jazz fan
should ignore, however high
their hi-fi standard. [
H*)
Denis Argent
LLOYD COLE: LLOYD COLE
Polydor 841 907-2
(52m 22s ) CD
If Bob Dylan's reported anything
missing to Crimewatch or Police
Five, odds are it's hidden amid
Lloyd Cole's debut solo album.
Hidden quite beautifully, of
course. Cole's got a voice that's
not at all Zim-like, while his
dreams are often full of pure
AngloScot bedsit images — so he
can claim to be Al Stewart if
challenged. But there, right
there, at the bottom of Cole's
chest of loveletters and fastfading photographs, there's
something that is indisputedly
Dylan's. Real evidence is offered
by ' Undressed', which even
employs that familiar wheezy harp start, while elsewhere there
are lines and even titles — where
have you heard the phrase ' Don't
Look Back' before? — that indicate exactly whose photo Cole
has pinned on the wall reserved
for personal heroes. But it's the
one-time Commotion- maker's
more personal memories that act
as liveline lifelines here. On
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phone Thing' but while The Fall
which dominates the disc is
'Long Way Down' he remembers
tickle me Icannot take much of
powerful and complex. This is
a ' punch-drunk sycophant',
them. Iam not even sure that the
not entertainment music it is the
while ' Undressed' finds him musextra four tracks on the vinyl are
religious music of the cults and
ing about the delights and sursuch ablessing. Is Mark ESmith a
the gods. IA/B:11
Ken Hyder
prises offered by a nude female
genius or is he just pulling our
who once sat smoking on his
plonkers?[13:1/21 Neville Farmer
MICHEL DONEDA / DAUNIK
floor. The music on offer also
LAZRO:
contains its fill of delights and
HANKJONES:
GENERAL GRAMOFON
surprises. And though Cole gets
LAZY AFTERNOON
Nato CD 1600 ( 40m 10s)CD
lyrically tongue-tied at times in
Concord CCD 4391 ( 53m)CD
his attempt to become the W S
Dist by Impetus
Gilbert of the rock generation,
Hank is now 71, so it's no surThis French label specializes in
his prose is at least astep up on
eccentric music, much of which prise that this CD spans all styles
the usual blue-you-who- too gen- ï
is instantly dispensable. But from ballad ('Speak Low') to
eration of rhyme wasters. Meloblues and bop — plus an item in
sometimes it comes together,
dic-bound intelligence at work.
and this is a fascinating slice of waltz time and even a nod to
[A:11
Fred Dellar Not even Roget could think of
music, flavoured by all sorts of Debussy in the title track. On
enough superlative synonyms to
exotic influences. The leaders three tracks he has a young
SHAWN COLVIN:
tackle the torrent of new rock
are saxophone players, and the partner, the impressive Ken
SELF RELIANCE
bands' outstanding debut
Peplowski, who in JJ Johnson's
band is completed by an intelliCBS Records 466 142-1
albums. Company of Wolves cer'Lament' plays alto in sensuous
gent rock rhythm section. Overtainly belongs to that set. If they
all, the music is abizarre mixture style. But Hank's best partREAD THIS! Before you pass this fail to turn out songs with oriof contemporary jazz, rock nership is with bassist Dave Holreview by on the grounds that
ginal subject matter and deeprhythms, and bits of ethnic land, tuneful and solid in the
you've never heard of Shawn felt lyrics, they more than make
music from places like Thailand backing role but too busy for my
Colvin, be aware that you will be
up for it with racy drumming
missing the boat on the next hi-fi
and Yugoslavia. On some tracks taste in solos. Four tracks are
(Frankie Larocka), gutsy vocals
the ideas bounce into each other Hank's originals, and much of his
show demonstration album. Bar(Kyf Brewer ), nifty guitar work —
so impressively, you forget about treatment is florid rather than
ring the fact that Shawn Colvin
what asound ( Steve Conte) and
funky, but for those who feel
the other less inspired collisions.
writes beautiful ballads and has
some pretty up-front boogie bass
The pieces are all short and happiest with simple four- in-athe sweetest voice, the arrange(John Conte). And in any case, if
snappy, and recorded with an bar beat there are afew minutes
ments, engineering and producyou're going to poke fun at the
to enjoy in ' Comin' Home, Baby'
ear for the portentuous. It's chartion on Self Reliance are among Co's lyrics, they're sharing the
and in Nat Adderley's 'Work
mingly quirky. IA:1/2]
the finest you will hear this year.
joke. Jeff Clixman's production is
Ken Hyder Song' which the notes call abop
Every song is agem though most
by no means flash but it's spot on
will pick out 'Avalanche' or
for good-time rock. The boys say
'Steady On' initially, I suspect.
they're influenced by Aerosmith
The near faultless production is
(yes), the Stones ( maybe), and
by her 'partner' John Leventhal,
the Beatles ( I'll have to ask KK),
Steve Addabbo of Suzanne Vega
but I'm pretty sure that on the
fame and Bob Riley on one track.
quiet they're trying, where so
Vega is one of anumber of guest
many others have failed, to be
musicians on the album along
America's answer to Def Lepwith Bruce Hornsby. The
pard. The Co's harmonies aren't
engineering is by the hottest
as sickly sweet, the riffs are less
ticket in the biz, Irishman Kevin
plodding but Company of
Killen. New York has known
Wolves somehow leaves a 1.epabout this girl from South Dakota
pard impression [A:11
for some years as she has
Karen Douthwaite
appeared in Pump Boys and
CUBA: LES DANSES DES
Dinettes there with Maria MulDIEUX
daur as well as winning Best
Ocora CD C 559051 ( 73m lOs )
New Vocalist at the New York
Secret societies and cults have .k
Music Awards in 1988. And
maintained the distinct cultures
sleeve note watchers will find
standard; only first and last chorTHE FALL: EXTRICATE
of various West African tribes in
her backing up Vega on ` Luka'.
uses are typical bop — the rest is
COG-Sinister. Phonogram
Cuba. It's not surprising that so
She is in no way as vulnerable as
good swinging bluesy jazz.
much West African singing, 842 204-2 ( 54m 30s)
Vega though she has all the
Lovely tone from Hank's Baldwin
dancing and drumming should
sensitivity. This is a strong folkpiano, well recorded. (A:1/21
The Fall are an odd bunch. Fourremain in Cuba. What is surprisrock album and Ilove it. (A*:11
Denis Argent
teen albums on and they are no
ing is how people like the
Neville Farmer
more accessible than they ever
Yoruba remain so intact. These
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON:
are of course the roots of a were and seem as determined to
COMPANY OF WOLVES:
THIRD WORLD WARRIOR
rupture the rules of pop as they
whole chunk of latin american
COMPANY OF WOLVES
Mercury 834 629-2 ( 37m) CI)
music, and here you can savour were in the late seventies. The
Phonogram 842 184-1
them in the raw. The drumming lyrics continue to baffle and
Kristofferson as America's voice
bemuse drawing loosely on
of conscience? Exactly. These
observations and experiences —
days he's acting as Uncle Sam's
'British People In Hot Weather',
Jimmy Cricket, perching on the
indeed! Produced by trendy
shoulder of every politician,
Adrian Sherwood the album is
explaining to anyone who'll lissimplicity itself though it doesn't
ten, exactly how that warpay so much as lip service
battered nose has continued to
towards hi-fi niceties — even
grow. Taken individually, such
voices are merely instruments to
statements, which come sparsely
be distorted and effected. The
accompanied and hark back to
sleeve notes claim that the simthe era of the sons of Guthrie,
plicity will 'confound all bores,
e imitators and anxiety mongers'. are worthy of vinyl documentation. Served in album form,
â Why anyone would try to imitate
The Fall confounds me. Perhaps I however, the various elements
do tend to bore in almost party
R am one of the bores the sleeve
political broadcast fashion. The
talks of. 1love the single 'Tele-
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Eagle And The Bear', Jesse Jackson', 'Sandinista', ' Don't Let The
Bastards Get You Down' — the
titles alone tell all. While I'm
positive that Kristofferson has a
genuine belief in all that he's
doing and is not, like some,
merely jumping on the peacewagon, alittle more flavouring, a
glance at other aspects of life —
happiness, perhaps? — might
have made Kris's statements on
Nicaragua and other involvements, even more potent. Willie
Nelson and Billy Swan are also
on hand while Oliver Stone can
only be just around the corner.
[A:1/2]
Fred Dellar

urnE BOB: RENDEZ-VOUS
IN ANGEL CRY
Musidisc 104181
However nervous we are about
1992, the French have no
qualms adjusting to it — even if it
means accepting that French
rock culture as one of their
less- than- desirable exports.
Whether it's Rapid° or the
recently appointed Minister of
Rock, the French are getting
their act together, and Little Bob
could lead the charge. He first
appeared during the punk era in
the Gallic Stranglers or Eddie &
the Hot Rods. Though silent ( in
the UK) throughout the 1980s,
he hasn't been stagnating, and
Rendez- Vous In Angel City is as
meaty as anything sourced in an
English-speaking country. little
Bob insists on singing in the
language of rock 'n' roll, but his
accent is nowhere near as
impenetrable as Antoine's, so
you won't laugh your way
through asuperb cover of ' Keep
On Running'. This is hard- edged
rock, and it's no coincidence
that one of his sidemen is exMink de Ville. If the other 'single
Europe' ventures are as good as
this, then Maggie can relax.
IA:11
Ken Kessler
BENNY MARDONES:
BENIVY MARDONES
Curb Records ZD74432
(43m 63s ) CD

Manilow goes metal? Ionly partread the credits before agreeing
to review this. Jon Bon Jovi's
name leapt out at me, and there I
was, committed. Unfortunately
the rest passed me by: ' I owe
some of you my life — all of you
my undying love and gratitude
...', moving isn't it? The same can
be said for Mardones's strained
vocals, the wimpy keyboards and
the heavy-handed production.
They moved me to the kitchen
to wash up. Sadly though, afew
good guitarists are wasted
amongst these mediocre tracks.
IC:2/3]
Karen Douthwaite
NITZER EBB: SHOIVTIME
Mute STUMM72
Mute CDSTUMM72
(36m 50s ) CD
Once upon a time, Nitzer Ebb
were a mysterious part of the
vanguard of Belgian Beat. Their
name and the lack of information
about them led everyone to
believe they must be Belgian, or
at least close to it. In a funny
kind of way, they were, but most
people wouldn't have guessed
the duo hailed from Essex. Their
new record sees the boys moving slightly away from the
industrial grail of former
records, and injecting a little
more human frailty into the proceedings. This is not to say that
what we have here is an album of
plaintive love songs: Ebb still
favour building up an oppressive
and unstoppable momentum, as
on ' My Heart' or the darkly
jaunty single ' Lightning Man'.
But elsewhere, the sound of
machinery going grindingly haywire is softened by asmall concern for some sort of melody, as
on the opening 'Getting Closer'.
There's even a track called Tun
To Be Had'. Who'd have guessed? (
A:21
Pete Clark
THE NOTTING HILLBILLIES:
MISSING ... PRESUMED
HAVING A GOOD TIME
Vertigo 842671-1

The Notting HillBillies must
have been one of the most
Idon't want to insult Mr Mar- famous unheard bands in the
dones without just cause, but his
history of popular music. This, of
soft focus portrait on the sleeve
course, is due to the presence of
looks not unlike- Barry Manilow.
Mark Knoptler among their>
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An Blakey

'LIVE AT RONNIE SCOTT'S'

ROY AYERS: FAST MONEY
Essential ESMCD 017
(55m 08s) CD
CHET BAKER: NIGHTBIRD
Essential ESMCD 015
(59m 15s)CD
ART BLAICEY:
LIVE AT RONNIE SCOTT'S
Essential ESMCD 014
(52m 19s) CD
CHICO FREEMAN:
GROOVEV' LATE
Essential ESMCD 018
(53m 27s) CD
ANITA O'DAY: WAVE
Essential ESMCD 019
(53m 29s) CD
Soundtracks, in a sense: all
these titles also appear as VHS
videocassettes. All are meticulously recorded. The instruments are recorded direct
from the microphone feeds,
so, mercifully perhaps, you
don't ( except on Wave) hear
the characteristic ' live' sound
of the club's PA. But you do
get enough audience noise to
give a sense of occasion
(except on Groovin' Late, a
studio remix). Most recent
and least 'jazzy' s Ayers' Fast
Money, catching the New
York rap/funk/jazz vibist on
his November 1988 visit.
Eight numbers include Ayers'
1978 dance hit ' Running
Away'. Ayers offers appealing
showmanship and impressive
playing, and the tight rhythm
section teams brilliantly with
Zachary Breaux's guitar, but is
strictly for rare- groove
addicts. [
A:1] At the opposite
end of Scott's spectrum,
Nightbird features the late
trumpeter filmed in June
1986. Pianist Michel Grailler
and bassist Riccardo del Fra
provide effective and zippy

backing. Baker's best balladplaying is on the reflective
'Arboway', but even fans of
Baker's singing will hear him
sagging on ' But Not For Me'
and running out of range on
'My Ideal'. On 'Send In The
Clowns', the unlikely guest
vocalist is Van Morrison,
whose gruff tuneless slur and
trademark melismas make you
wonder how is going to bring
off the song's punchline
ending 'They're here'. Somehow, inspired perhaps by
Baker, he does it. [
13:1] In
contrast with such introspection, Blakey's 'Jazz Messengers' have always set out to
blow the cobwebs away. The
1985 edition was certainly up
to scratch, with trumpeter
Terence Blanchard proving
that Wynton Marsalis wasn't
completely irreplaceable
IA:1]. Recorded the following
year, Grooving Late features
the more-travelled son of Chicago tenor- man Von Freeman.
Chico Freeman, plays tenor
and soprano sax, his eclectic
selection ranging from adutiful 'Sentimental Mood' to a
straight-ahead 'What if, also
an admirable feature for pianist Kenny Barron, to crossover
originals in which Barron
switches to synthesizer [
B:11.
Finally, Waye captures Anita
O'Day in March 1986, with
her own long-time drummer,
the somewhat Krupa-styled
John Poole, and pianist Merrill
Hoover, augmented very
happily by British musicians
Tommy Whittle ( tenor sax
and flute) and Lennie Bush
(bass). With a deep cloudy
voice resembling late Billie
Holiday, Anita ()'Day's personality, style, wit and swing can
outweigh her severe vocal
limitations: this live-sounding
disc is the most endearing of
the lot [
A:1]. Steve Harris
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greying ranks, a man who, to
date, has sold eight million zillion copies of his answering
machine message. Fortunately
for the world at large, and the
rest of the Billies in particular,
this group is not a glorified
backing band for the six strings
of god. Instead, what you get for
your dosh is eleven tracks of
rhythm & blues, country blues,
folk blues, and every permutation therefrom, all treated with
great respect by musicians who
are old enough to know what
they really like. The material is a
mixture: a sprinkling of original
tunes ( including the widelyheard 'Your Own Sweet Way'
courtesy of St Mark), ahandful of
cover versions ( notably the
Louvin Brothers' Weapons Of
Prayer' and Charlie Rich's ' Feel
Like Going Home') and aseasoning of arrangements of traditional material (` Railroad Work
Song', ' Please Baby' ). If this lot
sets your house on fire, then it
was a genuine fire risk anyway,
but if you're after something for
the weekend, what could be
safer? [
A:1]
Pete Clark

flawed disc. Like a number of
jazz releases these days, it
attempts to cover everything ...
a bit of jazz ... abit of latin ... a
bit of light commercial music.
The end result is a rather superficial workout. There's amultiple
lineup with some good names
among them, but the formula
doesn't do anyone justice.
Shame. [A*:2/3]
Ken Ryder
ROBERT PLANT:
MANIC NIRVANA
East West Records/WEA WX 339

The man America considers to
be the greatest rock singer ever
has much less of a following in
his native land but the Zeppelin
legend lives on and from the
superb vocalising on this record
it is not hard to sec why. There is
something about the man that
cannot be ignored. Since going
solo, Plant's music has definitely
had its ups and downs with a
number of changes in co-writing
personnel but he has always
managed to pull afew real gems
out of the bag and this album is
no exception. Nor can he resist
dropping in an oldie with 'Your
Ma Said You Cried In Your Sleep
SINEAD O'CONNOR:
Last Night' interspersed with a
IDO NOT WANT WHAT I
touch of Zep's ' Rock And Roll'.
HAVE NOT GOT
But in Plant's continual quest to
Ensign Records CHEN 14
be unique he sometimes comes a
If O'Connor fails to become a little unstuck as the imitators try
major, world-class star it will to box him in. Some of the songs
only be her big mouth that stops lack real depth if not conviction
her. She has an incredible voice, and the arrangements don't
writes great songs, looks amaz- always make the most of his
ing and now she can act. IDo powerful voice. He is still way
A:11
Not Want What IHave Not Got ahead of the pack, though. [
Nevi Ile Farmer
is her second album and though
not as hard as the first, it is more
RUBELLA BALLET- AT THE
mature and acredit to her talent.
END OF THE RAINBOW
That the Prince cover, ' Nothing
Brave Records/One Little
Compares 2 1" was a number
Indian BND 2CD
one came as little surprise. But it
(36m 21s)CD
is' one of a number of really

certainly got it together and
Torstein Flakne is a pretty good
singer/guitarist but he's also
responsible for the music and
lyrics, and for giving the impression that the Stage Dolls are a
bunch of part-time musicians
with faraway jobs and numerous
girl friends at home. ' Igot a job
on a rig overseas/Lorraine, will
you wait for me'; ' it's another
five-days/before letting go';
'Someday/when my ship comes
in ...'. Restless fidgeting that
soon becomes irritating when
the diction is as clear as Flakne's.
[13:21
Karen Douthwaite

THAT PETROL EMOTION:
CHEMICRAZY
Virgin V2618
Virgin CDV2618
(44m 38s) CD

This is one of those groups that
are too often talked of in terms
of potential rather than achievement. When the songwriting
heart of the Undertones ( whose
later LPs, particularly the last, are
criminally underrated) joined
with US singer Steve Mack to
strong songs on the album, many
create That Petrol Emotion, the
Ten years of Rubella Ballet have
of which are self-penned. The
ears of that part of the world
not seen them being inducted
O'Connor/Nellee Hooper prowith taste immediately pricked
into the Rock And Roll Hall Of
duction is generally simple and
up. The first release was rough
Fame but it has seen them supsparse with plenty of acoustic
but good, the next was so-so, the
guitar — a break for Hooper of porting the Mission and Faith No
last (' End Of The Millenium
More. They are also renowned
Soul II Soul fame. Everything is
Psychosis Blues') was frankly
for having the tallest drummer in
designed to emphasize the
below par. The latest record
the world — and he looks great
power of O'Connor's voice and
employs the production services
on record. Rubella Ballet are an
to bring out her lyrics which
of Scott Litt, probably best
dwell on motherhood rather a 'okay' sort of fluorescent new
known for his association with
wave band but somehow they
lot ( not surprising really), but
REM, and he seems much more
sound tired and directionless. At
cover a number of political
suited to the Petrol sound than
aspects as well. A fine album by a times it could be The Banshees
previous knob-twiddler Roli
but they lack the subtlety and
fine artist. [
A:11 Neville Farmer
seem to have moved little in a Mosimann of Swans. It is pleasing
to report that this is easily the
decade. The production is simiMICHEL PETRUCCIANI:
most powerful and well-rounded
larly old hat and the quality of
MUSIC
album that the group have put
reproduction on this CD is thin
Blue Note CDP 792563 2
together. Songs like ' Hey Venus'
and tiresome. This is 1978 all
(45m 46s ) CD
and ' Gnaw Mark' have that sense
over again and it isn't pretty.
of menace and melody that
There's no doubt that this
IC:2]
Neville Farmer
promised to mark out this band
French pianist is something speas one of the greats. ' l'ingle' is a
STAGE DOLLS: STAGE DOLLS
cial. To be able to play half
beautiful pop song. As usual, the
Polygram 841 259-1
decently at all would have been
Petrols have committed one
a tremendous achievement for
small blunder by releasing the
someone so cruelly crippled by a 'Ibis is the first UK release from
screamingly uncommercial
Norway's Stage Dolls, a three
bone disease. But he's a pianist
'Abandon' as the first single. Let's
piece who already have a fairworth listening to for the freshhope it doesn't queer the
sized following in the States. And
ness and exuberance of his
pitch for the rest. [
A:1] l'ele Clark
approach. Unfortunately this is a they're not bad. The drummer's
1
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TROUBLE: TROUBLE
Def American Recordings
842 424-1
After Def American's disastrous
debut, Danzig, this heavy metal
outfit comes as a breath of fresh
air. Sure Trouble sound
unpleasantly like early Sabbath at
times but they have other pre tentions. They slip into elements
of Sixties Brit pop and The Floyd
at times and sound truly
interested in music outside the
standard heavy metal boundaries. 'A Misery Shows ( Act II )'
almost sounds like The Move in

places. The lyrics are also different from the standard death,
doom and devil worship dished
out by a million fluffy haired
loonies across America. Icannot
say that Trouble is awork of art
but it is certainly acut above the
rest and may even convert afew
non-metal fans. Let's see if Dcf
American can come up with any
other goodies. 113:1/21
Neville Farmer
ULTRAMARINE: DE
Musidisc UK 500052
(6'm 37s ) CD The Nomis
Complex, 45/53 Sinclair Road,
London W14 ONS
Lively, colourful Afro-Caribbean
jazz of this standard is a rare
treat. Ultramarine are a French
based band of successful jazzers
from around the world and this
is a brilliant example of their
talent, slyly combining world
music rhythms and melodies
with slick Lrban jazz to give a
freshness and aclass which is as
exciting as it is clever. The virtuoso performances of the musicians are outstanding without
trying to best each other. Led by
pianist Mario Canonge from Martinique and the Parisian guitarist
Nguyen Le, Ultramarine was
formed in 1983 and has been
wowing French audiences ever
since. But as is so often the case,
Britain notices little of what is
going on across the channel and
so, until now, has missed out. It
is time to redress the balance.
IA:1]
Neville Farmer
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
AGE OF CHANCE: MECCA
Virgin CCDV 2564
(423m 19s ) C1)
Exceptional second release from
a band with a handle on hooks,
an understanding of soul and a
feel for the beat. Should tickle
those partial to class chart artists
like INXS or the Fine Young
Cannibals. Much more eclectic
than either of them, which may
or may not be abonus. [
A*1/11

musicianship, thoughtful lyrics
and — above all — street sass. This
crew just won't he pigeonholed.
[A/A*:11
HOUSE OF LOVE: FONTANA
Fontana 842 293-1
Well- hyped artsy hand with a
fine guitar sound and an uncanny
knack of balancing indic touches
with commercial potential. But
it's all ahit precious, and it's hard
to accept lyrics which sound like
the hand members just
discovered their navels. IA:21

foundation for all manner of
thrash-esque touches — but it's
too deliberate and ' crafted' to be
written off as merely anarchic.
Approach with caution. [A*:2]

SOULED AMERICAN:
AROUND THE HORN
Rough Trade ROUGH 151
Third I.P from this strangest of
US indic bands, awarped look at
roots music which blends a
dozen Yankee genres. They still
sound like they enjoy the odd
tipple, but they're more melodic
with each release. A joyous, if
odd experience. 1A:1 * I

OST: BLAZE
A&M AMA 3932
Suitably southern soundtrack for
a film about the legendary
stripper and the Governor of
Louisiana. Ilank Williams, Fats
Domino, Randy Newman and a SUDDEN SWAY: KO-OPERA
lot of fine original material — Rough Trade ROUGH 142
THE DEVIS FROND:
with added sleaze for the lady of A community- conscious indic
ANY GAS FASTER
band, communicating through
the title. [A:1/2]
Reckless RECK 18
some serious high-techery
Panic!!! Bevis has moved from a THE HENRY KAISER BAND:
which veers from the gloomy to
OST: DANCIN' THROUGH
HEART'S DESIRE
Portastudio to the full-blown
the funky. Overwhelming in
THE DARK
article. Too much polish for the
Reckless RECK 19
places, which means that the feel
Jive HIP 92
Keeper of the Psychedelic (77m -48s ) CD
Eleven street-proven dance'n'rap may obscure the messages.
Flame? No: it merely sounds The muso's mumi, with his own
moments to fill the spaces Which is what music ought to do
better. The latest instalment is band, caught live in what could
to politics. [
A/A*:11
inbetween the dialogue of the
more song oriented, more grass be a reprise of the Summer Of
latest from the man behind such
than acid as it were. The Bevis Love. Mixed bag of covers,
earthy delights as Shirley TAJ MAHAL: BIG BLUES
including the Dead's ' Dark Star',
Frond still rules. Man. (
A/B:11
Valentine and Educating Rita.
Essential/Castle
Neil Young's "l'he Loner' and
Communications ESMCD 002
Implies more glamour than the
others. A great festival ambience
LUKA BLOOM: RIVERSIDE
story delivers. but it's at in light (47m 33s ) C1)
to this, reminiscent of
Reprise 926 092-1
of the Liverpool club settings.
The Ry Cooder of the blues live
Stoneground's family- feel gigs.
Earthy stuff from an Irish singerat Ronnie Scott's in late '88.
[A:1/21
(Bill ' Note: CD has 15 tracks, 1.1›
song writer who knows that
Excellent showcase of rural
has 17, but the Cl) has one track
instruments needn't be amplified
blues in his inimitable style —
BUCK OWENS:
not on the vinyl!
if it's power one wishes to
like Bobby McFerrin meets John
ACT NATURALLY
convey. Charmed audiences at
Lee Ilooker. Superb. [
A/A*:1/11
Capitol CDP 7 92893 2
Pogucs and Sinead O'Connor MARTHA'S VINEYARD:
(28m (l8s) CD
MARTHA'S VINEYARD
gigs, which says it all. IA:1]
THUNDER:
Brief but enjoyable, pure
rooArt/Phonogram 838 210-1
country hokum. Guests include
BACK STREET SYMPHONY
One of the bands from the
DATA BANK A: SALAD DAYS
EMI CDP 793614 2
Emmylou Harris on a plaintive
recent moArt sampler, an Aussie
Lively Art ARTY 16 CD ( 43m
(56m 36s )(: 1)
'Cryin"l'ime and none other
10,000 Maniacs which sounds so
47s) CI)
At last!!! A new HM hand which
than Ringo Starr on the title cut.
'Synth-based, dark dance music' American-folkie that you'd swear
isn't afraid to boogie. Realizing
Fret not about the playing time:
is what the press release says,
they came from Boston. Fresh
that there's more raunch and
this is mid- priced. [A:2]
melodies and a fresher sound —
about as good a nutshell
rutting in the ethos of Free and
almost makes the passage of
description as you're gonna get.
Bad Company than in any
DIANNE REEVES:
Fairground Attraction a nonDespite covering such melodic
volume of runes and pentagrams,
NEVER TOO FAR
event. [A:1]
pieces as a Harry Nilsson tune,
Thunder has revived a great
EMI CDP 792401 2
Data Bank A is for technoids
British tradition: metal which
(47m 45s) CD
CURTIS MAYFIELD:
only. [
A:1/21
cooks. [
A:11
A shift from Blue Note to EMI
PEOPLE GET READY
proper means ashift in style. Yes,
Essential/Castle
ELEVENTH DREAM DAY:
BEN VAUGHN:
a bit of the jazz has been traded
Communications ESMCD 003
BEET
DRESSED IN BLACK
for a more commercial feel, hut
(54m 44s) CD
Atlantic 7567-82053/1
why complain? We saw it
Demon FIEND CD 116
The former Impression
Latest example of agenre which
(42m 57s) CD
coming with her stunning spots
encompasses all manner of performing a handful of his
Vaughn's fourth — coincidentally
on Lou Rawls' At Last, and this
classics at Ronnie Scott's in late
guitar- led US bands with their
set merely confirms that she's a released in the same month as
1988. Despite the vintage of the
eyes on the educated rather than
Dave Edmund's latest — confirms
heartstopping performer
material — much of it specifically
the inebriated. College radio
his worth as a rock/pop wizard
whatever the genre. IA:1/11
1970s-ish — the changing times
fodder, true, but powerful, more
on a par with his guests, Alex
have made the messages relevant
Hüsker Dü than REM. Tracks laid
Chilton and Marshall Crenshaw.
RUNNING WILD:
down quickly, but it only shows once more. And that voice is still
This latest offering is as retro as a
DEATH OR GLORY
one of the most enticing in all of
in the energy levels. IB/C:11
Shakin' Stevens I.P but too much
EMI/Electrola CDP 566-7
souldom. [
A/B:1/11
93324 2 ( 5.4m 26s ) C1)
is fresh and original to deem it
FURNITURE:
State of the art German HM, the
passe. [
A:1**1
MEMPHIS SLIM:
FOOD, SEX & PARANOIA
studded leather, the sneers and
STEPPIN' OUT
Arista 260 377 ( 44m 59s )(: 1)
VARIOUS: DEEP HEAT 5
titles like ' Evilution' and
Essential/Castle
Bleak Stuff, the kind usually
'Running Blood' adding new
Telstar STAR 2411
Communications ESMCD 016
inspired by reading too many
32 of the ' hottest club hits ever',
meaning to ' truth in packaging'.
street fashion magazines or (56m 06s ) CD
plus exclusive remixes. Jolly
Slick, fast and heavy, with nods
believing all the nonsense A star-studded live session
to the thrash/speed market as
good dance fodder from De La
recorded not long before this
written about the Velvets. The
well as the Maiden fans. IA:21
Soul, Adeva, Inner City and
great bluesman passed away.
title hits two out of three but
others. IA:21
destroys the equation; maybe Aided by the likes of Slim
NINA SIMONE:
Gaillard, Paul Jones and Danny
this mob should watch Tom
MY BABYJUST CARES FOR ME
THE MIKE WESTBROOK
Jones instead of The Cook, The Adler. MS sails through 16 gritty
BAND: OFF ABBEY ROAD
Essential/Castle
classics. A fine epitaph. IA:1/11
Thief His Wife etc [A.113:2131
Communications ESMCD 013
TipToe/Enja CD 888 805
(46m 2, is )CD
(74m 45s) CD Dist by Line
THE HAVALINAS:
NUMB: CHRISTMEISTER
An odd, but brave cover version
Nina live at Ronnie Scott's in late
Lively Art ARTY 15 Cl)
THE HAVALINAS
of the whole of the Beatles'
1984, obviously on agood night
(40m 30s ) CD Dist by APT
Elektra EKT69
Abbey Road, less ' Her Majesty'.
when things were swinging.
Debut I.P from a hot IA trio The band's name says it all, how
Ends with afine take of the title
Veers from faithful replicas to
you'll feel after listening to this
which sounds like it's been
jazz excursions to a booze-up.
track to a raucous reception...
barrage of rhythms. The bass and
paying dues for 20 years.
Recorded live in August 1989.
before it was re- issued as asmash
Effective blend of Stray Cats
percussion are kept busy
Only for the hardcore. [ B:2]
throughout,
forming
a hit single. [A:1] ( Also on video.)
strut, college radio smarts, ace
Ill
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BLODWYN PIG: AHEAD
RINGS OUT
BGO Records LP54
Nice curio from ' 69 a
progressive act that dabbled
with blues, nascent HM, jazz and
severe Tullism. Swings nicely,
though, and can be enjoyed
without hallucinogens. [
B:1/2]
THE BLUES BAND:
OFFICIAL BLUES BAND
BOOTLEG ALBUM
Ariola 260 497 ( 34m 09s ) CD
THE BLUES BAND: READY
Ariola 260 498 ( 51m 24s)CD
The first two, circa 1980, from
the hardest working and most
aptly named blues band in the
UK. Steady and dependable party
music, to satisfy both the purists
and those born after the
invention of the silicon chip.
[A:11, [A:1/2]
JOE COCKER: WITH A LITTLE
HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
Castle Communications
CLACD 172 (41rn 16s ) CD
A debut to rank with the Doors'
first, the 1969 smash which
revealed Cocker to be the most
soulful male vocalist this country
ever produced. A truly perfect
mix of musicianship and
material. [
A/B:1***]
DR JOHN:
PLAYS MAC REBENNACK
Demon FIEND CD!
(53m 52s ) CD
If you had any doubts about Dr
John's abilities as a solo pianist,
this session in 1981 with just the
man and his piano will set you
straight. Superlative New
Orleans key- tinkling, recorded
with audiophile cred. [
A*:11
JOSE FELICIANO:
ME BEST OF
RCA ND89561 ( 58m 41s)CD
More than satisfying 16-track
round- up of Feliciano's finest
recordings, now sound contemporary because of the world
music boom. Soulful and Latin,
with some ear-opening acoustic
guitar play. [A/A*:11
ISAAC HAYES: THE ISAAC
HAYES MOVEMENT
Stax/Ace CDSXE 025
(36m 23s ) CD
Moody Isaac, with four long
excursions, including a dark 12minute take of the Beatles'
`Something' and a 7-minute version of ' IJust Don't know What
To Do With Myself. You won't
believe it's 20 years old. [
A/B:1]
HERMAN'S HERMITS:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE CD 284
(53m 36s) CD
Stop laughing: this is actually
great pop, however prefab
it may sound. Infectious hooks
from songwriters of the calibre
of Goffin & King. Beats the pants
off Jason Donovan, It's 20 years
overdue. Shame it's mono. IA:21

JOHN LEE HOOKER:
ME DETROIT LION
JOHN LEE HOOKER:
THAT'S MY STORY/THE FOLK
BLUES OF
Ace CDCHD 927 ( 72m 22s) CD
After 1989's monumental The
Healer, Demon offers fans new
and old 15 original recordings
from 1948-1961, while Ace has
packaged two I.Ps from 1959-60
onto CD. The astonishing revelation is how true he remains to
his original sound, despite
increasing degrees of sophistication. Still the bluesman's bluesman. 1/1:11 per.
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS:
LIGHTNIN' STRIKES BACK
Charly CD CHARILY 209
(46m 46s ) CD
15 tracks recorded during 196062, a mix of live material and
studio sessions for Veejay and
others. Exceptional blues,
enhanced with wry chat from
the man himself. Quite chilling,
with an intensity few have
matched. IBA]
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK:
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
Derain 820 577-2 ( 53m ) CD
Old Engelbert is the same as
current Humperdinck, which
means masterful crooning aimed
specifically at blue- rinsed ladies.
Less rocking than his former
stablemate Tom Jones. EH is
unashamedly of another era, and
if you listen to this you'll learn
that he's damned good too. IA:21
MISSISSIPPIJOHN HURT:
LAST SESSIONS
Vanguard/Start VMD 79327
(46m 25s)CD
The finale from one of the greats,
undiluted acoustic rural blues.
Proof that pure blues is as entitled to the loftier tag of ' folk
music' as anything else the genre
has produced. The nearly forgottten soul of the Deep South.
IA/A*:11
JJ JACKSON:
ME GREATJJJACKSON
See For Miles SEE CD 281
(32m 26s) CD
No boast, within lurks some of
the finest unheralded soul ever
recorded. Fabulous originals
mixed with perfectly executed
covers like Ain't Too Proud To
Beg' mean that this deserves a
wider audience than mere cognoscenti. [
A/B:11
JAN & DEAN: DEAD MAN'S
CURVE/NEW GIRL IN SCHOOL
C5 C5CD 550 30m 35s) CD
First UK release for a surfin'
bonanza. A trio of hits — ' Linda'
and the two title tracks — plus
filler of equal calibre. Fun stuff
and it's in stereo. IA:21
PAUL KELLY:
HA1VGIN' ON IN THERE
Edsel ED316
Another one of those great lost

soul LPs, from a southern soul
master with enough gospel influence to allow this to suit both
genres. His biggest hit, 'Stealing
In The Name Of The Lord', is
worthy of Al Green, which says it
all. [
A/B:11
THE KINKS: ARTHUR
Castle Communications
CLACD 162 ( 49m 00s ) Cl)
Back following the demise of
PR'!', this remains the Kinks' best
Pye-era release. An artistically
successful, if commercially
unsuccessful 'concept' release
about a changing England.
[A:1***] also reissued are the
other nine Pye-era Kinks titles.
THE MOODY BLUES:
MIS IS THE MOODY BLUES
Threshold/Decca 820 007-2
(46m 15s)CD
Superlative two-disc, 26- track
compilation covering the early,
most successful part of their
post-'Go Now' career, 1867-72.
All the real smashes — ' Tuesday
Afternoon', ' Nights In White
Satin', ' Question' — and more, a
fabulous single-purchase set for
both the casual and the completist. [
A:1/1*/2]
THE MYSTICS/THEJARMELS:
THE MYSTICS MEET THE
JARMELS
Ace CDCH929 ( 72m 15s) CD
Two Ace LPs on one CD, a nice
way to contrast the white doowop of the Mystics (' Hushabye' )
with the black doo-wop of the
Jarmels CA Little Bit Of Soap').
Real retro for those who need a
reason to justify driving a ' 57
Chevy. 1A/A*:1/21
THE SEARCHERS:
SWEETS FOR MY SWEET
Castle Communications
CLACD 165 ( 30m I2s) CD
Again available after the passage
of PRT the Searchers' debut for
Pye, perfect Merseybeat from
the other Fab Four. [
BA] Also
reissued on CD are Sugar And
Spice (CIACD 166) and It's The
Searchers (CLACD 167).
THE SWEET:
DESOLATION BOULEVARD
Castle Communications
CLACD ! 70 (41m 59s)CD
A band which deserved better.
This 1974 set shows them as far
more clever than amere thumping glitter band, mixing certified
hits with a couple of great covers. Elmer Bernstein? Yes, and
Pete Townshend, too. 113:1]
ROOSEVELT SYKES: GET
YOUR ROW OUT
Bluetime/Charly BT 2018
Excellent sequel to Dirty Mother
For You ( BT 2008), 16 more
slices of salacious barrel house
boogie'n'blues from the master.
The material dates from 193641, and suggests that black audiences of the era had agood grasp
of the double entendre. [
H:11

THIRD EAR BAND:
MUSIC FROM MACBETH
BGO Records LP61
The soundtrack to Polanski's
film, suitably gloomy, British and
Shakespearean. Classical rock
from the time before it meant
the ISO playing the hits IA/B:2]
VARIOUS:
GREAT BLUESMEN/NEWPORT
Vanguard/Start ( 71m 23s ) CD
Staggering collection of 21
tracks from a dozen blues
legends, live at the Newport Folk
Festival, 1959-65. John Lee
Hooker, Skip James, I.ightnin'
Hopkins — this is a blues lover's
feast and the best Vanguard reissue yet. [
A:11
VARIOUS: LET'S DRINK SOME
JUICE AND ALL GET LOOSE
Sun/Charly CD SUN 28
(60m) CD
1951-54. Little Milton, Junior
Parker, Roscoe Gordon, Pinetop
Perkins and more, hot, vintage
Southern blues. IH/B:1/2]
VARIOUS: THERE'LL ALWAYS
BE AN ENGLAND
ASV CD AJA 5069 ( 67111) CD
Off- to- war bloodstirrers
recorded on the eve of WWII, all
June- December 1939. Flanagan
& Allen, Joe Loss, Vera Lynn, Lew
Stone. [
H:1/2]
VARIOUS: WHITE LIGHTNING
Instant/Charly CD INSD 5017
(75m I9s)CD
Fabulous follow-up to Stoned
Alchemy, another 30 R&B originals ( 28 on CD) which
inspired British bands. A great
mix of classics from the likes of
Chuck Berry, John Lee Hooker,
Bo Diddley and Elmore James,
with the bonus of great liner
notes by Roy Carr. [
B/H: 1***1
VARIOUS:
THE YOUNG BLOOD STORY
C5 C5CD-549 ( 70m 08s ) CD
Fascinating set recalling an allbut-forgotten indic label with
the most eclectic tastes of all.
Just imagine in one stable, Billy
Ocean, The Damned, Carl
Wayne, Jimmy Page, Ben E King,
ABC, Mike Berry, Roy Harper
and others. 1A/B:1/1*1
ALSO RECEIVED:
VARIOUS: ANOTHER
SATURDAY NIGHT
Ace CDCH 288 53m 51s)CD
20 tracks from the bayou, Cajunflavoured rock'n'roll. 1A/B:11
VARIOUS:
REMEMBER THE PIRATES
EMI CDP 793831 60m 47s ) CD
20 tracks plus jingles, when pop
radio was illegal. [
A:1/2]
VARIOUS: THE TOP OF THE
POPS PARTY ALBUM
Telstar/BBC STAR 2383
Celebrating 25 years of 707'P
with a mix of smashes. IA:1/2/3]
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RECENT RELEASES- FROM YOUR DEALER

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS
ON LP
Limited stocks of LPs are still available,
including the following:
E 77027

ANTHONY HOLBORNE
Extempore String Ensemble. IA: 11
VIERNE: Symphony No.4.
David Sanger.(A:
E 77040
ELGAR: ' EVENING SCENE' Part Songs.
Philharmonic Chamber Choir [A: 1)
E 77044
HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS
Salisbury Cathedral Choir. [A.:1)
E 77048
VIERNE: Symphony No.5.
David Sanger. [ A:11
E 77051
WALTHER: Transcriptions for Organ
Gerald Gifford.[A: 11
E 4577058 ALLEGRI: Misere Mei.
Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge. [A': 11
E 77072
MORCEAUX DE SALON
Jeremy Polmear (ob.) / Diana Ambache (pno)
[A: 1./q
E 4577076 MY MINSTREL LOVE
Ann Mackay (sop) / Simon Wynberg (gtr) [A.: 1]
E 77130
SCHOECK Nonurno 06.47.
Ian Caddy ) b- bar) / Bochmann Ot. [A: 1]
E 77033

SUPERIOR SOUND
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
Meridian Records

Compact discs: £ 10.99

MAY RELEASES

Cassettes: £4.99

VICTOR DAVIES: TIIE MENNONITE PIANO
CONCERTO/GOOD TIMES ( SUITE FOR ORCHESTRA) Irmgard Bacrg ( Piano)/London Syniihmis
Orchestra/Boris Brott.
CD: RRCD 1304 MC: WLM 404
EDMUND PASCHA ( 1714-72): C:I IRISTMAS MAY,
F/9 CHRISTMAS CAROLS FROM ' PROSAE PAS'!
ALES' Prague Madrigal Singers/Musica Boheinica.
CD: RRCD 1305 MC: WLM 405
'FOR STRINGS - PARFREY DOLCE DOMENICO,
BECK CAROLS/RAGTIME/PARTITA; DVORAK
SERENADE FOR STRINGS (0p.44 WIND SERENADE
TRANS INGMAN). Camerata Nova Chamber Orchestra.
CD: RRCD 1306 MC: WLM 406
WILLIAM WALLACE (USA): DANCES AND VARIATIONS London Symphony Orchestra/Boris Brott.
CD: RRCD 1307 MC: WLM 407
CRYING WITH LAUGHTER - TI IL PIANO MOODS
OF WOJTEK GOGOLEWSK I with Schneider ( Flute)/
Bogdanowicz ( Bass)/Biskupski ( Percussion)/The Warsaw
Radio Orchestra.
CD: RRCD 1308 MC: WLM 408
ALEXANDER MOYZES JANOSIK'S BOYS
OVERTURE/PARTITA IN HONOUR OF MASTER
PAUL FROM LEVOCA; ANTON HASEFELD
MUSICA FESTIVA Bratislava Radio Symphony Orch./
Slovak Philharmonic Orch./B
Orch.
CD: RRCD 1309 MC: WLM 409
UK DISTRIBUTORS- RARE RECORDS LIMITED
13 Bank Square Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IAN
Tel: (0625) 522017 extn.74/Fax: (0625) 536101
MAIL ORDER (see address above) UK Delivery Charges:
up ro £ 25 add £ 1per order ( UK orders of £25 and over post
free). Allow up to 28 days. Payment: CI I
EQU ES to • Itar,
Records Ltd'. VISA/ACCESS card numbers & expiry date.

Vivaldi: Sonatas for Strings Vol. I
Purcell Quartet
CD; EBTD 0502 - Cassette; No LP

CHAN 0502

'Salon to Swing'
Palm Court Theatre Orchestra directed by Anthony Godwin
CHAN 8856 - CD: LBRD/LBTD 027 LP & Cassette
Moeran: Violin Concerto/Lonely Waters/
Whythorne's Shadow
Mordkovitch/ Ulster Orchestra/Handley
CHAN 8807 - CD; ABTD 1435 - Cassette: No LP
Prokofiev: Piano Concertos Nos. 1, 4 & 5
Boris Berman/Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra/Jarvi
CHAN 8791 - CD; ABTD 1424 - Cassette; No LP
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition
Scriabin: Poem of Ecstasy
Chicago Symphony Orchestra / Járvi
CHAN 8849 - CD; ABTD 1466 Cassette; No LP
Bas: Violin Sonatas 1 & 2
Erich Gruenberg - violin / John McCabe piano
CHAN 8845 CD; ABTD 1462 - Cassette: No LP
Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 8/
Partita for Double String Orchestra/
2 Hymn-Tune Preludes / Greensleeves
LSO/Thomson
CHAN 8828 - CD: ABRD/ABTD 1453 LP & Cassette
Mahler: Symphony No. 2 ' Resurrection'
Felicity Lott/Julia Haman soloists
Latvian State Academic Choir/
Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra & Chorus/ Manss Jansons
CHAN 8838-9 - CD; DBRD/DBTD 2022 LP & Cassette
Bruckner: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor
Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra / Yoav Talmi
CHAN 8860 CD

PO Box 317, ahem, London, SE9 4SF.
Send SAE for catalogue and details of

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
Hot Record Store
Est I
959

free LP offer.

MUSIC & VIDEO
EXCHANGE

MUSIC

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, LatinAmerican, Big Bands, Blues, R&B,
Nostalgia etc. Huge stocks of CDs. LPs
and tapes

56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
01 727 0424

Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment.
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL

NONE REFUSED!

16
54
34
IBC
12
62
104
76
64
96
52
52
64
4

Billy Vec Sound Systems
Brentwood Music Centre
Brady & Sons, WA

92
100
86

Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems Technology
Carver ( 11.W.)
114

50,51
8
32

CC112,

0271 43477.
BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S

DISC
WYSE!

72
WC
28

Datasound
Disc Wyse

84
114

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

Minim Llei irolui • lid
Mission Eleiur oniis
Motion Eleci ronic N
Movement Audio
Music Room, The
Neat Eli Fi

Gordon Getty

OF OVER 3000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS

ALL AT CRAZY PRICES
78A Warwick Road, Edmonton, London NI8 IRT

102
OBC
96
82
58
52

Sevenoaks IliFi Centre
Shure (H.W.)
Sony (CBS Records)
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Speaker Builder
Steve Boxshall Audio
Sugden, J.E. Ltd

78,79
48
26,27,29
82
102
56
68

80
Oxford Audio Consultants

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harrow Audio
Heinitz Ltd Thomas
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd

AT £7.50

RING MARK ON
01-807-6606 NOW

• CDs from £ 7 75. popular
£9.99, post paid, we specialise in
CO's Phone or write for catalogue
Disc Wyse, 14 Thornhill Road,
Uxbridge UB10 8SF 0895 633558

Cleartone
Conifer Records Ltd
Covent Garden Records

98
84
102
64

Ian Edwards

86

JPW Loudspeakers

96

K.J. Leisure Sound
Koss (11.W.)

40,74
40

Leighfield, Martin

Qg

MAIL ORDER C.D's

GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

Ab,iiiiiii• s,iiiiidi,
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic' Research
Agfa
AR Jay Interiors
Audio Choices
Audio Excellent e
Audio South
Audio Synthesis
Audio Technica Ltd
Audiofreaks
Audiokits
Aura ( B+W)

Noted for Jazz Books and

Videos. Best prices paid for S/H LPs and CDs.

48

PM Components Ltd
Path Ltd
Paul Green Hi Fi
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
Pinewood Music
Pioneer
Polygram Classics
Progressive
Radlett Audio
Rogers
Room Acoustics Services

50
104
18.22
86
62
24
10,11
20
104
70
56
86

Tandy Corp
Technical & General
The Audio File
The Listening Room
Transducer Developments Ltd

Unilet

Welbeck Video
West Midland Audio
Wilmslow Audio

HI-E1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

46
80
70
30

6

64
110
102
MAY 1990

READER SERVICE

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS
Pot LENC
D Ham Concerto. etc ( Pommierilickox
PROKOF1EV
D Celh Sonata ( Ilarrell/Ashkenazy)
RACHMANINOV
D Symphony 2 ( Sanderling)#
D Piano Concerto 3 ( Barto/Eschenbachl#
RAVEL
Tombeau de Couperin, etc tronclier ) #
O Ma Mere rOye ( Wordsworth),
D String Quartet ( Borodin Qt )
D String Quartet ( Emerson Qt I$
REGER
O Four Symphonic Poems. etc ( Albrecht )
ROSSINI
D Stabat Mater ( Ilickox )
SAINT-SAENS
D Carnival of Animals ( Wordsworth ) #

Can't find the disc you want?
Try the HFN/RR CD Service.
This offer applies to records
reviewed in this issue and
listed below. Simply tick the
boxes for the compact discs
you want and fill in the order
form. There is a small charge
for post and packing. (Please
note that the HFN/RR CD Service can supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders
are VAT- free but additional
shipping charges may be
added.) For LP and MC availability, call (0134) 741152.

SCHUBERT
Symphony 2 ( Goodman )£8.95
D Octet ( Gaudier Ens ) #
SHOSTAKOV1CH
CI Symphony It (Di: Priest) $
Violin Concertos I & 2 ( Monikovitclv

CLASSICAL
CPE BACH
Cello Concerto in A ( Haimovitz/Davis )

•

JS BACH
CI Suites:13RX' 1066-69 ( Koopman1£19.95

Jârvi)#
El Quartet transcriptions ( Barshai
D String Quartets
(Brodsky Qt )$
El Cello Sonata. etc ( IlarrellAshkenazy ) #
SIBELIUS
0 Symphony 2. etc ( Sarastel#
STANLEY
D Concertos 0132 jGoodman 1#
SUK
D Serenade for Strings ( Turovsky )
TAVERNER
Miss:, Slater christi ( Darlington j £8.95
TCHAIKOVSKY
D Serenade for Strings ( Turovsky #
TOMKINS
D Cathedral music ( Robinson ) #
VIVALDI
Op.8 Concertos, etc ( Iluggen/Kraemer)#

13 Oboe Concertos BWV 1053 55 .59 ( COE/
Boyd) $
0
Lute Suites ( Ishin1$
Goldberg Variations Harms:01#
BARTOK
Piano conceno 2 ( Harto Eschenbach $
BEETHOVEN
S ,‘ gin Sonatas Op.361 5 ( Menuhin)$
BENJAMIN
D Antara ( Benjamin ) £8.95
BIZET
cox d'enfants ( Sll'ordsworth)#
I
BOCCHERINI
.ello Concerto in B- flat ( I
laimovity
Davis),
BOULEZ
D Derive Slemoriale ( Benjamin ) •
BRIN

D Cello Concertos IIlarnovitobinson )
3 Cello Concertos ( CoMillogwocal)#
3 Recorder Concertos ( PetritScimone )

Les Illuminations. etc (Johnson/(,lover),
CHOPIN
Preludes Op.28 ( Pogorelich)
DAVIES
D Cello Concerto. etc ( Conway/Davies )
DEBUSSY
O Petite Suite, etc ( 'Fondles' )
D String Quartet ( Borodin Qt ) #
'string Quartet ( Emerson Qt )$
DOWLA.ND
I
be English Orpheus ( Kirkby;Roole)$
DUKAS
D Piano music ( Eingerhut #
DVORAK
D Wind Serenade. etc ( Davies)#
GUILISIA.NT
0 Sonatas I & 5. etc ( Ennis ) #
HA.NDEL
0 Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( Malcolm I £ 2995

COLLECTIONS
PROKOFIEV/DEBUSSY/MILHAUD
(Zedda)#
O EARLY ROMANTIC OVERTURES
(6composers #
D A VENETIAN CORONATION 1595
( composers ) #
II NEW YEAR'S CONCERT 1990
(3composers ) #

REFLECTIONS
TCHAIKOVSKY
D Symphonies 1.3 ( Haitink )£ 19.95
3 Symphonies 3.6 ( Karajan )£ 29.95
VERDI
Eight early operas ( Gardelli1£19.95 each
or £ 145.00 all 8

D Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( 1Musici ) £ 29.95
0 Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( Guildhall Strings
£29.95 C. set
HARVEY
D Song Offering, ( Benjamin ) $
HAYDN
Symphonic> 8 & 102 (Orpheus CO )
sj mphonies 85.8 - ( Kuijken #
CIF ,1:oncerto in C ( IlaimoviteDavis )
st ring Quartets Op. -1,1 3
roclellion Qt1$

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BRIAN ABRAHAMS' DISTRICT SIX
D Imgoma Yobantwana
AGE OF CHANCE

•

HINDEMITH
.Si. cher Sletamorphosis. etc ( Rickenbacher #
MARTUCCI
Sr mphony I. etc ( d'Avalos )
Sr inpliony 2. etc ( d* Avalos 1$
ENDELSSOHN
It let. sic ( Ilausmtssik I#

•

MOZART
.Posthorn Serenade. etc ( vegh #
matas for Piano & Violin ( Zimmermann
lc mquichlf

D Mecca $
ROY AYERS
D Fast Money £6.95
EIJH
D Welcome To '
lite Show $
CHET BAKER
Nightbird £6.95
ART BLAKEY
3 Live Al Ronnie Scott's £6.95
ROBIN BECK
Trouble Or Nothing $
THE BEVIS FROND

SI ass K139. etc ( Neumann),
OFFENBACH

D Any Gas Easter #
CLINT BLACK
Killin' Time f
CARL'S BLEY & PAUL HALVES
Escalator Over 'lite hill £ I- .
90

Inies of Hoffmann ( Ozawa )£ 19.95
Isi (
( ) £ 29.95

BLODWYN PIG
0 Ahead Rings Out £8.95

ALL DISCS MARKED

ARE £9.95 ( EXC P&P), OTHERS AS INDICATED

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OF 50p TO YOUR ORDER, OR £ 1PER ORDER
FOR TWO OR MORE DISCS. ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.
Ienclose acheque' nsnstal order* payable to HEN. RR CD SERVICE. Iwish to pay by credit card.
Ilea,. debit sins.‘a aes, Visa. Amex or Diners account as below.
•11, \ III RI II
PAYIN1. 141
RI 111 I1 ARD
All prices Include 3
ACCESS

E

My account number ix

LUKA BLOOM

Riverside #
THE BLUES BAND
)fficial Blues Band Bootleg Album £6.95
• THE BLUES BAND
O Ready £6.95
MICHEAL BOLTON
O Soul Provider $
JACK BRUCE
CI A Question Of Time $
CARTER ( THE UNSTOPPABLE SEX
MACHINE)
13 101 Damnations
YVES CHOIR
D By Prescription Only $
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN
0 Live At Minton's #
JOE COCKER
D With A Little help From My Friends £4.95
LLOYD COLE
O Lloyd Cole $
SHAWN COLVIN
0 Self Reliance $
COMPANY OF WOLVES
Company Of Wolves #
CUBA
D Les Danses Des Dieux

NICK LOWE
CI Pasty Of One $
CHARLES MANN
0 Walk Of Life $
BENNY MARDONES
D Benny Mardones
MARTHA'S VINEYARD
D Martha's Vineyard #
CURTIS MAYFIELD
D People Get Ready £6.95
MEMPHIS SLIM
D Steppin' ()ut £6.95
THE MOODY BLUES
This Is The Moody Blues £ I1.95
THE MYSTICSTHEJARMELS
O The Mystics Meet lite Farm's #
NITZER EBB
Showtime

THE NOTTING HILLBILLIES
0 Missing Presumed I
laving A Good Time #
NUMB
D Christmeister
SINEAD O'CONNOR

•

DATA BANK A
D Salad Days $
DRJOHN
D Plays Mac Rebennack
MICHEL DONEDA/DAUNIK LAZRO
D Feneral Gramofon #
DAVE EDMUNDS
0 Closer To The Hante
ELEVENTH DREAM DAY
DI Beet £8.95
THE FALL
0 Extricate
JOSE FELICIANO
The Best Of £6.05

0 IDo Not Want What Illare Not Got
ANITA 0' DAY
0 Wave £6.95
OST
0 Blaze $
OST
D Dancin' Through The Dark #
BUCK OWENS
0 Act Naturally #
MICHEL PETRUCCIANI
0 Music #
ROBERT PLANT
D Manic Nirvana $
DIANNE REEVES
0 Never Tim Far $
RUBELLA BALLET
0 Al lite End Of The Rainbow #
RUNNING WILD
0 Death Or Glory #
THE SEARCHERS
D Sweets For My Sweet £3.95

CHICO FREEMAN
0 Groovin' Late £6.95
FURNITURE
3 Food. Sex & Paranoia $
THE HAVALINAS
The Ilavalinas
ISAAC HAYES
O 'Ilse Isaac I
layes Movement £8.95
HERMAN'S HERMITS
3 The EP Collection £.8.95
JOHN LEE HOOKER
0 The Detroit Lion #
JOHN LEE HOOKER
That's My Story/lite Folk Blues Of $
LIGHTNIN' HOPKLNS
O Lightnin' Strikes Back $
HOUSE OF LOVE
3 Fontana
ENGLEBERT HUMPERD1NCK
Englebert I
lumperdinck £6.95
MISSISSIPPIJOHN HURT
O Last Sessions £ 5.95
JJJACKSON
D The Great 11 Jackson £8.95
JAN & DEAN
D Dead Man's Curve/New Girl In School
£6.95
HANKJONES
0 Lazy Afternoon
THE HAVALINAS
0 The I
lavalinas #
HOUSE OF LOVE
CI Fontana $
THE HENRY KAISER BAND
3 Heart's Desire #
PAUL KELLY
liangin' On In 'there $
THE KINKS
Arthur £4.95
KRIS KFUSTOFFERSON
D Third Wn.ls1 Warrior
MITCH LANI)RY & THE CAJUN
RAMBLERS
Pays DeN Cajuns

EFFILE BOB
108 Rendez-Vous In Angel Cit #

NINA SIMONE
O My Baby Just Cares For Me £695
STAGE DOLLS
Stage Dolls #
SOULED AMERICAN
D Around The ' hen #
SUDDEN SWAY
0 Ko.Opera
THE SWEET
3 Desolation Boulevard £4.95
ROOSEVELT SYICES
0 Get Your Row Out £6.95
TAJ MAHAL
Big Blues £695
THAT PETROL EMOTION
Chemicrazy
THUNDER
0 Back Street Symphony
TROUBLE
3 Trouble #
ULTRAMARINE
D De #
VARIOUS
0 Another Saturday Night
VARIOUS
O Deep Heat 5 £ 15.95

VARIOUS
0 Great Bluesmen/Nesvport £6.95
VARIOUS
0 Ixes Drink Some Juice And All Get Loose $
VARIOUS
0 Remember The Pirates £6.95
VARIOUS
There'll Always Be An England £6.95
VARIOUS
D The l'op Of The Pops Party Album £ 15.95
VARIOUS
0 White lightning £3.95
VARIOUS
El The Young Blood Story $
VARIOUS
Zydeco Blues'N'Boogic
THE MIKE WESTBROOK BAND
Off Abbey Road $

SEND YOUR COMPLETED ORDER TO: HEN/RR CD SERVICE, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH. (TEL: 0234 741152). Photocopies of this form will be
accepted.
Total disc price
L.
Postage price
TOTAL ORDER PRICE £

•Please delete where not applicable

O AMEX D DINERS D

e

Name:
Address:

EXPIRY DATE

POST CODE
Block letters please. E&OE. Delivery subject to availability

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO,
QUAD, NAD.

ROTEL, YAMAHA,

ar,ton
audio
STOP PRESS
Roksan
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 27th
June 1990
Free Tickets
available now.
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
•IT 0625 582704
Closed Monday

SONY,

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR
65CASILE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS

HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD MUSICAL FIDELITY
REVOLVER YAMAHA ST(
MORDAUNT-SHORT SME
DENON CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO ROGERS
B & W NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL
ROKSAN
DISCOUNT CD& TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter micelle's hi-fi attic
for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
REVOLVER
CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO
DUAL
NAKAMICHI
BEYER
SENNHEISER
HEYBROOK
NAGAOKA
DENON
PIONEER
Q.E.D.HARMON - KARDON
STAX
THORENS
KEF
ARISTON
MORDAUNT SHORT
and others
A&R CAMBRIDGE

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752469511)

111011CLIZAEICEEIIMIM
Aylesbury HI-Fidelity

THE

SOUNDSTAGE

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI-FI
THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa, AKG, Alphason, Audio Technica (CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard, Boston, BLQ, Castle. Celestion. Denon, Diesis. Dual.
Expcsure, Gale Goldbug, Goldring. Grado, Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Rardon, KEF, Logic. Linn Arms, Monitor Audio:Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity, Meridian. Mission, MordauntShort, Maranta, Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortofon.
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
•otel. Revoo. Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondeo.
Stand & Deliver. Spender, Systemdek, Tannoy. Target. Tear CD,
Thorens. Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire, Yamaha, Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday-Fridai, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
credit card facilities available

STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Onix, Epos, Royd,
Creek, BLQ, Mission, Revolver, Ariston,
Kef, Infinity, Tannoy, Denon, Rotel
NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR,
Nakamichi, Mordaunt-Short, Audio
Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.
OPEN6DAYS,2 luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1JP.
0305 64977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

CLOIIFY

6Abbey Street, Carlisle
re 0228 46 756

,./71e<etàle

AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS

DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

STOCKISTS OF: ELITE ROCK, SYSTEMDEK,
THORENS, MAY WARE. DECCA, CROFT, EA.R.,
SUGDEN, AMADEUS, LINX, CARVER, MARANTZ,
AIWA, NAKAMICHI, TDL, ROGERS, SPENDOR, ROYD,
JP W. B- W.

DANYENOB Q
C
U
KIBBLE
21 NANTWICH ROAD ' 7
MO
Y A
CREWE,
GUARANTEE.
CHESHIRE
TEL: (0270) 255488

'

Mission. Cyrus. Marantz, Dual. Linn. A wa.
AR. Creek Allison. Technics. Denon. Kenwood.
Pioneer. Philips. Creek. Acoustic Energy. Revolver. Akai

Dorchester
Hi Fi Ltd
SPECIALISTS IN THE SOUND OF MUSIC.

For the closest approach to tie original sound" contact IAN BEWLEY.
Tel: 07684 86235, " Fair Place", Watermillock-on.Ullswater, Penrith,
CA1 1OLR. Hear the latest QUAD range, including ESL, 63s, and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20, by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation in North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Glastonbury, Castle, Spendor, Sugden, Maranta.
Nakamichi, Kelvin Labs and Sumo. CD's also available

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009
FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at - COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.
116

Closed Wednesday.

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAM MI ARISTON UCELESTION UDENON II HEYBROOK UKEF
REFERENCE UCYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ 1111 MERIDIAN
REVOX• ROTEL II ROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE ' FACT PACK'
Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
e(0332) 380385

TM NUNN«
St-JUN.3AM

C-K)
["Chew & Osborne

... sounds
outstanding

ADC • AKAI • ARCAM• BANG & OLUFSEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO* • DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD • • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
'.'pping and Saffron Walden only
148 HR,F1 SHEET EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: 103781 74242
26 KING STREET SAFFRON WALDEN ESSEX • TEL 107991 23728
SOUTH SWEET BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS • TEL:10279) 656401
tItI NENX's de RECORD REND'. \X.

MAY 1990

SPECIALIST GUIDE
SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED
CLASSICAL MUSIC AND HIGH
QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
CDs AND MUSIC CASSETTES
IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

ClassicalSounds.
te.

STOCKISTS OF: Quad, Musical
Fidelity. Rotel. QED Spender,
Nakamichi, B&W. MordauntShod, Rogers, Philips, Aura,
Celestion. Dual and Sennheiser.

Watling Court. 84E Watling Street East. Towcester.
Northants NNI2 7BS Tel Towcester ( 0327) 359588

•!>

lib SWIM :et 118

,r4•

Recording Playback
6r Monitoring Limited
2 Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Tel: 01-5850274

RPM

(Naar Clapham Junction, Clapham
South iSi South Circular Road)

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica, B&W,
Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle, Celestion,
Creek, Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock),
Glanz, Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther, Meridian, A4FSL, Michell, Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortolon, Philips (C.D.
only), Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure
Sondes, Spendor,Tannoy, TDK, TDL, Tho reno, Zenn.

Open: Tues Set 1030am-6.30pm

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD,
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Naim, Rega, Creek, Ion,
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodmans, Royd, Ruark, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company, Audiotech, Sound

COMPACT

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technica, Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.

Asfé

2 Comfortable Single Speaker Dem Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery & Installation Service

THE HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

2 Year Warranty

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DELTEC, DENON,
DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, OED, ROTEL, SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STANDESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TANNOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE
27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire PO9 1PY
Tel: 107051 473952

Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities
Access, Visa & Instant Credit.
BIRMINGHAM

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:01-379 4010. Fax 01-497 9205

Open 10-1, 2-6 Tues Sat

OPEN 7DAYS

HOPKINS HI-FI

11141KIIIKEIN

NO 1DEALER FOR THE SOUTH EAST
38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: (0705) 822155
THE SPECIALIST DEALER FOR

Technics • NAD • Kenwood • Onkyo • Quad • Revolver • Denon • Dual •
Cambridge Audio • OED • Tannoy • KEF • Mordaunt Short • Heybrook •
Monitor Audio • Sennheiser - Ortofon Marantz •
aria

DEMONSTRATION ROOM

LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • RE VOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

AUDIOVE\UE

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM, LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO, EPOS. NAIM, MISSION. REGA. DUAL. ROTEL,
CYRUS,

NM AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,

CREEK.

NAKAMICHI, DENON.
RE VOX QUAD

MARANTZ,

94 BRISTOL ST., BIRMINGHAM
6 9 2 13 5 9
TUE -SAT 10am - 6 pm

LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787
Stockists of. Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ,
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
• A & R Cambridge
BB& 0 III38,W
•Castle • Celestion
• Denon II Duale Marantz
• Mission • Monitor Audio
• Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity

Instant Credit Facilities
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

• Nakamichi U Pioneer • Philips CD
• Quad U Rogers • Rotél • Revox

• Sony U Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
• Thorens

U Trio • Yamaha etc.

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

ANALOG AUDIO
(HI Fi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufactuiers.
Please phone for details.

MARKETS'

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599
EXT.447
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AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
NORFOLK/SUFFOLK DEALER
FOR THE EQUIPMENT REVIEWERS
USE AND RECOMMEND.

Audio Reflections
Music for the home

crEsrup

Çl

IFIIDEUITY

DELTEC amplifiers. Slink cables.
PEW ONE bit stream convertor.
VALVE AMPS by Audio Innovations, BBAIBB100).
Croft, Concordant, Grant and others.

TURNTABLES by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 Sc. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 Si
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

VaId,

SPEAKERS by Snell and Rogers.
Also Mod Squad, Moth, OM Royd, Goldring, Audio Tecinica, Target.

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

AT(' Monitors non is
for
demonstration in Yorkshire
AT(' SUA120. SCA150A and 11•\1100As on
permanent demonstration
This flawless handling of dynamic range and contrasts,
utterly devoid of any form of compression, rendered the
ATCs as suitable for both ear-busting rock and the kind of
classical which you dream about replicating in the home.
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News 8 Record Review
January 1989

For further details on this amazing speaker and
other fine products including Airtight. Concordant.
London Decca. Ortofon. SME. Sumo, Tom. nsend.
D('M Time Windows. Kelvin Labs. Van Den Hul
and Vecteur, please contact
John Bleakley on Leeds ( 0532) 698037

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
Diss ( 0379) 740227

TO

Active

Audio

sound systems

ARCAM U ARISTON UCELESTION U DENONU HEYBROOK U KEF
II CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDEUTY al MARANTZ al
111REVOX UROTELU ROGERS II ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,

Leri71

Tamworth, Derby.

GRENSTREET

CONTACT

EASTM

69 LONDON ROAD BRIGHTON 609431

LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

5:Trej
\fflnLic,
KENWOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTEL, DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
MICHELL, A.R., J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA,
SENNHEISER, AKA!, TANNOY, Q.E.D, INFINITY,
HARMAN-KARDON, SONY, ARISTON, JECKLIN,
MONSTER, A.K.G., MORDAUNT-SHORT,
YAMAHA, WHARFDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA.
PIONEER, TARGET, PARTINGTON, SUGDEN,
GOLDRING, NORDMENDE, BOSE, MONITOR
AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, B&W
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX Tel (0323) 640911

ffastivys_HLF1

CONSULTANTS

(32 WESTERN ROAD. ST.LEONARES. ( 0424)44297R

from

effries

4ALBERT PARADE

HERE

=riy1

SOPHIA

3demonstration rooms ai each shop

e(0827) 53355

',Fier fed

ADVERTISE

hi•P

HIfi

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY. QUAD.
NAKAMICHL MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS
TANNOY, NAD. MANT7CORE, IDL MARAIVT/
AUDIO LAB, DENON. CELESTION. LINN.
KEF. YAMAHA. WHARFEDALE. ARCAM.
SNEU. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. SYSTEMDL IO
PROA C. ROTEL.

CLOSED MONDA ,"'.

ELECTROTRADER HI-FI
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On
Sea, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. (0492)
48932. Ariston, B&W, Cambridge
Audio, Canton, Heco, Infinity,
Onkyo, Rotel, Tannoy, Teac, TDL,
Yamaha etc. Dem room. Appts
preferred. Home trial. Free
installation. Access, Visa, American Express, Diners. 9.30-1.00.
2.00-5.30 Mon- Sat.

ON 01-686 2599
EXT. 447

UNDERGROUND- AUDIO
HEATHROW AIRPORT

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.

HI- END USED

Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50— 5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

AND EX-DEM
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT — SOLD — TRADED

• orf

MONSAT 9. 00-6. ()O.
• Fill. DEMONSTRATIONS IN STORE & IN HOME

'ERIC WILEY
()IEI

For the
finest
names
in

HiFi

IN

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(aomtas

un.Kins)

L.Itlehampt 06 Road Tel Worth.rv, 64141

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLE FORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

GRYPHON, RAY LUMLEY, COUNTERPOINT, KRELL,
TRI PLANAR, E.A.R, ROWLAND, LUR NE, AUDIO
RESEARCH, LEVINSON, ARAGON, ORACLE, PROAC,
JARDIS, Etc, Etc

HOURS

11-8.30
TEL

MON—FRI

10895)
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word (private), minimum £13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in July issue must reach these
offices by 18th May 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

II. SCOTT made in United States 310E FM Stereo
Tuner. 296 FM Stereo Amplifier valve, good condition,
offers. Tel: ( 0403) 782952 any time. ( E)
AR9Ls FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS. Capable up to 400w per channel, walnut cabinet £350.
Pioneer Reel-to- Reel Tape Deck RT-707 4 head auto
reverse auto repeat £200. Evening Tel: No. (0293)
512736. ( E)
PROAC STUDIO l's £400. vn. 30-30 Power Amp
£400. Croft micro pre £ 120. Omega Point + Arm £900.
Garrott Decca £ 100. Goldring Electro unused £90. Tel:
Dave (0533) 550138 eve. ( E)

STAX SRM ONE. Tubed headphones amp and
Lambda pro head phones. Superb £650. Quad FM4
Tuner. £ 180. Oxford Acoustic Reference Turntable.
Wall mounted. As new. £ 1100. Tel: 01-659 9538. ( E)
LISTEN TO THIS! Thorcns TD320 MKII turntable
with Ortofon MC20 super cartridge - £250. Teac X
2000R auto-reverse reel to reel ( black) £ 1100. Both
barely used, accept £ 1250 for both, Cost £2,300. Tel:
Mary Green on (0244) 830383 ( bus. hours). ( E)

AUDIO RESEARCH DI15 power amplifier £ 1100 or
swap Celestion SL700. Tel: 01-348 3668 ( N8). ( E)

LUXMAN TURNTABLE, PD300, Vacuum Platter,
with Rega RB300, £ 175. Spendor BC1's, £220. Drive
units 5 years old. Tel: 01-579 3376 Eves. ( E)

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES. 3 months old.
Perfect condition £3250. No offers. Tel: ( 0860) 660001
or office hour, ( 0903) 7(X)408. ( F)

MORDAUNT SHORT SPEAKERS 3-way floor standing teak. Superb sound and looks, only 2years old £250
o.n.o. New flat forces sale. Tel: (0629) 734645. ( E)

REVOX 1177 MKII TAPE DECK 3-1
4 - 71
/
4 ips. Perfect
/
condition, numerous tapes £900. Tel: (0223) 214997.
(E)

JADIS DEFY 100 Tube Power Amplifier (£3200) £ 1695
Threshold Fetio Phono/Line preamp (£4450) £2200
Koetsu Rosewood Signature low use (£ 1995) £795
(0689) 61935. ( E)

MARK LEVINSON MLIO pre- amplifier £1000. Alphason Sonata ( walnut), Odyssey RP1-XG tonearm £ 750.
Matisse Reference valve pre-amplifier £ 1990. All items
boxed and in excellent condition. 01-789 2349 eves. ( E)
CROFT OTL STEREO POWER AMP £825. Cello
Etute passive pre amp £475 ono. Tel: ( 021772) 5555 day
or ( 021742) 7570 eves. Ask for Mike. ( F)
CELESTION SYSTEM 600si's complete with apair of
600si's one year old £ 1450. Tel: ( Cambridge) ( 0954)
782266 day, (0954) 781584 cvs. (
F)
SONUS FABER ELECTAS, Krell KSP-7B preamplifier, ARC CL30, Micro Seiki CDM2 CD Player
Complete System for sale, as new genuine reason for
sale £7000 ( will split if absolutely necessary) Tel: 01-399
3034. ( E)
MARK LEVINSON MLIOA pre amp £ 1750 (£3800)
ML9 Poweramp £2000 (£3800) ML7A Pre Amp £3000
(£7(00) ML3 Power amp £3950 woe) Oxford Crystal
Reference Mechanic MC3(XX1/11 £2500. Split Mirage
MI Speakers Piano Black £3250. Excellent reviews, all
mint, boxed, guaranteed. 01-226 2359. ( E)
AUDIO RESEARCH D70 MKII £950. Tel: 01-435 7235.
(Daytime Tel: 01-366 1171). ( E)
PAIR APOGEE CALIPERS in light grey v.g.c. £850.
Tel: London 01-554 6199 evenings only. No time
wasters please. ( E)
TWO REVOX A77's £220 and £ 180 respectively priced to sell. Just lined up and in full working order.
Tel: Marc on ( 0865) 514622 ( Oxford). ( E)
B & W LOUDSPEAKERS Type DM2/2 matched pair
on stands £ 150. Tel: 01-807 7540. ( E)
YAMAHA SYSTEM. C-80 pre-amp £350. M-80 power
amp ( 250w) 23Kg! £400. T-80 Tuner £200.. KX-1020
Cassette £250. CDX-1100 CD Player £450. Also Kef
R105.4 Speakers with headcovers £350. Total £2000.
All immaculate and boxed. 5% discount for complete
sale. Tel:Aldershot 349813 ( daytime). ( E)
LINN LPI2, VALHALLA, Basik, F.R.MC 202 hardly
used. £450. Tel: ( 024541) 6115. ( E)
AMP-01 Audophile Version - one of the world's best
preamplifiers. Handbuilt by Ben Duncan with full
magic included. Comprehensive facilities £750. Rauch
DVT5OS 150watt high spccificiation Ben Duncan
designed professional power amplifier. £350. Celestion
700 loudspeakers £ 1050. 20ft " Straight Wire" loudspeaker cables £ 100. Tandberg 3001 Tuner £300. Tel:
(0272) 874024 ( Bristol). ( E)
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SPII 2. Excellent condition boxed £2350. Used for CD
only - changing to 1St. Tel: (091) 259 3565 9 - 6. Tel:
(091) 251 2550 6pm on + weekends. ( E)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 Power Amp, £ 1500, pair
of Ruark Accolade Speakers. £ 1400. Both mint condition. reason for sale, moving to flat. Will demonstrate.
Tel: (0932) 231342 evenings. ( E)
QUAD 33+303 FM3 AM3 Thorens TD150, Aiwa
Cassette AD1500. Goodmans Double Maxim speaker
stands base size 9" x 9" with spikes. No reasonable
offer refused. Tel: 01-785 9866 home. 01-976 1666
office EX 2130. ( F)
REVOX A77 MK4 1/2 track 3.75/7.5 Remote Control.
Build in Amp. 3 covers, 20 tapes £380 o.n.o. 2Tandberg TM 6 Dynamic Microphones boxed, stands,
leads £50, DBX II Noise Reduction £ 100. Box No.
0753. ( E)
AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEM. Loewe 28" Stereo Television Akai VS485EK Nicam Stereo Video Recorder.
Ariston Integrated Amplifier remote controlled. Wharfedale bi-wired 505-2 Speakers. Whole system only.
Will not split! Tel: 01-381 4283 after-noons only!
Answer-phone other times £650. No offers. ( E)
YAMAHA CAI000 integrated amplifier. Excellent condition, class A - B switchable. 70 watts RMS many
useful features including separable main and pre-amp
etc. £200 o.n.o. Tel: Rochdale (0706) 78183 evenings.
(E)
BRAND NEW NEVER USED KENWOOD DPC 80 CD
with remote control, headphones, battery and charger.
Unwanted gift. Retail £250 sell £ 199 o.n.o. Tel: (0270)
664191 after 6pm ( Cheshire). ( E)
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC MKI. Immaculate, black.
fitted Quad QelcIpk protection circuit £330. Tel: (0440)
703485 ( Haverhill). ( E)
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES £2500 o.n.o.
Musical Fidelity A370 II MVX £3200 o.n.o. Will split
Ortofon MC70 cartridge. Just run in £400. Koetsu
Rosewood Sig. £900 2 months old, Krell KSA 20013
mint £4000. Audio Research SP14 £2300. Tel: Phil
(0706) 813987. ( E)
QUAD 33 CONTROL UNIT 303 AMP. PM3 Tuner
ESL Speakers. Amp and Speakers serviced by Quad in
July 1989 £700 o.n.o. Tel: (0788) 521712 office. (0788)
69767 home, evenings. ( E)

LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips-based I6- bit players. The new " Pro II" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer arc used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old HiFi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham BI4 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( M)
LINN ISOBARIK SPEAKERS £850 incl Stands. Naim
pre amp 32-5 & Hi-cap power supply £ 1,200. Naim 250
power amp £800. Linn Troika cartridge ( only just
run-in) £350. Tel: ((149) 161 2937 ( weekends) or 01-388
2424 x 2284 ( office hours). ( E)
STATION SOUNDS SELLS, REPAIRS AND BUYS.
Vintage valve and quality hi-fi. Stocklist quotations
(0903) 39980 883535. ( E)
STUDIO ACOUSTICS EX DEM ITEMS. Burmester
838 Pre- amp £450. Magnum P200 Pre- amp £395.
Vandersteen Model 2Ci £900. For further details please
telephone (0626) 67060 or (0803) 529199. ( E)
PURE SOUND "SUPER SALE". Michell GyroDec ( Ltd
Edition) choice of 2, from £495, Roksan ( rosewood)
£495, Acoustic Energy AEI ( incl stands) £795. AE3
(incl stands) £ 1695, Teac PI 0 C.D. Transport £ 1295,
Wadia 1000 DM64 Decoder ( was £4950) £3650,
Threshold FET 10 Phono £ 1195, Threshold S200 power
£1595, Forte Model 3 power £995, Mod Squad Line
Drive £375, TDL ( compact) £ 195; ( PX and haggling
accepted). Special prices available on Aragon, Acoustic Energy, Delice, Forte, Gryphon, Mark Levinson,
Madrigal, Proceed, Sota, Teac, Threshold, Wadia ( new
DM32 only £ 1950) etc. Phone for details of the Pure
Sound Discount Club. Pure Sound - (051) 645-6690/
(051) 521-5063. ( E)
APOGEE SCINTILLAS: Your chance to own aclassic
full range ribbon design at an extremely affordable
price. Telephone for details, plus other items. Pinewood Music, Martins, Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hants SPI 1 7HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536.
(E)
NORFOLK/SUFFOLK STOCKIST OF DELTEC
AMPS and cables, Croft, Audio Innovations, Sugden.
Snell. Rogers, 15% off Moth arms and all cartridges.
Audible Difference, Diss (0379) 740227. Visa/Access.
(E)

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Each tape . tndividually digitally mastered in real time and is supplied will
instructions and specifications
Dolby level. £3.75. Azimuth, £6.35. Speed, f5 IS. Level/Azimuth £895
LeveVAzimullvSpeed, f12.00. LevellAzimuttV30Flz-15KHz frequency
response (30Hz-15KHz, 120us eq), £ 14 50. Multvpurpose. 6Tests Level
Azimuth. Frequency Response ( 30Hz-15KHz). Dolby B C Tracking
Speed. 8ms Meter Tonebursl(120useq): £20.00
TDK Blank Cassettes at low prices.
AR 90 Cl 25
SA 90 £ 1.75
MA 90 f2.75
Postage up to 5tapes. £ 1.00, add 85p for each addlhonat 5

ORDERS'ENOUIRIES TO: IAN HARRISON, 7, MILL HILL, REPTON.
DERBY, DE6 6GO. TEL: 0283 702875
119

EX- DEMONSTRATION

STOP
the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. flourescent
lights, televisions, fridges, etc. affecting your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Stains Conditioner.This result's in:* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over 5iiow of dean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
£19.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to

W ENTWORTH AUDIO

('oley

Lane

Farm,

IZotherhant

CELLO
AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
9,990.00 ( List £ 15,500.00)
AUDIO PALETTE
£ 5,990.00 ( List f 9,750.001
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
f9,990.00 ( List f 15,500.00)

Frill details available on requet
Interest free credit 0% APR subject
to personal status
written details upon application.

ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
Tel: 0625 582704
Fax: 0625 586285

EQUIPMENT AND SPEAKER STANDS
• Why lose out with mediocre performance in
the CRITICAL area of support for equipment
and speaker support.
• Discover for yourself the reasons that ORIGIN
LIVE stands have had so many rave reviews.
Not only reviewers but many Origin live users
consider changing supports to be the most
cost effective upgrade possible - even when
previously using more expensive support
systems. Faster transients, increased separation
and claritys with improved imaging.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 0,V ALL S/ANDS
IF NOT IMPRESSED
Phone or — Send for details:- ORIGIN LIVE,
87 CHESSEL CRESCENT, BITTERNE,
SOUTHAMPTON SO2 4BT ( 0703)671237/442183.

Wentworth,

S62

7S0

VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

REGA RB 300 / RB 260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-548 SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

•SiderealKops The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout Expensive but the best.
SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning

e

ODNM

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker

cable. Interconnects Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
Write for NEW Price list for 1989.

eLearn
e

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•—
DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. /
2 SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
1

That's our goal at the

REFERENCE STUDIO

Every item of Hi Fi equipment adds some form of
colouration.
We however, have tested many items and after
careful selection can offer some of the very best
available. •
If your quest is total fidelity to music then give us a
call to make an appointment for aderronstration in
our superb studio.
'TOP SERVICE AND ADVICE'
DELTEC • LUMLEY • DIAMOND ACOUSTICS •
TOWNSEND • ZARATHUSTRA • MAGNUM •
RADFORD • MARK LEVINSON • CARDAS •
MITCHELL • KISEKI • ORTOFON • LONDON • etc

AT THE
REFEREN CESTUDI O
HEATHFIELD SUSSEX
120

04352 8004

SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
OVERSEAS, WHOLESALE & TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE
QUOTE RE CURRENT AVAILABILITY
& PRICES

BILLINGTON VALVES
Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS ( UK)

Mon- Fri 9am - 5.30pm

Callers by appointment only
Min.Order: £ 20 t VAT & carriage
Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:-

PERFECT FIDELITY

1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK

REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHErA.
tll/LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. sroCK or nLYRITA
A

SEND A 6"x9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY ' JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS ' YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TO AFULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES. R&B. UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE, JAll. FUSION, COUNTRY
ETC. ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP - WHY NOT TRY US?
•
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING

STUDIO ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialist audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
tube) Discreet Technology Cables
Power Amplifiers (
and Vanderstecn Speakers. For further details please
telephone (0626) 67060 - Trade enquiries welcome. (
F)
RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak,
Rogers, Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME; THORENS.
All available. Genu:ne Spares Service. Repairs, Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAI. PO BOX 53.
CROINBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR34LS
01-658-3464

FAX. 01-650-0374

$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO COPIES OF RCA LSC
1817, 2225, 2287, 2449 LDS 6055. MER(' SR 90144,
90212, 90277, 90305, 90313, 90316. Others wanted! R.
Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth, IL 60043, U.S.A. ( F)
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CLASS
WANTED
LPS. Iwill purchase your classical and modern jazz
collection. Must be in very good condtion. Tel: Mr. A.
Murphy 01-783 1250. ( E)
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL UNIT for Tandberg TD20A Tape Recorder. Mr. Sutherland, 25
Se'borne Road. Wood Green, London N22 4TH. ( E)

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60. Quad. etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Thorens TDD124. TD224. (MU
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS 8t 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and II1L2. fueom 80, Wharfedale
Airdale, Quad ESL etc.
New Illustrated 28 page -Wanted List - available upon request.
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis.
The Vintage Wireless Coalmine Ltd., Tudor Home, Gaga. Street,
Musotslield,Bristol,BS173EN.Teleplion(0272)5‘5472Aatitine.

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

IE
%elmffçel,

INTERN ATIONA
QUADRO SOUND music production realizes already
the new discrete 4 channel tapes and cassettes for the
fans of Quadraphony and real sound progress.
Information about titles and 4channel decks available
from Postfach 610411, 2000 Hamburg 61, West Germany. ( E)

AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES, AT OC7 for
£129,00 + VAT AT OC9 for £ 199.00 + VAT Send
cheque and order to: Mrs. P. Gregarek KleineSchwerter-Str.115, 4600 Dortmund 41, West-Germany.
Prices include postage. ( VAT is payable in U.K. after
arrival of cartridge). Exchange cartr. less 30%. ( F)

ROMANIAN GROUP of Professional Electronics
Engineers and artists offer local advertising and/or
representative office for companies dealing with computers, audio-video equipment and records. Radu
Mutihac, P.O. Box 30-65, Bucharest, Romania. (G)

TO

Audio Cables Direct

ADVERTISE

Low U.S. Domestic Prices

IN THIS

We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)
*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599

(The Cable Company)

EXT. 447

*CALL, WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS
(215)294-9576, or fax ( 215) 294-9586
L.o.box 305, upper black eddy, pa 1897LI

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:
50p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

0

I

11SA

El

El

lII1 IIIIIIIIIII
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes E No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

«name
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uccess is to do with being in the

like right place at the right time. The late

„11940s saw a new breed of small
record labels springing up all over America, owned by white businessmen but
specializing in recording the work of
black artists for black audiences. In LA
there was Aladdin, Specialty, Imperial,
Modern and RPM; in Memphis, Sun
Records; in Houston, Peacock; in Cincinnatti, King; in New York, Atlantic. But in
Chicago, the pivotal mid-western city
whose black population was increasing by
perhaps 25,000 per year as new migrants
arrived from the agricultural southern
states, there was Chess Records.
Chess soon eclipsed other independents to become the major source of
Chicago blues, black rock'n'roll and soultinged R&B. In the 1960s, its material ( old
and new) gained an enthusiastic young
white audience, especially in the UK.
Unfortunately for more recent collectors,
though, the UK reissue of the classic
Chess material has been chaotic: inferiorsounding undocumented compilations
have sold alongside others, which, though
more reputable, still usually come from at
least second-generation master- tapes. The
confusion and duplication stems from the
way the rights in the catalogue chanted
hands after the original company folded in
the any 1970s. The situation was resolved
when MCA acquired the catalogue lock,
stock and barrel in 1985, but it is only
now that its rather defensively-badged
«Original Chess Masters' CDs have started
to reach the UK. Existing ' licensed'
recordings may have more tracks, or may
be selected to suit European tastes, but
MCA's discs are the real thing.
The brothers Leonard and Phil Chess,
immigrants from Poland, had arrived in
Chicago in 1928. They started as pawnbrokers, then went into the liquor business: by the early 1940s, they owned
several bars on the South Side. When they
took over a nightclub called the
Macomba, the brothers realised that there
aready market for records of black artists
with local appeal. In 1947, they launched
their Aristocrat record label ( the name
changed to Chess in 1950). The brothers
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soon became involved in buying masters
from other recording companies in the
South ( Sam Phillips of Sun Records supplied Jackie Brenston's 1951 hit ' Rocket
88' and early Howlin' Wolf sides) but
recorded Chicago- based artists
themeselves. Their Michigan Avenue
office doubled as astudio and ( so legend
has it) they used to push their desks back
and pull out the piano to make recordings.
One of Aristocrat's earliest record dates
was with pianist Sunnyland Slim. He
brought with him ablues singer/guitarist
who had been working in the obscure
South Side clubs since he arrived from the
Mississippi delta in 1943. At the end of the
Sunnyland Slim session, they recorded
Muddy Waters singing « I Can't Be
Satisfied'. The record sold out quickly and
became the Chess brothers' first local hit.
There was nothing new about the song:
it was a version of « I Be's Troubled',
Waters' first-ever recording, made back in
Mississippi in 1941 by the folk-song collector Alan Lomax. On « IBe's Troubled',
Waters played the distinctive, swooping,
vibrato- laden theme on an acoustic guitar,
the bottleneck on his finger sliding
grainily over heavy wirewound strings
and clacking audibly on the frets. It is an
arcane, fascinating sound, astyle derived
almost exclusively from the earlier Delta
singers Robert Johnson and Son House.
On « I Can't Be Satisfied', the guitar is
electric, thick, powerful, warmlydistorted, while the 'slapped' double bass
of Edward « Big' Thompson adds apercussion effect and freed Waters from having
to play aregular ground beat. But Waters'
real breakthrough, amajor hit in the R&B
charts, was ' Rollin' Stone', cut in 1950.
Although ' Rollin Stone' was a solo
recording, Waters now assembled what
became the archetypal Chicago blues
band. His half-brother Otis Spann played a
percussive but never cluttered piano
style; Jimmy Rogers played asolid second
guitar, mixing chords and single-note
melody lines or riffs which never clashed;
and Little Walter was the most inventive
and soulful of all blues harmonica players.
This band differed fundamentally from the
horns-and-piano-based jump bands of the
1940s, like that of Louis Jordan: their
arrangements were founded on akind of

With the help of Chess Records,
Muddy Waters took
the country
blues to
town ...

simplified swing-band jazz, often underpinned with a pounding boogie-woogie
piano. Waters' band, on the other hand,
owed practically nothing to jazz or
boogie-woogie: the rhythm section produced a new kind of drive.
Waters' songs and vocal style
increasingly reflected the tough and indecently macho persona which became
such an essential part of the idiom. It is
hard to understand how critic Studs Terkel, of Waters' powerful « IJust Want To
Make Love To You', could say: «... the
wistful-whimsical lyrics are attractive.'
Perhaps he was being ironic.
By 1955, though, the older bluesmen
were under threat from the new wave of
rock'n'roll. Among the new set of Chess
CD reissues is actually a first issue in
album form of Muddy Waters' 1955-59
singles. Trouble No More (CHD9291)
contains ten titles, some of which (' Live
The Life I Love', « Rock Me') are of
near-classic status: others smack of searching for a hit. ( Don Snowden's erudite
liner note points out that 'Close To You',
which contains such lines as ' Iwanna get
close to you, As an egg is to a hen' was
Waters' last R&B chart entry.)
But there is another Muddy Waters title
among the current Chess reissues. The
1969 double album Fathers and Sons
(now a single CD, CHD-92522) was a
historic release. On two studio sides and
two live ones, Muddy Waters and Otis
Spann were backed by two of the best and
most 'authentic' young white blues players, guitarist Mike Bloomfield and harmonica player Paul Butterfield. Live, they
play five true classics of the Waters
repertoire. Waters' slide guitar style was
reaching its final phase, cutting through
like a primeval cry, so emotionally eloquent as to make Bloomfield's contributions seem inconsequential.
Like almost every one of the current
crop of ' official' MCA Chess reissues, this
is an admirable package. Some of the
other titles do represent the best-known
work of the artists concerned ( Sugar Pie
DeSanto, Etta James, Koko Taylor). But,
like Trouble No More, Fathers and Sons is
a priority purchase only for those who
already have everything Muddy Waters
recorded between 1948 and 1954. And,
really, only for those who also already
have Muddy Waters At Newport, the
essential live recording from the Newport
Jazz Festival, in 1960. That might have
been his finest hour.
MCA reissues: Chess R&B on CD: Various
artists The Best of Chess Blues Vol 1, CHD31315; Chuck Berry Rock'n'Roll Rarities, Vol
1, CHD-92521; Sugar Pie DeSanto Down In
The Basement, CHD-9275; Bo Diddley In The
je Spotlight, CHD-9264; Fathers and Sons,
CHD-92522; Buddy Guy Left My Blues
In San Francisco, CHD-31265; John Lee
Hooker The Real Folk Blues, CHD-9271;
Etta James Tell Mama, CHD-9269; Howlin'
Wolf The Real Folk Blues, CHD-9273; Ramsey
Lewis The Greatest Hits, CH- D6021; Koko
Taylor, CHD-31271; Muddy Waters Trouble
No More, CHD-9291.
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AR goes beyond the Intern experience Not only are AR produc¢ designed la mow lovers, they are designed loe those musx lovers
who also dernand first rate built quality. attractive appearance and convenience of operaron The Spirit range are hie-performance
oudspeaken, built both to yound and look good. Behind the attractive frameless grille le adual-density baRe whKh drarniocally
reduces resonance and imercries sound quality In addition AR's direct driven woolen and minimalist crossovers allow nghter
amplifier coupling to reeal more of the spirit of the original performance

Hear it soon at your nearyst AR dealer

The Spirit Ca p tured
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